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BENJAMIN SILLIMAN. 

Our honored seeogints Professor BENJAMIN SILLIMAN, * the 
founder of this Journal, whose name has appeared upon the 
title page of every number, from the first until the present, is with 
us no more. cl died at his residence in New Haven, early 
Thursday m g, Nov. 24, 1864 (the day set apart for a na- 
tional CHRB SMe having reached the age a is years. 

omes our duty to place on record in these pages, as an 
inscription to the monument which he has himself erected, an 
outline of his career and a tribute i his memory. Few men 



2 Benjamin Silliman. 

the close of his life, in 1851, when he was accompanied by his 
son, and made a more extended tour of observation and inquiry. 
Frequent journeys in his own country made him acquainted 
personally with the institutions and the men of every State, 
while his habits of prompt and friendly correspondence perpet- 
uated the intimacies which he formed at home and abroad. 

Without attempting a formal biography (which the late day 
of his decease renders impossible at this time), we propose to 
speak briefly of Professor Silliman’s career as an officer of Yale 
College, and as a man of science, and then of his personal char- 
acter and influence in the community. : 

The Silliman family has resided in Fairfield, Conn., since the 
early colonial days. Tradition says that Claudio Sillimandi, — 
their earliest known ancestor, was driven, in 1517, from Lucca, 
Italy, to Switzerland, by religious persecution. The descendants 
resided in Berne, and afterward in Geneva, whence they emi- 
grated through Holland to this country about the middle of the 
seventeenth century. A worthy pastor of the name, living — 
with his family near Neuchatel, was visited by Prof. Silliman — 
in 1851 ; 

Ebenezer Silliman, the grandfather of Benjamin, graduated — 
at Yale College in 1727, and Gold Selleck, the father, in 1752. — 
The latter was a Brigadier General of militia in the Revolution, — 
and was entrusted for a time with the defence of the Long Island 
coast. € was married to Mary, the daughter of Rev. © 
Joseph Fish of Stonington, and the widow of Rev. John Noyes. — 
The two children of this marriage, Gold Selleck and Benjamin, — 
became members of the same class in college, and haye main- — 
tained through life an intimacy peculiarly fresh and cordial. — 
The younger brother, Benjamin, was born in North Stratford, — 
Conn. (now the town of Trumbull), August 8, 1779. The elder, — 
who was born in 1777, is still living in Brooklyn, N. Y.’ : 

Throughout his active life, Professor Silliman has been iden- — 
tified with Yale College. He entered the institution in 1792, — 

aduated in 1796, became a Tutor in 1799, was appointed — 
ee of Chemistry and Natural History in 1804; and in — 
1853, having been relieved at his own request from further ser- — 
vice as an instructor, he was aida regan ie the Corporation, © 
Professor emeritus. Thus, during a period of nearly three- 
quarters of a century, his name has appeared as a student and — 

? Prof. Silliman was twice married: first, in 1809, to Harriet, daughter of the 
second Gov. Trumbull of Connecticut, the mother of his nine children; and again, 
in 1851, to Mrs. Sarah Webb, daughter of John McClellan. Five children survive 
him, one son and four daughters, All are the eldest daughte 
Church, the see P. Hubbard, the third to Prof. J. D. Dana, and the 
fourth to Rev. E. W. Gilman.. His desc include twenty Idren, 
besides five deceased, and two great-; 
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teacher successively on the catalogues of the college. He was 
a pupil both of Dr, Stiles and Dr. Dwight, and the colleague of 
the latter during eighteen years. With President Day and Pro- 
fessor Kingsley he was associated for half a century and more 
in the government of the institution. 

In the capacity of a college officer, he was preéminent as a 
teacher. The professor’s chair, in the laboratory or the lecture- - 
room, was the place above all others in which his enthusiasm, 
his sympathy with youthful aspirations, his varied acquisitions, 
is acquaintance with the world of Nature and of Art, and hi 

courses, that on geology, he gave with peculiar zest and elo- 

Soars and to clothe the world with the plants and animals of 
former days. 

Professor Silliman was less concerned in the government of 
the students than some of his associates; but questions were 
continually arising in which his counsel was of weight. He 
was prompt in rebuking every form of youthful delinquency, yet 
was never harsh or inconsiderate. No student ever left his pres- 
ence feeling wronged or indignant. He would much rather sac- 
rifice a rule than injure an offender. If he seemed sometimes 
to be lenient, it was the leniency of a father, for his mind re- 

tded the improvement of his scholars rather than the enforce- 

fas) i= oO g a 2 z 7 = ‘ A =] = a i] Lar) om a @ S. & oO 4. me 8 re 5S ° = ee o de” o 

- Rotend there. His active and versatile disposition led him 
become interested in and to help forward whatever would con- 
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apse to the welfare of Yale College. When he went abroad, 
1805, to imself for the duties of his professorship, the 

jperchane of books for the library was one of the duties with 
which he was especially charged. He was one of the library com- 
mittee until his retirement. In his own departments, not only 
the Chemical Laboratory, but also the Cabinet of Minerals owed 
its existence to his energy. This collection is indeed so import 
ant, that something more than the mere mention of it seems due. 
About the time when Mr. Silliman was appointed a professor, 
the entire Jo nig i and ged collection of Yale College 

this small beginning grew the present cabinet. In 1810, owing te 
personal regard for Prof. Silliman, Col. Geo George Gibbs ‘deposited 
with Yale College his valuable collection of minerals, and, after 
it had remained ¢ open to the public fifteen years, various friends 
of the college, chiefly through the instrumentality of Prof. Sil 
liman, subscribed for its purchase the sum of $20,000. Other 
important accessions were also secured through his influence, 
not only from college graduates and other American gentlemen, 

but from various foreign collectors. 
The Clark telescope is another of the donations to Yale Col 

lege due to Prof. Silliman, This —— glass, the best in the 
country at the time of its purchase s the means of exciting: 
among the students of the college caeedh attention to astronom- 
ical pursuits for many years after its reception. ‘The liberal 

re 
portant gifts, placed himself foremost among all the benefactors 
of the college up to that time, and Mr. Silliman was the medium 
through whom his benefactions were bestowed. The Tramball 
Gallery of Paintings, a collection of priceless value, not only 
as works be art but also as illustrations of American history 

by ‘the influential vate put forth by Professor Silliman, 
was one of the chief founders of the Alumni association of 

the college, and at their anniversaries and on other occasions, he 
3 said, ‘‘the standing ‘orator’ of the « lege, 

9 ‘Te tte st ng fk ata ary 6184 pe! FP grcbow in his Al ! Fn i ad- 
dros: pointed gu the ced of water Sc Arts, or ane 
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the principal medium between those who dwelt in the academic 
shade and the great public.” Not unfrequently he was the col- 
lege solicitor, asking funds for the expansion of the institution, 
and never asking in vain. 

Although his services as a college officer were great, Prof, Sil- 
liman’s strongest claim to the gratitude of men of science rests 
upon the establishment, and the maintenance, often under very 
discouraging circumstances, of the “American Journal of Sci- 
ence.” ‘The history of this undertaking has already been given, 
in his own words, in the introduction to the 50th or Index vol- 
ume of the First series of the Journal; and it is for others, rather 
than for us, to give an estimate of his editorial services. It is but 
just, however, to call attention to a few circumstances, which 
all will regard as creditable to its founder. 

He had the sagacity to foresee, as long ago as 1818, the sco 
which such a magazine should take. The prospectus which 
then wrote is applicable almost exactly to our pages to-day. 
Experience has established the wisdom of the course which he 
marked out. 

He maintained the Journal, from the beginning, at bis own 
pecuniary risk. Its publication has often been a serious finan- 
cial burden, and in its most prosperous days has not yielded 
a fair return for editorial labor. But it has been continued, at 
this personal inconvenience, for the sake of American science, 
that the labors of our countrymen might be made known abroad, 
and the labors of Europeans understood in this country. 

The Journal has never been used for the benefit of any party 
or individual, but solely for the advancement and diffusion of 
Scientific truth. Its pages have been — open to free scien- 
tific discussion, with truth as the single end in view. 

‘he original investigations of Prof. Silliman are not numerous. 
In the early part of his career he began with energy some im- 
portant experiments and researches. He undertook a geological survey of Connecticut; he published a paper in conjunction 
with Prof. Kingsley on the famous Weston meteorite; he ap- 
plied the newly invented blowpipe of his friend, Dr, Hare, to 
the fusion of a variety of bodies, which were before regarded as 
infusible ; he demonstrated in the galvanic battery the transfer 
of particles of carbon from one charcoal point to the other; 
€ made scientific examinations of various localities interesting 

in their geological or mineralogical aspects. But he was too 
much needed elsewhere to be allowed to remain a close student 
in the laboratory, or to engage with constancy as an explorer ie 
the field of geological research. He has probably been a more 

_ useful man in the wider spheres of influence to which he was 
called than he could have been in a life devoted to scientific in- 
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public. From 1840 to 1848 inclusive, he gave four successive 
courses of the “ Lowell Lectures” in Boston. Besides various 
other engagements in the Northern and Eastern states, he went 
in 1847 by invitation to New Orleans, and on his way appeared 
before crowded audiences in other cities of the South; and five 
_ after the resignation of his professorship in college, wheu 
e had passed his 75th year, he made the long journey to St. 

Louis, in obedience toa call for a course of lectures from the 
citizens of that place. 

In lecturing, his language was simple—his flow of words easy, 
generous and appropriate—his style animated, abounding in life- 
like and well-adorned description, often eloquent, and sometimes 
varied with anecdote running occasionally into wide digressions. 

is manner was natural, and every feature spoke as well as his 
mouth; his noble countenance and commanding figure (he was 
nearly six feet in height, with a well-built frame) often call 
forth, as he entered the lecture hall, the involuntary applause of 
his audience. 

house and his laboratory were always open to receive them, 
and if a friendly word or letter from him could advance their 
interests, he was ever ready to bestow it. He also felt a deep 
concern for the advancement of scientific investigations in every 
~~ of the country, and whenever, in halls of legislation, or 

fore the public, the name of Benjamin Silliman would ad- 
vance a useful project, it was not withheld. In more than one 

instance, the foreigner, or the exile, remem! is kindness 

Prof. Silliman’s scientific publications, apart from his contri- 
butions to this journal, were chiefly text-books. He edited 

| 

ete toe wl haa tel ee Sw cage cae Hog Ta Se Sa YS eats 
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Henry’s Chemistry and Bakewell’s Geology, for the use of his 
pupils, and also published a work on Chemistry, in two volumes. 

is long labors for science brought him honors from all parts 
of the world. His name is on the roll of several of the prin- 
cipal scientific Academies or Societies of Europe, and of those 

is own country. He was one of the original members of the 
National Academy of Sciences, and a Regent of the Smithsonian 
Institution, 

Aside from Professor Silliman’s influence as an officer of Yale 
College, and as a well known man of science, his personal hold 
upon the community at large was remarkably strong. This was 
due somewhat to the favor with which his popular lectures were 
received, and to the wide circuit over which he had journeyed. 
It was also owing in part to the pleasure and instruction which 
were afforded by his books of travel. T'wice, as we have stated, 
Professor Silliman visited Europe, the interval between his jour- 
neys being nearly fifty years. Both these visits led to the pub- 
lication of his observations in volumes which were widely read. 
The narrative of his earlier journey especially was received b 
the public with great delight. Few Americans then went 
abroad; and hardly any had published narratives of what they 
had seen. Mr. Silliman’s volumes were fascinating to young and 
old,—and many were the testimonials which he received of the 
interest thus awakened in European institutions and manners. 
His Journal of a Tour to Canada was another contribution to the 
literature of the day. 

But the general influence of Mr. Silliman must be attributed 
to his personal character rather than to any of what may be 
termed the accidental circumstances of his life. He was a man 
of vigorous understanding and sound judgment, Jed on, but 
never carried away, by an enthusiastic disposition, glowing and 
constant. With this was associated sterling integrity, which 
never harbored a selfish or dishonorable purpose, but rejoiced in 
doing and encouraging whatever was right. Every one could 
trust him. These fundamental traits were adorned by the out- 
ward qualities of affability and courtesy, or rather were ex 
in manners at once so dignified and so kind that all with whom 

came in contact were charmed at once, and on closer inter- 
Course were bound to him as friends for life. Such friendships 

F L 4 : 

Sons of his early associates inherited a share in the regard which 
he had bestowed upon their parents. Blending with and enno- 
bling all these virtues, was the child-like simplicity of his Chris- 
tian faith 
A character like this shines the brighter the nearer it is seen. 

In his own family circle, Mr. Silliman has moved for years as 
& patriarch, surrounded by his descendants to the third and 
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=. generation. The very house which he occupied has bed 
istoric, reflecting in its arrangements, its family portr. 

its caries mementos of absent friends, and its sone shelves 
of books, the controlling mind which has dwelt ther 

In the neighborhood and town where he resided, Mr. Sillienaae a 4 
was peculiarly beloved and respected, “New Haven will not 
be New Haven without him,” said more than one of his assvei- 
ates, as he heard of his death. His hand was always open to the — 
needy. He was given to hospitality. He frequently took part — 
in public meetings, and was actively concerned in all questions — 
of local improvement. He rarely, if ever, failed to discharge — 
his duties as a citizen at the polls, and was "always ready to ex- — 

is Opinions On questions of public policy. : 
A whole-souled patriot, he viewed with the deepest interest 

the complications brought into the affairs of the country by the — 

system of slavery. His general benevolence ever led him to © 
sympathize with the oppressed, and the wrongs of the African — 
touched him deeply. We cannot better indicate his feelings on — 
this subject than by quoting a few sentences from his private — 
journal under the date of April, 1850. After mentioning the — 
death of the champion of what have been called ‘‘Southern — 
Seslts,”. John C. Calhoun, his former pupil and an he gives 
a soe sketch of his character, concluding as follow 

“His public career has been highly distinguished. ee is, however, — 
very much to be regretted that he, many years ago, narrowed down his — 
great mind to sectional views, and that he became morbidly sensitive ~~ 2 
jealous of encroachment as regards the South, especially in reference to 
the protective tariff and to slavery. The former prompted his efforts for 
nullification, and the latter excited him to a vindication of slavery in the — 
abstract. He, in a great measure, changed the state of opinion and the q 
manner of speaking and writing upon this subject in the South, until we — 
have come to present to the world the mortifying and disgraceful specta- 

cle of a great republic—and the only real republic in the world—stand- — 
ing forth in vindication of slavery, without prospect of, or a wish for, its — 
extinction. If the views of Mr. Calhoun, and of those who’ think with 
him, are to prevail, slavery is to be sustained on this great continent for- 
ever. I will not occupy my pages with any extended remarks upon this — 
subject which i pep agitating the national ecuinetay and to a degree the 
nation itself. * * Tt [the great question] is in better hands than 
‘man’s; and [ trust oe the colored men of all races on this conti- 

nent will be received into the great human family as rational hehe om 
as heirs of imm aia’ 
As soon as the atrocities in Kansas revealed the determina- 

tion of the wavecnes of slavery to pe et and ee ie 

u a heed . oi ial Raita 
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in the Senate chamber ‘at Washington; but he still remained 
rm, fur he recognized in this war a slaveholder’s rebellion. 

All the lofty sentiments of patriotism which were awakened in 
childhood, as he witnessed the commencement of national life, 
were intensified by this struggle to maintain the Union. He 
was sure that the nation would be purified by the conflict, and 
liberty established through all the land. 

Mr. Silliman has always been remarkable for uniform good 
health, and in his later years manifested but slightly the en- 
croachments of age. To the last, his form was as erect, his brow 
as serene, and his features as full of life and cheerfulness as in 

his earlier days; and his gait was only a little slower and more 
cautious. 

attending the public services of the day, of the happiness of his 
home, oF ; 

a brighter morrow. 

Am, Jour. Scr.—Szconp Srrres, Vou. XXXIX, No. 115.—Jan., 1865. 
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Art. Il.—Notice of the Explorations of the Geological Survey of 
California, in the Sierra Nevada, during the summer of 1864. 

In the September number of this Journal (vol. XXViil, page ] 
298) a notice was inserted giving a sketch of the explorations of © 

Since the last number of the Journal was issued, some further : 

particulars have been received with regard to the peak ascended a 
on the 6th of July, to which the name of Mt. Tyndall was given, — 
and also a brief account of the attempt made to get on to the — 
highest points. 4 

The ascent of Mt. Tyndall was a very difficult and dangerous — 
one; but the summit was reached without accident either to Mr. q 
King or his companion, although the trip required that sev | 
eral nights should be spent at an elevation of over 12,000 feet, — 
of course without fire, and with but scanty covering. From ~ 
the summit of Mt. Tyndall, which is considerably over 14,000 — 
feet high, there appeared two other peaks of equal elevation and — 
two still higher, all within a distance of seven miles of this. Mr. _ 
King says, “of the two highest, one rose close by, being hardly ; 
a mile away; it is an inaccessible bunch of needles. ‘I'he other — 
was equally inaccessible from any point on the north or west — 
side. ‘The first-mentioned was about 150 feet above us, the other — 
was six or seven miles distant and I should think fully 850 feeb — 
higher than the peak we were on. Within our field of view 
were five mountains over 14,000 feet and about fifty over 18,000. — 
The five highest peaks are all in the eastern ridge. Owen’s val- 
ley, a brown sage plain, lies 10,000 feet below on the one side, — 
and Kern cafion, once the rocky bed of a grand old glacier, — 

4000 feet down on the other. About fifteen miles north of here, — 
King’s river cuts through the western ridge and turns at a right 
angle toward the plain. North of this point, again, the two 
great ridges unite in a grand pile of granite mountains, whose 
outlines are all of the most rugged and fantastic character. — 
Twenty-five miles south, the high group ends, there (certainly 
for a breadth of sixty miles) forming one broad, rolling, forest-_ 
covered plateau, 8000 to 9000 feet in elevation.” ; 
“From Mt. Brewer to Kaweah Peak, the two culminating - 

points of the western ridge, for a distance of fifteen miles, there is 
nothing that can be called a separate mountain: it is, rather, a 
— mural ridge, capped by small sharp cones and low ragged 

es, all covered with little minarets. At one place the ridge 
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forms a Jevel table; upon this lies an unbroken cover of snow. 
To the eastward, all this range, from King’s river gateway to 
Kaweah Peak, presents a series of blank, almost perpendicular 
ores broken every mile or so by a bold granite buttress. 
etween these are vast snow fields, and also numberless deep 

lakes, of which the most elevated are frozen.” 
“The few Pinus contorta, and the groves of our new pine’ 

have a peculiar black color, or, rather, dark bluish-green, which 
rather augments than relieves the desolate, naked aspect 
things.” “The only bits of bright color to break the solemn 
monotony of granite and snow are the blue lakes, which lie eve- 
rywhere in the ancient glacier beds.” 

‘‘ Far away in the north there is a broad red band in the gran- 
ite; other than that, all is gray. Beyond Owen’s valley is a low 

desert range. The Coso and t. mountains are in plain sight.” 

“To the eastward, parallel ridges, one beyond another, lie 
stretched before you, rigid and stony. hey have the same 

aspect as the mountains near Washoe, the same brown color, 
with red and yellow shadings.” 

“Nearly due north, fifty or sixty miles distant, rises a lofty 

group of mountains, which culminates in a'white cone. This must 

be very high, for unbroken snow covers fully two thousand feet 

on the south side of the peak, while even the highest mountains 

in our group have no snow except on the north flank. These are 

probably the ‘ White Mountains.’ I venture 14,600 feet as a guess 

at the probable elevation of the highest point in the group.” 

The White mountains, of which Mr. King speaks, in the ex- 

tract cited above, lie just on the borders of California and Ne- 
vada, in about lon. 118°, lat. 87° 80’; they were distinctly vist 

ble to us from Mt. Dana and the other high peaks near Mono 
lake. It is doubtful whether the highest points are within the 

State of California; but they are probably very near the line on 

one side or the other. As it is by no means impossible, although 

I do not consider it probable, that some points of this range of 

mountains are higher than any yet measured or ascended by our 

parties, we still have to remain for some time in uncertainty as 

to whether California can claim the highest elevations in the 

country as within her borders; we can, at least, say that the 
r 

he ascent of Mt. Tyndall was a successful one, the party re- 

_ turning to camp at the end of the fifth day, with bones and bar- 

above the height of Mt. Shasta, or over 15,090 feet, Mt. Shasta 

being 14,440. The height of Visalia, which is the plane of 
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reference for all our observations this year in the High Sierra, 
has not yet been as accurately determined as it will be after a 
longer series of observations has been worked up, this place 
having been, during the past summer, and still continuing to be, 
one of Major Williamson’s stations, 

Not satisfied with the former attempt to reach the highest 

from somewhere on this route. This trail leads up the Kaweah — 
river, following up the South fork, from its junction with the 
middle fork of the same river. Full particulars of this recon- 
noissance have not yet come to hand; but from letters lately . 
received, it appears that the base of the high point toward whic 
his efforts were directed was, with difficulty, reached; but that — 
the actual summit of the peak was found to be inaccessible—at 
least from any direction except that of Owen’s valley, and prob- — 
ably not to be scaled from that side. The highest point attained — 
by Mr. King on this trip was 14,369 feet above Visalia, which — 
lace is approximately 360 feet above the sea level, making the — 

total height 14,729 feet, which is considerab! y above Mt. Shasta. — 
ut Mr. King was not, by estimate, within 300 or 400 feet of the — 

summit, so that it appears that the elevation above the sea-level ; 
of this, so far as known, the culminating point of the Sierra — 
evada cannot fall short of 15,000 feet.? ' In the mean time, thé main party, under Professor Brewer, — 

made an — to work up the topography of this portion of 

the pass on both sides, The party travelled for three days up — 
Owen’s valley, then turned and crossed the Sierra, by an old © 
Indian foot-trail, to the head-waters of the San Joaquin, the — 

* To this peak the name of Mount Whitn was given by Messrs. Brewer, King aud Hoffmann, org oe 
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The result of the summer's reconnoissance has Been that a eneral idea is secured of the topography of a region about as arge as Massachusetts, lying wholly within the State of Cali- fornia, and of which nothing whatever was known previously to this. That mountain peaks should be found in this part of the State, higher than any known to exist in the United States, is a discovery equally interesting and unexpected. The details of this exploration will furnish inany facts of great geological and geographical interest. Je DOW: 
Northampton, Mass., Oct. 15, 1864. 

Art. III.—On the Mineral Waters of Bath and other hot springs, 
and their Geological effects ; by Sir Coartes Lyx, Bart.’ 

When the Romans first landed in this island, but in a few years 

dense mass of soil and ru bish, from 10 to 20 feet thick, 

a 
through this mass of heterogeneous materials, coins and coffins 
of the Saxon period have been found; and lower down, begin- Hie at the depth of from 12 to 15 feet from the surface, coins 

feign of Claudius to that of Maximus in the fifth century. Be- 
_" From the inaugural address at the opening of the meeting of the British Asso- “lation at Bath, Sept. 14, 1864. oe 
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neath the whole, are occasionally seen tesselated pavements still — 
retaining their bright colors, ove of which, on the site of the 
Mineral-water Hospital, is still carefully preserved, affording us — 
an opportunity of gauging the difference of level of ancient and — 
modern Bat 

years many a stream of lava and shower of ashes, were still 
mountains very much the same as they now are in height and 
dimensions from the earliest times to which we can trace back — 
their existence? Yet although their foundations are tens of — 
thousands of years old, they were laid at an era when the Medi- 
terranean was already inhabited by the same species of marine 
shells as those with which it is now peopled; so that these vol- 
ss 9 must be regarded as things of yesterday in the geological 
calendar. 

Notwithstanding the general persistency in character of min- — 
eral waters and hot springs ever since they were first known to — 
as, we find on inquiry that some few of them, even in historical | 
times, have been subject to great changes. These have hap- — 
pened during earthquakes which have been violent enough to 
disturb the subterranean drainage and alter the shape of the 
fissures up which the waters ascend. Thus, during the great 
earthquake at Lisbon in 1755,‘the temperature of the spring — 
called La Source de la Reine at Bagnéres de Luchon, in the © 
Pyrenees, was suddenly raised as much as 75° F., or changed 
from a cold spring to one of 122° F., a heat which it has since — 
retained, It is also recorded that the hot springs at Bagnéres — 
de Bigorre, in the same mountain-chain, became suddenly cold — 
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during a great earthquake which, in 1660, threw down several 
houses in that town. 

It has been ascertained that the hot springs of the Pyrenees, 
the Alps, and many other regions, are situated in lines along 
which the rocks. have been rent, and usually where they have 
been displaced or “faulted.” Similar dislocations in the solid 
crust of the earth are generally supposed to have determined the 
spots where active and extinct volcanos have burst forth; for 

which acts as a solvent; yet Professor Ramsay has calculated 
that if the sulphates of lime and soda, and the chlorids of so- 
dium and magnesium, and the other mineral ingredients which 
they contain, were solidified, they would form in one year a 
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should soon see a considerable cone built up, with a crater inthe 

middle; and if the action of the spring were intermittent, 80 3 

that ten or twenty years ree elapse between the periods when 4 
solid matter was emitted, or (say) an interval of three centuries, 

as in the case of Vesuvius hereaee 1806 and 1681, the discharge | 
would be on so grand a scale as to afford no mean n objec of com- — 
parison with the intermittent outpourings of a v 4 

Dr. Daubeny, after devoting a month to the easial of the — 
Bath waters, in 1833, ascertained that the daily evolution of ni- — 
trogen gas ¢ amounted to no less than 250 cubic feet in volume. _ 
This gas, he remarks, is not only characteristic of hot springs, — 
but is largely disengaged from volcanic craters during eruptions. — 
In both cases, he suggests that the nitrogen may be derived from , 
Sah whe air, which is always dissolved in rain- water, and — 
Ww 1en this water penetrates the Hone s crust, must be car- E 

static pressure. This theory has been very generally adopted, — 
as best accounting for the constant disengagement of large bodies” 
of nitrogen, even where the rocks through which the spring 4 
rises are crystalline and unfossiliferous. It will, however, of | 
course be admitted, as Professor Bischof has pasar out, that 
in some places sage matter has supplied a large part of the : 
nitrogen evolve : 

Carbonic seid vas is another of the volatilized substances dis- 4 
charged by the Bath waters. Dr. Gustav Bischof, in the new — 
edition of his valuable work on chemical and physical geology, — 
when speaking of the exhalations of this gas, remarks that they 
are of universal occurrence, and that they originate at 4 
meets, becoming more abundant the dee eeper we penetrate. He | 
also observes that, when the silicates which enter so largely into — 
the composition of the oldest rocks are percolated by ae gas, 5 

they must be continually decomposed, and the 
by the new combinations thence arising must obi mean the 3 
volume of the —— rocks. Lo increase of bulk, he 4 7 
must sometimes give rise to a mechanical force of arth; and the q 
pable of oe the Rapenibest crust of the eart the ] 
same force may act laterally, so as to compress, dislocate, a: a 

e strata on each side of a mass in which the . chemical q 
aents are developed. _ calculations made by this eminent _ 
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German chemist of the exact amount of distention which the 
origin of new mineral products may cause, by adding to the 
volume of the rocks, deserve the attention of geologists, as af- 
fording them aid in explaining those reiterated oscillations of 
level—those risings and sinkings of land—which have occurred 
on so grand a scale at successive periods of the past. There are 

movements. meee 
The temperature of the Bath waters varies in the different 

springs from 117° to 120° F. is, as before stated, is excep- 

as 200 feet. Mr. Charles Moore pointed out to me last spring, 

4 which must be inferred from the different levels at which the 
Same formations crop out on the flanks of the hils to the north 
and south of the city. I have therefore little doubt that the 
Bath springs, like most other thermal waters, mark the site of 
‘Some great convulsion and fracture which took place in the crust 

Am. Jour. Sct, —Ssconp Srrres, Vou. XXXIX, No. 115.—Jan., 1865, 
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of the earth at some former period—perhaps not a very rem 
one, geologically speaking. The uppermost part of the rent — 
through which the hot water rises is situated in horizontal strata — 
of Lias, and ‘Trias, 300 feet thick; and this may be more m 
ern than the lower part, which passes through the inclined and © 
broken strata of the subjacent Coal-measures, which are uncon- — 
formable to the Trias. The nature and succession of these rocks — 

grains of salt, or chlorid of sodium, to 4 of the chlorid of 
magnesium. That some mineral springs, however, may derive — 
an inexhaustible supply through rents and porous rocks, from 
the leaky bed of the ocean, is by no means an unreasonable the- 
ory, especially if we believe that the contiguity of nearly all — 
the active volcanos to the sea is connected with the access 
salt water to the subterranean foci of voleanic heat. 

last few years by what is called spectrum analysis. By this n 
method, the presence of infinitesimal quantities, such as would 
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have wholly escaped detection by ordinary tests, are made known 
to the eye by the agency of light. Thus, for example, a solid 
substance such as the residue obtained by evaporation from a 
mineral water is introduced on a platinum wire into a colorless 

gas-flame. The substance thus volatilized imparts its color to 
the flame, and the light, being then made to pass through a 
rism, is viewed through a small telescope or spectroscope, as it 

is called, by the aid of which one or more bright lines or bands 

are seen in the spectrum, which, according to their position and 

color, indicate the presence of different elementary bodies. 
Professor Bunsen, of Heidelberg, led the way, in 1860, in the 

application of this new test to the hot waters of Baden-Baden 
and of Diirkheim in the Palatinate. He observed in the spec- 
trum some colored lines of which he could not interpret the 

meaning, and was determined not to rest till he found out what 

evaporate fifty tons of water to obtain 200 grains of what proved 

to be two new metals. Taken together, their proportion to the 

ger quantities, may furnish medical science with means of com- 
bating diseases which have hitherto baffled all human skill. 

While I was pursuing my inquiries respecting the Bath wa- 

ving about as high a temperature as that of the Bath waters, 

and of which, strange to say, no account has yet been published. 
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lions of this water, which have been analyzed by Professor — 
illiam Allen Miller, F.R.S., who finds that the quantity of” 
lid matter is so great as to exceed by more than four times 

the proportion of that yielded by the Bath waters.’ Its compo 
sition is also in many respects very different ; for it contains but 
little sulphate of lime, and is almost free from the salts of mag- 
nesium. Itis rich in the chlorids of calcium and sodium, and 
it contains one of the new metals—cesium, never before dete 

trum nite he gave me an opportunity of seeing the bea 
tiful bright crimson lines which the lithium eroded in ihe 
spectrum. 

Lithium was first made known in 1817 by Arfvedson, who 

rare, until Bunsen and Kirchhoff, in 1860, by means of spectrum 
analysis, showed that it was a most widely diffused substan 
existing in minute quantities in almost all mineral waters, @ 

in the sea, as well as in milk, human blood, and the ashes of 
some plants. It has already been used in medicine, and we ma. 
therefore hope that, now that it is obtainable in large quantiti 
and at a much cheaper rate than before the Wheal-Clifford hot 
page was analyzed, it may become of high value. According 

a 
ais Wheal-Clifford spring yields no less than 250 gallons per 
minute, which is almost equal to the discharge of the King 
Bath or chief spring of this city. As to the gases — ne 
are the same as Ste of the Bath water—namely carboni 
oxygen, and nitro 

Mr. Wa rington ‘Sinyth, who had already visited the Wheels 

te waters is tin to gh by more y teesty, The 2 Whe i 
ford lode i 

“ See for the anillyala’ Ws Tint Vihar of sien Fae 
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east and west, there has been a slight throw or shift of the rocks. 
The vein-stuff is chiefly formed of cellular pyrites of copper and 
iron, the porous nature of which allows the hot water to perco- 
late freely through it. It seems, however, that in the continua- 
tion upward of the same fissure, little or no metalliferous ore 
was deposited, but in its place, quartz and other impermeable 
substances, which obstructed the course of the hot spring, so as 
to prevent its flowing ort on the surface of the country. It has 
been always a favorite theory of the miners that the high tem- 
perature of this Cornish spring is due to the oxydation of the 
sulphurets of copper and iron, which are decomposed when air 
is admitted. That such oxydation must have some slight effect 
is undeniable ; but that it materially influences the temperature 
of so large a body of water is out of the question. Its effect 
must be almost insensible; for Professor Miller has scarcely been 
able to detect any sulphuric acid in the water, and a minute 
trace only of iron and copper in solution. 
When we compare the temperature of the Bath springs, which 

issue at a level of less than 100 feet above the sea, wit e 
Wheal-Clifford spring found at a depth of 1850 feet from the 
surface, we must of course make allowance for the increase of 
heat always experienced when we descend into the interior of 
the earth. The difference would amount to about 20° F., if we 
adopt the estimate deduced by Mr. Hopkins from an accurate 
series of observations made in the Monkwearmouth shaft, near 
Durham, and in the Dukinfield shaft near Manchester, each of 
them 2000 feet in depth. In these shafts, the temperature was 
found to rise at the rate of only 1° F. for every increase of dept 
of from 65 to 70 feet. But if the Wheal-Clifford spring, instead 
of being arrested in its upward course, had continued to rise 
freely through porous and loose materials so as to reach the sur- 
face, it would probably not have lost anything approaching to 
20° F., since the renewed heat derived from below woul ve 
warmed the walls and contents of the lode, so as to raise their 

temperature above that which would naturally belong to the 
rocks at corresponding levels on each side of the lode. The 
almost entire absence of magnesium raises an obvious objection 
to the hypothesis of this spring deriving its waters from the sea ; 
or if such a source be suggested for the salt and other marine 

Precious metals, gold, silver, and platinum, as well as of tin, cop- 

per, lead, and many others, a slight trace of copper in the Bath 
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waters being exceptional. Nevertheless, there is a ee 
sumption that there exists some relationship between the a 
of thermal waters and the filling of rents with metallic o 
The component elements of these ores may, in the first instane 
rise from great depths in a state of sublimation or of solution i 
intensely heated water, and may then be precipitated on» 
walls of a fissure as soon as the wee vapors or fluids be 

fen before the spring reaches the earth’s Bi ti Tf this the 
be adopted, it will follow that the metalliferous portion of a 
sure, originally thousands of feet or fathoms deep, will never 
exposed in regions accessible to the miner until it has been Up 
heaved a long series of convulsions, and until the highe 
parts of the same rent, together with its ‘contents and the To 
which it had traversed, have been removed by aqueous denuda 

- tion. es before such changes are APP HEE, thermal an 
mineral springs will have ceased to act; so that the want @ 
identity between the mineral feeestaicuts of hot springs and th 
contents of metalliferous veins, instead of militating ne the 
intimate relationship, is in favor of their being me plemen- 
tary results of one and the same natural operation 
apna there are other characters in the structure "of the oon 

Strata of Ahn gins many of them once full of organic fr 
mains, have been rendered Percnly or wholly erystalline. 
is admitted on all hands that heat has been instrumental 
bringing about this re-arrangement of particles, which, when ta 
metamorphism has been carried out to its fullest extent, obli 
ates all trace of the imbedded fossils. But as mountain-m¢ 
many miles in length and breadth, and several thousands of feet 
in height, have undergone such | caltarect it has always beet 
difficult to explain in what manner an amount of heat capabl 

carbonic acid and with fluohydric acid (which last is often pret 
ent in small qUABE SE), are powerful causes of decom: tio: 
and chemical reaction in rocks through which they 

3 way a proc 
a rina heat. Thermal springs, pres 
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If, therefore, large bodies of hot water permeate mountain-masses 
at great depths, they may in the course of ages superinduce in 
them a crystalline structure; and in some cases strata in a lower 
position and of older date may be comparatively unaltered, re- 
taining their fossil remains undefaced, while newer rocks are 
rendered metamorphic. This may happen where the waters, 
after passing upward for thousands of feet, meet with some ob- 
struction, as in the case of the Wheal-Clifford spring, causing 
the same to be laterally diverted so as to percolate the surround- 
ing rocks. The efficacy of such hydro-thermal action has been 
admirably lilustrated of late years by the experiments and obser- 
vations of Sénarmont, Daubrée, Delesse, Scheerer, Sorby, Sterry 
Hunt, and others. 

he changes which Daubrée has shown to have been produced 
by the alkaline waters of Plombiéres, in the Vosges, are more 
especially instructive. These thermal waters have a temperature 
of 160° F., and were conveyed by the Romans to baths through 
long conduits or aqueducts. The foundations of some of their 
works consisted of a bed of concrete, made of lime, fragments 
of brick and sandstone. Through this and other masonry the 
hot waters have been percolating for centuries, and have given 
rise to various zeolites—apophyllite and chabazite besides others ; 
also to calcareous spar, aragonite, and fluor spar, together with 
siliceous minerals, such as opal,—all found in the interspaces of 
the bricks and mortar, or constituting part of their rearranged 
materials, The quantity of heat brought into action in this in- 
stance in the course of 2000 years has, no doubt, been enormous, 
although the intensity of it developed at any one moment has 
been always inconsiderable. : 

The study, of late years, of the constituent parts of granite 
has in like manner led to the conclusion that their consolidation 
has taken place at temperatures far below those formerly suppo- 
sed to be indispensable. Gustav Rose has pointed out that the 
quartz of granite has the specific gravity of 2:6, which charae- 
terizes silica when it is precipitated from a liquid solvent, and 
not that inferior density, namely 23, which belongs to it when 
it cools and solidifies in the dry way from a state of fusion. 

ut some geologists, when made aware of the intervention on 

a large scale, of water, in the formation of the component min- 
erals of the granitic and volcanic rocks, appear of late years to 
ave been too much disposed to dispense with intense heat when 

accounting for the formation of the erystalline and unstratified 
‘rocks. As water ina state of solid combination enters largely 
into the aluminous and some other minerals, and therefore plays 
no small part in the composition of the earth’s crust, it follows 

t, when rocks are melted, water must be present, indepen- 
dently of the supplies of rain-water and sea-water which find 
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their way into the regions of subterranean heat. But the exist- 
ence of water under great pressure affords no argument against 
our attributing an excessively high temperature to the mass with — 
which it is mixed up. Still less does the point to which the 
melted matter must be cooled down before it consolidates or — 
crystallizes into lava or granite afford any test of the degree of — 
heat which the same matter must have acquired when it was 
melted and made to form lakes and seas in the interior of the — 

and yet possess a heat of 120° Centigrade, or 248° F. 
then, may not the temperature of such water be at the depth : 
of a few thousand feet? It might soon attain a white heat un- ’ 
der pressure; and as to lava, they who have beheld it issue, as 4 
I did in 1858, from the southwestern flanks of Vesuvius, with — 
a surface white and glowing like that of the san, and who have 
felt the scorching heat which it radiates, will form a high con- ~ 
ception of the intense temperature of the same lava at the bot- : 
tom of a vertical column several miles high, and communica: © 
ting with a great reservoir of fused matter, which, if it were to — 
begin at once to cool down, and were never to receive future ac: 
cessions of heat, might require a whole geological period before — 
it solidified. Of such slow refrigeration, hot springs may 4 
among the most effective instruments, abstracting slowly from — 
the subterranean molten mass that heat which clouds of vapor — 
are seen to carry off in a latent form from a volcanic crater dur- — 
ing an eruption, or from a lava-stream during its solidification. — 
It is more than forty years since Mr. Scrope, in his work on vol- 
canos, insisted on the important part which water plays in au _ 
eruption, when intimately mixed up with the component mate- — 
rials of lava, aiding as he supposed, in giving mobility to the 
more solid materials of the fluid mass. But, when advocating — 
this igneo-aqueous theory, he never dreamed of impugning the — 
Huttonian doctrine as to the intensity of heat which the produc: _ 
tion of the unstratified rocks, those of the plutonic class espe- — 

. . 

cially, implies. 

yut_the necessity of our appealing to an original 
central heat, or the igneous fluidity of the earth’s nucleus. © 
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Art. IV.—On the Nebular Hypothesis; by DAviD 
TROWBRIDGE, A.M. 

[Concluded from vol. xxxviii, p. 360.] 

1. The Breaking-up of the Rings. 

34. The process of cooling would still continue after the rings 
had separated. The loss of caloric from radiation would cause 
the rings to contract their dimensions; and this, the unequal 
density of different parts, and the extraordinary perturbations to 
which they would necessarily be subject in their motions, would 
cause a separation of the rings in certain weak places. When 
once broken into parts while the density of the ring was very 
small, even if the parts were not many, the case would be extra- 
ordinary in which the parts would be prevented from re-uniting 
into a single planet, owing to the very great perturbations to 
which their motions would be subject, as separate bodies. It is 
impossible at present to tell just how a ring would be resolved 
into a planet. A system of waves would probably be developed, 
owing to perturbations; and by an accumulation in one part, 
owing to the nature of the disturbing force, such as calculation 

. may now ask in what direction the planet thus 
formed would rotate? The direction of rotation would depend 
on circumstances. Let us take the breadth of the ring from 
which Uranus was formed, the same as the diameter of his 
Aide of attraction in Kirkwood’s Analogy. The diameter of 

he sphere of attraction of Uranus, as given by Professor Kirk- 

wood,” is 7-438, The inner radius is 2558, and the outer one, 
4879. If we suppose the inner and the outer parts of the 

ring each to have the velocity due it according to Kepler's third 

law, then, the velocity of the inner part being called 1, that of 

, of the rings, but one or another will be approximated to, accor 

® This Journal, [2], xiv, }. 213. : 
Am. Jour. Sc1.—Szconp Sentes, Vou. XXXIX, No. 115.—Jay., 1865. 

: 4 
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ing to circumstances. The outer rings would approximate to 
the first case, and the inner ones, to the second case; whil 

traction, to have different angular velocities ; Just as we have 
aration of the rings from the 

the primitive spheroid, their den 
that the velocity of the outer p 
imately by Kepler’s third law. 
able that the velocity of the inn 
outer parts. When the rin 
will in a great measure re 
complete rings, 
such planets will, at first, be performed ina 
to that of their motions around the central 
quence of the 
planetary rings abandoned byt 

29 

Peirce in G ronom: ¢, ii, 17-18. 
_ ® Observation seems to show that the Rings of Saturn are gradually approaching the body of the planet; but it by no means follows that they will ever come contact with the body of the planet. They have existed too long for us to suppose 

‘obability th: th Rings are to be precipitated upon the body of ge before our eyes, as it were. — 
itt See Annual of Scientific Discovery for 1852, p. 377. _ “Professor Kirkwood has pointed this out in his article in this Journal, [2], iii, 2-4: and | show that in certain case: rota- 
volume xxxvii, page 51, wh re Prof. 
same thing that we have arrived at in the text. 
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against the next inferior planet, Mars; and in this way have 

under such circumstances, must have been characterized by great 
eccentricity.” 

e above view of the formation of the Asteroids, needs 
Some modification. According to Peirce’s conclusions, drawn 
from his investigation of the problem of Saturn’s Rings, a fluid 
Ting: might, perhaps, exist for some considerable length of time, 
within the orbit of Jupiter. Granting this to be true, it is diffi- 
cult to escape the conclusion that the process of cooling, to which 
the ring would be subject, even if it were gaseous, would grad- 

and a fluid (or more definitely a liquid,) ring. The first case he 
found to be one of unstable equilibrium. In the last two cases 

he found that if the perturbations to which the ring would be sub- 

nes9 oe Ast. Journal, vol. ii, p.18. Also Annual of Scientific Discovery for 

as p. 379. 
| 

eee 
: 

, 

 ,, On the stability of the motion of Saturn’s rings. An essay which obtained the 

ee ne for the year 1856, in the University of Cambridge, Eng. By J. Clerk 
Maxwell, M. A. 
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case. For long waves, the resultant force is in the same direc 
tion as the displacement, reaching a maximum for waves whose — 
length is about ten times the thickness of the stratum. For 
waves about five times as long as the stratum is thick, there is 
no resultant force; and for shorter waves, the force is in the op- 

a permanent ring. If they do not, short waves will arise and 
be propagated among the satellites, with ever increasing magni — 
tude, till a sufficient number of drops have been brought into — 

bodies would continue to come into collision until the conditions — 
en: ; 

* Maxwell, p, 45. * Tb, p. 64, 
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time of the breaking-up of the rings, owing to the action of the 
great disturbing forces to which their motions would be subject, 
to be projected to a considerable distance from either the outer 
or the inner parts of the rings, and such detached portions 
might never return to the parent masses, but would move around 
the central solar body in an elliptical orbit, having, perhaps, in 
some cases, considerable inclination to the plane of the equator 
of the rings from which they were projected. Such bodies 
would revolve around the sun as Comets. The theory of Central 
Forces” shows us that, when the distances from the central body 

md May we not in this way account for the existence of meteoric rings} 

See Math. Monthly, ii, 160. 
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nearest correspond in their motions. Retrograde comets, anda 
portion of those which have a direct motion, cannot very well be as : 

matter would be drawn, by the attractive influence of the sun 
and planets, into the system, and it would appear in the 

differing from a sphere, a rotation around a rincipal axis; but © 
a fluid body would readily adapt itself to sack an axis. Wedo — 
not doubt but that Infinite Wisdom and Power could cause any 
solid body to rotate around a natural axis; but we have not the — 
least evidence that Infinite Wisdom ever works in that special — 
manner. God always adapts means to ends, so that all things — 
are produced under the action of fixed natural laws. We, there- 
fore, conclude that the planets, formed as required by the Nebu- — 
ar Hypothesis, should all be found to rotate on natural aces. . 

44, 

‘on several secondary rings. In reference to the number of these 
secondary rings cast off by each of the planets, all that we ca 

*° We have attempted here to be guided by strictly reasonable conclusions, with- _ 
out any reference to the Ec reine aR Solar System. ; . 
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satellites. Under certain conditions—such as Prof. Peirce 

According to this view, rings, if they exist, must be found in- 

terior to several satellites. In every case—unless changed by 

disturbing forces—the planet should rotate on its axis in less 

time than is required for any ring or satellite to revolve around 

the primary. ‘he same must hold in the case of the sun and 

he planets. 
45. When the last ring has been abandoned by any one of 

the planets, the remaining part“ must cool down and thus form 

@ primary plan The outer portions being exposed to the low 

temperature of space—at least 50° below zero Fah —they will 

ce uch more rapidly than the inner parts, and after the 

ularly the sun, (whatever might be its condition), and finally a 

balance would be reached beyond which the planet would not 

See no reason, however, to believe that any simple law regulates 

this variation of mean density from one planet to another. 

46. It would at first seem as if the satellites of the primaries 

should follow the same law of rotation that the primaries them- 

lves do; but we must recollect that the numbers representing 

the distances of the former, expressed in radii of the latter, may 
differ very considerably from the numbers representing the dis- 

tances of the latter expressed in radii of the sun. Again, the 

Tings from which the satellites were formed, were abandoned 

when the primaries were much redu in temperature, and con- 

densed, when compared with the condition of the primary rings 

© Th th i id body has abandoned all the ri 0% 

sible, or ee ees Se TE caigariively large dimensions, ae Lng 

Mass far greater t sum of the masses of all the rings separated, How 

Would the author of the meteoric theory as given in the 204th number of the North 

Ic: iew, ¢ for the fact that our Solar System is constructed upon 

this principle ? 
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when they were separated from the primitive solar spheroid. All | 
the satellites will be much smaller than the primaries; and, 

ing comparatively small bodies, they will cool down and be — 

? o given” a mathematical discussion of the retarding effect of 
the tides of the earth on its rotatory velocity. According to his 

circumference of the moon, or one period of rotation of the 
moon in a hundred years. Even if these numbers be wide of : the truth, the investigation shows us that, in general, the retard- ! ing effect of the attraction of the primaries on their secondaries, — whenin a fluid State, is sufficient, in the course of immense ages, to reduce the periods of revolution and rotation of the latter tog isochronism. We have, therefore, great reason to suppose that as a general rule the satellites turn on their axes but once during — @ revolution around their primaries. q 47. If there exists a cosmical ether, as is at present pretty gen: erally admitted, in order that it may remain spread throughout — universal space, it is only necessary for it to possess an elasticity — 

tion of the ether around the sun would be in the general direc: tion of all the planets. It would also be regulated in its motion — 

ne id vil moon is on u m fourth | Se mnetet the earth—between 500 aed 600 miles for the Ketone wi 2 eet of the earth upon the moon's equater, if it only partly fluid. If it be — wholly fluid, it would be somewhere ane 1000 miles per century. 
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partly according to the third law of Kepler; and thus the 
planets, whatever might be their distances from the sun, would 

ing some. parts without it; but it would only be slightly con- 
densed around the different bodies of the universe. 

Taste IV. 
&, <= “1308: a, 6048; 
c= 1658; ad, 22. POEs: 
ke == 2°630); a, =a ROS503 
ky == 4018; @, == 26°998; 

@,, &e., being the distances of the satellites. If we compare the 
radii of gyration, /, with the mean distance of the satellites, a, 
we see that in every instance the latter is not far from six times 
the former. If we make a similar comparison for the primary 
planets, using Table II, we see that the radius of gyration is 
only about the one-hundredth of the mean distance of the planet 
from the center of the sun. We hence conclude from this that 

to the solar spheroid. This, it would seem, is a — proof o 
the truth of the nebular hypothesis. The mass of 

imes as great as the sum of the masses of his satellites ; 
So that neglecting the masses of the satellites in comparison with 
the mass of J upiter we neglected only the small fraction so's5th. 
I supposed Jupiter homogeneous in finding his principal radius 

' gyration. : 
The periods of rotation of Uranus and of Neptune being un- 

* This conclusion differs from the basis assumed by Prof. Hinrichs in his article 
nthe Age of the Planets, this Journ., [2], xxxvii, 36-56. 

Am. Jour. Sct.—Szconp Surres, Vou. XXXIX, No. 115.—Jan., 1865, 
5 
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known, we cannot compute the radii of gyration of the planets 
at the time when the satellite rings were abandoned, as we have 
done in the case of Jupiter. And if Bessel’s mass of the rings: 
of Saturn (;}sth of that of Saturn) be admitted, it is probab 
that this, and the sum of the masses of the satellites, will make 
a fraction too great to be neglected. The same is true of the 
earth an 

49. L 
facts which ought to be found to exist in the Solar System, ac 

Sth. The satellites should revolve around their primaries in th 

ith. Th 

of the Solar system should be composed of similar materials. 50. We have thus, in the preceding pages, attempted to give & connected view of the nebular hypothesis, uncompared, ex- cept in a few cases, with the real phenomena of nature. In what follows, we shall show that the phenomena of the sidereal | eavens, and of the Solar System, agree very closely with the preceding deductions, 

51. The origin of material existence is at present a mystery to the human mind. To say that it was created by the Deit: 18 An assertion that conveys to the understanding something o 
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. 
But with such speculations, we have here nothing todo. The 
nebular hypothesis supposes matter and all physical forces to 
exist; and we have ouly to oath back our speculations to the 
most ancient and chaotic state in eet it is possible for us to 
suppose matter to exist. I have supposed matter in its earlier 
chaotic condition to have been necessarily pteey Wetc- in 
structure. Others have different views.“ Even if it“ were at 
first, or at any time, perfectly homogeneous cats not of symmet- 
rical form, it wonld soon become heteroge eneous, because various 
centers of attraction would be established, around which matter 

it a motion of rotation. a we must not be confined to these 
speculative views. “ Every well-trained philosophical judgment 
is accustomed to observe iiesthation s of the most su ime phe- 

which consists in the absolute and wonderful integrity maintained 
in their action whatsoever be the range as to magnitude or 
tance of the objects on which they operate. For instance, the 
minute particles of dew which whiten the grass blade in early 
morn, are, in all. probability, moulded into spheres by the iden- 
tical law which gives to the mighty sun its globular form.” 
“It is remarkable of physical laws that we see them operating 
na “hha kind of eri as to magnitude, with the same regular- 

perseverance Two eddies in a stream 
fall vel a mutual revolitiog at the distance of a conple of inches, 
through the same cause that makes a pair of suns link in mutual 

alae | ig d the i os as mee the wtimate form of matter, but that in its ep 
com estate it was tel mderable and pig a _esreat aes and veers 

Face ie seal, inte «pace wgenoous impraerale A fluid in th manner 
aS definite and Soateyhe that igs _— the production of a plant 
g 4 c <j 38 a ¢- fj er 2, 

Ges 

é re 
ome writers seem iS oubt the (ae oe bd: erin matter, because the tel- 

€scope continues to cleat i th nebule. But are evidently in a nebulous 
State, and the existence of t shows us that aes may assume nebulous 
condition, It is a fact that a evidence derived from aber that nebulous 
matter, in large quantities, exists, is by no means conclus In the truth of 
_ hebular hypothesis cannot de — on our knowledge of the existence ence of nebu- 
0] . -* 

: But 
Indicate the origin whence they were derived The appearance ap er ang of 

etary system more conclusive in reference to the origin whence that 
eri 

asmyth. See Annual of Scientific Discovery for 1857, p. 187. 
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revolution at the distance of millions of miles. There is, we 
might say, a sublime simplicity in this indifference of the grand — 

the stars, must the nebula appear to change their relative parts 
or positions in the heavens! We must, therefore, expect little 
from the motion of nebuls or even clusters, in confirmation of - 
the nebular hypothesis. We must look to the general con- — 
formation of nebulz and of clusters. Lord Rosse has within — 
a comparatively few years, by means of his great reflectors, © 
shown that many of the nebuls are of the spiral form. They” 
appear as if they possess a rotatory motion on an axis, and this — 
motion has so far increased as to project some parts of the nebu- 
le tangentially, and thus to break up the spheroidal form, caus: — 
ing parts of the nebulz to fly off in one or more streams. The — 

Fe ee Oe ok Mahe 

a Vestiges of Creation. Harper’s Ed., p.17. 
ee am unable to ascertain in what direction, if any definite one, double stars r 

volve around their common center of gravity. Who will give the required infor- 
mation ? It is worthy of attention : *@ ; Ann. of Sci. Disc. for 1852, pp. 187-8. 
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several others have been discovered in which some change seems 
to have taken ccurate micrometrical measurements 

subject. 
4, We know from observation that all the primary planets 

revolve around the sun in the same direction, and in nearly the 
same plane. The sun rotates on an axis in the same direction in 
which the planets revolve around him, from west to east. e 
period of the sun’s rotation is about 25$ days, which is about 
7zths of the periodic time of Mercury. According to our theory, 
no planet will ever be discovered so near the sun that its period 
of revolution will be less than the period of the sun, viz: 254 
ays, if this number be accurately determined. This is contrary 

to the supposed discovery of Mt. Lescarbault. 
The inclination of the orbit of Neptune, as we have shown, 

corresponds very approximately with that of the invariable 
plane of the Solar System, as our theory requires, e a 
find that the distance between the planetary orbits increases 
with the distance from the sun. The following table will show 

Taste V. 

Planes. ue toe) [ee See ace 
esas? Ce 0-3870981 "200979 

Venus, oy ax 0-7233306 cxraced 0'383390 
MO ee aces 10000000 | Gso3gy03 | 07521348 
lars, 15236923 | 4.644983 0°779587 
ot. Planet, ......<: 3068675 9-134101 0-968693 

oe eR 5-202776 isto) 4876551 
MN 9°588786 pao 8618608 
oe ne ee | 19-18289 iGSENI1O 7°487871 

Membiiie. fgat,., 3003950 

” This Journal, [2], xxvii, 294-5. 
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the difference between the mean distances of the planets, in | 
terms of the mean distance between the earth and sun; and also 
the breadth of the primitive rings, according to Kirkwood’s 
Analogy.” We have at present no method probably more ac 
curate than Kirkwood’s to determine the breadth of the primi — 
tive rings. oe 
We thus see that, generally speaking, there is an increase of — 

distance between the orbits of the planets, and also in the 
breadth of the rings abandoned by the sun; and yet it is not 
absolutely the case in every instance; nor is the increase accord: — 
ing to any simple law, as we had occasion to peint out from : 
what was assumed to be the probable condition of the primitive 
solar spheroid. , 

55. If we compare the masses and the densities of the plan- 
ets, we shall see here, also, a general increase in the masses, and 
a decrease in the densities, as we get farther from the sun, as can 
be seen in the following table: 

Taste VI. 

Planet. Magnitude. Mass, | Density. 

spheroid, threw off a satellite-ring, taking off the rarer part and 
leaving the denser, so that the ultimate mean density of the 
earth became a little greater than that of Venus. There seems 
to be some peculiarity about Saturn in respect to density that 

© This Journal, [2], xiv, 213. 
* According to Kirkwood’s Analogy, this Journal, [2], xiv, 213. 
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tothe extremity of the system. ‘The Earth has 1, Jupiter 
Saturn 8, Uranus 6 and perhaps 8, Neptune 2 that have probably 
been seen. We cannot tell with certainty the number of satel- 
lites belonging to each of the last two planets, owing to the dif- 
ficulty of observing such bodies at so remote distances. The 
satellites of Jupiter are distributed in the Jovian system very 
similarly to the primary planets in the Solar System. We fin 
the masses to increase as the distance from the center of Jupiter 
increases, till we arrive at the third satellite, where we reach the 
aximum. ‘The fourth satellite is the second in mass. The 

third satellite is also the largest, and the fourth the next in size, 
but the second, although it is of greater mass, yet is of smaller 
size than the first. The satellites of Saturn follow a similar 

Uranus. We may therefore conclude that the outer planets had 

to condense much more than the inner ones before a satellite- 

tion of the rotation of the primaries. 

_ 57. The rings of Saturn offer a li | 
tive secondary rings. They open to us, in & measure, the nature 

to Prof. Peirce, by the attraction of the satellites. Should these 

tings entirely break up, they would probably form asteroid sat- 

ell ince the rings of Saturn are very thin In comparison 

with their width, we conclude that the primitive planet was very 
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much flattened about the poles. If the rings of Saturn are Aid, 
they exist as such in consequence of the friction of es 
particles. | 

58. It is an interesting fact, and one confirmatory of our the 
ory, that the rings of Saturn have a longer period of rotation 
than the planet itself, as required by the nebular hypothesis. 
According to the observations of Sir William Herschel, the 
rings of Saturn revolve around the planet in the space of 108 e 
32 158." The period of rotation of Saturn is 10h 29m 1788 
We thus see that the rings require 2™ 58s longer Son to revol¥e 
ans sasigait ve the latter does to turn on his axis. Here 
agai appear to have obtained conclusive evidence in n favor 
of the ee don seni ey Had the period of Saturn’s rotation 
been greater than that of the rings, it would have been Mas 
difficult to reconcile it with the nebular hypothesis. 

59. The rings of Saturn are either fluid or composed of un 
connected particles. According to Maxwell, even a fluid ring 
would be broken up into small ‘satellites ; but it does not follow 
that these satellites may not still be fluid and unite again into @ 
ring—or perhaps several nearly concentric rings—after having 
been separate a sufficient length of time to restore the equilib 
rium by counteracting the disturbances to which the ri ngs are 
subject. We are thus reduced to the very probable conclusion | 
that eon rings of Saturn are fluid (liquid). We are thus ca 

reat step toward the gaseous condition from which 
- have sspposed all the planets a their satellites to have beet” 

ob 

60. Observation shows that the satellites of Uranus revolveia 
a retrograde order. But we do not know in what direction, not” 

clination to the plane of the orbits of the satellites differing con 
siderably from a right-angle, the difficulty will not be insuper 
able.“ But since the nebular hypothesis accounts so satisfae . 

torily for so many of the phenomena of the solar system, W' we 
may venture to predict that the rotation of the planet will bi 

to be retrograde, or closely Fg ws that direction, i 
we may so express ourselves. But our theory, as we hawt 

Grant’s 2 = eect 
gc — ificial glo be a motion of rotation on its axis, and then md 

the gg fer how | sama the direction of rotation is angel to = 
opposite direction. impetus carries it in the op) 

a ee eee Pehiiee eM als 
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no advantage. 
61. The following table gives the time of rotation of the sev- 

eral planets so far as known: 
Taste VII. 

Planet. Time of retation.| on 5 oe 

Bos Ss. 

MMOrcury...cnsae ts +s 24.2 5. 28 0:200979 
OWNS cs caw cans pee oo 2k 2A 0°383390 

Barth, 6. 23 56 41] 0521348 
Mars, 24°87 22 0:°779537 
Jupiter, 9 55. 26 4876551 
BCU. an dy vee 10 29 17 8-618608 

By the above table we see that, roughly speaking, the time “ 

Bq ; 
Since the outer rings were less dense than the inner ones, the planets would 

have farther to contract than the inner ones, and this also w increase the rota- 
tory velocity 

— Aw. Jour. Scr.—Szconp Serres, Vor. XXXIX, No. 115.—Jan., 1865. 
‘ } 
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the remaining rings alone equals the ;1,th of the mass of Sat 
urn. Even now the period of Saturn’s rotation exceeds that of — 

eculiarities. We have already shown that according to Prof. 
eirce’s deductions a planetary-ring might exist for a great 

length of time just within the orbit of Jupiter; the same influ’ 

Venus; and each of these latter bodies would lend their influ: | 
ence, and would thus influence the Mercurial-ring. These in- — 
terior rings (as we will call them, being interior to the Aster 
oids,) being thus sustained for a great length of time, would 
loose much of their heat, and thus become condensed consider: 
ably perhaps, as have the rings of Saturn, When such rin 
broke up and assumed the spheroidal form, they would be mu 
less likely to abandon satellite rings, than those planets whose 
rarity was greater. e have already shown that the meat 
density of those planets nearer the sun should be found to 
greater than that of the outer planets; we now refer to the il 
fluence above mentioned to account for the sudden increase of 
mean density within the orbit of Jupiter; for evidently the 
mean density of a planet formed from a ring considerably com 
densed, would be greater than one formed from a ring less 80 

r a crust would form around one approximately as soon ‘ 
around the other. The period of rotation of such planets w 

of Mars and Jupiter, seems to confirm the view which we ba¥ 
given of their formation, in a preceding part of this paper. 
we divide 360° by 80, we find an average of one Asteroid. 

* Cosmos, iv, 422, Bohn’s ed. | 
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every 43°, making approximately a ring of these small bodies, 
But we cannot for a moment entertain the idea that nearly all 
these bodies have been discovered. ey are very small and 

turbations in their motions, and it is highly probable that many 
of them become satellites of some of the planets, and finally 

intersect. The mean width of the whole zone so far as known, 
lies between the limits 2-145 (Feronia) and 3-452 (Maxamiliana 
giving a breath of 1 307, which is rather greater than the diam- 
eter of the sphere of attraction of Kirkwood’s Asteroid -planet, 

At present we shall add nothing respecting comets, as Prof. 
Kirkwood has called attention, in several places, to the orbits of 
these bodies, 

Hector, N. Y., Nov. 11, 1864. 

3 
Art. V.—On Brushite, a new mineral occurring in Phosphatie 

uano; by GipEoN E. Moors, Ph.B. 

(Communicated to the California Academy of Sciences, Sept. 5th, 1864.) 

Ty the spring of the present year, I received, through the kind- 
hess of Wm. E. Brown, Esq., of Mare Island in this State, a 
Specimen of a mineral discovered by him in a cargo of phos- 
phatie guano at Camden, N. J. from 
derived is not known,’ and, though letters of inquiry have been 

t 
the Carribean islands, and more particularly to the island of 

ombrero as its probable source. Itis very probable that the 
™mineral may be recognized among the crystallized products oc- 

gan? 

n a letter fro . Moore, dated San Francisco, Nov. 13th, 1864, he states 
that he has soostiaieed locality of the new mineral to be Avis Island in the 

i Sea.—Eps. 
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possesses an odlitic structure and a singe white color, inter- — 
spersed with small spots of pure w 

The mineral is in the form of ae but very perfect and bril- 
liant crystals, with a cleavage in the direction of their greatest — 
length nearly equal to that of selenite, the Jaminz being also — 
slightly flexible, as in the case of the latter species. Hardness, — 
2° ecific ‘gravity, 2208 (mean of two determinations). — 
Color yellowish white. Transparent. Lustre vitreous, splendent, 
inclining to pearly on the cleavage faces. 4 
When heated in a closed tube before the blowpipe, it whitens 

and gives off water at an incipient red heat. In the platinum — 
forceps, it fuses with intumescence at about 2 on von Kobell’s” 
scale, tinging the flame with the peculiar green characteristic of 
phos osphorie acid. The button formed by fusion crystallizes on 
cooling, showing numerous brilliant facets. It readily dissolves, — 
even in coarse crystals, in dilute nitric and chlorhydric acids. 
A qualitative analysis revealed the presence of lime, phospho- 

ric acid and water, with barely discernible traces of magnesia 
and alumina. 

The quantity of mineral at my disposal was very small, 
scarcely exceeding one gram in weight. 
following analyses, the water was determined in 0-2 gram, the 
remaining 0°3 gram being employed in the determination of the 
jime and “phosphoric acid. The ha was as follows 

4 
— 

2. 

Lim - - fs 65 32°73 
Phosphoric aeiay: Sree Se BO 41°32 
Water, : * - - 26°33 26°40 

100-48 100°45 

These figures agree exactly with the composition of the neu- 
tral tri-basic phosphate of lime, 2CaO, HO, PO,, with the addi- 
tion of four = uivalents of water of crystallization (2CaO, HO, 
PO, +4aq), v 

2Ca0, - - - . 56-26 Po 32°59 
POs, ee es 41°34 

4 aq, + J 6 2s ae Oe 26:07 

17262 100-00 
Tn the polarizing microscope, the mineral shows a vivid suc — 

€ession of colors. A sample has been sent to Prof. J. D. Dan 
pi has kindly undertaken the study of its crystallograp. 
characters, and I hope in a short time to be able to communice 
the results of his investigations to the Academy. : 

It is with great pleasure that I dedicate. this species to P: 
G. J. Brush, of Yale College, to whose unwearied zeal and effi 
cient |: abors American pe binat stands so deeply indebted. 

San Francisco, Cal., Sept, 18 
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Art. VI.—On the Crystallization of Brushite; by Jamus D. DAWA. 

(Communicated to the California Academy of Sciences.) 

gure. The prisms are monoclinic, and are often 
tened parallel to the clinodiagonal, as here repre- 
ted 

figure, which may be called r, is quite rough, owing to an oscil- 
latory combination of two hemi-octahedral planes. In many of 
the crystals, only the right one of the two planes J is present, 
and also only the left one of the two planes 1. The prisms fre- 

ccording to measurements with the reflective goniometer— 
ZT: I= 142° 26) Ps @ = FOr 
F:u = 108 47 1:1 156 20 (approximately.) 

The inclination of 1 on 1 could not be accurately measure 
‘©n account of the minuteness of the planes in the crystals in 
Which both planes occur, and the want of perfection in the re- 
pe The angle obtained for 1:72 would give for 1:1 

U 

By measurement with a goniometer attached to a compound 
microscope, the plane angle between the lines of cross cleavage, 
ore/, and the edge I: I (which equals the inclination of O on 
‘A€ Orthodiagonal section or the plane 72) was found to be 117°- 
1174°; and that between edge J: J and edge 1: 1 (which equals 
* 90 12, both unobserved planes), 95° to 954°; whence, O: 1s 
would equal, approximately, 147° 30’. The inclination of the 
ee. plane r on the edge 1: 1 is about 110°, but varies much. _ 

*he results of calculation, taking as data the above-mentioned 

*. 
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angles J: J and 1: 72, along with the inclination of O tow 
117° 15’, and that of the edge 1:1 (or 12) to 7 = 95° 18’, 
as follows: 

(= 0: i) = 117° 15’ and 62° 45’ 
a (vertical axis) : b (clinodiagonal) : ¢ = 0°5396 : 1: 2°614 

1:1 ihe" 40° ~1:-1 (unobserved planes) = 164° 22’ 

The species is related in form to Vivianite, in which 
62} +¢== 1009 : 1.2 1:3843; 

for, if we double the a of Brushite, and halve the c, we have 
the ratio of its axes— 

: 2a: b: $¢ = 10792 : 1: 1-307. 
The two species are also alike in the perfect and pearly clin 
diagonal cleavage. 

Art. VII.—ZJntroduction to the Mathematical Principles of the Nebw 
lar Theory, or Planetology ; by Gustavus Hinricus, Profe 
of Physics and Chemistry, lowa State University. 

THe nebular hypothesis—the boldest thought that ever eleva 
the human mind, by bringing us, as it wee, in sight of the mys 
terious fiat of the Almighty—was, in its great general features, 

vault; for Copernicus and Kepler made us behold the found 

anastronomer, = 

2 Arago, Astronomie Populaire, ii, 7. Paris and Lei ee 
* 
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The reason of this neglect seems to be the incomplete state in 
which even Laplace himself left the theory. Direct observation, 
moreover, seemed: to contradict some laws given as necessary 
consequences of this hypothesis. 
We have already, in a former article,’ tried to vindicate the 

theory in this last respect by showing that the hypothesis is 
really confirmed even in these apparently contradicting observa- 
tions. We will now endeavor to give a somewhat more com- 
lete development to the fundamental principles of Kant and 
aplace, and to exhibit the exact position of the nebular theory 

itself, hoping thereby to show that this theory, if we only study 
it earnestly and patiently both by experiment and analysis, fully 
eserves our confidence. 
As this subject is as vast as it is difficult, we beg the critic 

always to keep in mind that we do not pretend to give a treat- 
ise, but merely offer an ¢niroduction to shia almost new field o 
analysis, 

commence with a short survey of the fundamental prin- 
ciples and the aim of the theory of the solar system, in order 
clearly to understand why the nebular theory is necessary, what 
c will have to accomplish, and how far it already has done its 
uty. 

$1. The fundamental constants of the Solar system. a 

e. 
The constants of the solar system now exclusively deduced from 

observation are: 

- The mass, m, of the planet. 

* The density, rotation, and relative age of the planets: this Journal, Jan., 1864. 
* Fracastor ae Bailly, Histoire de en moderne; vol.i. Paris, 1779. 

tclaircissements, livre iv, § 23, and livre viii, §27. eet 
F "a | importe extrémement den bannir out empirisme fan “ed — a n’em- 
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3. The ellipticity of the planet. Theory may assign to it ' 

. stant with the first (mass) we obfain the density. 

9. ‘The plane or inclination, 7, of the orbit. 
10. The direction of the motion. The velocity is given by the 

distance. 
11. The eccentricity of the orbit. This constant is fundamental, 

for the theory of gravitation only proves the orbit to be a con 
section of some kind. The eccentricity can only be found from 
observation. . 12. The number of satellites of a planet is also fundamental 
and for each of them the same eleven constants have to be taken 

8 principal planets, constants 1-12, —- - 
8 = eat: 0 small planets, oe 320 
23 secondary planets, “ 1-11, - - - 258 
The sun, 6 1-7, - wes 7 

Total number of constants, 676 
to which the corresponding constants for the comets would have 
be added. to be. 

What, in the face of this great number of constants that a 
its xp to borrow from observation, shall we say about 

- perfection of this science? Is it not in science, 
* This Journal, ix, 895, May, 1850; also xi 1 210, Sept, 1852. 
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morals, that self-adoration hinders progress? Can any astron- 
omer who not merely studied the details of the celestial 
mechanics, but also kept in mind the great,principle laid down 
by its author in his “ Plan”—can he still pretend that Newton’s 
theory of the solar system merely needs further development, 
seeing that the few bodies of this system require him to borrow 
about seven hundred constants from observation? 

e shall honor the memory of Newton much more by tryin 
to go beyond the results of his labors than by stupidly worship- 
ping‘ the same, and thus arresting the progress of that science to 
promote which he spent his life. 

§2. These fundamental consiants sustain remarkable relations to each 

other. 

also direct expressions of this feeling, like the following: 

ing remark of the work. ve 
This “ élément unique” is rather singularly unique, ci, saad no less than seven 

hundred elements to be bo ed from observation alone : 

: ewton was aware of this—indeed, noted can help seeing some of these re- 

i rinci 

le d r 
suite recomposé.—Biot, Ziraité élém. d’astronomie physigue. Paris, 1805. Conclud- 

ns. In the scholium to the third book of pia he says: 

* Pla sex principalis revolvuntur circum solem in eirculis soli 

eddem motus directione, in eo plan proximé. Lune m. revolyunt 

, jovem et saturnam in circulis concentricis, we motus directione, 
us 

circum 
in planis orbi vroxime. Ef hi omnes m 

10 aon apt ae dit. le Seur et Jacquier Geneva 1749-42, 

Hi to censure Kepler’s fancy in contrast to the solidity of all New- 
ton’s words: still a sentence like the above is much more objectionable in science 

boldest fancy, for the latter is not accepted without severe scrutiny, while 

» te truth, If Newton had Sages peng 
Causes known to me” instead of by “mechanical causes,” simply to imply that h 

knew them all, he would have prevented many a drawback that has encumbered 

Am. Jour. Scr.—Srconp Serres, Vou. XXXIX, No. 115.—Jax., 1866, 

7 
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of the distance, as it is found approximating to Titius-Bodes 
law, that is, to 

oe oe . yee ee ste 
But quantities that sustain mutual relations to tank other are 

the particular values of a certain function for definite given 
values of the variable quantities; hence, if we intend to be true 
to the spirit expressed by the words of Laplace above quoted, 
it is a problem legitimately elouiging to astronomy to find these 
Junctions of which the fundamental constants are but parvieular 
va ab 

8 boldly face this great problem and not desist thong 
iebeinonérs tell us that it is not part of their science. 

$3. The fundamental constants tans 8 the conditions cf stability of te 

Since relations exist el the values of the tindanneail 
stants, we may ask for the most general gy pe of the 

1. Incommensurability I the times of rotation, ensured by ibe 
distances ee an exponential series (1). : 

central mass vastly preponderating, and the greatest. 
se a ising where the mutual distances are the most col 
sidera 

8. The direction of all motions is the same 
4. The plane of all orbits is and remains nearly the same, because 

= ma/a.tg2i=e, 2) 
is and remains a small quantity (the letters having shensani 
Nification as in §1), 

science. Less arrogant, because more true, he is when writing to Burnet 
1680-81), but yet I must confess I know no sufficient cause of ye coe 

eonsint tall Ki 

something more ange nor Ped can accoun rae when ree the S the henoleirlll 
the rotary and translatory motions. He says: “cet accord, gui tient doute a premiéres Rett nares Jes mouvements planétaires, est é 
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5. The eccentricity, e, of the orbit is and remains nearly the same, 
because 

Ef G08 Srl gy tee Vassar 
is and remains a small quantity. 

. The density, d, is such that the diameter of the bodies is 
small in comparison to their distances. 

e may add— 
7. The form of the planets is such that the influence of the 

deviation from a sphere is the smallest possible. 

§ 4. Gravitation is insu ficient. 

The laws of Kepler are grand—as well as Newton's theory 
in accounting for them; but the above laws of Lagrange and 
Laplace are certainly of a superior order, and the theory of 
gravitation in failing to give even a shadow of a reason for these 
laws proves itself to be not the whole truth: we must go be- 
yond this force! 

her, etc., etc.). Why not also assume the latter as having been 

real, if we find by the same mechanical deductions that the 

existing harmony, as expressed in the stability of the system and 

ensured in the mutual relations of the fundamental constants 

follows directly from the above-named chaos? If in the one 
case we reason from fact or law to cause—why not also in the 

other, provided our conclusion is as legitimate? _ re 

€ astronomers will not fail to object that this last condition 
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is not satisfied. We fully admit this; but beg them to remember 

that it has taken two centuries of labor to ensure this legitimacy — 

cifully in connection with speculations on the inhabitants of dis: 

Plana, etc. ie 
_Can anything be more unjust than exaltation of the hypothe — 

sis of Newton—this deservedly cherished subject of the master 
minds of two centuries—above the hypothesis of Kant-Laplace, — 
which, being too early left even by its astronomical parent, has 
been ever since considered an outcast in the world, endangering — 
the reputation of any one who would dare to touch it : 
We will adopt this almost forlorn hypothesis as a mere hypothe 

esis—we will patiently and carefully trace its bearings by means 
of as rigid an analysis as we can command in this most intricate — 
field; we will minutely compare the results thus obtained with — 
the actually observed state of things; and if we find the correr — 
pondence between idea and phenomenon, between analysis and ob- 
servation, to be very close, we hope that those who have analysis — 
more at their command than we, will pay as much attention 0 — 
this high branch of astronomy as has been, and deservedly con: — 
tinues to be, bestowed on Newton’s hypothesis of gravitatio} — 
If our feeble endeavors only succeed in making Kant— place's” 
hypothesis admitted as such among analysts, we shall have accom 

sidered as firmly established a principle as gravitation,” or a8” 
the fact of the rotation of the earth,” fo g if 
standing Foucault’s pendulum and gy pes—still remains un 

proved by ocular evidence, all ‘‘demonstrations” being in fact 

® Allgemeine Naturgeschichte und Theorie des Himmels, 1755. 
es Tourbillons Cartésiens avec des réflections sur l’attraction (1752) : ri 

Also his Entretiens sur la pluralité des mondes. 
** Gravitation was always treated as a mere hypothesis by the Cartesians; the 

work of Fontenelle above cited offers the instance most generally known. f 
‘ scientific prejudice existing against the nebular theory is perhaps as 1M)” 
rious as the religious prejudice once “resisting” the motion of the earth. 

D' 

ecsagrengg pene pr erti fenomeni.” Also Galileo 

himself, in his Dialogue (Opere compl, Firenze. Vol. i, 1848, pp. 387 and 

plished all we desire: for then this hypothesis will soon be com — 
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inductive, reasonings with our senses. Thus, in the Jatter, we 
see the plane of the oscillations rotate, but conclude it to be the 
earth. It requires at least as much mental effort to apprehend 
its true bearing as the simple reference to the diurnal motion of 
sun, moon, and stars. 

§5. How far the nebular theory accounts for the stability of the system. 

The theory of gravitation can never, therefore, account for 
the stability of the solar system. How far, then, does the nebu- 
ar theory explain those great fundamental conditions of the 
system that ensure not only the harmony of the solar world but 
even make this harmony (almost) permanent 

In order to invite physicists and astronomers to the perusal of 
the following introduction, we will try to give a simple answer 
to this most important question. 

I. The plane of all planetary orbits must be nearly the same (see 
§1, 9, and § 8, 4, also § 10). 
_ This theorem has been clearly seen by Kant and Laplace; it 
is the most immediate expression of the hypothesis. Mr. Trow- 
bridge has recently pointed out™ to us a very interesting conse- 
quence hereof, viz: the most distant planet must move in the in- 
variable plane ; and, indeed, the inclination of the orbit of Nep- 
tune is 1° 47’, that of the invariable plane 1° 41’. 
IL. The direction of all planetary revolutions must be the same ; 
— <a consequence of the hypothesis accounts for § 3, 3, 
and §1, 10. 

Ill. The eccentricity of the planetary orbits must be very small— 
accounting for observation, §1, 11, and condition of stability, 
§3, 5 and § 10. 

This proposition has been deduced in general reasonings by 
Kant and Laplace; in the following we will try to give a dem- 
onstration of it. 

. The planetary distances are such that the successive planets 
were evolved at equal intervals of time; or if t=1, 2, 8, .... Te 
spectively for Mercury, Venus, Earth ...., then the distance is’ 

; qaae+ py So... ee ee ) 

where «, 6, y are constants, and ¢ the age of the planets above that 
of ereury. From this follows the condition of stability that 
the periodic times are incommensurable (§ 8,1). Besides, it is seen 
that this law accounts for the empirical law of Bode (§ 1, 8). : 
The analytical demonstration of this law is one of the princi- 

pal objects attempted in the present introduction. (See § 13.) 
V. The mass of the more distant planets ts the greater, on account 

of the greater space from which the material of the planet was 
Condensed (space increasing according to IV). This is confirmed 

* On the Nebular Hypothesis, $24; this Journal, November, 1864, page 355. 
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by the fact that the sum of the four great exterior planets is 4 
times the mass of the earth, while the sum of the masses of 

VI. The figure of the planets (being a 
an oblate spheroid of 

VIL. Sinall ellipticity, because 
VIII. The velocity of rotation is but small (compare § 1, 2, 3; 4 

and § 8, 7). : 
This last proposition is based upon the fact that the mom 

of rotation is but the difference between the moment of re 
tion of the exterior and interior part of the planetary ring. 

Still, the exact amount of this velocity, as well as the period 
rotation of the sun, has not yet been deduced from the neb 
hypothesis; we have often attempted it, but as yet have ! 
been able to solve this difficult problem. ~ 

Prof. Kirkwood has found” the empirical law of the velo 
f rotation, a law analogous to the third law of Kepler, Weh 

repeatedly arrived at expressions similar to (but not iden 
with) Kirkwood’s law. 
IX The Plane; and 

** As above, this Journal, 1850, ix, 395. 
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X. The direction of rotation of the planets has been considered 
at variance with the nebular theory, ever since the discovery of 
the lunar system of Uranus. We believe that our analysis of 
this problem “ shows that the rotation of Uranus and Neptune, 
both as to position of the axis and direction of motion affords a 
very interesting confirmation of the theory. See §1, 5, 6. 

. The density of the planets has also been considered as 
being adverse to the theory; but if, as necessary, the influence 
of the age is taken into account, it is found that the minimum 
density exhibited by Saturn is demanded by the theory.” Com- 
pare § 1, 4, and § 8, 6. 

XII. The number of satellites was already shown, by Kant, to 
increase with the distance from the center of the nebula. Though 
not usually given as such, it nevertheless is a condition of sta- 
bility of the system—at any rate it is conformable to observa- 
tion ($1, 12). 

The vings of Saturn are best considered as a host of satelloids, 
corresponding to the planetoids (and meteorites) of the solar 
world—thereby accounting for the excessive thinness and the 
subdivisions of the rings.” 

In looking back upon the preceding account of the present 
aspect of the nebular theory, it will be seen ie 

A. That the four great fundamental conditions of stability re- 
ferring to the system at large are now satisfactorily deduced from 
the hypothesis of Kant-Laplace (I-IV above). 

B. That the problem of the mass (V) and the number of satel- 
lites (XII), though not completely evolved, still is sufficiently 

comprehended to enable us to say that the analytical solution is 
possible ; and 

C. That the elements referring to the single planets, or rather 
their subordinate systems, are, with the exception of the exact 

law of rotation (VII), fully deducible from the fundamental 

hypothesis of Kant and Laplace. 3 
_ We see, then, that the fundamental constants of the solar sys- 
tem, which number about seven hundred ($1), exhibit very re- 
markable mutual dependencies (§ 2), which are such as ensure 
the permanence or stability of the system (§ 3), which Newton's 

the density, rotation, and relative age of the planets; this Journal, 1864, 
xxxvii, 36, 48, 

4 33 Above, p. 49. ie 
On the density, ete.; this Journal, 1864, xxvii, 54. 
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pothesis of Kant, and though this has been most grievously 
neglected by analysts and astronomers, still it now affords usa 
full solution of the four great harmonies ensuring the perm® 
nency of the solar world, and also solves most, and at leasti 
dicates the solution of, all other problems relating to the hap 
mony of the fundamental constants of the solar system. 
May we not hope that astronomers will begin to bestow 

this theory some share of their labor? 

§ 6. The Hypothesis. 

We assume, with Kant and Laplace, as the primitive condi 
tion of the solar system, or as nebula: 

The space of the solar system was filled with matter having a mr 
ment of rotation. = 

This matter is endowed with the same forces we know it 

posed of the elements we know here on earth, many of wh 

our 0 , 
rt of known elements. We therefore mean simply rs 
that at the above primitive period the elements had been le 
I hope at some future time to publish an attempt at a mechanical 
theory of the elementary bodies, which has occupied my time 10 
about ten years, and wherein I endeavor to show the ph 
properties of the known elements to be definite functions of 
atomic number and form. Accordingly, there would yet rem 
a more primitive condition, the existence of the one primifilt 
matter (Urstoff) which would be considered as the direct 
tion of the one Go 

m created matter alone the whole of the solar system has been 
veloped ; we would be enabled to conceive the almighty fiat 

it of . . . Rutherford, Astronomical Observat with the Spectroscope; this 
pono xxxv, 71. Above all, Bunsen’s and Kirchhoft's memoirs on their great 

* This Journal, 1864, xxvii, 52. ? 
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one single act. How much such a theory would tend to elevate 
our conceptions of the great Author, we cannot here develo 

n the present paper I shall not go farther back in time than 
tthe existence of the nebula of Kant and Laplace as above 

§ 7. Plateau’s experiment. 

Before entering upon the analysis of the nebula, we must refer 
to the experimental evidence of the nebular theory afforded by 
the beautiful experiments of Plateau, detailed in his Mémoire 
sur se _phénoménes que présente une masse liquide libre et soustraite 
a l'action de la pésanteur, Pt. I(Neuv. mém. de ]’Acad. de Brux- 
elles, vol. xvi, 1843). His results are: 

ae 4 liquid, subject only to the action of its molecular forces 
assumes the form of a perfect sphere (§ 2). 

2. This globe is flattened at its poles, if subject to rotation 
($10). Although, as he thinks, the molecular forces are not 
wentical with those acting in the nebula, still the results ought 
to be analogous, if they are not identical. 

° It is perhaps not out of place here to give a synopsis of the different prapeo 
ages tbe are a 8 by a further individualization or a new direct 
according to the views above indicated. 
Thee (or four) direct acts of the Deity may be recognized, viz: the creation of 

er, of life, of mind (and the redemption). 'The formation of the elements out of 
penis characterizes the Jirst age; the formation of the solar world, with its plan- 

gating mind. u 
the sixth, redemption took place; while a seventh age will hold the destruction of 

xxvii, 56. 
every age correspond two sciences: the first relates to the pebrahcagiaae 

Whewell would call . a hibseiests! of the pain the second fies 0 the 

Ea eae at SR Se. 4 (6) (7) 
L Creati Matrer. II. Cre-11L. nS 

Peveioy asi ation of| ation of — 

Elements. Solar system.| Earth. || Life. | Mind. Destruc- 
tion 

Paletin} iat pe Paleon-| Arche-| Old of the 
At 1 pl 

By ey SY|\ tology.| ology. |Testament) world. 

Voi erect 
~ *| FLIStory. 

Geog- || Botan New 
raphy. Zoology| — “"|Testament Chemistry. 

Science, | Physics, Astronomy. 
a, 

names have of course to tec ae in their widest sense; thus geography 

for phoyaiont geography, m ology. ete., and history com mprehends not only 

Pata but also the a hat biaby of the human ay thus including — 

ail the sciences in their historical development. We see how “planetology” is 

allied to geology a and astronomy. 

Ax. Joug. Sc1.—Szconp Serres, Vou. XXXIX, No. 115.—Jan., 1865. 
8 
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tion as that of the ring.” He even found that still smallet 
globes were formed. ; 

4, If a small disc is put into very rapid rotation, a ring is 
formed, while a part of the original globe remains on the — : 
($21), so that Plateau rightly concludes with saying ($27) that 

of the phenomena of the relative configuration of the 
aia y bodies have been reproduced by him on a small scale” 

[Zo be continned.} 

—————— 

a 

Art. VIIIl.— Contributions to Chemistry from the mcedney he lie 
Lawrence Scientific School; by Wotcorr Grins, M.D., 
ford Professor in Harvard University.—No. 2 

§ 1. 
On the separation of chromium from aluminum, tron, mange 

nese, cobalt, nickel, zinc and _magnesium.—Sesquioxyd of chro- 
mium in an alkaline solution i is readily aera to chromic acia — 

dium is added in excess, a current of chlorine gas, or a solution 
chlorine water, readily converts ‘the whole of the chromium pree 
ent into chromic acid, especially when the solution " ne 
when it is kept nearly neutral By occasional addition of carbor 
of hock um. The excess of chlorine is easily expelled bi "poilingy 

; for in this oil the density is the same. See our article, thie 1a 
oe. 1864, xxx, xxxvii, 51, 6=0, 
hf ee la difference des lois que suivent les forces attractives dans ce cas ¢ 

celui des grandes masses planétaires, nous avons vu se uire, en petit, une 1 présentation ation frappante de Lx pluspart des es phénoménes ph pio ree / 
corps célestes, ee 
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after which, in the presence of bases not precipitated by ammo- 
nia, the chromic acid may be precipitated by acetate of lead, or ace- 
tate of barium, and weighed in the form of chromate, provided 
of course, that no sulphuric acid is present. When sulphate and 
chromate of barium are thrown down together, the chromic acid 

of chromium, it is best to oxydize the chromium to chromic 
he as above, and then to precipitate with acetate of lead or 

rium, 
I have stated in a former paper that chromic iron ore may be 

y : : 
aluminum separated by boiling, and the chromic and ace 

acids precipitated by acetate of barium, after which the chromi- 

um may be determined as above. 
In precipitating chromic acid by means of nitrate of suboxyd 

of mercury, hot solutions must not se employed, as a small 
Portion of chromic acid is always reduce 
chromium, The precipitated Sitoniste should be allowed to 
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stand some hours before filtering. In general, the precipitation 
by acetate of lead or acetate of barium is to be preferred even 
when the resulting chromate is to be weighed as such. eg 

2. 
i 

by boiling the neutral or nearly neutral solutions with acetate of 
sodium, provided that the following precautions are obse 
The solutions from which the sesquioxyds are to be precipi 
must be dilute: half a liter of the solution should not conta 
more than one gram of either sesquioxyd or of the two whet 
both are present. The quantity of acetate of sodium should be 
sufficient to convert by double decomposition all the bases preset 
into neutral acetates. The acetate should be added to the me 
lic solution when cold and the whole should then be heated 
gether and boiled for ashort time. It is not necessary to filtet 

the last traces of the stronger bases. Finally, the basic salts 
the iron and aluminum, after washing,.must be redissolved 

i manner, to free them completely from alkali. ve 
caution of a second treatment with acetate of sodium is mo® 
necessary with alumina than, with sesquioxyd of iron aloné 
It is — worth the trouble in the separation of iron 
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According to my own observations, the sesquioxyds of iron 
and aluminum cannot be separated from sesquioxyd of chro- 
mium by boiling with acetate of sodium, although the last men- 
tioned oxyd is not precipitated when alone in solution. In this 
case it is necessary to oxydize the chromium to chromic acid by 
chlorine in the manner already pointed out. 

3. 
On the separation of manganese from cobalt, nickel and zine.— 

Schiel’s method of separating manganese from the alkaline earths 
by adding acetate of sodium to the mixed solutions, heating the 
liquid gently and then passing chlorine through it so as to con- 
vert the manganese into a hydrate of the sesquioxyd, is better 
than that formerly given by myself in which peroxyd of lead is 
used as the oxydizing agent. With respect to Schiel’s method, 
however, it must be remarked that it cannot be employed to sep- 
arate manganese from nickel or cobalt, because both of these 
metals are converted into higher oxyds under the same circum- 
stances. Nickel may, as Popp has recently shown, be completely 
precipitated as a deep blue hyperoxyd, while as I have myself 
observed, cobalt is also oxydized, though not precipitated, unless 
the solution is boiled with an alkaline carbonate. In separating 
manganese from zinc, calcium or magnesium, I have repeatedly 
found that a second treatment is necessary in order to obtain a 

perfect separation. This second treatment may be neglected in 

separating manganese from calcium and magnesium, but not in 
Separating it from zinc, although the addition of a few drops of 

exact, 
hough the method of separating manganese from other bases 

Anhydrous. arak 

_ Manganese, - - 35°10 ‘96 53 

oe a ae 35°13 35°26 
Oxygen, - . = 24°87 26°90 27°20 

Sige 4. 7 

: 10000 ©—«'100:00~—S—«*100-00 
- Neglecting the water, which may have been, in part at least, 

ically combined, and which amounts to between three 
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fact even strong chlorhydric acid scarcely exerts upon them an 
appreciable action. This process has been applied to the separa- 
tion of cobalt and nickel from zinc and manganese by my excel- 
lent assistant, Mr. Maurice Perkins, and gives results which are 
very satisfactory, especially for qualitative purposes, the sulphids 

manganese and zinc precipitated under the same circum- 
stances being readily soluble, even in dilute acid. The process 
is now substituted in this laboratory for that given in most of the 
recent works on qualitative analysis, and has been repeatedly 
tested with satisfactory results. 

Se4, 

ge aa from the double cyanid of cobalt and potassium. 
r. W, ill, who has repeatedly employed this method and 

mined by difference, when, as is always possible, the two metals 
have been weighed together as sulphates. I am not prepared to 
say that this modification of Liebig’s method of separating nick- 

el and cobalt gives better results than Stromeyer’s process by _ 

* Ann. der Chemie und Pharmacie, Ixv, 244. 

* Berzelius, Lehrbuch der Chemie, iii, 872. 
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means of nitrite of potassium, but it is at least very much mote” 
convenient and requires much less time. The complete preci 
tation of cobalt in the form of Co,0,,2NO,+3KONO, usual 
requires at least forty-eight hours, and rarely succeeds perfectly 
except in experienced hands. : 

§ 5. 

cution are concerned. e method labors, however, under 4 
single disadvantage : the introduction of zinc renders it difficwl, 
or at least inconvenient, to determine with accuracy other 
ments which may be present with the copper. It has occu 
to me that this difficulty might be overcome, the principle of th 
method being still retained, by precipitating the copper by ele 
trolysis with a separate rheomotor. The following numerical 
results, which are due to Mr. E. V. M’Candless, will satisfact 
rily show the advantages of the method for the particular case 

Number. Copper found. 

I. 1:2375 0°3145 
a. 0°4235 071075 
a: 1°:0640 02705 
Iv. 1:3580 0°3440 
‘A 0°5665 0°1450 
A, 0°4735 071205 
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In seven determinations of copper in the alloy of copper and 
nickel employed by the government for small coins, the follow- 
ing results were obtained: 

Number. Weight of alloy. Copper. Percentage. 

i 0-4 0°3640 87°50 
Il. 0°6180 0°5410 87°54 

IIL. 0°4609 0°4090 88°91 
IV. 0°5120 04481 87°51 
¥. 0°4220 0°2693 87°51 
VI. 0°2525 02225 8811 

VII. 0°3705 0'3255 87°85 

The percentage of copper required by the formula CuO, 
S0,+5HO is 25:42, while the government standard alloy of 
nickel and copper contains 87°50 per cent of copper. The time 
required for precipitation varied from one to three hours, the 
separation of the last traces of copper being in each ease deter- 
mined by testing a drop of the liquid upon a porcelain plate 
with sulphuretted hydrogen water. The copper, after precipita- 
tion, was washed with distilled water, dried in vacuo over sul- 
phuric acid, and weighed with the platinum vessel. The only 
precaution necessary is to regulate the strength of the current so 
that the copper may be precipitated as a compact and bright 
metallic coating, and to dry as quickly as possible. hen the 
copper is thrown down in a spongy condition, it not only oxyd- 
izes rapidly, but it is impossible to wash out the last traces of 
foreign matter contained in the solution. This is well shown by 
number III and number VI of the second series, in bot 
which cases the copper was precipitated too rapidly. The solu- 
tion from which the copper has been deposited contains the 
other elements present in the original substance. It may 
easily poured off without loss, and the washings added. — 

It appears at least probable that nickel may be determined by 
electrolysis in the same manner as copper, the solution employed 

Ing the ammoniacal sulphate with excess of freeammonia. Mr. 
MCandless obtained in two determinations in a commercial sam- 
ple 91-26 and 91°60 per cent nickel. In both cases the nickel 

Was thrown down completely as a bright coherent metallic coat- 
ing upon the platinum. 

Cambridge, Oct. 1st, 1864. 

Au. Jour. Sc1.—Szconp Srnres, Vou. XXXIX, No. 115.—Jan., 1865. 
9 
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“Art. IX.—WNote on the Planetary Distances; by Prof. Da 
K IRKWOOD, Indiana State University. 

for July, 1864, p. 12, it may be proper to state that by the t 

might suggest a true law of nature, if not found itself in stric 

This fact, together with 

y Ps = Sei. en Alexander, at the Montreal Meeting of the Am. Assoc. for 
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piter’s satellites. The differences between the radii of the orbits, 
commencing with the greatest, are, 

11°64811, 5°72677, and 357494. 
But while the first is almost exactly double the second, the sec- 
ond is less than double the third. In other words, as in the case 
of Mercury, the theoretical distance of the innermost satellite is 
somewhat greater than the actual distance. Now, if the original 
intervals constituted an exact geometrical progression, can a 

diminished, and thus the original interval between the first 
and second orbits increased. The same explanation applies to 
ercury.” 
With an interval = 11°64811 between the third and fourth 

Satellites, and a ratio = 4, we find 3°70213 as the limit at which 
the central body separated from the exterior mass. This isa 
little beyond the present circle of equilibrium between the cen- 
ps and the centripetal forces, the radius of this circle being 
299. 

THE SATURNIAN SYSTEM. 
In the primary system* and also in that of Jupiter, we have 

found that the original circle of separation between the nucleus 

and the surrounding mass was a little exterior to the present 
circle of equilibrium between the two central forces. This is 
what ought to be expected, as the contraction of the nucleus. 
would accelerate the rotation. For Saturn, however, we foun: 
the primitive circle of equilibrium /ess than the present ; but in 
this calculation no allowance was made for the contraction of 

Sve ent date geen lg rnc eg 
e Paris Observatory “has found that Mereury’s mean motion -on dimin 
hing; as if the planet were, in the progress of his revolutions, receding ger? 

5 baad 

gE 
4 oO bn 5 o 7 _ So | 

ity, & resisting medium which moves round the Sun in the same direction as the 
lanets oeiies W hewell’s Hist, of the Ind. Sci., 3rd ed., vol. i, p. 560.— Perhaps 

> satisfactory determination of the facts can be reached without long continued 
servations. : 

This Journal for J uly 1864, p. 13. * Tb., p. 15. 
CO we Pes 

5 
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the orbits of the innermost satellites. If the radius of gyration | 
for Mimas and Enceladus was diminished in a ratio equal to 

f Jupiter 
interpolating the two missing terms, we have the following 
ments conforming to our hypothesis: 

SATELLITES OF SATURN. 

Names. Distances. nage tneban rt. of Intervals. 

§ Japetus, 64359 : 
L ———— | 436208 649764 32-0070 

§ Hyperion 25°029 a 
I.) titen, — | 90-106 22-9604 12-4154 

Saidseds 12 21088 
iil Rhea, 8-932 106540 48156 

{ Dione, 6°399 “ 
. Tethys, 49926 5°7390 18670 

neeladus, 4:0319 : ae. 
V. 9 Mimas, 3:1408 red 

de, 00000 
Limit=2-6862 

The ratio of the ascending series of intervals is 2°578 
These ratios in the systems of Jupiter and Saturn are to each 
other inversely as the orbital velocities of the two planets. Thi 
distance from the center of Saturn at which a satellite would 
complete its orbital revolution in the present period of 
planet's rotation is 20075. The distance at which the nuel 

, then, the arrangements of the Saturnian System should 
not be admitted as confirmatory of the empirical order of dis 
tances, we may at least conclude that it is not incompatible with 
it. The eract coincidences are of course produced by the inter 
polation of the two terms. With these, our formula gives th 
ere with three unknown quantities, and, consequently, — 
whatever the distances of the known satellites, the roots of these 
equations, whether real or imaginary, must, in an algebraic sens? _ 
satisfy the conditions. At the same time it is easy to perceil 
that these algebraic results might be decidedly unfavorable 1 
the proposed hypothesis. PQ 

_ The tendency in a rotating nebula to unequal angular velocr 
ties, resulting from the increased rapidity of condensation from 
the 2 toward the center, may, perhaps, also account 
the p t ‘ 

lished before the centrifugal force becomes equal to the centri etal, a spiral convergence, like that of No. 51 in Messier’s 
e, would naturally ensue. 
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Finally, if the original constitution of the Solar and Saturnian 
Systems was such as we have supposed, can any probable reason 
be given why the satellites of Jupiter should be found an ex- 
ception ?* It may be worthy of remark that if these bodies, or 
the rings from which they were derived, were originally double, 
the proximity of the members was such that they might be 
brought into collision by perturbation, while in the gaseous 
state. e ratio, moreover, of the ascending series of intervals 
is considerably less than in the case of Saturn, and much 
than in the primary system. 

Art. X.—Caricography ; by Prof. C. Dewey. 

(Continued from vol. xxxv, p. 60, 1863.) 

No. 281. Carex conjuncta, Boott, lust. No. 282. 
—— vulpina, Sullivant, Carey, Dewey. 

important and distinguishing, even when, as in this case, the 
characters taken from the inflorescence are so nearly the same. 

* For some suggesti in regard to Mercury, see this Jour. for July, 1864, p. 18, 
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den, have an inflorescence more compact and reddish brown; 
the plant generally has a deeper green, and is also stouter. 

282. C. glabra, Boott, Ilust. No. 229. 

Spicis distinctis cylindraceis pedunculatis; terminali sta 
ifera, interdum ad apicen vel basin pistillifera, vel in me 
spicis pistilliferis, 3-4, sub-laxifloris, bracteatis, inferné long 
pedunculatis et nutantibus; fructibus éristigmaticis ovalibus 

283. C. Magellanica, Lam. 1789, and Schk., 1802. Boott, No. 
C. limosa, var. irrigua, Wah]. 1803; Dewey, 1826. . 
C. paupercula, Mx. 1803, and Torrey, 1848, and Boott. 
C. wrigua, Smith, English Botany, 1845. 

_ Spicis pedunculatis cylindraceis vel brevi-oblongis 

Dr. Boott to prove, by examination of the specimens of Lamar 
their identity with common ©. irrigua of Europe and No 
America, JLamarck’s name, being the oldest, must be 
accepted name of this species. It was briefly described in 4 



~ 
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Journal, volume x, page 42, 1826, under the above name of 
ahlenberg. 
In cold marshes in the Northern and Western States, and 

Canada 

284. C. rariflora, Smith, Eng. Bot., 1845. 
C. limosa, var. rariflora, Wahl., 1808 and Schk., 1812. 

Spica terminali staminifera brevi; spicis pistilliferis 1-8, saepe 
2, linearibus brevibus laxifloris pedunculatis et nutantibus, brae- 
teatis vix remotis; fructibus, tristigmaticis, ovatis oblongis vel 
ellipticis triquetris subcompressis obtusis apiculatis ore integris, 
uamam ovatam obtusam vel acutam sub-fuscam subeequanti- 

bus; planta glauca brevi et gracili. 
hite Mountains, N. H., on borders of Blue Pond—Dr. Bar- 

ratt: northern parts of Europe and America. Asa variety of 
C. limosa, this was very briefly described in this Journal with 
the preceding species. 

In the Summa (p. 238, 1846) of the acute Fries, he has spoken 
of this C. rariflora, “ quasi forma reducta,’ 
its . 

"as uf a reduced form, 

rariflo h Carices, admits both as proper species; and he will doubtless be 
approved by others. ? 

Note. The following rare variety of C. limosa Z., was discov- 
ered the last summer by Rev. John A. Paine, of Utica, who has 
been actively and successfully engaged in looking up the rare as 
weil as the common plants. 

C. limosa, L., var. Painet, Dew. 
Culm with the terminal spike staminate, and one pistillate 

Spike of the common size and form on a slender or hair-like 
peduncle, from five to nine inches long, rising from near the 
Toot. In one instance there was a single pistillate spike on the 
culm and near the staminate spike, and the long radical pedun- 
culate spike as before. ‘The common form and the variety here 
described were found growing on different culms from the same 
root. 

This is a very curious variety, and seems not to have been 
discovered before. Dr. Boott says of the lowest pistillate spike 

of C. Magellanica, “ rarius subradicalis;” but this is on C. limo 
and is truly radical, while he has figured that as subradical and 

rt pedunculate instead of very long. 

= 285. . mirata, Dew. 

Ver 3-5, longo-cylindraceis inclusé pedunculatis longe-foli- 
*S0-bracteatis ; spicis staminiferis 1-3, sepe 2, approximatis, 1n- 
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terdum ad basin vel erga apicen pauco fructiferis, cum glumis 
longis arctis attenuatis scabro-subulatis; spicis pistilliferis 1-2, 
Jaxifloris suberectis sub-remotis ad apicen vulgo staminiferis; 

ost 

profundi-fisso bicuspidato interdum bifurcato vel bidentato: 
glumis fructiferis lineari-lanceolatis scabro-subulatis, fructu st 

> ten, of the lowest scales even twice as long as the fr 
Plant pale green. 

In Greece, eleven miles west of Rochester and six south of 
Lake Ontario, in 1829, by Dr. S. B. Bradley. _ It was not named 
for a long time, as its anomalous characters made more specimens 
desirable. But no others have been discovered in the vicit 
of this locality, which the clearing of the forest destroyed. 
Belleville, Canada West, in 1863-4 by John Macoun, Esq. 2 : 
form, sent by him, accords with the above description, especially 
in the varieties of the fruit, of the rostrum, and the very long 
scale of the fruit at the base of the lower pistillate spike. 

#. Brown, by a mistaken’ reference to my description of C. at 
* His reference, “C. mirata, Dewey, Sill. Jour., xxvii, 240, v, 49, 48; Wood's Bots 

should have been C. aristata, Dewey, Sill..J., xxviii, 240, vol. xlix, 48 p.; @. mira 
J . Bot. Not only was the yolume wrong, but mirata was uninte® 

tionally substituted for aristata by Dr. Boott, which changed the whole subjem 
Indeed the full descripti to by 
“oot, was printed years before I had heard of C. mirata, proving that the desctl tion was of C. aristata evidently, and of no other, it may properly be added, 

: es 1858. 
__if the “Note,” Sill. Jour., xlix, 48, 1845, is noticed with care, it is obvious a mit 

» be last sentence denies what the preceding asserts. 
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tata, which has no connection with any other specimens, and by 
that self-destructive ‘‘ Note,” vol. xlviii, p. 
When No. 58 was published, Dr. Boott had not seen any 

specimen of C. mirata; but since that time he has seen two 
specimens of it, which I forwarded to him, and one of which 
was a present to him from Dr. Bradley. Circumstances led me 
to suppose he had changed his opinion in consequence; but his 
death, so unfortunate for this science, has prevented the publi- 
cation of the 4th Part, which was to contain it and was known 
to be nearly ready for publication. What measures can be taken 
_to secure its being printed and circulated ? 

Another form, judged by Mr. Macoun to belong to this species, 
has been provisionally named 

C. mirata, var. minor, Dew. 
Staminate spikes 2-3, often 8, long and short, and scales 

slightly larger; pistillate spikes 1-2, some shorter with stamens 
at the apex, or below it, or both, as in C. mirata, with fruit 
slightly more inflated, and its scales generally shorter than the 
fruit; plant older, with brown spikes and scales 

In Belleville, C. W.; Mr. Macoun. 
Note. C. rostrata, M., commonly obtained from ponds near 

the base of the White Mts. N. H., was found most abundant by 
Rev. Mr. Paine of Utica, in August last, at a pond or small lake 
near the well known Bald Rock or Mt. in the N. E. part of Her- 
imer Co., at the west foot of the Adirondack Mountains. Muh- 

lenberg had not seen it, as he referred this name, rostrata, to his 
C. tentaculata. It was not recognized from the time of Michaux 
to 1840, when it was described in this Journal, vol. xxxix, p. 52. 

C. lenticularis, Mx., was found also by Mr. Paine along the 
chain of the “ Hight Lakes,” in Herkimer Co. a 

J. Houghtonii, Zorr., has been found, the last season, 60 miles 
north of Belleville, by John Macoun, Esq., an active and dis- 
criminating botanist. The same species has been found, the last 

‘0 seasons, by Rev. Mr. Blake, of Gilmanton, N. H., and in 
Milford, north of Bangor, Me. With great pertinence was it 
named by Dr, Torrey. 

be rectifi i i ist: as to read, “For description and fig- tro of O.arndata, er one tek eri ps 200, of thie Journal Rab. vs fg. OF 
" ih j ve unlike 

that dritae By dr nee 4 ep aati roland the * Note” assumes the great 
between C. aristata and C, mirata, instead of uniting them. 

. 

Am. Jour. Sct—Szconp Sexizs, VoL. XXXIX, No. 115.—Jav., 1865. 
| : 10 fis 
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Art. XI—On the Action of Ozone upon Insensitive Iodid and 
Bromid of Silver; by M. Carey Lea, Philadelphia, 

A STATEMENT has recently appeared in the French scie 
Journal Les Mondes, from which it has been copied,’ to the 
that ozone is capable of giving sensitiveness to insensitive 
of silver. Mr. J. P. Kaiser states that he has found that certall 
vapors, such as the vapor of benzine, exercise a powerful eflet 
of this kind, converting one insensitive variety into one 1a 

was highly sensitive: that he attributed this effect to the ozons 
produce y the contact of this vapor with atmospheric alt= 
that he therefore experimented with air ozonized by a galvallt 
induction apparatus, and found the same results produced, bil 
i 1 more marke gree, a 

This statement was not altogether the first suggestion of the 

once have become practical. For plates could be coated ¥ 
insensitive iodid of silver in ordinary light, (say, for exam 

be placed m® 
ordinary dark slide; and a vessel containing the means of get 
erating ozone could be placed in the camera. On withdraws 

wey 
Nov. 1864, in which s. * tography, 1864, is 392. Also Phot. Mit 
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source of the ozone was not the same as that used by M. Kaiser, 
my results cannot be considered as strictly controlling his, but 
the action of ozone from the two sources is so similar that we 
should naturally expect similar results in the two cases. 

A. OZONE BY PHOSPHORUS, 

The ozone was generated in a large bell glass, and the experi- 
ments were not commenced till paper impregnated with starch 
and alkaline iodid exhibited an immediate and strong ozone re- 
action. 

I. Action on Jodid of Silver. 

Paper was plunged into an ordinary negative bath, and dried. 
Strips were immersed in solution of iodid of potassium, and 
without leaving them in too long, were next thrown into clean 
water and washed. 

(1.) A piece of this paper, thus imbued with washed insensi- 
tive iodid of silver, was placed in the ozone a paratus for two 
minutes. It was then exposed to diffuse dayJight for six sec- 
onds. The application of an iron developer produced no dar 
ening whatever. A longer exposure to light was also without 
effect. The paper was just as insensitive as before being exposed 
to the ozone. 

(2.) The effects of a longer exposure to the ozone were next 
tried. The paper, prepared as before, was exposed for half an 
hour to the action of the ozone, and exposed to a moderate dif- 
fuse daylight for twenty seconds. The iron developer produced 
no effect whatev 

(8.) Same as 
Result as before. aut 

4.) The paper was prepared as before, but, after immersion in 
the solution of iodid of potassium, the washing in water was 
Omitted, and the strip was placed in the ozone apparatus just as 
It left the solution of iodid. The paper immediately changed 

to a deep chocolate brown, while still in the ozone apparatus. 
This effect was at once attributed to the action of the ozone on 
the free alkaline iodid, but to place the matter beyond doubt, 

he paper was thrown into a solution of hyposulphite of soda, 
Which instantly bleached it.. —- 

It seems hardly likely that this reaction, so well known, could 
have been mistaken for an indication. of sensitiveness to light. 

Perhaps, if the exposure to ozone had been conducted in dif- 

‘use daylight instead of in a dark room, a careless experimenter 
might have been misled, by the similarity of the chocolate-brown 
Color produced to that so often occurring in photography, intoa 
misap »rehension of the agency at work, and might ave supposed 
that she ozone had rendered the insensitive iodid of silver sensi- 

r. 
2), but exposed io light for thirty seconds, 
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tive to the diffuse light of the room. Such an error se 
however, unlikely. 

(5.) Paper was prepared as before, was exposed fifteen m 

[It was previously ascertained that a sensitized collodion plait” 
placed in the same position as respects the same light, was pow 
fully impressed in 20 seconds, or one-third the time just me 
tioned. ] a 

Paper was prepared in the same manner, but after plag 
in the solution of iodid, and washing, it was dried, and inti 

condition exposed to the ozone for fifteen minutes. Them 
the same gas light for one minute, partly covered. Result s 
as number 5. 

(7.) After treatment with silver and iodid, and washing, 
paper was exposed to ozone for fifteen minutes, then to the 
gas light as in (5) and (6) for one minute, partly covered. 

re 

been exposed to light, and those that had been produced 
thick yellow paper. * 

IL.—Action on Bromid of Silver. 

(8.) In order to give a greater variety to the experiments, ! 
bromid of silver submitted to trial was not disseminated thr : 

‘ y A. ay 
which the bromid of silver is suspended in the collodion wi 
sensibility destroyed by the presence of a small excess 0 
line bromid. The proportions used were as follows: 

ther, - - - - - + ounce. 
Alcohol, a . 0a ase. 
Pyroxyline, eos avec T BO game 
romid of ammonium, - . mie oe 

Nitrate of silver, - - - 134% 

These proportions leave a slight excess of bromid of 2 
hich ensures th nium present, which ensures that the bromid of silver is. 

insensitive form. shige ; 

(9.) A portion of this collodi oured on glass 
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posed to a highly ozonized atmosphere for three minutes. It 
was then exposed to a large gas light for fifty seconds. On the 
application of an iron developer no darkening was observable. 

(10.) In order to afford a term of comparison, a film of ordi- 
nary collodion was sensitized in the negative bath in the usual 
manner, and was exposed to the same light for twenty seconds. 
On ~ application of the same developer it was strongly dark- 
ene 

(11.) The same collodion as ‘in (9) was exposed to the same 
ozonized atmosphere for 45 minutes. It was next exposed to 
the same gas light as (8) and (9) for thirty seconds. The appli- 
‘cation of the developer produced no darkening. 

(12.) Same as (10), but exposed to light for one and a half 
minutes. Result as before. 

13.) Same, but exposed tolight for three minutes. Result as 
before. In no case was the slightest reducing effect produced. 

B. OZoNE BY CHAMELEON MINERAL, 

Action on Bromid of Silver. 

The bromid of silver was used in the same form as before, 
viz: in collodion containing a small excess of bromid of am- 
monium. I should have mentioned before that the insensibility 
to light of this argento-ozonized collodion was first carefully 

and proved. Ozone was generated in a closed box 
the action of undiluted sulphuric acid on chameleon mineral ; 
the vessel containing which was set aside for a short time to let 
the i isa vapors pass off. It was then set in the box, and the 
Condition of the atmosphere was examined from time to time 
by appropriate test paper. : : 

14.) Before commencing with the ozone trials, a piece of glass 
was collodionized with ordinary collodion and sensitized in the 

negative bath. It was then exposed to a weak diffuse “ries 

(15.) The eollodion containing insensitive bromid was exposed 
to a weakly ozonized atmosphere for ten minutes. It was then 

to the S 

mentioned in (14), and for the same time. An iron developer 
was then applied, but not the slightest indication of sensitive- 
ness bl 
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In this last experiment, the atmosphere was ozonized suflicient 
ly to render iodid of potassium and starch paper instantly blue 
In the two previous, this reaction showed itself more gradually. 

In remarking upon the experiments just detailed, I may 
serve in the first place that the ozone was unquestionably alw 
present in such strength as to bring out its marked chem 
effects. This was demonstrated not only by its action on 
characteristie test paper, but also by its chemical action exh 
in experiment (4). i 

Again, the experiments were tried in the most varied w 
The ozone was produced in two different manners, and o 
strength. The surfaces to be tested were also exposed for W 
varied times, from two minutes to forty-five. 

The nature of the light was also varied, experiment havillg 
been made both with daylight and artificial light. The time® 
exposure to light was very various, and in several cases, all@ 
the first results had been noted, the paper or film still wet w™ 
developer, was carried into the light and exposed for some t 
to see if any faint sensibility existed and would manifest is 
by the prolonged action of light. No such result appeared. 4 
experiments included both iodid and bromid of i paet and b¢ 
paper (of which two different sorts were intentionally used) | 
collodion were used as the vehicles for the silver compoun 

The result appears to show pretty clearly that ozone hi 
wer of giving sensibility to insensitive iodid or bromid 

ver formed in the presence of excess of alkaline iodid, wi 
the excess be left present, as in the bromid experiments, of 
removed, as in those made with iodid. Or at least that 
true in respect to ozone produced in the two manners W 
have described. If Mr. kK i 

» 
stricity which he employs, and not to the ozone p' 
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Art. XII.—Prize for applications of the Electric Prie.— Heteroge- 
ny.— Influence of Light on Proto-organisms.-— Association for 
the Advancement of Meteorology.—On the intensity of action of the 
Solar disk.—Acclimation of Salmon in Australia.— Production 
of the Seaes.— Cutting of the Isthmus of Suez.—First idea of Elec 
tric Telegraphy. Correspondence of Prof. J. Nickiis, dated 
Nancy, France, Oct. 20, 1864. 

Prize for applications of the electric pile-—The prize of 50,000 
francs, which was founded in 1852 by the Emperor Napoleon, 
has just been decreed to Ruhmkorff, for the induction appar: 
atus known as “Ruhmkorft's coil,” the mechanism of which 
we were among the first to make known.’ e committee, 
consisting of Messrs. Pelouze, Rayer, Serres, Becquerel, H. St. 
Claire Deville, and others, was presided over by Dumas. We 
make the following extracts from his report : 

“ Mr. Ruhmkorff was at first a workman for some of our best 
constructors of physical apparatus, afterward had his own work- 

Shop, and finally became head of a house of constantly increas- 
ing celebrity. 

“ His education was gained, little by little, through reflection, 
study, and the lectures of certain professors heard as it were b 
stealth in his occasional hours of leisure. Modest, of unyield- 
ing perseverance, and of aself-devotion which has earned for him 
the highest encomiums, Mr. Ruhmkorff will ever remain the 
type of his class—a model for the numerous intelligent work- 
men who fill the higher order of workshops (ateliers de precision) 
o is. T’o those, who, like him, know how to control their 
desires, who faithfully strive for perfection in work and clearness 
in conceptions, who bend their attention to one object, and labor 
untiringly until a high superiority is gained and also for them- 
selves the satisfactions of a ripe age, the compensation for the 
Sacrifices and privations of youth will not be lacking in a coun- 

where, more than ever, merit finds recompense. 
“Since 1851, Mr. Ruhmkorff has devoted himself to the con- 

struction and perfection of his apparatus, and he has ended by 
Securing for it his own name, by giving it a scientific value 
which no one contests, and by rendering it of so great power as 

to me a means of numerous practical applications, qi. 
“The Ruhmkorff apparatus unites the two forms of electricity, 

which had been separated as by an abyss—the old machine elec- 
tricity, characterized by a capability of producing sparks and by 
aay Meera and the electricity of the pile, characterized by Feel 
Yery feeble tension and by its inability to produce true sparks. 
LS ee * 

? This Journal, 1853, xv, 114; 1862, vol. xxxiii, 
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“Tf Franklin’s discoveries placed beyond doubt the identi 
of mechanical electricity and lightning, there remained, n 
theless, among the phenomena which accompany storms, 1 
circumstances the explanation of which was yet inaccessib 
science. We must therefore regard as a valuble acquisitio 
meteorology the observation that the spark of the Ruhm 
apparatus consists of two parts—an instantaneous line of 
and an areola of measurable duration. The magnet divides 
latter ; a breath, or any body in motion, draws it out, and 
electric spark thus divided continues its route in these two di 
tions at once, as long as the passage of the current conti 
uninterrupted. 

“In a vacuum, the electric spark develops light, and 

them, and which impresses upon them, at the pleasure of 
operator, those movements of translation or of rotation by means 
of which De la Rive’? has reproduced the appearances observed 
in the Aurora Borealis, justifying, thus, the analogy recogni: 
between the electric light produced in a vacuum and that of 
polar auroras, ; 

“ Glass tubes illuminated by the same means give out ali 

“The working of quarries, the boring of tunnels, the exp! of heavy charges in mines, give to-day regular employment bt the Ruhmkorff apparatus." Mines had been exploded previouslf 

ni 
of elements which it requires—three instead of one hundr 
the power of its spark, and finally the possibility of exploding 
eight or ten mines at once. In the expedition to China, in 186%; 
the Ruhmkorff apparatus was used to blow up, by means of eig 
mines simultaneously exploded, the peacibal fort of the Pe 
as well as the iron stockade at the bottom of the river.” © ; 
Dumas then reviews the principal applications of electricity 

to Mechanics, such as the automatic break of Achard, the weaving 
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looms, - pentagraph of Caselli, the writing telegraph of Prof. 
Hughes, ete. He then spoke of ‘illumination by electricity, and 
S casnad the electric regulators of Staite, Serrin, a 
the illumination of light-houses by vir he currents, observing 
that successful experiments have been made with it by the 
Light-house Board: at Havre, upon Cape de la Héve it erected, 

st Medical pea y pare was a reference to the observa: 
tions of Dr. Duchenne of Boulogne and those of Middledorf, of 
which we have heat an account nip a — of Galvano- 

removal effected of poly} pi and tumors from organs that are 
sce es — or otherwise difficultly accessible. 

A new competition will take place, five years hence, to which 
all picieriies of electricity will be admitted, whether to medi- 
cine, the mechanic arts, or industry, without distinction of origin 
or of sone 

met ‘ods of Pat A any rate, there is no opportur 

hi 
to result from artificial light or heat, as has been already made 

wn. by Messrs, Pouchet and Ch. Morren. Some new facts in 

ince the above was written, several meetings have age held at the Garden of 
Punts in Paris. No thing has resulted from this convention except the very sad faet 

that theological considerations seem to have got the bett er the attentive observa- 
tion of facts, just as in the time ef Fobecs ye ‘coda is, ape. nothing to do om to ag 

serve that agreed, the 

studies, fen nothin Sia cee He th that ind of ot ‘taith which believes igre 

pee ceheetee dis Vou. XXXIX, No. 116.—Jan., 1865. 

il 
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their support have been observed by Professor Montegazza 
the University of Pavia. 

‘'wo female frogs were quickly killed, by the destruction 
i o glass v w the spinal marrow, and place 

to the air for an hour or more, and that the air was renew 

each observation. Germs could, then, easily fallin; and yet 
results were very different in the two cases. | 

The following are the observed results :-— 

depend much more upon the progress of the putrefaction tha 
upon the amount of putrescible matter. The more simple 
cies always appear first. 

_ 5. The production of species of Bacterium takes place 
times during the course of a long putrefaction. 

6. When the liquid presents a new fauna, the new species # 
from the outset represented by a number of individuals at ont 
from one day to the next, they are simultaneously produced. — 
__ 7. In the course of a long»putrefaction, there are some ge! 
tions which endure for some days; others exist for a much lo! 

8. | 
iquibades 
mal and e, 

9. When circumstances are little favorable to heterogen, 
ie ik m ey ea eae 
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ever should content himself with observing at such a moment, 
might say that there had been no generation; while some days 
before, or some days after, there had been, or there would be, a 
very abundant produetion of vegetables, or of animals, or of 
both at once. 

From all the comparative tables, I select an observation made 
on November 20th, after more than seven months of putrefaction. 
Temperature at the time 10° ©. 

In the light.—The liquid had a slight odor of boiled meat.— 
On the surface many very lively Kolpodes, a great quantity of 
Vibrios, some sca.—Some Infusoria which strikingly resem- 
ble the Zodsperms of Tritons.—At the bottom, some dead Kol- 
podes, and some in the act of multiplying by division into two 
or four individuals. Many Vibrios; some Monads. 

In the dark,—The liquid had a very strong odor of mushrooms, 
—No organisms; the whole mass liquid. 

Association for the advancement of Meteorology.—This associa- 
tion, founded at the commencement of the year 1864, under the 
presidency of Le Verrier, is a great success. It meets eri- 
odically at the Observatory of Paris. It has just founded prizes 
for the encouragement of meteorological studies, and especially 
the study of the general movements of the atmosphere, All 
meteorologists are admitted to competition, without distinction 
of nationality. 

he following are some of the details of the programme: 
“ According to the generally received gp the storms of 

the coasts of France come, already formed, from the Atlantie, 
An extended series of meteorological observations made over 
this vast sea, is, then, the necessary basis of the work pro 
for the principal prize. This prize will be of 4000 franes, The 
memoirs must be delivered to the Secretary of the Society be- 
fore December 81st, 1865. 

“ A sum of 8000 francs will be divided between the authors 
of the best observations made at sea, or in places little known 
in a meteorological point of view. 

“ Finally, two lai of 500 franes each, are offered for the 
t memoirs upon the application of Meteorology to agricultural 

questions, The prizes of 300 and 500 francs may consist of in- 
ee for observation.” ai capaseitaleall 

Upon the intensity of action of different parts of the s —— 
With regard to = ort cles. hs by Secchi—according to 
which the calorific radiation of the center of the solar disk is 
— than that of the borders, nearly in the ratio of 2:1, Mr. 

Olpicelli writes that the fact was very exactly observed in 1614 
by Lue Valerio, a mathematician of Naples, author of a work, 
De centro gravitatis solidorum, and of another De quadratura para- 
bole per simplex: falsum. He was a professor in the Roman Uni- 
versity, and has been called the Archimedes of hisage. 
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In one of his letters to Galileo, Luc Valerio considers the rays 
proceding from the central part of the solar disk as the mor 

active. i 
Analogous facts have been observed by Mr. Roscoe, according” 

to whom the center of the disk exerts a more intense cheaslaall 
action than the borders. He has also observed that the south 
polar zone is more active than the north. ip 

Acclimation of Salmon in Australia.—Recent experiments cat 
ried forward by the Acclimation Society have shown that it is 
possible to transport to distant countries the eggs of fertile fishes. 
One of its members, Mr. Millet, having observed that melting 
ice diminished the pulsations of the young fish of the Salmon 
idee and delayed the hatching of the eggs, took the idea that this” 

2 

on the 23d. Everything indicates success. ag 
Similar attempts have been made in the French possessions 12 

Kggs of 

attention of physiologists, has been thoroughly studied by Mr. 
ury, according to whom the product is always of the male 

sex when the fertilization of the ova occurs at complete matul 
ch is always female when it takes place at a less advanceé 

riod. a 

_ There is a very simple way of solving this problem. It is 0 
select for experiment species that come to maturity in successiOM 
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This is very near what has been observed by Messrs. Coste 
and Gerbe: 
A hen, separated from the cock at the time of her first laying 

this year, gave five fertile eggs in the space of eight days. 
The egg laid on March 15th produced a male; that on March 

17th a male; that on the 18th a female; thaton the 20th a male ; 
that on the 22d a female. 
A characteristic fact in this experiment is the production of 

a male after a female, which ought not to have taken place 
according to the theory. But isit only a simple RI Or 
is it necessary to consider the fact a radical objection? We may 
learn by and by on this point, from the researches in which Mr. 
Gerbe is now engaged. 

On the occasion of the preceding note, Flourens recalled an 
_ €xperiment which he made, thirty years ago. 

“ Aristotle had observed that the pigeon ordinarily lays two 
eggs, and that of these two eggs one commonly producesa male 
and the other a female. He wished to know which was the egg 
that gave the male, and which the one that produced the female, 

¢ found that the first egg always gave the male, and the second 
the female. I have repeated this experiment as many as eleven 
times in succession, and eleven times in succession the first egg 
gave the male and the second egg the female. I have seen again 
that which Aristotle saw.” 

Cutting of the Isthmus of-Suez.—The almost certain success of 
the canal across the Isthmus of Suez fixes attention, more than 
€ver, upon otlier projects of the kind. The cutting of the isth- 
mus of Malacca and of that of Darien await only the completion 
of the Suez ship canal. In France, they are talking of uniting 
the Atlantic Ocean with the Mediterranean by a ship canal which 
would borrow part of its route from the old Southern Canal. In 
Holland, a society is incorporated, under the title of a “Com- 

making the passage of the Danish islands. This project, often 
thought of, is now very seriously considered. 

Finally, they are speaking of cutting one other isthmus, and 
this time it is Spain which bas the honor. It is propose 
Plerce the Spanish isthmus in such a way that Gibraltar will be 
an islan he canal is to start from Trafalgar and end at An- 
dalusia. This canal, which would cost hardly a hundred millions 
of francs, has for its object to prevent more than 4000 vessels 
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every year from lying to before the strait of Gibraltar without 
power to get out. 

This project is just now submitted to the examination of the 
Spanish government, as well as to some others, such as the 
English and French governments. 

First tdea of an electric telegraph.—This first idea was brought 
forward in the 16th century in an anonymous work published at 
Rouen at that time. The question has already been discu 
here. A discovery has just been made of a letter of a clerk © 

of the alphabet... . You perceive that we could thus facili 
tate the operation; the first movement of the hand might sound 
a bell which would announce that the oracle was about tos 

Bibliography.— Among recent publications by Hachette, at Paris, 
the foliowing : 

5 

msedérée comme céuse principale d’l action des 
nism oak ‘Dr. Scoutettin; Svo, 420 pp. The 

co hala Deshi nk Mia: ck See ee 
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exert upon the human organization. We find in his work not merely a 

u 
L? Astronomie au XTXe siécle, par A. Boillot, 12mo, 340 pp. This 

work, written for universal use, gives a very faithful picture of the pro- 
i i r. 

Nancy, Oct. 20th, 1864, 

Art. XIIL—Discovery of Emery in Chester, Massachusetts ; by 
Cuartus T. Jackson, M.D., Geologist and State Assayer, 

It has been said, in England, that “a good mine of emery is 
Worth more to a manufacturing people than many mines of gold.” 

Consequence of this agitation, I was employed by John B. Ta 

ive following titles of literary works are also contained in the letter of Mr. 

Histoire de la Littérature francaise, par M. Demogeot; 5th ed., 12mo, 680 pp. 
8 de Rhetorique, par M. Filon: 12mo, 300 pp. 

é nature, par M. de Lanoye; 12mo, ‘ 
Les Champs @or de Bendigo (Australie), par M. Perron d’Arc; 12mo, 00 pp- 

Souvenirs d'un Sibérien, par Rufin P iotrowsky ; 12mo, 200 eS sod tate Europe 
th 
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county iron furnaces, without a suspicion, notwithstanding 18 

refractory nature, that the ore was emery, with only a small ad 

mixture of iron ore. 
The principal bed of emery is seen at the immediate base 

the South Mountain, where it is four feet wide, and cuts through 

the mountain near its summit, at an angle of 70° inclination 
Ss. W.., an 

The alternations of rock in two sections are as follows, begit” 

chlorite slate; g, 4 ft. Hmery; h, chloritoid and margarite 

. a, Mica slate; 6, 6 ft. magnetic iron ore; le 
d, 64 ft. magnetic iron ore; e, chlorite slate; f, hornblende 10° 
erystallized; g, 7 ft. Hmery, chloritoid and margarite; /, mi 
netic iron ore; 7, hornblende rock. yo 
The elevation of the upper outcrop of this bed above the 

mediate base of the mountain is 750 feet. There are < 
ae ae ¢ Oe, ee , ery three feet in 
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the investing coat being from half an inch to two inches in 
thickness. Tt is found extremely difficult to break up these 

very slow and laborious, ast no grip can be had on their rounde 

su 
sit of which the e great emery bed also cuts. On this hill ie 
emery is more largely Siesta and less mixed with magnetic 
iron ore. It is e like corundum, but still contains the com- 
bined protoxyd “of | iron, charsnariatia of true emery. Its spe- 
cific gravity is from - 75 to 8°80, while that from the South 
oaniain is from 402 to 4:37; Naxos amend Sina: from 3°71 to 

wai analysis of bd coarsely pretine emery of the 
N orth Mountain, Chester. Sp. er. Bes 

i: - +) 46°50 
Protoxyd firm, <= 32 oe eee 
ieee 60 ee eee 5-00 

Silica & loss, - - - - . . My 4°50 

Emery of the South hill.’ Sp. es 402. H. ap! 
Alum - 45°50 

Pen of iron, a ee eee ee 

ca & titanic acid, ese ed, & cil! eee ee 

100-00 

Beziing the oxyd of iron which can be er io out — 
y acids as accidental, and that which cann SO 
as an essential constituent, we shall have a the oma 

: “© The highest specific gravity of any sample from the South mountain was #3144. 

_ Ast. Jour. Sor.—Szcoxp Sznres, Vor. XXXIX, No. 115.—Jan., 1868. 
; 12 



« 

hydric acid escapes, and the sulphate produced dissolves in tht 
2 surrounding aci 

ie ceed, the acid should be concentrated, and it is West to hav 
= co well dried and in powder. On adding water: to the 

90 J. Nickids on the Solubility of the Sulphate of Baryta. 

sition of three samples of emery analysed, after digesti 
acias, Naxos best 

Chester, 1. Chester, 2. selected emery. 

Alumina, 6074 59°05 623 
Protoxyd iron, 39°6 40°95 371 

100°0 100-00 1000 

If this view is adopted, emery must be ranked as a di 
species, and not asa mere granular form of corundumors oe 

n conclusion, I would State that practical trials of the C 
emery, in several of the large armories and machine shops of t 
and the adjoining States, have proved it to be fully equal m 
value to the well known emery of Naxos, which I have 
doubt it will wholly supplant in this country, and that it ¥ 
ere long become an article of eal to Europe, either in its: 
aM form, or in a manufactured stat 

may "be roper to add, that a B. Taft, Esq., of Bost 
in behalt of fis associates, owners of the emery mine, has tl 
sole management of the business connected with the mine. 

_u 

as, of Chester, for kind assistance in the field.” 
82 “sent St, Boston, Dec. 12th, 1864, 

~_— XIV.—On the Solubility of the Sulphate of set in 
Sulphuric Acid ; by Prof. J. Nicki 

TE sulphates of baryta, strontia, and lime, are align 
le, as is known, in boiling sulphuric acid. I have found tl 

they are soluble in cold acid when in a nascent pas 
To obtain this result, it is only necessary to throw a 

cehlorid of barium, or of st trontium, into a sufficient — 
monohydrated. acid: the chlorid is by degrees decom 

3 

This is especially true for the chlorid of barium; but to 

Bee thus obtained, the sulphate of baryta falls as a white | 

Slo of strontium gives the same results, and the 
similar dived with Siar! Bose less 
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The sulphate of lime is still less soluble in sulphuric acid, and 
the solution takes several days to become limpid. Moreover, 
water does not then becloud it; a light precipitate is obtained 
with alcohol. 

The solubility of these sulphates in sulphuric acid, is then the 
reverse of their solubility in water, except for the sulphate of 
Em, which, in both cases, is a mean between those of the 
ther two. 

Nancy, Oct. 20, 1864, 

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

I, PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY. 

ment amounted to 1°, when the eye was properly protected, while it 
9 7 . 

reached 14° by direct observation in an ordinary room without exclusion 

is with Soleil’s instrument an uncertainty of +:13°9 gr. in a litre of the 
solution, or rather more than one percent. With Wild’s instrument the 
erro) 

- [Wote—Wild’s Saccharimeter, independently of its purely technical 
oy. Pee ee ee oy ieantinian 8 Hie de Buci, Paris. 

r a rid & bd ree 
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uses, will form a most acceptable addition to physical cabinets. To 

subtract th 

tity remai 



* 
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which is formed to the temperature of the components before combina- 
tion, the steam will contain a quantity of energy less than that of its 
components by the quantity which is given out in the combination, We 

heat is given out in the decomposition, in the second, it is absorbed. It 

e when we 

iments of Favre and Silbermann. These physicists found that protoxyd 
of nitrogen, NO, peroxyd of hydrogen, HO,, chlorous and chloric acids, 
10, an O,, evolve heat during decomposition, while the elements 

eparated do not recombine on cooling. The same is true for the gt 
G 

‘on heating pass into a different physical state, with evolution of heat, the 

Previous state is not resumed on cooling. It is of course possible that in 

“certain cases the purely chemical-affinity between the molecules may be so 
powerful that combination will ensue, heat being abstra from the sur- 

founding medium. The converse proposition is as follows’: 

_ If heat be absorbed in decomposing a body by means of heat, the —— 
_ dary action will take place on subsequent cooling. ae 

_ This proposition ants demonstrated theoretically, and is therefore 



‘or the formation of the compound. Two conditions are in general 
sary for the formation of a compound. First, a degree of chemica 

or affinity sufficient for the combination, and secondly, the necessary 

ergy. A single cause is insufficient. The author here distingul 

e eb 

two ways. Certain bodies, H and O, H and Cl, CO and O, &e,, comb 
suddenly in unlinited quantities by means of a single spark, 
evolution of heat. Others, like N and QO, combine only gradually; 
heat is evolved, and the combination ceases with the cessation of the spa 
The formation of ozone is also a case in point. In the first case’ 

, h ap 
Then the spark furnishes the requisite energy, and each spark yields 

and O, but not upon N and O. In conclusion, the author takes 
against the assumption often made that the heat of combination |! 

tion of 23783 units. In each ease, besides the re 
site affinity must be present. Thus, in a simple mixture of | 
combination takes place until the affinities are sufficiently Inet 

the sary energy is always present. A further 2 
¢ heat of combination as the measure Of 4 

hat in certain combinations heat is absor! 
ical affinity would be negative.—Pog?- 
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3. On the replacement of hydrogen in ether by chlorine, ethyl and ox- 
ethyl—Liepen and Baver have studied the action of monochlorinated 
tic bichlorinated ether upon zinc-ethy] and ethylate of sodium, and have 
obtained results of much theoretical interest. By the action of chlorine 
upon ether, at ordinary temperatures, the author obtained a mono-chlorin- 
ated ether with the formula, ct : “ O,. The action of zine-ethy] upon 
this compound Lips rise to two products which have respectively the 

OF Cyl, formulas, Cc H- ‘or | Og,and C,H, C,H. to,, and in which, as 

will be seen, one or two atoms of hydrogen i in the radical ethyl are re- 
laced by one or two atoms of ethyl itself, When mono-chlorinated 

ether is heated with an alcoholic solution of potash, or with ethylate of 
sodium, an oily liquid is formed, which boils at 157° C., is heavier than 
water, and has a most refreshing aud agreeable odor. The formula of 

this body is, se a “Cy 0, x O,. so that it must be regarded as ether H, 
in which one atom of h ydrogen in the ethyl is replaced by chlorine and 
one atom by the radical, C,H,O,, which the authors term oxethyl. 
By the semaine action of ethylate of sodium upon the last mentioned 
substituted ether, the authors obtained an oil lighter than water, boiling 
at 168° C., and having the formula, c ft. Cy H, O2 O,. In this, two 

atoms of hydrogen are replaced by to of oxethyl.. Finally, the action 
of ethylate of sodium upon this body, C SS: H O,, gives rise to a 

+ 5 new liquid, boiling at 148° C. and presenting the formula, 

a; Hy off’ O,. The new substances described are evidently the 

types of a large class of similar substituted bodies, and deserve in them- 
_ Selves an attentive study, especially with reference to physical ss 
and to weet of decomposition.— Comptes Rendus, lix, 445. 

a new mode of preparing oxygen.—Robbins has given ome 
of prepa ring oxygen which is particularly interesting from a theoretical 
point of view, and which may hereafter be of much practical value. The 

is based upon an experiment due to Schénbein, and consists in 
_- pouring dilute silphnnis acid upon a dry and powdered mixture of three 
. Ale ents of peroxyd of barium and one equivalent of bichromate of 

= common oxygen, which escapes with effervescence.— m3 pid 

Il. GEOLOGY. 4 

“ On buried stems and*branches in Illinois ; by J. 8. Burs. 
communication to the Editors, dated Columbus, Wisconsin, Nov. 7. 

: While passi passing through the county of Adams, in the State of Tiifois: four 
Years since, I learned of the existence of a well, which cath been dug the 

from which small branches of trees and twigs had been ob- 

a one was informed that, at a depth of Pr ie feet, the 
tained. “ repaired to the-spot, and found the well to be eT feet in ; 

i 

- Ozone and antozone are given off simultaneously, and unite to” sa 

Cosmos, 
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came upon a layer of fine black soil, full two feet in thickness, in 
were found branches an inch in diameter; I procured a shovel, ai 

tained several specimens three-eights of an inch through, in a to 
state of preservation. Just above this bed of soil the material was 

In another well, three miles from this, the same kind of soi 
met with, after passing through clay for twenty-seven feet from the 

face. In the soil twigs were found; but on being brought to the air! 
crumbled to pieces, though the burk and heart were plainly to be seem 

Four miles from the first mentioned well, there was another, stil 

state of preservation. The top of the tree was lying southeast. 
Another fact, I have noticed in Wisconsin, is that stones prot 

through the surface, such as those known as hard-heads, presen 
perpendicular sides to the north, northeast, and northwest. This 
confined to any small portion of the State, but to quite an ex 
region. 

2. On the Geology of Eastern New York ; by Professor JAMES 
and Sir Wiiutam E. Logan. (Read before the Natural History 

a detailed account of their results, Their principal object was to 
pare the rocks of that Tegion with some of those of Eastern Ca 

he shales of the Hudson River group, which are seen for a consis 
able distance north and south of Albany, disappear a few miles ant the Hudson, and are succeeded by harder and coarser shales, somet! 

and passing into green argillaceous sands 
hich are associated with concretionary and 

~ found in a previous exploration (1844—45) to have, at a point faré 
- South, a synelinal structure, and it probably lies in three low 
bs The § ery formation scarcely extends south of Re’ 
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Canaan Mountain is st apparently -abcrip and, while limestones 
appear in the valleys on each side of it, ¢ chiefly of slates, the 

the conglomerates of the Sillery, oaade boulders and angular 
fragments of these are found in the adjacent valleys, ’ the east of this, 
Richmond Mountain, in Massachusetts, presents in its upper portion a 
compact green late passing upward into a harder rock similar to that 
of the summit of Canaan Mountain. To the southward, as far as Hills- 
dale, the sparry mesons of the Quebec group appear in the valleys, 
while the hills are of slate. Proceeding thence westward toward the 
river, only the lower pen of the Quebec tbe are met with, until 
we come upon the rocks of the Hudson River group. 

Washington Mountain is also of slate, flanked by ane t all of the 
Quebec group, and is probably synelinal i in structure. The valley to the 
south of the mountain exhibits limestones, apparently slieeating with 

below “the city of, Haden. The gneiss of the ie Highlands occupies the 
southeast part of Duchess County. 

From Fishkill the explorers proceeded to Coldspring, crossing what 
Mathet called the Mattewan granite, but which they found to be an 
altered sandstone. Soon after this they came upon tlie great gneiss forma- 
tion of the Highlands of the Hudson, which continues beyond Peeks- 
kill. They failed to find the sandstone deseribed by Mather as coming 
out ve this place; nor was anything representing the Potsdam sandstone 

in approaching the Highlands from Fishkill, nor elsewhere 
aein their northern limits. Near to Peekskill, ~ the valley oe the creek, 
was found a low ridge of black slate, supposed to belong to t e Quebee 
te p, and a similar slate was observed a dine the north side of the 

ighland reel not far from the gneiss. The gneiss of the Highlands 
Presents all the aspects and characteristics of — of the Laurentian n sys 
tem, as seen in northern New York and in Can: 
Panther examinations are-necesii ry to jeterhaine the extension to the - 

northeast of the Laurentian rocks of the Highlands, and also the @ suc- 

cent ones of Professor Cook, according to all of whom the gneiss and 
crystalline limestones of Orange County and of New Jersey underlie un- 

comformably the Lower Silurian strata
.’—Can. Nat. and Geol. 

See Am. Jo ur. Sci. [2], : xxxii, 208, and also Kitchell’s 2nd Annual report on the 

of Now demey, (1855,) page — d onward. 

Jour. Sct.—Sncoxn Suniss, Vor. XXXIX, No. 115,—Jas., 1865, 
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will be rounded pebbles (havin 
touched in its course)—this sam 

conjecture there my 
hill-bottom? Yet 
final results of the movem 

$ 

floor for human life 
Now all this is utterly independent of any action whatsoever tf ice on its sustaining rocks. It has an action on these, indeed ; but limited nature, as compared with that of w. A stone at of a stream, or deep sea-current, necessari 
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through (with edge of iron, not of soppy ice, for saw, and with sharp 
flint sand for feldspar slime,) and move your saw at the rate of an inch 
in three-quarters of an hour, and see what lively and progressive work 

will make of it! 
I say “ piece of marble ;” but your permanent “glacier-bottom is rarely 

so soft—for a glacier, sleigh it acts slowly by friction, ean act vigorously 

by dead weight on a soft rock, and (with fall previously provided for it 

can clear masses of that out of its way, to some se. Thereis a nor 

table instance of this in the rock of which \ your “correspondent speaks, 
under the Glacier des Boi 

Mr. Ruskin continues with oe ection of his views, in the 
ourse of which he expresses the opinion that * the Glacier des Bois bas 
not done more against some of the granite surfaces beneath it, for these 
four thousand years, than the drifts of desert sand have done on 

_ Sinai;” and “it never digs a hole” like the bed of a lake. He closes 
with a aragraph containing the following statement as to his early 
tastes and studies. 

I find it difficult to stop, for your correspondent, litle as he thinks it, 

has put me-on my own ground. I was forced to write upon Art by an 

accident (the public abuse of Turner) when I was two-and- -twenty ; but 
I had written a “ Mineralogical Dictionary” as far as ip le nvented a 
shorthand symbolism for crys stalline forms, before I was fourteen: and 

Have been at stony work ever since, as I could find aoe silently, not 

aping to speak much till the chemists had given me more help.—eader, 
ov. 26, 1864, the communication ood Denmark Hill, Nov. 21. 
4. Geological Survey of Calijornia; J. D. Wurryey, State Geologist, 

_ —Patzonrotoey, Volume I: Giabaniforens and Jurassic Fossils, by F, 
B. Mrrx; Triassic and Cretaceous Fossils, by W. M. aps. 244 pp. 

t to show that “y survey could not 
eles the labors of Professor Whitney 

ve some definite knowled 

saci 
: Tri A 

, the oldest fossiliferous beds yet observed, and of the Triassic, 

and Cretaceous formations, leaving the Tertiary for the second 

The Carboniferous fossils make but a meagre list, the rocks Z the age 

msi J small exte yee or fou escribed. 

of them re re y Mr. Meck, ae with some ee 

mammillare roductus semireticula- 
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ing. 
The work is brought out in the first style of the art, both as to 

and printing. We know nothing superior, in these respects, from 

American press. 

vania are mostly Carboniferous, while 

neath. But there appears to be no reason why oil should not be 
also by borings through the higher Jand. There are evidently two * 

uld be the heavier, while that from beneath the lowest is the 
Although there is no evidence of any connection between the 

tion in the supply of an older well in consequence of sinki 
mear by. 2 eee 

The quantity of oil produced now does not materially differ fr 
: -of two years ago—viz: nearly 6000 barrels daily, The 1 r 
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has been increased in that time; but about as many old ones have been abandoned as new ones opened. Fewer of the new wells are great spouting wells than formerly, Pumping wells are very constant in their d 

shales, mineral oil comes out in many places, and at some points very 
abundantly. One of the wells is 30 feet in diameter, and is full of a tar- ike oil, boiling with the escape of marsh-gas. There is also an area of ° 

1. Dioico-dimorphism in the Primrose Family.—Mr. John Scott, late of the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, has communicated to the Linnean Society an elaborate paper, entitled, Observations on the Functions and 
Structure of the Reproductive Organs in the Primulacee, which has re- cently been published in the 8th volume of that Society’s Journal of Pro- ¢eedin Mr. Scott has followed up Mr. Darwin’s well-known researches 

to indicate the bearings of the subject further than they have been clearly 
prin 

points, 
i ___ OF &4 species or forms of Primula which he has examined (many of - them only in the herbarium som 
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the tube of the corolla; stigmas usually larger and rougher; stame 
tached to, or frequently below, the middle of the corolla-tube, whe ameter is thus expanded upward; pollen-grains generally smalle 
more transparent. Secondly, in the short-styled form the pistil is sh not rising above half way up the corolla-tube: stigma generally smootl 
and depressed on the summit; stamens attached to the mouth of the: 
rolla-tube, causing an abrupt expansion ; pollen-grai 
and more opaque. According to all the trials, tl 
are accom 
of th 

Isa 

cortusoides, involucrata, and Jarinosa, we see, from the mean re their combined products, that for every 100 seeds yielded by the norphic unions, only twenty-four are yielded by the homomorphic —the heteromorphic thus exceeding the homomorphie unions 
i ve also sho 

4) 

the proportion of five to three! I ha . fact that the pollen of a distinct species will produce a much tade of fertility 
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For example, the long-styled P. Palinurii can be fertilized readily by 
pollen of the long-styled P. Auricula ; yet, after numerous trials, I have 
failed to effect a single union between the long-styled form of the P. Pa- 
dinurit and the short-style ed P. Auricula, ow utterly re 

en, are such facts with the teachings of those who wouk 
lieve that an absolute causal relation exists between the sterility from hy- 
bridism and systematic affinity! On the other hand, how unequivocally 
o these cases show us that the greater or less facility of one species to 

unite with another is, as Mr. Darwin has sagaciously argued, ‘incidental 

rious and somewhat analogous degrees of difficulty in being grafted to-” 
gether i in order to prevent them becoming inarched in our forests,’ 

a 

eapsule— hat - as two to 
ie: d with oO are the remarkable shanties! in the rb of the 

[terns] colored varie f the Primrose, the red variety y yieldin ing 
ee 

orms. 
“etiaty or not the ultimate tendency of dimorphism isa ee 

he of the sexes, I think we have the clearest testimon y that di- 

otra, the: occasional Secdisction of intermediate stages a 

adie and the normally dimorphic. These, taking us back in er 

"Origin of Speen ed, p29. 
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genealogical line, show us an original non- -dimorphic progenitor, and t 
= “aps ed plan by which it gave rise to a dimorphically character 

“The most noteworthy points are:—1. That, in a genus which has mat 
species with dimorphous flowers, there are some which present, so far 
known, only one of the two forms (say the long-styled, which is perfect 
fertile 2 se), as well as others with stamens and pisti] of equal len 

2. That the Red Cowslip, a clear variety of the common one, has 
non aie and, with this change of structure, has become much 

-. of seed than the heteromorphie unions of the Common Cow 
the Auricula offers a similar But, on the other hand, a none 

diinorphie variety of Primula aricstat is less fertile. ‘These pee 
the genetic system of a species seem very remarkable. 3. Still more 

common yellow form; this union, and also that of the Common Cow: 
fertilized by the Red, ee = sterile 7 thus supplying that desidera 
which has been calle r as a test, ee cd species prod 

through variation.” 4. That the two forms of a dimorphous species 

bridize with very different degrees of facility with disthact species. 
that such i i seed than either homomo 

at 

in 

to the relative position of die sites oe stigmas. 
tage of position in the latter is counterbalanced by an ies 

entiation of pollen and stigma with respect to their mutua 

date 
We may here ipo the remark that the Thymelzaceous genus - 

cosmia is dimorphous, and some species of Drymispermum exhibit 
not both of the two forms. 

2. Observations upon Dimorphous Flowers H. vi 
Bot. Zeitung, Oct. 1863, crassalyeda'? in Ann. Sci. s Wate Bot, Ap spl 180 
These observations are principally upon that case of dimorphism in ¥ 
besides the ordinary hermaphrodite (but often infertile) flowers, t2 
other and surely fertile ones, of simplified structure, apetalous, of 
eryptopetalous, and which, “ their development being as it were # 
in the bud,” and fertilized without opening, we had long ago 
Precociously fertilized.” Some remarks were made upon them 

Journal, in Decker 1862, (p. 419), stating that Nature, in t 
;as much pains to secure self-fertil lization as she does in the 

case of dimorphism represented by Primula, Houstonia, éc.,) tos 
cross-fertilization. This is the conclusion which het also reac 
eareful i investigation: of the commo 
tiens, Viola, Ozxalis 

n instances, viz: in Specularia, 
, clear showing that sith, ‘ewe, with 

sible exception in violets must needs be be self-f fertilized. Ther 
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own observations is preceded by a good history of what was known upon 
the subject, from the beginning made by Dillenius down to the commu- 
nication of Michalet in the Bull. Soc. Bot. de France, 1860. That the 
little tympanum which covers the minute anthers and stigmas of Specu- 

ria perfoliata until after fertilization, is a rudimentary corolla, however, 
was shown by Dr. Torrey, in a paper read before the Lyceum of Natural 
History, New York, in 1830, but not published. 

One of the most interesting things to notice, and a curious confirma- 
tion of the intention to self-tertilize in the cases here considered, is the 

a 
the smail and closed flowers. In those of Ozalis Acetosella, as Moh in- 
forms us, the larger anthers contain only about two dozen, the smaller 
Scarcely a dozen pollen-grains,—gnly a few times more numerous than 
the ovules they are to fertilize, while in the normal blossoms they are in 
countless excess,—the economy in number being in proportion to the 
Sureness that they will do their work. Moreover, these pollen-grains never 
leave the anther, but, (as was observed by D. Miller and by Micha’et, 
but misunderstood, and neatly shown by Mohl,) send out their tubes to 
seek the stigmas, adjacent, indeed, but often at a considerable relative dis- 
tance, these tubes directing their course with the same precision, and in 
ne same mysterious manner, apparently, that they ordinarily do when 

d the ovarian cavity they seek the orifice of the ovules. 
'8 1s we:l seen in Viola, where, though it is barely possible that extra- 

tile anth 
here cannot be doubted. So Mohl concludes that, “considering that 

= - _ @ fh ° 4 = w& > = & ° M4 — Q ag = =, be) « = or o + a = ct — o a” 2 S oO 
— 
a = =~ nun o be} © 

ing demonstration duly came in Mr. Darwin's capital discovery 
m and other cases, the pollen may be less potent or evenmm- 

its own stigma, while that from another flower is prepotent! — 
these little precocivusly-fertilized flowers, of various and diverse fam- 
(Jour. Scr—se Vou. XXXIX, No. 115—Jax., 1865. 

14 

OES us, 
ieee 
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ilies, stand as veritable exceptions to the universality of the law ¥ 
Darwin has ably deduced. 

What causes the pollen-grains to emit their tubes without contact 

the stigma, and indeed at a considerable distance from it, is an ul 

mystery. Mohl remarks here an analogy with the case of Asclepius, 
that in Viola, Specularia, &e., as Brown has stated for Aaclepias, thet 
is no liquid poured out by the stigma which might somehow place 

pollen in relation with the stigma. 
Finally, Mohl calls attention to an early remark of Linnzeus, that! 

the year 1753, a considerable number of plants raised in the 
den, for which the Sweedish climate was too cool, flowered clandestin 

yet produced fruit. We may note tbat in the Cambridge Botanic Ga 

den, Oxybaphus nyctagineus copiously fruits from the bud in cool al 

cloudy weather: so do one or two Pavonias for a considerable part of 

produced earlier in the season, as in Specularia, Impatiens, &c., but 
times later than the normal blossoms, as in Ozalis and Viola. 

shows that the former conform (he looking upon such flowers as pre 

derantly female) to Knight’s hypothesis, (drawn from cucumbers 

gation upon the production of sexes in the animal kingdom 
has appended to the French translation of Mobl’s paper, an important 

; : : : z : 
of the Genus Najas, by essor Braun of Berl 

on Hunajas three species are assigned, viz. WV. major, All 
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eata, Del., of Egypt, and J. latifolia, Braun, from the lake of Valencia, 
Venezuela. The section Caulinia has N. flexilis, which is found here 
and there in the North of Europe, and several varieties in the West. In- 
dies, Venezuela, &c., V. arguta, H.B.K., in New Granada, WV. minor, All., 
in Europe, Egypt, and India, WV. fasciculata, Braun, in India, and N. 
graminea, Del., in India, Egypt, &e. WV. major, to which our attention 
is at present directed, under several varieties, is widely distributed through- 
out the Old World, in slightly brackish or fresh water, but it wa 
detected by Chamisso in the Sandwich Islands, What is equally re- 
ete Prof. Braun has seen specimens collected in Florida by 
abanis. 

covered in Onondaga Lake, first by Judge G. W. Clinton, on the north- 

nown, are brackish, at least in the vicinity of the salt-works, and 
abounding in maritime and submaritime plants, To the species formerly 
known there, the above gentlemen have added Chenopodium glaucum, Lep- 
tochloa fascicularis, and we believe some others. But a more interesting 

very, of a water-plant not before met with away from the sea cvast, 
Was recently made by Mr. Paine, he having deteeted Ruppia maritima in 

Onondaga Lake, along with Wajas major, equally in a fruiting state. 
o. A. G. 

| 4. Spontaneous return of hybrid plants to their parental forms.—We 

Jardin des Plantes, and of Dr. Godron, of Nancy. The latter was pub- 
lished in full in the Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 4th series, volume xix, 
and also a part of the former, the whole memoir of Naudin, with details 

of the experiments and figures, having been accepted for publication in the 
Mémoires of the French Academy. ‘The prize for which the essays com- 
Peted were awarded to Naudin. A brief account of the two essays ap- 

ared a year ago in the Natural History Review. As respects one, the 
Principal question, to use the summary of the Review, “ the general result 
4s, that Dr. Godron says : simple hybrids are absolutely sterile. Mr. Nau- 

to 40 hybrids experimented upon, three-fourths were 
e ermination.” Hea 

fe : Naudin’s testimony is explicit, 
ts, however constant at first, tend in sub- 

jon of the two specific elements, which 

it, rather intermixed than truly combined, so _ 
bf 
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they are truly distinct species, which do not sensibly vary. One aly 
exhibits green stems and pure white flowers; the other, dark-pw 

mediate between the two species in the colorati f the stems a 
flowers. They had, however, the peculiarity of a gigantic size, attain 

at the first forkings of the stems, The later flower-buds opened, howevehy 
and were perfectly fertile, the pods being as large and as full a 
seeds asthoeof either parent. In 1861, these seeds (of Stramonio-Ta 
were sown, and produced a second generation Jike the first. ds 0 
this crop were sown in 1862, and twenty-two seedlings were preserve 

i D. Stramonium in all 

turned as 
completely to D. Tatula as the five did to D. Siramonium. Two ot 
seemed te be D. Tatula, and were equally reduced in size and fertile from 
the first forks, but they still showed in their paler coloring a trace of BG 
other ancester. The remaining six of the twenty-two showed somewhat 
more of it, both in eoler and in the tallness and lateness.of fructification 
expressed numerically, Naudin estimates that they were, say, nine-tel 
D. Tatula D. Stramonium. “ Here, then,” says Nat din, “is a hybrid completely intermediate between the two parent 
which, left to itself, feeundated by its own proper pollen, is spentan 

evered at the second generation, dividing its offspring between 
two species, It is to be remarked that the division is very wneq D. Tatula taking: the lion’s share, totally or nearly reclaiming seve 
individuals out of the twenty-two. This unequal division is comme 
> oie and Paap goes to the extreme, one of the parents ee 
isappearing from the hybrid progeny, which thus es over entirel 

the other species,” ADEN mr 8 As to crossing species and their hybrids, in view of obtaining dive 
and particular varieties, Nandin shows, accordingly, that, to obtam ™ desired results, the hybridizer should take pains to cro ose I 
which tend toward-one parent with those which tend to the o 

moh: 

= & 

gator, the late Louis Vilmorin. 
ae Flora of the British West Indian Islands ; by A. H. R. GriseBs 

otany in the University of Gottingen. London, 
& Co. &vo, parts VI and VII, 1864.—These parts, extem 
0 ip. 789, complete this most valuable work, which 

closes with the Vascular Cry ptogamia. ul, 
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species is appended, and a list of colonial names. The preface gives an 
account of tke circumstances under which the work was undertaken, and 
of the materials which the author has 80 sedulously and promptly elab- 

Y 
all the principal authors who have written on West Indian seine belong 
to the last century, and consequently to the lcaee school, a gen- 
eral synopsis of West Indian plants has never before been attenipled, “not 
even by Swartz, whose Flora reiegeate descriptions of his new species 
only, with a few remarks on allied forms.” Moreover, the British West 
Indies offer o ni the s separate raters of a larger flora; and Trini- 

e 

ae me spared by the Gulf Suseseh.c rr thie. seems not et the 
case, ana ca, again, from its mountainous character and more distant 
position, most "of the leeward islands, from being wooded voleanos, and 
the majority of the windward ones, with a dry climate and a low calea- 
Feous soil, form three divisions of this tropical archipelago, which show 
aS many peculiarities, Thus the whole of the prvi West Indies, as 
comprised in this flera, may be divided into five natural sections, ria 
with a distinct botanical character.” Alto gether, they amount to abou 
15,000 English square miles, or nearly twice the area of Wales. But 
Fet Haysi isn is neatly twice, ge! Cuba near ly ‘dyias, as large as all 

> 
far Jess explored, the publications of Jacquin, Swartz, &e., having been 
almost contined to the British pos s; so that it was with old species 0 
sane that Dr. Grisebach had to deal, those which were “ the founda- 

n, indeed, of our scientific knowledge of the flora of tropical America.” 
And these “have so often been roe BRE that their synonyms are 
far more numerous than their numbers.” A general West Indian f lora 
being out # oh present question, we learn with interest that Dr. Grise- 

‘h is pre ving a special paper on the geographical range of the West 
Indian iat incheding the capital island of Cuba, which Mr. Charles 
Wright has so indus ustriously and successfully ex Bee through its length 
and beeadth, a and is expecting still further to explore 

€ may here add the remark that Mr. Wright’s third —— of 
—" ~~ and ferns—the fruits of his labors for the last three 

: ‘been made, consisting, in the fullest sets, of wee 1800 
species tes bers, (incl uding some which have been redistributed under 

old numbers.) and that the aegis part of them have already been de- 

termined fe Dr. oes eee ow recogni ized bamalewlty in West _ 

forms among t 

y = ange author has added 8 
‘Nce with the. 
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of the same facts as observed by him, and also a description of the per- 
fect insect as a new genus and species, with the name Miastor metraloas, 
The first of the two articles cited above, is a translation of a part of Dr. 
Meinert’s paper, with some remarks by Dr. Siebold, the editor, which, he 
says, was just completed when he received the second article, ’ This lat- 
ter is a well illustrated and detailed account by Dr. Pagenstecher of a 
similar larval multiplication occurring in another species of dipterous 
insect, 

It will be sufficient here, after calling attention to these articles, to 
give the principle fact confirmed in them. This is, that an insect larve 

perfect dipterous insect which laid eggs and started anew the circle of 

tere are some points not altogether agreed upon by the observers 
above referred to. One is as to the place and the material at and from 
which these larves are formed in the larve-stock. Dr. Meinert desc 

embryes that exist in a sort of pupa state within the mother-body, a 

Elements of Terpsichore @). 

= 1864, Oct. 23-0, B.m.t. i = 8° 45’ 43’0. 
M = 351° 31! 520, g = 7 82 38 4) 
=~ = 28 40 19 +2; e = «765-494. 

= 48 29 °3, log. a = 0°444043. 
ten, ew Comet—Another Comet was discovered on the 9th of Sep- 
tember by Mr, Donati, at Florence. It was very faint, and seen with dif- 
ficulty. “Mr. Celoria, of Milan, gives the following elements, computed 
from observations of Sept. 9th, 11th, and 13th: f 
He woke 

a. 
m= <= 00. Io 347%, 

i = 44 56 53 6, 
= __ 9787184, motion retrograde. 

. 
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The comet, according to these elements, passed its perihelion before 
those heretofore known as Comet I, 1864, and Comet 864. 

3. Numbers of stars in the northern hemisphere.—In the last edition 
of his Wunder des Himmels, Prof. Littrow gives a summary of the num 
bers of stars that are in Argelander’s charts of the northern hemisphere, 

From N. declination, 0° to 20°, 110,987 stars. 
« “ 20° to 40°, 105,082 * 
" 8: 40° to 90°, 108,131 “ 

Classified according to magnitude there are, 
' Mag. No. of Stars. Mag. No. of Stars. 
1-19 10 6-6°9 4,228 
2-2°9 37 7-7-9 13,593 
3-3°9 128 8-89 57,960 
4-4'9 310 9-9: 237,544 
5-59 —-1,016 

There are, besides these, 60 nebule and 64 variable stars.—Hes 
Wochenschrift, Sept. 28th. he 

4. On the age of the moon's surface ; by J. Nasmyts.—The views I 
entertain on the subject in question are these, namely, that, as a direct com — 

ocean, this mighty vapor envelope must have retarded the escape inl? — space of the cosmical heat of the earth millions of ages after the mooa 
had assumed its final condition as to temperature. ea] Therefore it is from such considerations I am led to the conclusion that 
the surface features and details of the moon present to us a sight ei Jects the antiquity of which is so vast as to be utterly beyond the power 

Lam fain to think that in doing so the interest of what is there reve 

ter Lit. and Phil. Soc., Nov. 15 

Observatory at Greenwich, in 1853 and 1857 1 to the Re | ‘oF rreenwich, 57, presented to Astronomical Society in May, 1864, Mr. Dunkin says: : 
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In laying before the Society the preceding abstracts, which are the 
results of a great mass of computations, I consider that I can with some 
confidence offer the following conclusions, which are derived from this 
discussion :— 

1.) In “eye-and-ear” observations, the probable error of a Greenwich 
transit observed in 1853 over one wire is + 0*-078, while that of a com- 
plete transit over the seven wires is +0%029. In chronographic observa- 
tions, the probable error of a Greenwich transit observed in 1857 over 
‘one wire is +-05-051, and that of a complete transit over the nine wires is 
+05-017. ‘ 

(2.) There does not appear to be any certain difference in the probable 
error of transits of stars between the first and sixth magnitudes. 

n “ eye-and-ear” transits, for stars whose N.P.D. is greater than 
60°, it would seem that the probable error of a transit increases slightly 
as the N.P.D. decreases ; while in the chronographic transits the corres- 
ponding changes are insignificant : 

4.) In “eye-and-ear” transits, the personal discordances are liable toa 
considerable variation between the different observers ; in chronographic 
transits, the differences betwveen the observers are comparatively small. 
The general steadiness of observing by the latter method is very remark- 

excepting only that there is a tendency in both methods towards an in- 
crease in the probable error when transits of stars of the first magnitude 
are observed. The a 

5. 
various places in the United States to watch for the shooting stars on the 
Mornings of Nov. 13th and Nov. 14th. The sky was entirely overcast 
m Most places, and nearly so in all. Through openings in the clouds, 

Which would last a few minutes, occasional stars were seen, but whether there or more than usual it is impossible - determine. There was 
certainly nothing like the great display of 1833. : ! ; 

In San Frinéheo the ay was intel It is possible that some my 
of California were favored with clear skies, and that we may yet obtain 
observations from them. Mr. Quetelet writes that a similar a . 

n ~N, 

open 
has an ellipticity differing much Am. Jour. Sc1.—Sxcoxp Serres, VOL. 

15 
* 
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VI. MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

1, National Academy of Sctences—The Report of the National Acai- 
emy of Sciences, made by the Academy to the General Government, for 

the year 1863, has been published. It forms an octavo volume of 18 

—Report of the committee appointed to examine the * Wind and Our 
rent Charts” and “ Sailing Directions” issued from the Naval Observatory. 

At the last meeting of the National Academy, held in August at New 
Haven, Ct., three vacancies in its list of members were filled by the elec- 
tion of Dr. J. C. Dalton, of New York, Leo Lesquereux, of Colum 
Ohio, and S. F. Baird, Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institutiom 

2. American Philosophical Society—The Magellanic premium ol & 
gold medal has been awarded by the Philosophical Society to Mr. = 
Earle Chase, for the discovery of numerical relations between gravity au¢ 
magnetism, HF 

8. Medals of the Royal Society—At the Anniversary meeting of the 
Royal Society, on Wednesday, the last day of November, the Copley 
medal was awarded to Charles Darwin, Esq,, F.R.S., “for his importath 
researches in Geology, Zoology, and Botanical Physiology ;” and bud 
Rumford medal to J. Tyndall, F.R.S., for his researches on the Absorptio? 
and Radiation of Heat by Gases and Vapors. ; 

t. H. R. Scuootcrarr.—This distinguished traveller, and investigator 
of the manners, history, and language of the American Indian tribes 
a at Washington on the 19th of December, in the seventy-second yew 

is age, ne 
5. F. W. Srrove, the celebrated astronomer of Pulkowa, Russia, died 

on the 23d of November last. His son, Otto Struve, was appointed his 
successor last year. jute 

6. Thoughts on the Influence of Ether in the Solar System, its relation 
to the Zodzacal Light, bose ee Seas and artidiont Shooting sia" 
By Avexanper Witcocks, M.D. Extracted from the Transactions of ti 
eghare Philosophical Society.—Dr. Wilcocks advances the hype 

and thi 
m ar ae 

of solar latitude just north of the equator; that this heated current a8 3 : 
rises is com ( that the 
ether bears with it matter capable of reflecting light, and thus causes bed 

than the ethet 

arise Tor that reason from the sun, except when near the poles of : 
sun, when they are made to descend in the vortices of descending § 
yams present double and multiple tails; that twice in the Ri 

ugust and November, the earth plunges through the sheet of ! 
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ether, causing a warm period in each month, the dog days and the Indi- 
an summer; and that in the middle of these two periods it causes the 
retara of the August and November meteors. 

Dr. Wilcocks has brought together and framed into a plausible hy- 
pothesis many facts, some of them hitherto not connected with any 
theory. But we do not believe that astronomers and physicists will be 
likely to accept his explanation. What he says relative to the seasons, 
and to the shooting stars seems peculiarly open to criticism. Why, for 
instance, the two periods of heat (supposing them to have an existence,) 
should not, according to his hypothesis, be equi-distant from the 5th of 
June and 5th of December, the two days when the earth is in the sun’s 
equator, he does not explain. For the middle day of one period he names 
the 11th of August, which is 67 days from the 5th of June, while that of 
the other, which he ealls the 12th of November, is only 24 days from the 
5th of December. In what way the periodical star-showers could possibly 
be “ge siag by such an ether wé find it difficult to imagine, #. 

es Magnetic observations ; Solar spots; Bessel’s period 
functions ; caleulation of the depth of the Pacific from the earthquake 
ae oda; Origin of the Florida Reef, by c 

Eulogy on Joseph S. Hubbard ; by B. A. Gousp, 44 pp., 12mo, 
Say eulogy was written in compliance with the call of the National 
cad 

Christian spirit, had accomplished much for science. The tribute is ad- 
Mirable as a bio raphical notice, appreciative, eulogistic but not beyond 
i and of special value as a chapter in the history of American 

rohomy, 
9. Chambers’s Encyclopedia.—A new volume— the Sixth —of this 

Popular Encyclopedia, Seon well filled out and illustrated in the de- 
ttments of science, as well as in other varied branches of knowledge, 

“® just been issued by the American publishers, J. B. Lippincott & Co., 

: vadetphia. The volume (826 pp.) carries the alphabet nearly 
tough N, 
10. Abstracts of Meteorological Observations made at the Magnetical 

Observatory, Te ail “Canada West, during the years 1854 to 1859, in- 
lusive, 136 pp. Ato. Toronto, 1864. Results of Meteorological Obser- 
feoo maze at the Magnetical Observatory, wet during the years 

90, 1861 and 1862. 84 pp. 4to. Toronto, 1864. eee 
M. Review of prone Breas: by S. F. Batrp.—The publication and 

issue of this work has already reached the 148th page. 
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2. Monograph of the Bats of North America ; by H. Autzy, M.D— 

haiocnina Miscellaneous Collections, No. 165. Washington, 86 pPy 

8vo, with numerous wood-cuts.—The species included in this important — 
‘monograph are those of North America north = Mexico. 

ern Journal of Conchology.—A spectus has fos ee 

The Plurality of the Human Race; by G. Poucuer. ‘Translated from the French 
by H. J.C. Beavan. London, 1864. Published for the Ano Societ ee 
The etic a of Hybri ridity in the genus Homo, by Dr. Paut Broca. 

lished for yee Anthropological Societ 
Reptiles of British India; by Ausert C. L, Guxruer. Published by the Ray 

ere 186 
f the Spiders of Great Britain and Ireland; by Joan Biackwalh 

F. is. Published by the Ray Society. 64. 
“gerdgeree be Man and the lower animals (in French); by A. De Quattr 

FaGEs. Paris, 
schreibung oe Seger rr ee der Meteoriten; von Gustav Rose. 162 pp» 4 

with 4 plates. Berlin, 
Meteorologische Wa: sik aa On of the Netherland Meteorological Institute, for 

1863, 326 pp. 4to. Utrecht, 1864. 
EDINGS OF THE AMERICAN AcapEury or Ants anp Screncxs, Vol. Viq 

Page 97, On the Altice of Ba ihe W. P. Dexter.—p. 106, Embryology of . 
teracanthion berylinus, &c., with fod Fh A, Agassiz [noti iced at p. 130, vol : 

oe of 1 Jour.|—p. 114, On the sabibiey of light and the Sun’ 8 distance; Z “a 

—p. 166 nalysis of a Dacotah Meteorite; @. 7 Jackson. —p. 169, On the new 
ef - ae Achromatic Object-glass introduced by Steinheil, with a plate; 

, List of new Nebulz seen at the Observat d College; Bond— — 
ye 82, On Streptanthus and the pl fe id -aoet of Harvard nasentf 7 : 

vision a ment (mainly by the fruit) of the North American specis™ 
Astragalus and Oxytropis; A. Gr y.—p. 41 On t es of Insanity among 

wae ae p. i On the R. A e ‘pole star as determined noe 
ion ; ord, bt 0 : lvais 

—s = a stream oa D a process of organic elementary analysis OY 

n gas ; arren [see last vol. of this Jour., P- 
8, Observationce f Lichens\eetna. BE Tshewian: —p. 288, ine a 

- best approxima imate —— of all the mutual ratios of k a " 4 

5 OF ‘ap, Nar. Sot. P a —Page 181, Limits and relations of the Raniforines ED. Cope.—p. 183, Dest : 

. Cope.—p. 231, : be -—p. 284, Fast Gralthosantes Obituary of P. L. S. Miler J. bora 
sean THE Essex Instrrure, Satem, Mass.— V: udes to 1868. Vol. IV commences with the year 1864. No. 8 of Vol. IV, ay 

and lusion of J. 4 len’ 
it a ae &@ paper on the habits 

Sprig as 4 I, No. 1. 
tend, Maina. — Thi ababir iw Tipoges Blot paral the 

of Maine, noticed in t last volume of this Joona o 303). 
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Arr. XVI.—On Terrestrial Magnetism, as a mode of Motion; by 
Puiny Earve Cuasz, M.A., 8.P.A.S. 

' 

action of the sun’s rays, the precise “ occasional currents” for 
which he was seeking, as the probable cause of magnetic storms, 
Mr, Airy has recently sent me acopy of his very interesting 
Paper (Zrans. Roy. Soc., 1863, Art. XXIX), and its perusal has 
ey strengthened this belief. 

why 
the atmospheric changes, whether of humidity, es i : 

all-pervading ether may be both the source and the receptacle 
of all the various forms of force. In its principal features, this 
theory harmonizes with the now generally accepted belief in the 
Mechanical origin of light and heat, but in its details it involves 
some new and interesting special applications, which I have en- 
deavored partially to develop. . It will be readily seen, by a reference to my communication 
of April 15 (Proc. A. P. A ie ix, 367, et seq.), that the mechan- 
wat action of the currents to whose electric action mpére 
Scr} d the origin of terrestrial magnetism, produces two oppo- 
Site spirals in the air and zther,—the lower moving from the 

* From the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Oct. 21, 1864, 
Ax Jour. Sc1.—Szcoxp Series, Vou. XXXIX, No. 116—Mancu, 1865. 

16 
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poles to the equator, and against the earth’s rotation; the upper 
from the equator to the poles, and in the same direction as the 
earth’s rotation; the two being connected by inna cure 
rents of convection, or threads of ascending and escending 
particles. It will also be evident that at every mye “thet are 
two principal sets of such double spirals, one with an axis per 
pendicular to the earth’s radius vector, producing a maxim mur 
disturbance in the early afternoon, and the other more stableand: 
uniform, with an axis passing through the nearest poles of greak 
est cold. In addition to the mutual perturbations of these two 
principal polarizing currents, the rolling of the luni-tidal alt 
tion-wave produces at every instant a “greater or less derang' 

ment,” and I find that the ratio of the lunar-barometric to 
lunar-magnetic disturbance, (4:884), is nearly identical with ie 

Welsh’s determination of the moment of magnetic inertia (4° 
Phil. Trans., cliii, 297). From a variety “of considerations, 7 

appears that the mechanical polarity or magnetic force thus en 
gendered is a third proportional to two other forces, which may 
be called, respectively, central and tangentia 

The communication which was presented at the meeting of 
Oct. 7, in its exhibition of the first numerical relationship ee 

as even been pointed out Seaeents the barometric and magnet’ 
Spe toi showed that A: B:: B: M, a proportion in qi 

nts a central, Ba eaasculial: and Ma magnetic force. 
I ind a similar Biopordionalty 3 in ca of Mr. Airy’s i 

f Ho 
al 

e Mea 

Pairs force. Ni Sec lir force. 
— -00023=M. nae ot boat. “00057=C- 

Here the proportion T: © :: GC: M gives for Ma 
Theoretical value, 5 ; 000222 
Observed = 900228 

bable etror, PB “000080 
“Table IIT. pega: Sums of Magnetic F Fluctuations (i 

terms of Horizontal Force) for each Year, from su o 1be) 

Theoretical value of ¥, . . —-000287 
red “6 ‘ i e er boas 

Probable error, : E j 00068 

? Besides the e great disturbing be ae pace ies, whose effects ma: haps 2 

paride ope gr prediction transient local cnet of hee : 
will exert a ience, Ever village that can produce currents or 

of the “ mae be med to affect the ether, and 4 the inconceivable, ot : wthereal motions, 2 manifested in the velocit ty of oe waves 
eat, will account for the extreme sensitiveness of the magnet 

ae 
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Tables V and VI exhibit an approximation to the proportion, 
C:1':: T: M, but the approximation does not come within the 
limits of probable error. As no attention is paid in these two 
Tables to the positive and negative signs, we could not reason- 
ably expect so satisfactory results as in Tables JI and III. 

“Table VIII. Sums, without regard of sign, of Coefficients 
of Magnetic Irregularity (in terms of Horizontal Force) for each 
Year, from 1841 to 1857, including all Days of Record of Great 
ee cicel Disturbance.” The proportion C: T:: T: M, gives 
eh 

Theoretical value, F . 001218 
Observed “6 - : - 001208 

Probable error, . : . 000066 

“Table IX. Sums, without regard of sign, of Coefficients of 
Magnetic Irregularity (in terms of Horizontal Force) for each 
Year, from 1841 to 1857, including only those Days of Great 
Magnetic Disturbance, in which records were made by the three 
Instruments,” 

Theoretical value of M, . : ‘ «  ORTIAT 
= rred “ “ a ‘ * - ‘001150 

Probable error, ; I ‘ 000081 

In addition to these numerical coincidences, the following 
ty in Mr, Airy’s paper appear to me to be specially note- 
Worthy. 

1. “The Ageregate for the Westerly Force... . (taken in 
Comparison with that for the Northerly Force), appears to show 
that, on the whole, the direction for the Disturbing Force is 10° 

to the east of south ;” p. 628. This indicates a line of mean 
disturbance about mid way between the magnetic meridian (which 
at London, is about N. 24° W.}, and the solar meridian, or mid- 
Way between the meridians of decussation in the two sets of 
Principal spirals, to which I have referred. : 
2. “Sometimes two waves in one direction correspond nearly 

With one in the other direction. . . . . A more requent relation 

pete to be, that the evanescence of one wave corresponds 
ith the maximum of the other;” p. 685. 
7 “The most striking oavauehics in the last line (of Tables 

ape IX) are the following: Secu 
rst, the almost exaet equality of the Mean Coefficients o 

regularity in the three clements. . . « With reference 

'o their physical import, I think it likely that the equality of Co- 
efficients of Irregularity may hereafter prove to be one of the 

rite important of the facts of observation.” ae 

Second, the near agreement in the number of Irregularities 

te ' Westerly and for Northerly Force. 
: 

pro tie ti ae oach to equality appears to be still more important, in view of the 
y—C:T::T:M—pzno 
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“Third, the near agreement in the number of Irregulars 
for Nadir For ce with half the anne of Irregularities for Wet 

erly or for Northerly Force ;” pp. 641-2. 
_ 4, Tables X and XI (pp. 43-4) har that the disturbancesate 
greatest in the winter months and in the night hours. Tabled — 
also appears to indicate minima of fluctuations and inequalitie 
in months when there is the greatest uniformity of pail 
and maxima when the changes of temperature are greatest 
most frequent. 

Tables XI and XII furnish the materials for the following | 
synopsis: ; 

Sums of Wave | g of | Mean Ir- 

Forces, disturbance. Jy, regula aii- ws ave ri | dome regularity 

+ as turbances 
eee 

= | (Time of max. 204, | 10h.) luk, | 20h. oh 15h. | 9 
EY SE Be Time of min. | 102. | 21h, 3 OA, Th. 
$é°} sos, at ola 4) 1170 | 2191) 1976 400142 00104 00162 
=~ | Amt. of min.,| -0165 | -0083 | -0346 |--00165| -00056 | 00074 

= (Time of max., 12h, 8 5h, Oh 15h. 
=% ae Tine of min., | 227 bh. 83h 22h, -2h. 3h. 
ee 4 of max.,| “1407 | -2917 | °1754 (+00088| -00168 | 0144 
Z oP min., | 0088 | 0674 |} °0441 |--003) 0093 | ‘000 

. . {Time of may, 7h. | 144. | 10h, Oh, wh Oh. “he 
3% 4 Time of min,| 22h, | iA. 3h, Wh. 2A. 3h. eS 
ae shes wax.,| 3976 | 3133} “1241 |+-00570 00368 00180) ae 

CAnto of min , | 0355 | 0306 | -0177 |--00380/ -00157 | ‘v0074 : 

“The Soli-tidal character of the principal characteristics # | 
the occasional Magnetic Storms, as to frequency, magnitude, 1 

ing ag of wave disturbance, ee Irregularities 
n this Table.’ (Table XII) p. 
maxima vn minima, the pao of which will beam 

teresting, _ = laws of the principals have been well ascél” 
tained ial defi 

6. “In regard i the Wave-disturbance: for Westerly fat 
the aggregate is + from 17! to 64, — from 74 to 165; ford . 
erly Force, the aggregate is + fom 3h.to 5h, — from 6b to “~ 

and for Nadir Fores, the aggregate is + from 23h to 104, - 
114 to 225;” p. 644. 
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current from N.N.W. to S.S.E., approximately, or from S.S.E. 
to N.N.W. (according to the boreal or austral nature of the 
ether), is formed in this Ether; that this current is liable to in- 
terruptions or perversions of the same kind as those which we 
are able to observe in currents of air and water; and that their 
effect is generally similar, producing eddies and whirls, of vio- 
lence sometimes far exceeding that of the general current from 
which a are derived ;” 

8. “And in the relation ae te K. and W. disturbances and 
eri lscertecstee there is-a point which well deserves atten- 
tio Then a water-funnel passed nearly over the observer, 
ivelling (suppose) in a N. direction, he w rould first ghgeiric: = 

rong ‘current to the E., afterward a strong current to 
(or bite ver: sa), and between these there would be a very oon 

vertical pressure in one direction, not accompanied by one in 
the opposite direction ; thus he w ould have half as many verti- 
eal as horizontal impulses. This state of things corresponds to 

1€ i aceite at Kew have a decided 
double m “i ma with an intervening interval of about eight 
- nine urs 

Dh conical form and single maximum which character- 
izes the easter!) y deflections at Kew, belong also to the _ 
deflections in all localities in North ’ America, where the ] aws of 

the disturbances have been investigated. But. . . at Nert- 

Schinsk and Pekin . . . the co onical form and single maximum 
“ped a swesler ly deflections, whilst the easterly have the 

double m At the two Asiatic stations, the ag- 

Siler eahes “of he wwester ‘ly deflections decidedly heen 

Whilst in America the easter at a sr no less decided] 

Pee? 

annual variation, sowie! the north end of the magnet points 

More toward the east when the sun is north, and toward - 

West when the sun is south, of the equator;” p. 291. 
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11. The residual errors in the monthly determinations of the 
Horizontal Force and of the Dip ‘are thoroughly confirmatory 
of a semi-annual inequality, having its epochs coincident, or — 
nearly so, with the sun’s passage of the equator ;” p. 803. — 

12. There appears to be “an increase of the Dip and of the 
Total Force, and a deflection of the north end of the Declination — 

magnet teward the West, in both hemispheres, in the months ot — 
October to March, as compared with those from April to Sep — 
tember.. . . The greater proximity of the earth to the sim 
in the December compared with the June Solstice most naturally 
presents itself as a not improbable cause; but we are as yet 100 
little acquainted with the mode of the sun’s action on the mag — 
netism of the earth, to enter more deeply into the question a 
present ;” p. 307. a 

I have neither the leisure nor the ability to undertake an ee 
haustive analysis of the results thus brought together; but I : 
present them as well worthy of a profound mathematical invest — 
gation, as confirmatory in very striking and minute particulars 
of my mechanical hypotheses, and as furnishing new and strong 
ptesumptive evidence of that marvellous simplicity of force 0 
which many independent branches of modern physical research 

have pointed out in the barometer. (Proceedings of the Roy: 
June 16, and of the Am. Phil. Soc., June 17, 1864.) 
Besides the differential or tidal action of the mo 

slight tendency to diminish the weight of the air 
moon, and to increase the weight of that which 1s most Te 

mete. In proportion as this tendency is exerted i | 
with, or in opposition to, that of the sun, the mea 

moon at the commencement of each new month, th 
in the aerial rotation-spheroid produced by lunar changes in the average temperature of day and night at ¢! ent seasons and different years, &c.), it may yet, perhaps, be 
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cernible in comparing the results of a long series of careful and 
delicate observations. The accompanying tables are deduced 
rom such a comparison of the St. Helena records. 

Taste I. 

Solar and Lunar Daily Magnetic Tides, in parts of Force.* 

Solar Horizontal force. Vertical force. Total force. 

and Selar. [at ” T Solar. junar. Solar. Lunar 
Lunar cairn ids 

Houre. “00 ( *-000 000 000 

0 +1099 +006 -(022 -(005 +95 +005 
1 +0911 003 +229 +02 +82 -001 
2 +0623 -O1L +446 +031 +60 -005 
3 +0368 -O14 +593 +044 +40 -006 
+ +0138 -020 +638 +072 +20 -007 
5 -008 -01 +608 +041 +01 -006 
6 -0270 -007 +611 +050 -15 +001 
7 -~0394 -00 +545 +028 26 +001 
8 -0465 000 +300 -012 -36 002 
9 -0511 4022 +219 -O11 -41 +018 

0 -0530 40382 +074 -017 -45 +025 

l —0522 40381 oll 037 -45 +022 
2 -048 O19 -100 -003 -43 +016 

3 ~0449 017 16 +005 -41 +015 

4 -0405 40138 2294 +019 -38 +014 

5 -0376 009 -289 +048 -36 -001 

6 -0352 oll -345 +051 -35 -002 

7 -0329 ~008 398 +029 -84 -()03 

8 -0298 009 -465 +013 -32 00 

9 -0154 Oot -513 -O11 -20 ~005 

20 +9130 +003 ~§82 -053 +08 -005 

21 +047 006 -49 -050 +34 -002 
22 +0803 4013 -42 -054 +004 

: 101 09 914 | =067 +85 -001 

Taste I. 

Lunar-Monthly Magnetic Tide of Horizontal Force, 
‘br cae wmarn areca ee NS ‘i ——— nied! 

> Mean Daily Fiuctuations of Hori- 5 Mean Daily Fluctuations of Hori- 

"mt a onda Poets St, Helena. Ss Recent zonta al Fore ta) Force 6 7é 

° 1846. iecraags 6 1844. stoi 16846. Average. 

0 | 6131 | 53-75 88} 51°98 180. | 5881+ 5391 | 4086) 51°19 

15 | 61-66 | 53-29 piped 52-06 195 | 59°39 | 53°64 | 4027) 51°10 

80 | 62-20 | 52°85 | 41-78 | 52°26 910 | 5935 | 53°57 | 40°79.) 51°20 

45 | 62°32 | 53-81 | 41: 2-58 995 | 6888/5201 | 40°74 | 50°85 

60 | 6256 ted sen S87 940 | 59°66 | 52°80 | 39°79 | 50°75 

75 | 62-76 | 52°36 | 41-34 | 52°15 955 | 6085 | 52:92 | 40°70) 51°32 

90 | 61°82 | 52°80 | 41-54 | 52°05 970 | 60°50 | 53-43 4065) 51°51 

105 | 61-37 | 53:11 | 40-42 | 51°63 085 | 6089| 53°81 41°10) 51-94 

120 | 60-47 | 53-43 | 39-97 | 51°29 300 | 61-64) 5282 4141 51-96 
135 | 59-42 | 53-60} 4046 | 51-16 315 | 61°80 | 53°10 | 41°34 | 52°08 

[105 [ores 53-01 | 40°14 | 5113 330 | 6214/5345 | 42°39 52-66 
24 

es ol 0 ay 4 oe ee ey sige Aes 

60°54 | 53-46 | 89°72 345 | 62-16| 6297 | 41°85 | 52-32 

» the first 4 1 fig laced, for convenience, in an upper line. 

_* The val utes po at el ran is 0U019 of the horizontal force, in 1844 and 

1845, and -00021 in 1846. : 
; 
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Table I is compiled from Maj. Gen. Sabine’s Tables 86, 31, 
50, 51, 52, 53 (St. Helena Observations, ii). It is especially im 
teresting as showing the influence of the opposition of attrae 
tion to rotation in producing low solar tides at 10 or 11 a 
the prompt and direct influence of the sun upon the ethereal 
currents in the production of a high tide at noon, the dounle 
maxima and minima in each of the lunar tides, the additional 
confirmation of the analogies that I have heretofore pointed out 
between the spheroids of attraction and rotation, the o position 
of the solar and the resemblance of the lunar zenith and nadir 
effects, and the evidence in the partial ‘“ establishment” of the 

rectly on the xether, through the intervention of atmospheric at 
traction-currents, 

Tables If and III were formed by taking the. mean of the - 
hourly averages, on the twenty-four days in each lunar month 
which are most nearly indicated by the angular positions givél 
in the first column. Each of the tabular numbers for 1844 and 
1845 represents the average of two hundred and eighty-eight : 
hourly observations; each of the numbers for 1846, the aver 
age of two hundred and sixty-four observations, with the few : 
exceptions of holidays and other omitted days, for which the 
missing numbers were interpolated. Table II indicates a tend 
ency to mean lunar influence between 90° and 105°, and ie 
tween 270° and 285°, the influence increasing when the moon — 
acts either in conjunction with the sun, or directly upon coh | 

Taste IIT. 
Lunar-Monthly Magnetic Tide of Vertical Force. 

Monts Mean Daily Fluctuations of Vertical | Mean Daily Fluctuations of Vertical) 
ee 2.6 

F : Force 3 he Moon’. - 63 ese. 
Positive. _ ae — acs | sar ie Porce at »t. Hele ae : 

° ts Hiteodll thtoadl Fo rs 1844. | 1845. | 1846. | average. 
O | 4842/4851 43-56) 4683 || 180 | 47-06 | 4777 | 46°54 Nd 15 | 4821/4855 4390 | 46-89 195 | 4796 | 48-02 | 46-99 | 474° 

80 | 4733 | 4853 4453 46-80 210 | 4814 | 48°26 | 45°63 | 4748 
: 3 

0 | 47:55 | 4750 | 47-9: | 
Legh 147821 4770 4702! 47-41 || 3845 | 49-18 | 47-44 | 4399 

densed air and vice versd. It also shows the existence of distur 
ances, which may be accounted for by some of the causes 
which I have already referred. Table III exhibits apparent ‘tendencies to diminution of force near the syzygies, and tol crease of force a day or two after the quadratures, 

* The value of le division varies from “00051 to -00091 of the vertical for 
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moon (at or near 240° and 46°), low temperature 
ucing a minimum of horizontal force, with a maximum 

of vertical force, and vice versd. From the variations of hori- 

zontal force (=) and vertical force (=) given in this table, 

. Maes 4 : 
table V is formed, the mean variations of total force (=) being 

Taste IV, 

Lunar-Monthly Magnetic Tide. Differences from Monthly Means. 

F nef Horizontal Force. Vertical For ce, | _Means. 

ee a ee | 1846 1844. | 1845 1846. BF. |_V.F 

0 |+-38| 454 |--02 | +59 | +51 | -166-| +380 | -16 
15) + 78 | 408 | +84 | +88 | -+ 55 | —1-92 +3 10 
80 | 4127 | —86 | + -88 =50 | + 53 | = ‘57 +58 | -19 
45 | +1391 +40 | + -91 -—50 | + 25 | -1-16 +90 | 48 
60 168} -81 | ~-94 38 47 | =143 >| +19 | "45 

78 | +083} =85 | 4-44 | -91 | --12][--90 | +47 | -“4 
0 |+ 80} —41 | + 64 -'18 ST | = *85 +87 | -87 

105 | +44} --10 | —-48 21 | -1:08 | + 19 05 | -37 

) |- 46} +22 | --93 | -80 | --58]/ 4-53 | -39 | —12 
5 | -151 | +39 | 44 | =07 | = 60 | +2°18 ~52 | +50 
) 1-70} -2 - 46 —98 |-- 50 | +211 -55 | +44 
5 | = 39 | +25 | -1I8 3 — 80 | +1°90 =-44 ! +42 
D | 212} 470 | = -04 | -TT | = 28 | +142 49 | +18 
b | -154 | +43 | - 68 +15 | + 02 | +117 -58 | +43 
0 | -158 | +36 | - 26 +31 | +26 | + “76 —48 | +44 

225 | -2:05 | -80 | -- = 34 [+ 26 | +127 -'83 | +39 

240 | -127 | —41 | -1in | +57 | +6 7 Ne 
255 | - 58 | -29 | - 2 +83 | + 52} - °48 36 | +12 

210 | = 48 | 4:22 | --95 | #17 [+ 08) = 58 Ky | =49 
285 | - 04] +60 | +20 | +10 | - 80] - ‘51 | +26 | ~24 
800°} +71 | ~39 | 4-51 | +28] + 26] = 21 | +28 | +09 

el) 87) lL | 44 +34 |-+ 361 = 17 +40 | +24 

380 | ser] 4+ +149 | +66 | - 09| -184 | +98 | ~2 
345 1 +128 | +24 9 4°35 56 | -118 +64 | -*45 

on ; fc ae 
obtained by the formula 4 — 093? g5* + sin® I+. I have 

taken 6=—29°; one scale division of horizontal force ="000194 ; 
one division of vertical force =°000792; which are almost iden- 

tical with the values employed by Gen. Sabine in the computa 
tion of his tables of hourly variation in solar and lunar total 

my deductions, ‘The first decimal figures are placed in an 
Au. Jour. Sci.—Seconp Szegums, Vou. XXXIX, No. 116,—Manrca, 1866. 

17 
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upper line, as in Table I. Perhaps the principal utility of this ; 
table os be found in some future extension of these hb : 

ibits the | 

daily maxima and minima, and as it lends added weight ni | 
preceding tables, by ie that the monthly tide is a 
ular than the daily t tide. | 

Taste V. te $ y 

Lunar-Monthly Magnetic Tide of Total Force. 
Mean oi Jager ery at 5 eshte 

Position of Total For 
; 1844. rei 1846. jae, 
0 +00013 + 00015 -00018 + 00003 

15 +'00017 +00007 — 00008 06005 
30 6 “00000 +00007 00008 - 
45 +00018 +00009 +:00002 +00010 4 

+00023 — 00008 -00020 - 00002 
"5 +00028 —00015 ~ +00008 

+000138 -00012 +9007 2 
105 +'00005 00014 - 00006 — 00005 
120 -"00011 00003 -0001 - 00 
135 -'00026 00000 +00017 - 00008 
150 0001 009 +00011 = 000) 
165 00010 +00001 +00001 -"00008 
180 —"00044 009 +00015 —"00007 . 
195 —00024 +00007 + 00003 —"00005 
210 —00023 +00009 +00005 —"000 
225 --00038 ~"00002 +00012 -00099 

01 00000 —00016 -"00010 
255 --00006 -00001 —00009 --00005 
270 -0000 +00005 00011 -"00004 
285 0 +00007 — 000 +°00002 300 | +00014 ~00004 | +00006 | +-00006 315 | +00018 | +00004 | +00005 | +00009 330 | 4 +000083 | 400010 | +00013 
345 +0024 -00010 000 +-00006 

It seems not improbable that the mutual planetary perturb 
tions which are sufficient] y powerful to affect their orbital - 
lution, may also exert an appreciable influence on their 2 

moon.’ The annual alata are ve reat, the intens 
being about +}, mae J or is nearest “2 carb an ord 
half as gre at, or only about when most remote. te 
bined Operation of the tropical Perchain: of a upiter, the é 
apsides, and the moon’s nodes, should produce a seri ries of 
tarbances corresponding very nearly in ssi with G¢ 

* If we take as our unit the , : M ee il 
about 177, and Jupiter's rh.  moon’s attraction for the earth pr" : ae 
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Sabine’s magnetic “ decennial period,” and Schwabe’s period of 
solar spots. 

The law of varying attraction suggests a plausible explanation 
for the approximate mean proportionality of the barometric 
the tidal and magnetic variations, For the ratios of attraction 
of any planet when in solar conjunction, at quadrature, and in 
Opposition, vary as (x + 1)?, n?, and (n— 1), respectively, the 
attraction at the mean distance being nearly a mean proportional 
tween the maximum and minimum attractions. he barome- 

trical fluctuations are occasioned by variations in the gravitation 

Taste VI. 

Solar and Lunar-Daily Tides of Total Force. 

Solar | ‘ 1846. 
Maca _Solar, Lunar, Solar. _ Lunar. | Solar. Lunar, 

Hours, ‘000 : “000 ‘000 “OU ‘000 

0 +33 +009 +88 -009 +066 +004 
1 +83 +011 +97 -014 +104 +015 
2 +67 ~005 +85 -016 +09 -00 

8 +49 “004 +63 -008 +076 +018 
4 +28 ~024 +41 -012 +054 +017 
5 $15 ~0382 +20 -001 +031 +024 
6 +02 097 +02 +002 +008 + 
7 -11 (16 ~}1 +010 -01 +022 
8 -92 ~00 -94 +003 -026 22 
9 -81 +001 -35 +034 036 +022 
0 -35 008 39 +041 -043 +024 
1 -37 +029 -46 +031 -047 +021 
2 -37 +017 —48 +021 053 +008 
3 -38 +021 -43 +012 -—048 +011 
4 -39 +045 =44 +012 -040 -001 
5 -32 +021 -42 +006 038 -029 
6 -30 +001 -39 +006 048 033 
7 -29 00 39 +006 041 027 
8 22 -012 2 y) -00 042 -020 
9 -24 -006 -36 -016 -01 

20 -16 014 94 -008 027 -011 
21 +07 017 +03 -006 es -021 

22 +38 +022 +82 -002 402 - 

23 +64 +016 +63 -008 4.063 -010 

of the air toward the earth’s center,—the tidal motions, by the 

ies,-and the inagnetic, accord- 

Ing to my hypothesis, by the oscillations of the air and ether in 
their efforts to restore the unsettled equilibrium, The three dis- 

tal, and the other two centrifugal, the two latter being nearly 
equal in amount but diametrically opposed in direction, This 
leads us at once theoretically, to the general formula with which 
We started empirically, 

A:B::B: M, 

~ strengthens the conviction that there are none of the phe- 
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nomena of terrestrial magnetism which cannot be explained, 
either by the instantaneously received and instantaneously trans — 
mitted impressions which are made directly ‘upon the ether b 
attraction, heat, or rotation,—by the more sluggish oscillations 
of the air, which originate from the same sources,—or by 
combination of the two. aad 

very particle is exposed to the influence of these several lt 
pressions, the tidal waves of the solid earth having 4 range, 
according to Prof. Thomson’s calculations (Phil. Zvans., dil, 

@ corollary, 

ry eae Elasticity 

pet = F | Density — 
ae be something more than accidental. : a 

f we assume the atmospheric density as our unit, Piel and 
represent the aerial and ethereal elasticities by E’, E", respec 
ively, the proportion BE 

4:192,000:: |& , [& 
gives an approximate value for the density of the kinetic sethet 
D” =-00000000000108 = The magnetic and barometric 

tuations may perhaps furnish the necessary data for determintt 
the unknown ratio me 

po = oo auroral displays in frosty air, are rhaps owing to analo z0 
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Art. XVI.—On the construction of the Spectroscope ; by Lewis 
M. RUTHERFURD. 

I KNow of no good substitute for bisulphid of carbon as the 
dispersive agent in the spectroscope. Flint glass, besides being 

but half the dispersive power, and the specimens of the denser 
glass which I have seen tarnish so rapidiy, and have so high an 
index of refraction as to be practically useless, Having devoted 
much time to the construction and management of bisulphid of 
carbon prisms, it is quite possible that the results of my experi- 
ence may be useful to those who may wish to fit up a spectro- 
Scope with such prisms, and perhaps I shall best attain the object 
y describing my own instrument. 
The two principal telescopes are provided with objectives of 

16 inches aperture and 19 inches focal length. The slit or col- 
lecting telescope has but one motion about a vertical axis at the 
side of the platform and just in front of the objective, enabling 
it to command all parts of the platform. The observing tele: 
Scope has two motions, one about the central axis of the instru- 

ment, and the other about a second vertical axis, which by means 
of'aslide, capable of being clamped, can be placed under the Jast 
surface of any prism on the platform; thus commanding by 
one motion the whole spectrum. : 

Before the slit is a prism for the comparison of different spec- 
tra, and the observing telescope is provided with eye-pieces of 
various powers. The first circuit consists of six prisms which 
are of brass faced with plates of glass, cemented with glue and 
molasses, These are each of about the angle of 60° and present 
&n aperture of 2-9x1-8inches. The faces to receive the glass 
are carefully ground to a flat surface and the glass quite thick 
and free from veins has been selected with reference to the flat- 

ince however it is scarcely possible to find glass with paral- 
: I surfaces, care has been taken so to place the glass that the 
Inclination of its faces is perpendicular to the axis of the prism. 

to be glazed was u t and ina horizontal position: the 

blass, having been ones, wate the manner of a plate for photo- — 
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graphic purposes, also warmed and both surfaces to be in cow 
tact dusted with a fine camel’s hair brush, was placed in position 
upon the prism, a hot and fluid mixture of glue and : 
was then applied with a fine brush around the edges of the 
glass, whereupon a uniform and verv thin film of the cement 

that my description is needlessly particular, but I have mentioned 
nothing which experience has not shewn to be necessary tol 

permanence or performance of the prism. ee 
soon discovered that, after I had made a good prism, tts per 

formance would be uncertain, and I finally traced the difficulty 

to a want of equal density in the bisulphid of carbon, and: 
peculiarity. I have observed not only in the fluid of commer 

upper part, and bisecting the soda line with a spider’s web! 
eye-piece, all parts of the instrament being clamped, then ¢ 
ing all but the lower portion of the prism, it will be found 
the soda line has been carried to a notable extent toward 
violet end of the spectrum. 

_ This want of homogeneity in the bisulphid of carbon is entl 
different from the disturbance of density by thermal vara 
It is a permanent feature of some specimens of the fluid, 

equable temperature. I have one such prism, filled nearly § 

trata is quite a measurable quantity. My mode of over 
e bisulp id 

~— Stopper at the top. After remaining undisturoe® , 5 
s the liquid arranges itself according to its density, 

fill the prisms from the faucet, being careful 

e 
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Careful and repeated measures give for the index of refraction 
of the soda line with the prism first filled from the bottom, 
1:62876, and with the ninth prism, filled with the fluid near the 
upper portion of the jar, 1°62137. 

In order to obtain fine definition, it is necessary that the prisms 
should be placed at the angle of least deviation for the ray under 
observation. To make the adjustment with several prisms, or to 
change it when made, is so laborious and troublesome a task as 
almost to amount to a prohibition of the use of a powerful bat- 
tery for practical and extended investigations. To remedy this 

evil Thave devised and executed a mode by which I 1. the 

“J4stment of all the prisms by one motion of a milled 

An inspection of the sooomipanying Fig. 1, which represents the 
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system of prisms without the button, as seen from above, 1 
shew the manner in which this adjustment is accomplished. | 
the glass plate which forms the platform of the instrument, 
in the center of the system, is cemented a brass plate, in ac 
of which revolves without shake a pinion provided at t 
with a milled head, as 2. 
seen in figure 2. The a 
prisms are all hinged to- 2. 
getuer at the corners: 
and from the back of 
each projects at right 
angles a brass bar pro- 
vided with a slot, which 

is provided with teeth which gear into the pinion, so that 
turning the milled head this prism is forced to approach de. 

part from the center: but, from the construction, this cannot take 
place without imparting a similar motion to each of the 
prisms, and thus, at will, their backs are made tangents to a 
ger or smaller circle, which is the adjustment sought. 7 

This mechanism is capable of adjusting six, or any smallet 
number, of eqni-angled prisms. The outer spiral, when moe 
than six are used, must be adjusted by hand. 

New York, Dec. 10, 1864, 

Art. XVII.— Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of Yal 
College. No. VILL—On crystallized Diopside as a furnace 
duct; by Georce J. Brusu. 

while others were grayish white and transculent; some 
larger ones were over half an inch in length by ones! 
of an inch in diameter. Mr. John M. Blake has determine? 
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with the reflecting goniometer, 86° 50’, 86° 52’, 87°, and 87° 12’. 
The prism was truncated at each of its obtuse angles by a plane 
of nearly the same width as the planes of the rhombic prism, 
The terminal planes were observed on only a few of the smaller 
crystals, and as they were microscopic were not measured, 
There is a tendency to cleave apparently in the direction of the 
rhombic prism, but no reflected image could be obtained from 
the more or less conchoidal surfaces thus produced. 

The hardness of the crystals was about 5°, and the specific 
gravity was found to ‘16 (determined on 138 milligrams of 
substance). Lustre, vitreous and brilliant. Before the blowpipe 
in the forceps the substance fuses easily with intumescence to a 
colorless glass, giving at the same time an intense soda flame, 

It is partially attacked by chlorhydric acid, emitting the odor 
of sulphuretted hydrogen; and entirely decomposed by fusion 
with carbonate of soda. Analyses made by Mr. Peter Collier, 
assistant in this Laboratory, gave the following results :. 

I IL IIL Mean. Oxygen. 

Silica, 49°95 49°86 49°91 26°61 | og.95 
Alumina, 08 5-00 501 234 5 

7 + SPil 23°55 4 a 08} 
agnesia, - 7°25 17°42 14°57 

Ferrous oxyd,- 0°39 41 0-4 09 
Potash, eee : 1:42 1-4 2 

22a rice eee eis 2716 216 56 
Calcium, = - 0:30) 0°88 031 
Sulphur, : 024f 0.26 ; 0°25 
Manganous oxyd, tr. tr. tr. 

100-42 

acid. The alkalies (III) were determined m thod 
The small amount of sulphur was calculated as sulphid of cal- 

she xygen ratio of the mean shows the relation of the 

side, and corresponds very nearly with that described by Hunt 

from Bathurst, in Canada.' The erystalline form, as determined 

¥ the observations and measurements of Mr. Blake, shows 

further its relation to yroxene, and, taken with the chemical 

composition, leaves no doubt as to the identity of the crystals 
With the diopside variety of that mineral. Diopside has been 
wy observed as a furnace product by Vv. Kobell,’ and 

usmann,® from iron farnaces at Jenbach, near Schwatz, in 

the Tyrol, and at Gammelbo in Sweden. 

z Rept. of Geol. Canada, 1863, p. 467. 2 Miinchener gelebrte Anzeigen, xix, 97 

: ~ Liebig & Kopp, Jabresbericht. 1851, 767. : 
Am. Jour. Sc1.—Seconp SERIES, Vou. XXXIX, No. 116.—Marcu, 1865. 
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Art. XVIII.—Jntroduction to the Mathematical Principles Uh. 
Nebular Theory, or Planetology ; by GUSTAVUS HINRICHS, 1 
fessor of Physics and Chemistry, Iowa State University. 

(Continued from p. 58.) 

$8. The condition of the primitive Nebula. 

the radius vector drawn out from the center of gravity, ae 
mass, and A the projection of the area swept over by 7° 

(5) 
or, as the centrifugal force y of the particle m with respect * 
principal axis is 

tad ee . F ‘ ok 
while, at least for a very small unit of time, «) : 

=o r?, ‘ . . 

we have also Emrt yt = 20. ee 
On account of the resistance of the ether, C will not be 

constant, but decrease in time; still it is apparent heh sing 
approximation, we may neglect this resistance by con é 
strictly constant. | ee 
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Now, by 8 ian a of the particles, the nebula is 
continually dense, or r is continually decreasing j 
hence, by ‘8, the iokstaied force of any particle in the nebula 
continually inereasing. 

But the force of gravity at the surface is likewise constantly 
nresing for we may without materially erring conceive the 

ss below the particle to remain constant, but then gravity is 
tateiecly as the neg = the radius, or rapidly increasing with 
the progress of condensa 

But these two forces ae ne the figure of the Nebula. However 
irregular the figure may be at first, we see that the moulding 
orces, by constantly i pS keer! will at length shape the nebula 
accordingly. From Plateau’s Experiments (see above, § 6, re- 
sult 1, 2) we know this bane to he a flat ellipsoid. Laplace? 
has demonstrated that but one she oblate ellipsoid of revolution 
will be produced by these forces, 7. 

224 m (x? + 92) = (9) 
‘the plane a, y, cointiding with the ee ‘gibic being the 
equator, z the axis of rotation = 2a, and 

ee ‘a Lt ee = ve 4=1t76, sind=e (10) 

‘ seal ay eccentricity of the meridian; hence the equatorial 
semi-a 

Ot N Iie ee (UD 

Assuming, for a moment, the nebula to be homogeneous, we 
can determine the eccentricity by the density 6, and the angular 
velocity » (i.e. by (6) proportional to the square root be 
cen oe force g at a unit of distance). Laplace found, if the 

f the whole nebula be M, and its moment of inertia E, 

B= ppxdas(1ia)fg= Vl aM; . (12) 

M=4¢20a S+¥) = 429 sas ; . (18) 

q = dof rs oto Sir eee 4 ee 

are (tg = 4) = yemeeenet, ji . (18) 

Which last equation he shows to have but one single positive real 

Toot, so that a # e has bas ar value, if g, the centrifugal force, 
and % the den are giv 
Bat the atte i is serainly not constant throughout the whole 

* Mécanique Céleste, Liv. iii, chap. III, § 21. 
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nebula; but as this nebula is a gaseous — 3 will be deter 
mined by 7 and gravity and, jus st as in the case of our 
come uniform in the successive homothetic ellipsoidal shells 
cluded between any two successive surfaces. e we Imi 
consider J as a function of the equatorial axis of ‘ie surface, 
and, as the density is increasing toward the center, we may, lt 
stead of the general law 

d=f(a), (ue 
take the law assumed by oe for the jniterioe of our earth, 

d—=A—ca. . ee a 

Plana has shown’ that this Jaw is ee cae probable in the. 
ease of theearth. Prof. Forchhammer of Copenhagen has lately. 
shown" how this law accounts for one of the principal circ 
stances relating to the succession of geological strata. 

Tt must finally be borne in mind that the nebula may hay 
various elements at the same place, because the laws of diffu 
of gases will apply to the gaseous nebula, Thus far the chem 
eal analyses of meteorites and the spectral analysis of the sul 
moon and planets have corroborated this conclusion; still we 
must not ~— consiade that some differences may not obtally 

pe | Ast 

Regi 1 190s, vol. xxv, No. 828. For the eneae at grt pate of the ah 
S$ 

Inlec ne ti en Rekk qr reemtnges Stoffernes Kredsléb i Naturen at 
creation the rina pie ure.) Nordisk Universitets- -Tidskrift, Ws 

ge . 68-81. : 
As an instance, Forchhammer describes the circulation of Lime: first the smal 

ological periods, put into circulation, especially by the inor st 
for these again 1 paetiants nence a new oye —wN No mA where id ti the oe at fir ‘ 
from? Forehhammer a. that as granitic rocks (s met gravity i g 
dense than oo dark trap-rocks, (on Bornholm, sp. gr. up to 2.93,) they woul, 

the first period of the i ‘ait earth, rote aps ca rapt thus the first on 

would be Tome of granitic rocks, rom. hes ep reecea unfit 10 " 

co tli fe, ossiliferous, By t sis ie sbek a at ns this rock was s disloc: 

“ae thr by the prea ian fr approcks catalog lime and iron as 
the being so rich in carbonie acid and be ing dis ee d in the th 
waters or decompose these silicates, rie thus bring lime inte circulation: 

period of rest, comm their eruption with emitting trachytic, i.e gm" . 
Masses aiehost free from I lime—whi ich are later succe sch a by Ate heavy black in 

nce ae hae th lime and iron, 

The > aban deposi of gypsum, the Triassic period, is succeeded by 

dinary limestone formation 1 of the Jurassic period, thus giving another li 

pair inductions, for sum, being more soluble, will more rapidly | 
lim 

si 
— eurlier it d the cause for 2° shit ti 

imestone during ¢ x Jurass ic period, ete. —in the simple cross ae = tht 

—t being lighter than trap, were exterior to the latter in 
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as the diffusion certainly is limited by the sinking of the denser 
particles. Ina nebula from which a whole cluster of solar sys- 
tems has been formed, we may therefore expect to find consider- 
ably different elements. We thus decline the imputation of 
Rutherfurd that homogeneity of original diffuse matter “is almost 
a logical necessity of the nebular hypothesis,” and cannot see 
any real vbjection to this hypothesis, if, as he says, “‘ we have now 
the strongest evidence that they (the stars) also differ in constit- 
uent materials” (this Journal, 1863, vol. xxxv, p. 77). 

In regard to the signification of 6 we must remark that, in the 
following, we use the letter 5 to represent the mean density of the 
nebula from the centre to the distance r, while in (17) 6 indicates 

the density of the sheil at the very distance 7. As (17) is only 

adduced to serve for a comparison, this course is legitimate. 

But it is easily demonstrated, that, at least for a spherical nebula, 
this law (1 7), if true for the individual shell, will also be true for 

the mean density of all shells inside of it. For, the actual den- 

sity varying according to (17), the mean density of the interior 
rom r=0 to r is found to be 

a) dan At EO ee kos A) 

where c’=4c, This law‘ is evidently the same as (17). 

§ 9. Attraction in the Nebula. 

mule (from Aféc. C6, liv. iii, ch. 1, § 4), independent of the law 
of the density (17), and merely depending on the proved uniform- 
ity of the density in each separate shell. 

we put 
3m A ] 19 _— at ka a: . . * . s 

Q= 78 [tan ipa (19) 

then the components X, Y, Z, of the attraction (positive toward 
the origin) are 

zx 

os 
1 

x=Q. 
we 

y¥=9.%;- - - (20) 
a 

- 1 

as ) Zz (21) 

* The “ Density ” in Trowbridge’s article (this Journal, xxxviii, 354, 1864), is dif- 

nt, because referring to the density at different periods of time. 
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All of these three components act to condense the nebula 
X and Y also determine the revolution of the particles, while 
has no such influence, all motions in the direction of thea 
# mutually destroying each other, because 2, y is the invarial 

et A plane. Composing X and Y we g 

bn ee enjven, aiesee ieee aa 

and directed toward the axis of rotation; r?=a*+y?. _ 
Substituting the first (18) (m = M) in (22) we obtain 

R=u4.6r, 
where 

27 
t= [(1+-4?) are (tg =) —4]. 

_ 4s now # only depends on 4, i. e. on the eccentricity (10) whi 
is constant, the shells being homothetic, we see is at 
given moment for all parts of the nebula the same, hence 
radial force Rin the nebula is proportional to the density 6 and distance r from the axis of rotation. . oe _ This simple result is of very great importance, as we shall in the sequel. 

§ 10. ‘The orbit of the Planets. 
The particles of the nebula had originally motions in all 

rections; but as we assumed the existence of a moment 

proble 
ae We think so, for there are two modifying circumstances | 

byes 
[Humboldt’s Cosmos] :* 
Ping cc aubers in the last column of the following table are not qué 
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é. z. L 
Mercury, .- -.. =, 2056 ele: 5° 19/ 

ees - - - ‘0068 3° 23° beg Oe 
Earth, - - - 0168 o*.. 9 tet 
Mars, = - - - - 0932 Pek 10’ 
Asteroids,® - - - ‘160 T: oo 6° 14’ 
upiter, - - : 0482 149. 13’ 

Saturn, - - - 0561 2° 30’ 48’ 
Uranus, - - - «+ *0466 0° 46’ 55’ 
eptune, - - += ‘0087 te Vi 6’ 

Invar. plane, - 1° 41’ 0° 0’ 
We see how clearly the principal members of the system 

move in one plune, and that this plane is the invariable plane of 
the system ; the great planets deviate less than one degree, the 
principal of the interior planets, Earth and Venus, only 1} de- 

minimum, 
The inclination of the Earth and Venus is greater than that of 

the exterior planets, for the mass of the former is small as com- _ 
Pared to that of the latter; but as Venus and the Karth are the 
great planets among the interior, we see that the inclination and 
‘lade of Mercury’s orbit are much more considerable than 
either, 

“aed gh § 
Considerable perturbation on its development, was so far distant ? 

Ki 

aa Dee ee 

‘6 Mean of the first 72 Asteroids, elements given in Table of Smithsonian Report, 
‘S91, p. 218-219, 

6 . . . 
€ intended in thi 10 gi fuller account of our views concerning the 

development of the enn Ge waste from a letter of Mr. Trowbridge that 
ihe continuation of his article will contain a solution of this problem, I abstain for 

~ Present from publishing my details. 
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The same principles will apply to the satellites; but we 
too few data to make a comparison of this principle with 
vation profitable. 

§ 11. The periodic time of the Planets ; Kepler's third law. . 

Since every particle in the same shell revolves around th 
under the influence of a force R proportional to the distance 
from the axis (§ 9), we know from mechanics that the p 
time T of such a particle is 

T Qn 
ay, 8 ts oa (24) 

whole nebula had the same density throughout it would 
like one solid. But if the density be different in different p 
some shells will rotate faster than others (§ 12). 

Eliminating 9 by means of (18) we get 

T2 —— 4! a’ 7} =u 

og agement 
‘ 3 Ji P12 (14-22) tans 

We know that the ellipticity of the nebula is determ! 
the centrifugal force, and the latter by the state of cont 
tion (§ 8); and even in case an ellipsoid becomes imposs! 
can not but conclude that the figure continues to be dete 
inthe same manner. But the condensation continues 
crease of the centrifugal force depending thereon will a! 
tinue and produce a series of rings in a certain successi0 

at = constant; ° . . . * : = 
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or the squares of the times of rotation of the different rings are as the 
cubes of their radit. 

If we remember that the possible ellipsoids reach to a propor- 
tion of 1 to about 3 between polar and equatorial diameters of 

_ the nebula, we can be sure that this covers the principal god of 
the metamorphosis ; hence, (26) is rigorously proved for the 
greatest part of the condensation intervening between the forma- 
tion of two successive rings; the nebula acquires its principal 
dimensions while changing in accordance with the ellipsoidic 
figure, and when abandoning this it quickly passes to the form 
of aslightly oblate spheroid and aring. The interruption in 
our strictly mathematical demonstration cannot, therefore, seri- 
ously interfere with (26). But then this or Kepler’s third law is 
a consequence of the nebular hypothesis, or the observations embodied 
in this law sustain equally the nebular hypothesis and gravitation. 

gain, inductively, we may conclude from Kepler’s third law 
that the interruption in our analytical deductions occasioned by 
our ignorance of the exact mechanical laws of the metamorpho- 

_ S18 of the ellipsoid into the globe ring (we might in reference to 
Saturn find the expression Kronion-form convenient) is not of 
Serious conseqnences. 

‘hus we may at least conclude from the third of Kepler's 
‘great laws that the development of the planets was periodical ; 
s a this law being a fact, and (25) being rigorously true, we must 

ave 

a= constant Pe yp a ke 

_ but, as remarked before, M remains essentially constant, hence 
_ # or what is the same 4, i.e, the ellipticity ¢ of the nebula cor- 

_ Fesponding to the different planets, must have been the same at 
Corresponding epochs, just as we assumed above. mee 
Bat # the metamorphosis of the nebula has been periodic, and 

hot simultaneous, we must ascertain whether the successive inter- 

vals of time were equal or not. We shall find that they were equal, 
_ Just as it would be the most natural or the simplest to assume. 

§ 12. Spiral Nebula. 

ru. 



* 

that originally were situated in the same straight lin 

ee & Ke § ns 
doy * cg act ; ot 
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form throughout the nebulous mass. Then the nebula 
rotate like a solid, but the angular velocity of any 

2 
will be oe 

or, by (24), A a 

As # (23) is constant for the whole nebula, we see that 
gular velocity is proportional to the square root of the densily 
“rere to (17), greatest near the center of the nebula. 

If 6 be the angle of position of those particles which 
originally (i.e. when t= 0) in one and the same straight 
have at the time ¢, 

Wee a A wR 8 ae 

or by (29) 
62 = 4.8.17, 

Remembering that the density is a inden of the 
(16) and also of the time on account of the progressing col 
sation, we see that (31) may be written, 

0? = ut?F (a, t 
t any given moment of time (¢ esate all a 

eee a” a ae 

will now form the curve 
62 = g(a), © 

. This contains the Jpmzaage principles of 
chanical theory of the spiral nebul, 

Substituting Laplacc’s law of ihe density (17) in (1) % 
we obtain as the aa of the spiral 

— 62 

wherein «=y.4.¢* depends upon the agit f (3 
A at the center, and the time ¢, whilst C =cut? depends } 
same m and tand the rate of variation of the eh We 
these spires are limited, for 0<d<a; and that the swe? 
the abe increases with the age of the nebula, the density 

Sit dies rent in different meridians, pene thé ens 
stoma in the same shell, i. e. the same in all meridians. | 
if the brightness in the nebula was Sickel! y greatest 12 & 
posite meridians AC and BC, (F ig. 1.) and it rotates 
rection of the arrow around the axis C, the spiral” 
2,) would result. As the age increases, the sweep, OF 
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BCE =, would increase, whilst A and B remain nearly at the 
same distance from C: so that an annular nebula with a central 
core might in time result from a spiral nebula; even severa 
concentric rings might be formed. 

1. 

still would con- 
tinue to be a proximate; the angular velocity would sti 

greatest near the central parts, as can also easily be shown di- 

rectly, by considering the motion of each particle as subject to 
the attractions of all the others. Then the particles originally in 

4 straight line would still in time form a spiral. 
So we see that a nebula originally in the shape of a light ree- 

tilinear cloud with a condensation near the middle, like the part 

in fig. 1, would after some time exbibit a spiral like the dar 
art in fig. 2, The nebuls, Herschel 1061, and IH. 1337, as seen 

y Lord Rosse,’ have exactly such a form. If, instead of having 
the nucleus in the middle, the original nebula had been denser 
near one extremity, like fig. 3, a simple spire like fig. 4 woul 

8 4, 

oe SI oO wm 6°) o ces =) g — = ia”) oO ia pn] @ tad ie} °o S & = o = Qa mt a o a Ss — es 

be the resulting spiral nebula, as we see it in H. $27, H. 1946, 

Bond, Direct ard College Observatory, kindly sent me 

f Roe by Ses of spiral nebule—for which important 
my sincere thanks. 
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etc. A nucleus with four branches of different densit 
magnitude would give a spiral nebula like the beautiful 
Messier 99. If each of the two arms in figure 1 had been sib 
divided into two branches, H. 2084 would result. 

the conformation most essential to any law. sd 
» To find the true law of the planetary distances has beet 
aim for nearly ten years; we hope the sequel will provet 
at length have found the solution of this problem in the 
ing law: 

The 
oj tum 

mutual distances of the planets correspond to equal in ‘ 
e 

watorial band of the condensing nebula at those ie 
when the radius of the nebula had diminished 

in Contracting, left at certain intervals a few particl behit 
u fe 

~ 
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this particle and the time ¢, we need only to substitute the different 
intervals corresponding to the formation of the different planets 
in order to obtain their distances. But as the evolution is regu- 
larly periodical (§ 10), it is most probable that these intervals are 

al; comparison with observation shows tiis to be the case. 
But the motion of such a particle in so rare a nebula is regu- 

lated by the attraction of the whole nebula and the resistance of 
the ether. The first of these forces is inversely proportional to 
the square of the distance a, since the mass remains sensibly 
the same, and the particle is considered as on the equatorial sur- 
face of the nebula. In other words, the force of attraction on the 
particle is the same as the force of gravitation acting upon a 
planet. Resistance of the ether will necessarily follow the same 
law, whether a single particle or a planet be subject to it. But 
then our analysis* of the motion of a planet toward the sun is 
directly applicable to the motion of the superficial particle in its 
fall toward the center of the nebula. Formula (10) of that ar- 
ticle shows the distance a (radius of the nebula) to be 

a Acere eg? ah OD 

where A is the original distance (or radius of the nebula) and ¢ 
the time of falling from A to a. Or, if a represent the distance 
of the planet that separated from the principal nebula at a time ¢ 
earlier than the now nearest planet—i.e. the age of the planet as 
counted from Mercury,—the above (85) becomes 

OAS Se a eS 

where @ and y are constants. But ih the analysis leading to (35) 
the coéfficient » of resistance 

—y é 
: "gp pod ag ge{ Oey 

has been considered constant; here we cannot do so, for though 
the density 5 of the ether and the radius ¢ of the particle may 

considered constant, the density 4 of the particle varies very 
much, about inversely as the cube of the radius of the (homo- 
geneous) nebula. If therefore, »’ be the value of » correspond- 
ing to the particle at the distance 30°0 of Neptune, »’ the same 
atthe distance 0-4 of Mercury, we have for a homogeneous 
nebula 

vf zy! == (-4)3: (30°0)% = 1: 422000 

hearly. If 4 increases toward the center this proportion would 
be diminished ; but still we see that ¥ decreases toward the inte- 

or. The formula (36) can therefore only express the principal 
Part of the law; how (36) has to be amended in order to take 

; On the Density, Rotation and relative Age of the Planets. This Journal, 1864, 2), zxxvii, 36. 
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the variation of » into account has to be separately investig 
Before we attempt this we will compare (36) with observ 

ut by 
a,—=a+ 7.7%, 26 > tn a ee (38) 

and it remains to be seen whether this additional constant 
be accounted for by the variation of » (37). Before we i 
gate this, we will see how far (38) represents observation. 

Ve see that it is almost the same as the law of Tits? 
while in the latter ¢ is @ mere indez, it is in (88) a variable, t 
great independent variable of mechanics, time or age! 
(38) deviates from Titius in the case of Mercury. Adap 
constants of Bode to (38), it becomes | 

G44 (15) 2 4 tite (39) 
Representing by a the actual distance, we have, for com 

son with observation, 
; Distance 

Planet. age,t. cale. ay. obs. 4 
Mercury, 2 e = 55 38°7 
vein eS 3 70 92°3 
Ear : é : a 2 100 100°0 
Mars, Shore tee oe a 160 152°4 
Asteroids @-(@,  - 3 4 280. 262°3° 

‘Jupiter, - - a ek ot 520 5203 
Saturn, a 1000 953°9 
ranus - s PR a 1960 1918°2 

Neptune - « 8 3880 3003°6 

: i 
eee 

found ieulated from the table in Smithsonian Report for 1861; pad 
to (56 he following interesting fact: mean distance of (1) to (31) pre 
petite De of (57) to (72)=2 752, showing that in general the of the group of asteroids have been later discovered. - 
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of its mass, the latter on account of its high age (see this Jour- 
f nal, vol. xxxvii, p. 41). Before the precise influence of resist- 

ance was known, these deviations were considered sufficient cause 
to reject the law of Titius-Bode; but now these very deviations 
have become essential supports of the truth of that law. 

Another and better test of our Jaw (38), and of the constants 
of Bode (89), is obtained by directly solving (89) for the age ¢ 

log (a;— 40) — log 15 
Se ee gl ~ ».» » (40) 

and seeing how far ¢ is given by the series 0, 1,2... We thus find 
Planet. Age. too small. 

ie cue) oe om 1066 enus, - - - - - i spec 

Marthe 2. 2 pads 2adic cepogeb 0000 
Mars, - - - - - 2:9056 +094 
Asteroids @-@,-  - -  3'890 +11 

Siam eae tesa aturn, - : = “ . G 

| Uranas, - =< 234 Seas 4-031 
‘ Neptune, - = - 76230 +377 

From this table we see that the age of the planets above that 
of Mercury is as the series of natural numbers, the deviations not 
only being but small, but just such as influence of the mass wou 
make them. This may be easily proved by the formula con- 
tained in the article on the age of the planets before referred to. 

If the present age of Mercury be m, then the age of the inte- 

ror planets will be to that of the exterior ones as m+ r is to 
26° : : 

m+ —, or as 2m +8 to2m+18. We found this ratio as 1 to 

8 (this Journal, vol. xxxvii, p. 48); if true it would follow that 
™=1, or the total age of any planet would be t+ 1, the unit being 
the age of Mercury. cae 
After having seen that (38), the modified form of (36), is ap- 

Plicable to the planetary distances, we will demonstrate that this 
modification is consistent with the signification of 4, the time. 

If the resistance R be proportional to the velocity v, or 
~ ote 1a RS ww 4 ee 

we have the tangential force (this Journal, vol. xxxvii, p. 40) 

dé 
: d (#5) dé 

EN atl Resi==75, + + (42) 
| r | 
Where r is the radius vector, and @ the anomaly; but Kepler's 
Second law gives : 

40 _jengla 
ate eee a Ae r2 noo: f (43) 
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so that (43) becomes is Be 
1 
- fat re] we Op ng” 8. ee eee (44) ie 

giving for » constant, 

é=C.: “Vere eo. ke 
or, since by Kepler’s third law, c?=axy, 

= Snr 271, 

above. ei 
Instead of solving the problem directly, we may indirectlyt 

to find how » must vary that (86) may become (88), i. @ 0 
a constant term to (46). In other words, C instead of being 
stant must be considered a function oft, i. e. (44) must be 

1fde 
lat|= pli); 9 <. 6 eae (47) 

so that the resistance now becomes, see (42), 
‘ yee ao, O89 

elas ee: Sal) 

instead of (41), where cos 7 = soi and ds is the element of 

orbit. The function g(t) can now, by the method of the ¥ 
tion of the arbitrary constants, be so determined that (46) 
coincides with (38). Since r is a function of ¢, we may ™ ) 

Har git » So 6 eee ee 

hence (47) becomes Dans dk 

of rc=s (0). a te.) ae ee Se 

Taking the complete differential of (45), i.e. also conside 
C variable, substituting in (50) and reducing by (45), we ¢ 
for the determination of C 

ig Sf aa ee 
This gives, by making K an arbitrary constant, 

Oh Gere fe ae 
which, substituted in (46), gives, . 

ox ok 4.fe"'f).diy 8 
This should be identical with (88), i.e. (remembering 

here is counted from the most distant, in (88) from the 
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Sg 
ae Equating (53) and (54), and solving for /(é), we find, 
. 
| 4 A) =e ; Uae 

or, by (54), Ayare |e. ae area 
But Kepler’s third law gives u=a.v? (this Journal, vol. 

XXXvii, p. 38, note); hence 
. (87) SD) ABS ee aut B 

consequently, by (49), and a being now the same again, 

Re OR em eee ee 

or (48), cos 7 being almost equal to one, the orbit being nearly 

circular, -Revvo(1s-) oe. 6. 5 (50) 

Thus we see that (36) becomes (38) if the resistance R, instead 
_ of being simply proportional to the velocity (41), is varying ac- 
_ cording to (59), which may be comprehended in (41) by taking. 

__ the factor » to decrease from »(a= x) to 0(a=«) according to 

y’—Yy ] — ‘) . . . . . . * (60) 
a 

: _ This variation of the coefficient of resistance is conformable to 
_ (87), since 4, according to (16) (then 9), increases as a decreases. 

—2y; 
‘The law. a=a+8.e =a+8.7' 

_ 48, therefore, but an amplification of 
: —2Qyt 

apes Sit 

4 

i 

‘ 

§ 
= 

equal intervals of time; or the consecutive planets were abandon 
_ equal intervals of time. 
_ There remain yet two remarkable consequences to be drawn 

from this exponential law of the planetary distances. If in (88) 

413 sufficiently great (i. e. the corresponding planet far from the 

_ Center) to make the first term insignificant as compared to the 

_ Second, we have approximatively 

:  @sp.7, 

4 hence afti= B.yt*}, 
E AM Jour, Scr—secoxp Sertes, Vor. XXXIX, No. 116.—Marcu, 1865, 

20 
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consequently “a —- ee 
t 

or for the most distant planets their distances approach to a 
geometrical series whose quotient is the basey. But this law) 
again in part be interfered with on account of the action 
sistance on the completed system, which, on account 
higher age, has drawn the most distant planets compara 
nearer to the sun than the less distant ones, so as to dimant 
above quotient 7. 

gain, if ¢ is sufficiently small—or the planet sufficient! 
the center—the exponential series contained in (38) 8 
convergent, so that perhaps the approximation may be su 
if only the term of the first order is taken, so that (88) bet 
A and B representing constants, ; 

: Qc A+B. bo oe oe ee (6 

hence a4, = A+B(t+1), 

hig => ALB. (t+-2), etc. 

ee) Oy — 8,89 841 =B, a 

i.e. the innermost planets have a tendency to become equidist 
) 

Saturn to Jupiter as 1°85 to 1. 

Uranus “ Saturn _ SO tk 

Neptune “ Uranus x 157% 8 
For Saturn—Jupiter this proportion is still less than 7 = 
because Jupiter both on account of its age and mass has 

ratio is almost equal to 7 = 2, while for Neptune- ran 
less again, on account of the higher age of the first. _ 

Distance. Difference 
ars, - - - 152°4 524 

Bante hs 2 a 1008 26°7 
Venus, “ is - - 723 33°6 
Mercury, Bette - 3 8°7 

We see how Mars, Earth and Venus follow Bode’s law 
for one-half of 52°4 is 26-2, or very nearly 26°7—but th 
between Venus and Mercury is 33°6 instead of 4 of 267 

is difference might be considere consequence 
but we know that it is principally due to the sma® 
Mercury. 

ae 

[To be concluded.} 
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a y . 

Arr. XIX.—Periodic action of Water ; by Louis NicKERSON, 

‘IN reading, some weeks ago, the article by Prof.-Loomis, on 
the vibrations of water flowing over a dam, I was somewhat 
surprised at the idea of deriving the peculiar motion from a for- 
eign source, as a column of air; surprised, because, however 
much the air might effect, by reaction, after the action had com- 
menced, the perturbations of a liquid, in whatever state of mo- 
tion it may exist, have always been so connected with periodic 
action as to have given use to the name of its most common at- 
tribute “the wave,” as the characteristic title ‘of nearly all 

periodic action. Without an attempt to discuss the question 
with the distinguished gentleman engaged, I shall endeavor to 
point out the manner in which the vibrations may be considered 
simply as the result of a: wave peculiarly cireumstanced. _ 

I was sitting one day upon the bank of a large river in the 
est. " Before me was a strong ripple, supposed by the people 

around to have been caused by the lodgment of snags upon the 
bottom. The sound from it was much louder than the roar of 

Wwaten, position was just upon the middle of an are, which 

alate “caving in” of the bank had indented, each point of the 

are running past the average bank of the river toward the 
enter. T e 

oO g i=] 
wet 

oh a 
Jt 
= Loe | ° 4 6B ° FR aa o O° ct ° Q og © 4 et °o = rs) * Qu oe > a) ==] Cnn ae & = Ss r= Qs i=} "2 

hat the lower current rr regains its ascende driv- 

a Ns back to be again cl 

ea eee o's 
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Afterward, I watched this place for hours at a time, unlor 
tunately without timing, but yet with so distinct and definite’ 

I take it to be thus: a 
Ist. That a certain quantity of water arrives at the pool, and ‘ 

obvious. 
3d. That the decrement of velocity, and corresponding ince 

ment of section, is greater at a point nearly under the point of 
greatest depression of the curve of amplitude. 

4th. That outside of this stream the pool is made up of walét 
In a state of slow motion, at rest, or even in some cases of te 

k 

its changes, For this we take the formulx of permanent 
which, though not exact, is sufficiently characteristic, a8 from Weisbach, 

when 
: 

‘ 1 = distance between a and 4%: sin @ = slope of original stream) a = depth of dam or known er P = whetted perimeter, ; E _ al = transverse section, Z = coefficient of resistance, v = velocity, g@ == $22, ora gravitation. 

The form of this curve is represented in the works of alm ie 
all hydraulic authors, and its equation shows it to be meee _tetic to the original surface. It is easily seen above eet 
sin.« of the original surface becomes equal to 2— 39 and the : 

ae: : : fore-equal to sin a’ of a transverse section of the pool ; a—a,0 
¢ 

@ 
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2 

or the pool is simply a continuation of the stream, and if = 

becomes equial to =, or the height due to velocity becomes equal 

to one-half the depth, both of the original stream, then a-a,=%, 
acase which we shall examine more hereafter. We know that 

through walls of partly quiescent water, not only that of the 

ead angles, but also of superi itio 
D'Aubinson, “ moreover, the water of flowage seem. only to 

eser have observed, at a distance of 3884 feet from the dam, 
98 the velocity of the surface was nearly insensible, whilst that 
at the bo of ” 

Sure, some of the slower water must be dragged along in the 
_ Course of the faster, in quantity and force varying as the differ- 
ence of lateral pressure. We must remember that as in the end 

Teceived from the upper end, i.e., the water of the current, there 

7st then, be a parodia lull until the deficiency caused by this 

ryt h reese he velocity may become less ght readily appear that, as the velocity May ve" 
from the hicsbe of sh. stream to the Baiaide this might occur 

\ 



s 

departure, attains its own proper regimen. Bt 
ou will notice that this reasoning requires that there should 

be a rise and fall of the surface of the curve of amplitude I 
ve seen no such rise myself, nor been able to obtain 4 

existence appear to me too plain to be disputed. It must} 
necessity be extremely small,—too small perhaps for observati 

For the formula h = when applied to a 4 foot velocity gives 

us h = 0-25, and a velocity of 4:3 yields for h only h= 0263, 
By which we see that a rise which would only add a quantil 
= 0018 to the depth would increase the velocity full 7%. 

tendency to increase. Partly it assists, partly deadens. 
Again let us recur to our formula. Although made by W 

. g Ly 
_ We see that sin « is the measure of the slope of the original: 

. 
‘. i 

— "ab 2g of the resistances of the whetted perimeter of 

pogl, whilst the denominator marks the changes whi 
the condition of the stream. ‘To use it for our 

vie must find the value of a, for some finite point on 
€ strea ee and then placing Palen Sn infinitesiin 
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from that point, the. difference a,—a, should show the flactua- 
tion of height due to a periodic change in the discharge. Now 

2 

when sin a = ao it is also by the law of the formula =sine’ 

_ of that transverse section of which the second member shows the 
‘resistance ; therefore 

Sine = sina’, 

therefore the velocity of the pool = the velocity of the stream, 
_ and the surface line of the pool is a parallel line with the bed ; 

or @,—a,=0, therefore it is circumstanced as in the original 
stream. There is no backwater, no difference of pressure and no 

vibration. : 
sineé=Q0 | 

the surface becomes level, for there is no velocity, no flowage, 

therefore no resistance, z — =(0; again a,—a,=0; and there 

18 NO action, periodic or otherwise. ode 
So we see that there are two points at which the vibrations 

cease: namely, when the water is sufficiently high to flow ove 
the dam without much remou, as with a stream undammed, 
and with its surface a line nearly corresponding with the surface 
of the original stream; and again when the water is so low as 

_ tomake the difference between the hydrostatic and hydraulic 

_ Pressures very small. Of course these limits are much circum- 
scribed by the inertia of a large body of water which has con- 

-Stautly a tendency to absorb and soften these vibrations. The 
__ Mnost violent palpitation should then occur when 

2 ed ee? oh 
| sina =(<5,.5,) 4 | 

_m being a new quantity to be found by a knowledge of the 
Stream, 

Again, if we put 2.2 =1, or = 1 or when the height 
a 2 

° the velocity of the original stream becomes equal to one-half 
¢ depth of the same, we have 

t, tending to rise infinitely, is checked by the action of gravity, 
falls back peat ne plete stream, and tends to form a 

5 . 
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is actually formed, and the water of amplitude flows to and 
bounds from the foot of the stream. Bidone discovered 
law, and Belanger has applied to it a formula. 

The general formula which relates to this action we may 
gather from what proceeds. If 4 be the height of the remou 
just before greatest action, h—h,= height at the beginning 
the lull that succeeds. The velocities are then 

Y=, — Y, 

And the times = t= |—*2, s, and s, being spaces due to th 

two velocities combined with the time, ¢, of the vibration. Or 
the time of one vibration is equal to the time in which water falls 

perhaps another set similar to those on ordinary dams & 

tions, I am only prepared to recapitulate the foregoing exaniil 

y 
2d, The same would be true if there were no backwatel; 

the stream retained its mean velocity unretarded, obtaining ¥ 
the sine = sine’, as before, or wlfen the surface becomes pa 
with the bed; and again, should the pool be:so filled as 0 ™®” 
the bed become parallel with the surface.’ 

* After the horizontal lin ine i i which surface of a pool just on the point of running over its dam. is found, and te wa 
begins to flow over, the longitudinal outline of the surface changes from re at som! 

° 
the form or nature of the weir. i oe ee a a 
state of motion past sf civil a law for the periodic action at 
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Art. XX.—Remarks on the Carboniferous and Cretaceous Rocks of 
Eastern Kansas and Nebraska, and their relations to those of the 
adjacent States, and other localities farther eastward ; in connec- 
tion with a review of a paper recently published on this sulject by 
M. Jules Marcou,' in the Bulletin of the Geological Society of 
France: by F. B. MEEK. 

It is doubtless known to most of the readers of this Journal, 
that other explorers have long differed from Mr. Marcou,-in re- 
gard to several important points in the geology of the Western 

States and Territories. During the autumn of 1863, it seems that 

Owing it to be Carboniferous. (To this formation it had been 
Teferred by all others.)’ 

es Teconnoissance geologique du Nebraska; par M. Jules Marcou. Bulletin 

Ae France; xxi, 132-147, January, 1864. : . hich 
i is worthy of note here that Dr. Owen collected at this locality species w’ 

‘ ref i uberculalus, oductus Cora, Spirife er ger ’ 

P cata, and Orthis Umbraculum. (Report lowa, Wiscon., and Minn., 135.) The 

AM. Jour. Scr.—gzcoxp Series, Vou. XXXIX, No. 116—Marcu, 1865. 

21 
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place a slight inclination of 8° to 4° to the W.N.W. 7 
larly slight inclination of theso-called ‘ Dyassic” roc 
7° to the N.N.W., at another, 

But from these rocks Mr. Marcou collected a number © 

this, Productus Prattenianus, Productus, (undt.) ; Chone pratula nata, Spirifer (Martinia) Clannyanus, Spirifer (andt.), Tereor@ 
shell he always referred to Spirifer fasci er, is now well known to be oo ‘amard Morton, sad that which he je ee Cora, is the P. cequicostatus am 

m 
obabl The species of so-called Terebratula, mentioned by Mr. Marcou, is most and 

Athyris (or Spirigera) subtilita Hall, as that shell b known to cadet sy all other places in the same rock, while Mr. Marcou habitually ; 

__" It should be rememberod that these identifications are not given on the 
ity of Prof. Capellini, whose opinion on such a question would have been worth 
consideration. I am also gratified to see that, since this gentleman's returm roo rope, he has published a work at Bologna, in which he says that he 
Mr. Marcou in regard to the age of the rocks at this locality, 7 he saw are more like Car 
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ossiis at numerous localities in Kansas and Nebraska, as wel 
as from familiarity with collections from that and other localities 
in the immediate vicinity. For instance, he knows that Cho- 
netes mucronata Meek and Hayden, Productus Prattenianus Nor- 
wood, Spirigera subtilita Hall, Spirifer (Martinia) planoconverus 
Shumard, Spiri/er cameratus Morton, Myalina perattenuata, Pleu- 
rophorus occidentalis and Sedgwickia? concava M. & H.,* together 
with species of Aviculopecten, and one of those forms belonging to 

shell, from Kansas, sent to Mr. Salter of London for comparison, 
Within the past year, were also referred to S. Uri. 

fa, Productus Prattenianus, Productus costatus, P. Flemingu, 
Spirigera sublilita, Sptrifer planoconvexus 

cameraius are mmon and ¢ 
the oal-measures of Kansas and Nebraska, Northern Missouri 

ane d), and, especially in Kansas, Nebraska, 
and north western Missouri, with a form so nearly like Panopea 

In describ iter and Dr. H. thought the bed : . t ; , the writer and Dr. iS , bea. 
from which on retort bind D: te Pevitian: but on afterward uscertaining 

these shells are there and elsewhere associated with numerous well mar. 
Coal-measure rms, they were satisfied that it does not belong to the Permian. 
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u 

Marcou professes to be. 
The name Ancella, in Mr. Marcou’s list of Nebraska City for 

sils, is doubtless a mis-print of Aucella, there being no such name 
as Ancella known to the writer in Paleontology or recent Zoology. 

As some authors refer such forms as the so-called Monotis spelun- 

caria to Aucella, it is probably one of these, which are common 
in the Coal-measures and Permian rocks of Kansas and Ne — 
braska, to which he alludes. That he found here associated with 
all the Carboniferous fossils known to occur at this locality, the 

| 

as to readily deceive more skillful paleontologists than Mr 
be.* 

Nebraska, (referred to the Subcarboniferous by Mr. Mareou, 

that genus, would it therefore be philosophical “to refer thes? 
at Nebraska City, and the = pean ta of Illinois bee : 

upon the 
presence of this Crinoid, at Nebraska City, fall to the grou 

Mr. Marcou lays great stress upon the fact that the Cr 
found by him at Nebraska City differ entirely from the ge : 

et de 

known from our:Coal-measures, and the fragments of a number’ ; 
The type here alluded to isa avidel i thin shell ao ‘is-a: ing, edentulous, very UND Tt ih 

cated behind, and, when well. eserved cM ithe minute granules. In rer : 

ames in a work now in the press, The typical species, A llorisma oe 

asa ‘seal enn tote in the Vikeasnies At ‘eavenwortl Ol - 
nie anit Gi | in e | 

* Bee note at the end of thi p> vg same series. a 
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others have been seen, all of which differ widely from those _ 
known from the great Subcarboniferous limestones below the 
horizon of the Millstone grit. 

The next locality examined by Mr. Marcou is at the village of 
Plattesmouth, some fifty miles farther up the Missouri by an air- 
line. Here he saw another exposure of rocks, some forty-five 
to fifty feet in thickness, composed of grayish and dark eolored 
clays, 11 places streaked with red, together with a six-foot stra- 
tum of yellowish dolomitic limestone; all of which he says 
agree lithologically with the Lower Trias of France and Ger- 
many—Permian of authors, (= Dyas of him), to which horizon 
he refirs them. As these beds, however, differ somewhat in 
color and composition from those seen at Nebraska City, he 
thinks they belong to another and lower division of the so-called 
yas, which, as its name implies, consists of two divisions in 

Europe, and consequently must be expcetde to present the same 
feature in this country. 

e type specimens upon which this 6 wee — 
red fe | 

Measures of the Alleghany Mountains, Pennsylvania, under 

the name Petalodus allaplacianals (See Meek & Hayden's paper, 

eed. Acad. Sci. Philad., Jan., 1859, p. 17.) 
As already explained, the species referred by Mr. Marcou to 

Spirifer Clannyanus is the S. plano-convexus Shumard, which was 

Sriginally described from this very locality. Spirigera subtilita 
all know to be a common characteristic -measure species, 
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from Western Pennsylvania to the Rocky Mountains, and ftom 
Nebraska and New Mexico. Mr. Marcou figures it himself 
under the name Zerebratula subtilita, in his Geology of Norih 
America, even as a Mountain Limestone species, from Utah 
New Mexico. His so-called Zerebratula Mormonii, is a ia 
dedicated by him to the Latter Day Saints, from the fact that 
he first found it at their Capital City. It is worthy of note 
however, that he figures and describes it as a Mountain Lime 
stone species in the work just mentioned. So it would seem — 
this little shell, in migrating eastward, obtained a long leas 
of life, since it here turns up, according to the same authority, : 
in the so-called Dyas. The identity of the fossil is not questioned; — 
indeed the writer and Dr. Hayden long since identified he 
ranging through a great thickness of Coal-measures in Kai 
and northwestern Missouri. The notable point is, that it should — 
be in Utah a Mountain Limestone species, and here at Platte: — 

through all those yery Coal-measures in Kansas and Missou 
which Mr. Marcou refers to the Mountain Limestone. The g& 
logical position of Fusulina cylindrica, in this country has already i 
been explained. Productus longispinus, P. carbonaria and te 

D, 

Fr phiah Jasciger? by Dr. Owen, as explained in another place, 5 
i. ‘ 

was from the Plattesmouth locality. It is known to be ice : | 
where characteristic of the Coal-measures, from New Mexit0™ — 
Behrasion and from Western Pennsylvania’ to the Rocky Mout: : 
ains. ie 

The group of shells to which the name Monotis is often : 

plied in this country and England, and by some contin 

shi (though generically distinct from the Triassi¢ we 
y : d 

uppe 
nsas and Northwestern Missouri, ad by Mr. Ma 

i ES eaonitore: The names Avicula and ie a all 
oosely by paleontologists, that they may be said, as ge?” 

understood, to range ‘ita the Sieiee to “is existing seas 
Now, how any geologist, having even a limited knowledge 

American Carboniferous rocks and fossils, could regard #8 
* See Prof. Rogers’ Report Pa., ii, 838, fig. 694. 
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of forms such as those mentioned above from Plattesmouth, as 
eminently a Lower Triassic (or Dyassic) fauna, seems inconceiy- 
able, excepting upon the supposition that he labors under some 
kind of a hard mental twist or bias on the subject of determin- 
ing the age of rocks by their lithological characters. 
After disposing of the so-called Lower Dyassic rocks at Plattes- 

mouth, Mr. Marcou takes boat again, and ascends the Missouri 
some fifteen or more miles to Bellevue, north of the broad allu- 
vial valley of Platte river. Here he saw a small exposure of 
Tocks, some fifteen feet in height above the river, composed of 
whitish and yellowish limestone, and. pale blue clays, altogether 
presenting different lithological characters from the outcrops 
seen below the Platte, and according to this favorite test of his, 
belonging toa very different epoch, or in other words to the 
Subcarboniferous. 

reticulatus, P. Cora, P. punctatus, P. scabriculus, P. pustulosus, P. 
pyxidiformis, Spirijer striatus, var. triplicatus Hall, 8. Rocky-Mon- 
tanus, S. lineatus, Terebratula subtilita, T, plano-suleata, T. Royssit, 
I. Utah, Myalina, Nautilus, and spines of Archwocidaris. 

tmay be as well to add just here, that Dr. Owen gives the 
following list of fossils collected by him at this locality, viz: 
Fusulina cylindrica, Productus punctatus, P. Cora, P. costatus?, P. 

From the same outcrop, the writer has now before him (col- 
lected by Dr. Hayden) Productus costatus, or a common form 0: 

ucts Rogersii, together with the Coal-measure form usually —_— 
e- 

bratula Marcou), Zerebratula bovidens Morton, (= TZ. millipune- 
tala Hall), Spirifer Kentuckensis, S. cameratus, an Allorisma, and 
the peculiar Encrinus-like Crinoid already mention 

costa, 
first named, the are very common in our Western Coal-meas- 
MP. ieicitiatns of ides lists is P. tubulospinus of McChesney ; 
Which is scarcely distinguishable from the punctatus. At any 
Tate, it is, as remarked-by McChesney, very common in the Coal- 
measures throughout the Western States.” The same shell 

able doubt, the widely distributed Coal-measure species, P. 
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ersii of Norwood and Pratten, as it is known to occur there, and 
is figured by Mr. Marcou under the name P. scabriculus, in his — 

u, i Ww fig 
locality east of the Black Hills. .S. lineatus of Marcou’s list 8 — 
undoubtedly the same shell called S. perplera by McChesney. — 
(Trans. Chicago Acad., 1). It is common in the upper Coal — 
measures of the West, being, as McChesney correctl 

. a a, 8 = S & & > = = rg cA tees = 77) = cr 5 J Se ° % 5 bP) <j fom °) et a ® a ® =. a. i | =: 
ses 

. 
wtenslvely “the Coal-measures, particularly the upper portion, extenst ee 

distributed in the West.” Terebratula Royssii is doubtless 
Spirigera generally referred to that species in 

by Owen, 

very common in the Coal-measures of Kansas, and ranges" 

Terebratula bovidlens Morton (= T. millepunctata Hall) first 
scribed from the Coal-measures of Ohio, is a very common - 
cies in rocks of that age in the West, and unknown in any oe 5 
pens The same may also be said of Spiri/erina Kentuckenss : 

mard. : 

doubt, refer to the Coal-measures. Some few of them aoe 
appear to be common to the Coal-measures and Subearbonie 
peek or are supposed to be, but all the others are wholly ! 

own below the horizon of the Millstone grit. a 
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from St. Joseph to the Cretaceous above Bellevue, belong to one 

c 
series; while his reference of these several outerops to such 
widely different epochs, and his supposition that the beds he calls 
Mountain Limestone, form island-like masses, between those he 
tefers to the Permian or so-called Dyas, were deposited uncon- 
formably, however honestly believed by lim, may be all set down 
as purely imaginary. If 

In 1859, the writer and Dr, Hayden, who were dircetly inter- 
ested inthe Permian discovery, and naturally desired, and confi- 
dently ex pected, to find somewhere a break between the Permian 

0 point, but followed up the valleys of the streams on horse- 
back, with ae 

os examining the various beds and seams, inch by inch, collect- Ng all the fossils they could find, and carefully keeping separate 
from the different strata and seams, they completely satisfied 

~~ Sc1.—Srconp Series, Vou. XXXIX, No. 116.—Maxcu, 1865. 

22 
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linked together by their organic remains, Starting from Leaver 
worth City on the Missouri, where the same Coal-measure rocks 
which Mr. Marcou will insist belong, in Iowa, Missouri and Ilr 
nois, to the Mountain Limestone, occur characterized by such 

with, with the exception of the ubiquitous Spirigera sublilila, 
a shell that could not be distinguished from it. (See this Jour 
nal, [2], xxvii, 424, 1859; Proveed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad, 
1859, p. 8; D. 
112, &c.) 

That beds of coal occur in the lower part of the Mil es 
it in Pennsylvania, Western Virginia, portions of Kent by 
e rk i 

Mess » Hull & Green, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., Lond., Mat 7. 1. 
p. 246)—while in the western part of Arkansas a great 
ness of shale, sandstone, &c., above the conglomerate, 18 ® 

* A consi : é : : sneluded by +h. PS cs, eee Arena of these intermediate rocks were Inc’ fied 

intermedia bel, te series a 
ow. : 3 : Pi 4 Fermae ° ¢ Didi lan above, though, that it might be convenient to 
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to be barren of coal—are well known facts. But to maintain 
that the Coal-measures of Northern Missouri, Iowa and Illinois 
belong to this or any lower horizon, to say nothing of those of 
the other States mentioned, beneath which the Millstone grit is 
80 well developed, is to state a proposition the fallacy of which 
18 manifest to all who have studied these rocks with even a mod- 
erate degree of care. In the first place, the whole physical 

oal-measures of the Mississippi valley occupy precisely the 
same horizon as those of Europe. Here, as there, we have first, 

from four to five hundred feet in thickness beneath the Coal- 
measures of Southern Illinois,® thins out in a north-westerly di- 
aca so that, farther north in Illinois, in Iowa and Missouri, 

s ; 

flora alone would be sufficient to settle this question. Lesque 
eux, who was especially commissioned to study the fossil plants 

most of the Western States, containing Upper Carboniferous 

Tocks, including Illinois, says, “if we admit the generic distribu- 

t 

_. been attempted, either before or after him), all the European 
Setera, even the undefined genus Aphilebia Sternb., have repre- 

* Mr : : inois State Geographical Survey, gives 
a thi Sena “sone empire at five hundred feet, and giv 

— showing it to rest upon the upper imedes Limestone group, everywhere 

regarded as the upper member of the Subcarboniferous or Mountain Limestone 

“ies. (Trans. Acad. Sci., St. Louis, Nov. 1862, p-188.) 
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sentative species in the Coal-fields of America.” He alsoshows 
by tables in the same article, that out of a list of about 850 known 
species of our Coal-measure plants, 150, or approaching oll 
are identical with European Coal-measure species. Dr.J. 
nerey, an equally good authority in this department of ro 
tology, had previously arrived at very near!y the same conc 
sion, So a careful study of the Carboniferous flora of Ohioand 
some of the neighboring states. 

In regard to the identity of the Coal-measures of Tino, 
with the regular Coal-measures (overlying the Millstone gr) 
of Ohio, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, and other neighboring states, 
it is only necessary to again quote Lesquereux, who. has given 
especial attention to tracing out the parallelism of the subordi 
nate beds at distantly separated localities in the coal fields of the 
Middle and Western States. On this point he says, (ne 
[2], xxx, 367,) “Such is, nevertheless, the uniformity 
distribution of the strata of our coal- basins, that a vier 
in Western Illinois or Western Kentucky, or in any pa 
coal-fields in these States, will prove comparatively tenia ae : 
is with some differences in the thickness of the strata,) to any 
section made in the coal-fields of Pennsylvania or Ohio.” Now 

® This Journal, be : 
1 "The fauna of o F Coal: seittladed has not been compared with that of the 

alent rocks of Eur in the sree detail as its flora. Indeed, judging from “ lications on the Mollsks, and other invertebrate remains of the Europeat 
Measures, our r of this a si savieucr the upper members in Mir: 
— cher in iad remains tb sciat of ‘be Ol World. Another fact ts 

p 
e find Corals, Brachiopods, Crinoids, marine types of Gasteropods, 

Occurring through hundreds of feet of Coal-measure rocks in the W 
during more thin twenty years’ familiarity with the fossils of th 
ig asures, AL iter has never met with any fresh kish-ww 

rial remains, other than plants e presence of these marine remains 38 
exception, = ae rule, particularly in the upper and middle members of t em Coal-measures; they are found over wide areas, and through gre strata, ta ina paren ne ct of prese rvation that ioe og the 

un their 4 ese ce by th ley were traps 
by currents 0 or eart ves. 

- 
the limestones, * They oceur not only A: ou coal, but in 

of im le Mg : has a specimen 0) ‘om Illinois,.in which there is a very thin Aviculopeecten saci repli 
of coal was first broken open, presented almo 

k io also, numerous shark teeth _ Pr = 
Chen is ve been fo i em ed dir 

gor iar ra. [2] sa 212. erry also found, at ap Dr. 
ya (a oe shall) flattened between 

+ delicate yun see imap ae 
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this conclusion, it should be remembered, is not based upon 
structure alone, or other lithological characters, but also upon a 
careful and thoroughly scientific investigation and comparison of 

e fossil plants characterizing each bed or subordinate stratum, 
But it is not alone upon the evidence of structure, and their 

fossil flora, that the Illinois Coal-measures are known to be 
to the same horizon as the regular Coal-measures of Indiana, 
Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania, &c., for we bave also the unmis- 
takable evidence of its group of animal remains. It is true, as 
in all other formations, species sometimes occur in these rocks in 
one State that do not in another, but a miscellaneous collection 
of shells, Corals, Crinoids, Bryozoa, &c., from the Coal-measures 
of any part of Illinois, would be at once referred to that horizon 
y any person familiar with the forms characterizing rocks of 

the same age in any of the States above mentioned. Long lists 
of species might be cited to illustrate this point, but it is wholly 
unnecessary; we may remark, however, that Pleurotomaria 
spherulata, P. tabulata, Euomphalus catilloides, and Macrocheilus 
primigenius, of Conrad, which are among the most eharacteris- 
ic fossils of the Coal-measures, not only in Illinois, but in Jowa, 
Missouri, and in part in Kansas, were first descri y Mr. 
Conrad from the regwar Coal-measures of Western Pennsylvania. 

Tn relation to the Coal-measures of Illinois belonging to the 

attention to the subject know this to be the ease, and even Mr. 

and Iowa, from which it is onl y separated by the broad valley of 
denudation scooped out by the Mississippi river. Following the 
Missouri and Iowa Coal-field westward, we find that it passes 
&naterruptedly into Kansas and the southeast corner of Nebraska 
—the valley of the Missouri, owing to the northwestward incli- 

‘Ration of the strata, not going deep enough to cut it into two 
distinct fields, 

: hroughout all this area, these rocks are characterized by essen- 

y the same fauna. As in all other formations, some spectes 
re local in their geographical range, but the majority are not, 

aid, as elsewhere stated, most of them range into the Coal-meas- 

we. of Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, and some even into Pennsyl- 
Vania, while comparatively very few of them have even been 

oo of being identical with forms occurring 1n any lower 
Position, 

Bi) oes 

_ Teeks, is derived from the presence or absence of certain types 
i of Brachiopoda, it is but fate that we should not dismiss this part 
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own language. They are as follows:—‘Je suis arrivé la con 
Viction qu’ aprés les foraminiféres, les brachiopodes sont les plus 
mauvaises fossiles dont on puisse se servir comme fossiles caracté 
istiques des formations, et qu’en réalité ils ne sont meme pasdi 
tout les Leitmuschel. J’ ignore ou les zoologistes placent le 

brachiopodes, ou meme s’ils sont d’ accord entre eux sur la plate 
4 leur assigner; mais ces sont certainement des etres tresinle 
rieurs et plus bas méme dans la série que les coraux, si jen Ue 
du moins d’aprés leur utilité pour la geologie pratique.” 

This is certainly very hard on the Brachiopoda; it was bad 
enough to place them in any sense of the word below the Cont 
but to deny them the right, next to the Foraminifera, to — 
tify in regard to the age of the very rocks to which their shells 
have so largely contributed is still worse. Whatever zoologss 
may think of this view respecting the rank of the Brachiopots 

® gists and paleontologists, however, are not likely to agree withh 

That in the hands of one who first makes up his mind i 
gard to the age of a formation from its color and other fe 
ical characters, and then sets to work to interpret its foss! 

et LULa, ¢ an : & 

__ the Brachiopoda will be found of little use, and their ear 

arn ‘diseordant, is quite natural to suppose. Under other ¢ “af? 
__ Stanees, however, the result is always very different. ie 

all, the Brachiopoda have less reason to complain of Mr. * 
fou's practical, than of his theoretical dealings with the™ 

| ™ British Foss. Brach, Genl. Introduction, p. 1. 
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it will be remembered that, so far as he relied at all upon pa- 
leontological evidence, he identifies the rocks at Bellevue, with 
a particular formation in New Mexico, and both with the Moun- 
tain Limestone of Europe, almost solely upon the testimony of 
certain Brachiopoda. 

After completing his researches in the region of Bellevue, 
Mr. Marcou continued his progress up the Missouri to examine 
a sandstone formation extending along-that stream for some dis- 
tance below Sioux City, located at the mouth of Sioux River, 
In regard to the age of this formation, the readers of this Journal 
will remember that Mr. Marcou and some géologists in this coun- 
try have differed widely. In 1853, the writer and Dr. Hayden ex- 
amined it while returning from an expedition to the Bad Lands for 
Prof. Hall. ‘They found but a few badly preserved fossils in it, but 
left the locality under the impression that it was probably Cre- 
taceous, as it was immediately overlaid by rock undoubtedly of 
that age; which opinion was adopted in a paper published by 
Prof. Hall and the writer in Mem. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., 1856. 

In his Geological Map, however, of N. America, published in 
1855, (Ann. des Mines, [2], vii), Mr. Mareou had colored this. 
tock here on the east side of the Missouri, Mountain Lime- 

lying upon the Carboniferous rocks; is of the age of the New 
ndstone.”’ 

_ Butin a paper published in the Archives des Sci. Bibliothéque Uni- 
__ -verselle, June, 1858, 
(Sur later description, to the Jurassic. Being perfectly satisfied 

: 

i 

e S E © =) Q 2 oO E. = ae = = = o a = iJ ct Et. ta) rw 

Must be Cretaceous. The modern affinities of the leaves 
: showed it could not be older, and its position beneath unques- 

* 

* 



tionable Cretaceous strata, in a district where the undisturbed 
condition of all the rocks precluded the supposition that there 
might have been an overthrow, settled the question that itcould — 
not be newer. i 

Soon after Dr. Newberry’s return, a letter was received from 
Professor Heer, who was evidently deceived by the unusually 
modern affinities of the leaves (and doubtless, though ur 
consciously to himself, in some degree by the theoretical views 
of Mr. Marcou, who was then in Zurich), stating that he could 
not regard these leaves of Cretaceous age, but that they appeared 

against them as weighty an authority as Prof. Heer, they 
tinued to maintain that the rock is, nevertheless, Cretaceous. — 

After having expressed so many and such widely different 
opinions in regard to the age of this formation, we may readily) 
understand that it must have been with no ordinary degree 

5 

_ There are a few points, however, in regard to this oro 
upon which the writer cannot agree with Mr. Marcou. 1). 
first place, he (Mr. Marcou) considers it a fresh-water forma because he found in it shells of a Cyrena; (for which he P poses the name C! Nova-Mezicana, from the supposition 4° AMentical with a species found by him in New Mexico). | h - undoubtedly the Cyrena arenaria of Meek & Hayden,’ ¥ Was long since described from the same locality and positio® nee there, however, by no means proves this to be ‘irecllf 

Aeposit, since the writer and Dr. Hayden found - | 
it as a Cyprina, from imperfect specimens, but geuus Cyrene yprina, pe pe 

= 
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associated with it casts of an Amincea (= Pectunculus), figured and 
described by Hall and Meek in the Memoirs Am. Acad. Arts. 
and Sci. Dr. Hayden and the writer have also described from 
there a Mactra, under the name M. Siouxensis, and a Pharella. 

not referring it to the oldest Cretaceous, and in placing it ona 

the oldest Cretaceous of Europe. By looking at our paper 
‘published in the Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., Dec., 1861, 
_ page 418, it will be seen that we there refer this rock to the 
a of the Gray Chalk of English geologists. It will also 

seen there, and in our other papers, that we have, almost 
a the first, maintained that this formation is the exact equiv- 

alent of the leaf-bearing beds on Raritan River, New Jersey, 
oe the inferior member of the Cretaceous rocks of that 

Mr. Marcou also has some remarks on the question of the par- 
allelism of this sandstone and the overlying Jnoceramus beds, 

With the upper part of his Pyramid Mountain section in New 
Mexico e have not: the space to enter upon the discussion of 

here, nor is it necessary. The able review of this 
n 

ogy of Texas, place this question in so clear a light that 
bly no one but Mr. Marcou has any doubts on the subject. 

Note on a new Crinoid, referred to on page 164.--Since the Te- 
— Mnarks on page 164 were in type, Mr. Worthen has sent me speci- 

series of true subradial pieces ; while it differs from the struce 
(Mire (at least the normal) of Ancrinus, in having but two primary 

; » Instead of three, in each ray. “uropean specimen 
Ax. Jour. Sct.—Szconp Serrzs, Vou. XXXIX, No. 116.—Manrcu, 1868, 

23 
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of Encrinus in the private collection of Smithson, deposited at 
the Smithsonian Institution, shows five very minute pieces with 

“jn those generally considered the basal plates. If these minute 
poe were developed so as to assume the character of tne | 

asal plates, then those generally regarded as such would becom — 
subradials, as in our Crinoid. As this, however, seems never to — 

have beén the case in true Encrinus, it is reasonable to infer tha 
our Carboniferous form presents other differences entitling it) 

rank as the type of a distinct genus, The genus may be name | 

and characterized as follows: 
Erisocrinus, Meek & Worthen. Basal plates 5; subradials 

5; radials 2x5; anal and interradial pieces none, Column 

and arms unknown. We know the following species:— a 

1. E. typus M. & W.—Body, below the summit of the first 

radial pieces, basin-shaped, rounded below, and subpentagonal ; 
in outline above; composed of thick, smooth, scarcely conve’ 
plates; breadth 0°60 inch, height 0:24 inch. Basal pieces smal : 

about half hidden by the column; subradials three times 8 

large as the basal pieces, equally hexagonal ; first radial pieces | 

much larger, of equal size and form, being all wider than long, j 

ally deeper, in consequence of the larger size se ath, 06d; 

eight to top of first radials, 0°35 inch.—From the Coal-measies 
Bellevue, Nebraska. ~ 

Art. XXTI.—Analysis of a Carbonate of Lime and Mangn (Spartaite of Breithaupt,) from Sterling, Sussex wove ark 
ersey; by S. W. TyLer, A.B. Communicated, with rema™ 
y C. U. SHEparp, 

_ this College) with very fresh specimens of this mineral, OF 

analy during his residence at the Géttingen Laboratory’ is 

: pcs forwarded to me, under date of Nov. 10th, ae 
= has obtqined and be 

. Br. =2-815. Before the blowpipe, decrepitates ©. 
black without fusing. . With sale and microonemie 

toe. well- nown reaction of manganese. Not in Cl 

nee acid, but dissolves easily with effervescence 
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Analysis gives, 
nO; . = 3 : 13°79 

Ca O, ‘ : ; 43°65 }as 1:4:5, 
O?, . os ° ° 42°01 

which leads to (1Mn O0+2CaO) CO? as the formula of the 
species. 

Calculated, Obtained. 

Mn O, Rey! ig | eae . 13°79 

4Ca O, 43°49 , 43°65 
ak. nik (RE Ra ee ne ae 

100°00 99°45” 

This is the same mineral as that referred to by Rammelsberg, 
pee 209 of his Handbuch der Mineralchemie, as analyzed by 

enzsch and Richter with the following results: 

By Jenzsch. By Richter. 

Carbonic acid, ‘ 40°97 . . 44:04 

i jie oe OS eae eee 
Maptiesia, 600 9 0" OOF See ae 
Protox. ir 0°38 "13 

Proiox. manganese, +. je } 
Oxyd of zinc, . 5 OR. : ere 

; * 0°32 eS 

98°35 100°30 

Rammelsberg gives the following as an approximative formula, 
based on the foregoing: i 

oCad+ ye tO. 

Regarding the magnesia, iron and zinc as accidental, I have 

only to add, respecting the species, that in color it is generally a 

very pale reddish white, and where associated with dysluite and 
Jeffersonite (hedenbergite) of a bluish gray tint, sometimes (from 

Partial decomposition) yellowish or reddish brown. It cleaves 

with facility; and the rhombohedrons thus obtained afford, both 

by the common and the reflective goniometer, angles rather 
over than under 106°. ‘The planes are striated parallel to their 

‘onger diagonals. With borax before the blowpipe the character- 

istic manganese reaction is speedily produced. 
, rhis mineral had for years been recognized in my cabinet asa 

double carbonate of lime and manganese, and called by me cal- 

ame isso nearly s mous with Spartalite, (given in 1852 
Sy Brooke and Miller, to the red oxyd rf zinc), I would suggest 

_ Me substitution of calcimangite for it, as an appellation that may 

__ Stve to prevent confusion, the more especially as the two mine 

a tals occur together, 
oe Amherst College, Dec. 14, 1864. 
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Art. XXII.— Contributions to the Chemistry of Natural Water 
by T. Sterry Hunt, A.M., F.R.S. : 

Ir is proposed to divide this essay into three parts, in the fit 
of which will be considered some general principles which mus — 
orm the basis of a correct chemical history of natural water — 
The second part will embrace a series of chemical analyses of — 
mineral waters from the Paleozoic rocks of the Champlain and — 
St. Lawrence basins, together with some river-waters; and the — 
third part will consist chiefly of deductions and generalizations 
from these analyses. 4 

I, he 
Costexts or Srcrioxs.—1, atmospheric waters; 2, 3, results of vegetable decay : 

4-7, action on rocky sediments ; 8, action on iron-oxyd ; 9, solution of alumina; : 
10, reduction of sulphates ; 11, kaolinization; 12, deeay of silicates; ei 
of carbonate of soda; 14, Bischof’s view rejected ; 15, 16, porosity, of ee 
and their contained saline waters; 17, saliferous strata; 18, action 0 Wi. 

soda on saline waters; 19, origin of sulphate of magnesia; 20, 2)® 
J 

en 2 eg 
ate of magnesia, and dolomite; 28, waters from oxydized sulphurets ; pte 
of free sulphuric and chlorhydric acids; 20, of sulphhydric and bori¢ acis, 
31. of carbonic acid gas; 32, i 
mineral waters. 

are 50 
of peat 
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coal. See, on this point, the analyses by Vohl of peat, peat-moss, 
and the soluble matters set free during its decay. Ann, der 
Chem. und Pharm., cix, 185, cited in Rép. Chim. Appliquée, i, 289. 
Also Liebig, analysis of bog-water; Letlers on Modern Agricul- 
ture, p. 44; and, in the second part of this paper, the analysis of 
the waters of the Ottawa river. 

the same time, an important change is effected in the 
gaseous contents of the atmospheric waters. The oxygen 
which they hold in solution is absorbed by the decaying organic 
matter, and replaced by carbonic acid, while any nitrates or 
nitrites which may be present are by the same means reduced to 
the state of ammonia (Kuhlmann). By thus losing oxygen, and 
taking up a readily oxydizable organic matter, these waters be- 
come reducing instead of oxydizing media in their farther 

gress, 
§ 4. We have thus far considered the precipitated atmospherie 

Waters as remaining at the earth’s surface, but a great portion of 
thetn sooner or Jater in their course come upon permeable strata 
by which they are absorbed, and in their subterranean circula- 
tion undergo important changes. The effect of ordinary argil- 

ous strata destitute of neutral soluble salts may be first ex- 
amined, Between such sedimentary strata and the waters 
charged with organic and mineral matters from decaying vege- 
tation, there are important reactions. The composition of these 
waters is peculiar. ‘hey contain, relatively to the sodium, 

a large amount of potassium salts, besides notable quantities of 
silica and phosphates, in addition to the dissolved organic mat- 
ters and the earthy carbonates, and in some cases ammoniacal 
salts and nitrates or nitrites, The sulphuric acid and chlorine 

Billaceous sedime hey part with their potash, ammonia, sil- 

ea, and phosphoric acid and organic matter, which remain in 

ange, Se equivalent of lime or soda being given up for the 

ch arg Tt follows from these reactions that the surface-waters 

ged with the products of vegetable decay, after a been 

Sught in contact with argillaceous sediments, retain little else 

~ 
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than sulphates, chlorids, or carbonates of soda, lime and mag 
nesia. In this way the mineral matters required for the growth — 
of plants, and by them removed from the soil, are again restored 

to it; and from this reaction results the small proportion of 
potash salts in the waters of ordinary springs and wells as com — 
pared with river-waters. From the waters of rivers, lakes, and 
seas, aquatic plants again take up the dissolved potash, pho} — 
phates, and silica; and the subsequent decay of these plants | 
contact with the ooze of the bottom, or on the shores, againIe 
stores these elements to the earth. See a remarkable essay by 
Forchhammer, on the composition of fucoids, and their gedlog 

nor absolute. It would appear, on the contrary, that there takes 
place a partial exchange or a partition of bases according © 
their respective affinities. Thus the normal chabazite 1m pr 
ence of a solution of chlorid of sodium one a large 

Proportions of ammonia and potash in natural waters are d 
Small, when compared with the amounts of lime 4 pet 

_ existing in the form of hydro-silicates in the soil, the rnonis 
: affinities is an almost complete elimination. of the ammr" a 

me That the replacement of one base by another ss of Di 

1g, Dehérain and others, who have observed that a sol al : 
Sypsum removes from soils a certain amount of Powe tg 

_ whieh was insoluble in : i 20 
aay’ sli aa: 1 pure water. In this way gyPs® 

pa te ae portions of sulphate of soda, and perbap 

bike of magnesia, from silicates. 
This Journal, [2] xxviii, 72. 
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It is not certain that all the above reactions observed for 
chabazite are applicable without modification to the double hy- 
dro-aluminous silicates of sedimentary strata. Were such the 
case, important changes might, in certain conditions, be effected 
in the composition of saline waters. Thus, in presence of a great 
amount of a hydrous silicate of lime and alumina, solutions of 
chlorid of sodium might acquire a considerable amount of 
chlorid of calcium; but it is probable that these reactions, how- 
ever important they may be in relation to the soil, and to sur- 
face-waters with their feeble saline impregnation, have at present 
but little influence on the composition of the stronger saline 
waters, It is, however, not impossible that the action of the 
ancient sea-waters, holding a large amount of chlorid of calcium, , 
upon the hydrated and half-decomposed feldspars which consti- 
tuted the clays of the period, may have given rise to those double 
silicates which formed the lime-soda feldspars so abundant in the 

rador series. : 

phenomena intervenes, which are due to the deoxydizing power 

resent j . ee ‘ 

P 89. i: small quantities wit onal 

certain conditions, dissolved by waters holding organic acids. 
The existence of pi otite, a native compound of alumina with 

®0 organic acid, and the occasional association of gibbsite with 

2 Geology of Canada, p. 512. 

» 
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limonite point to such a reaction. That it is not more abundant 
in solution, is due to the fact that, unlike most other metallic — 

om 
bination with silica. The formation of bauxite, a mixture df — 
hydrate of alumina with variable proportions of hydrous per | 
oxyd of iron, which forms extensive beds in the Tertiary sedi | 
ments of the great Mediterranean basin, indicates a solution of 
alumina on a grand scale, and perhaps owes its origin to thede 
composition of solutions of native alum by alkaline or earthy | 
carbonates. Emery, a crystalline anhydrous form of alumina, — 
has doubtless been formed in a similar manner. See this Journal, — 

, [2] xxxii, 287. The existence in many localities of an insoluble | 
sub-sulphate of alumina, websterite, in layers and concretionary — 
masses in Tertiary clays, evidently points to such a proces 
Compounds consisting chiefly of hydrated alumina are frequently 
found in fissures of the chalk in England. On the absenee of 4 
free hydrated alumina from soils, see Muller, cited in this Jour — 
nal, [2] xxxv, 292. 4 

ous waters, whether of subterranean springs, or of tropical sé 
marshes and lagoons. ‘he reaction between the'sulphurets thus 
formed and the salts or oxyds of iron, copper and similar me 
a may be ; 

from se 
lumi ulphuret of iron, and the alkali as 4 double 
uminous silicate. eo 

f surface 
a 

4 

] 

. We have thus far considered the composition 0 och waters as modified by the decay of vegetation, or by the pee 
tween the matters derived from this source and the per™ thus sediments. Not less important, however, than the elements 

3 
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removed by substitution from sedimentary strata are those 
_ which are liberated by the slow decomposition of the minerals 

composing these sediments. 
t has long been known that in the transformation of a feld- 

spar into kaolin the double silicate of alumina and alkali takes 
up a portion of water, and is resolved into a hydrous silicate of 
umina; while the alkali, together with a definite portion of 

silica, is separated in a soluble state. The feldspar, an anhydrous 
double salt formed at an elevated temperature, has a tendency 
under certain conditions to combine at a lower temperature with 
a portion of water, and break up into two simpler silicates. 
aubrée has moreover shown that when kaolin is exposed toa 

heat of 400° C. in presence of a soluble silicate of potash the 

ftom the surface. ‘This chemical alteration, according to Four- 
net, is always preceded by a mechanical change of the feldspar, 
which first becomes opaque and friable, and is thus rendered per- 
meable to water. He conceives this alteration to be molecular 
and to be connected with the passage of the silicate into a dimor- 
phous or allotropic condition.’ 
§ 12. The researches of Ebelman in the alterations of various 

Tocks and minerals have thrown considerable light on the rela- 
Kons of sediments and natural waters.’ From the analyses of 
basaltic and similar rocks, which include silicates of lime, mag- 

dec : 

moved, together with a large proportion of silica. It was 
nd moreover that in the case of a rock a parently com 

of labradorite and pyroxene, the removal of the lime and mag- 
isla from the decomposed portion was much more complete 

than that of the alkalies; showing thus the comparatively greater 
ability of the feldspathic element. The decomposition of the 

the final result approxi ilicate of alumina, or ximates to a hydrous silicate | ‘ 

clay. This aa. eecanaienita of silicates of protoxyd-bases 

*ppears to be due to the action of carbonic acid, which, remov- 
* 

o: " 

Ann. de Chimie, [2], Iv, 295. « Ebelman, Recueil des Travaux, ii, 1-79, 
y *%. Jot Bei. —seconp Series, Vou. XXXIX, No. 116.—Mancu, 1865. 
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i 
a 

ing the lime and magnesia as carbonates, liberates the silica ina 
soluble form; while the iron and manganese, passing toa ste 
of higher oxydation, remain behind, unless the action of organit — 
matters intervenes to give them solubility. Me 
§ 18. It is to be remarked that, apart from the peculiar and 

complete decomposition resulting in the production of kaolin,t0 
which orthoclase, oligoclase, and some other feldspathides, a 
leucite, beryl, and perhaps also the scapolites and albite are oe 
casionally subject, orthoclase is less liable to change than the 
soda-feldspars, albite, oligoclase and labradorite. Weathered sit 
faces of these become covered with a thin, soft, white and 
opaque crust, from decomposition, while the surfaces of ortho 
clase under similar conditions still preserve their hardness and 
translucency. The decomposition of feldspathides, and othe 
aluminous double silicates, whether rapid and complete, or slow : 
and partial, apparently yields the same results. A gradual pro 
cess of this kind is constantly going on in the feldspathic mi 
ters which form a large proportion of the mechanical sediments : 

of all formations; and in deeply buried strata is not impro ie 
accelerated by the elevation of temperature. The soluble alka 
line silicate resulting from this process is in most cases cece 

ed by carbonates of lime and magnesia in the sediments, gi 
ing rise to silicates of these bases, (which are for the gree 

im rare cases does potash appear in large proportion among the 

at 
bit EF i 

ee if 

agent in decom posing feldspathic minerals.” The solvent ach 

oid waters charged with carbonic acid is undoubted, as shoN 
arious experimenters, especially by the 

- this acid is not ilictige cteasit fer abee quantities required. 
Proportion of it in atmospheric waters is so inadequate © ihe 

mes necessary to suppose some subterranean sot of natro 
gas, which.is by no means a constant accompaniment 
spr id is observ’ Prings. A copious evolution of carbonic aci oo 

* Bischof, Chem. Geol., i, 181. © This Journal, (24 iy 
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the vicinity of the lake of Laach, where the alkaline waters 
studied by Bischof occur.’ The same thing is met with in many 
other localities of such springs, among which may be mentioned 
the region around Saratoga, where saline waters containing car- 
bonate of soda, and highly charged with carbonic acid, rise in 
abundance from the Lower Silurian strata; but farther. north- 

well to recall the solvent power of pure water on alkaliferous 
silicates, as shown more especially by Bunsen, and also by 

mesotype, comparatively Jarge amounts both of silica and alka- 
lies, (Damour, Ann. Chem. et Phys., [8], xix, 481. 

strata, both in the solid state and in aqueous solution, and for 

the most part of marine origin. In order to form some concep- 
tion of the amount of saline matters which may be contained in 
‘dissolved state in the rocky strata of the earth, we have made 
humerous experiments to determine the porosity of various 

ks; some few of the results of which may here be noticed, 

Fragments of the rocks were dried at a heat of 150° to 200° F., 

inacurrent of dry air until they ceased to lose weight. They 
were then soaked in distilled water, and kept under it for many 
hours beneath an exhausted receiver. When thus saturated 

they were wiped from adhering water, and weighed; first in air 
to determine the augmentation of weight from absorption, a 

Poted ; specimens .... 226—2-71 dam formation, (sandstone) z . oT. 6-94—9 35 
= e - an Caleiferous “ (eryst, dolomite) : g far eee 

Chazy “  (argill. limestone) Te ng Sob toed 
Trenton “ (gray crys. “ cia et ee 0 32 

3 “(black impalp. “ ) Aaa . re el 0 
Bidens Ri “(black shal gigs 3 ane ® 4 

tee ver bed ACEOUS SNAICC} eee ee FN ee et Le aut at ale ase nn Rate ape Bog eemeieear atte 
tap “  (eryst. dolomite) ee Vien aot ee 
‘agara “(impalpable “ ) ee pe dated 

7 Bischof, Lehrbuch, i, 857-368. 
/ : 
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The above data might be much more extended, but sufficient 
have been given to show the porosity of the principal Paleozie 
rocks of the basin.* we 

- $16. If we take from the Potsdam sandstone the mean of the 
first three trials, giving 2°50 per cent for the volume of water 
which it is capable of holding in its pores, we find that a thickness” 
of 100 feet of it would contain in every square mile, in round pum 
bers, 76,000,000 cubic feet of water; an amount which would 
supply a cubic foot (over seven gallons) a minute for more than 
thirteen years. The observed thickness of the Potsdam sand 

gradually replace these saline waters, which ina mix and | 
ted state appear as mineral springs. These saline solutions 

$17. But besides the saline matters thus disseminated in# 
dissolved state in ordinary sedimentary rocks, there are ae 
volumes of saliferous strata, properly so-called, charged bigot 
results of the evaporation of ancient sea-basins. “ng 
enclose not only gypsum and rock-salt, but in some 
large quantities of the double chlorid of potassium te 
Slum, -carnallite; and in others sulphate of soda, supe magnesia, and complex sulphates like blddite and polynanie 
Besides these crystalline salts, the mother-liquors containing” 

* A great many similar determinations will be found in 4 a bo Stones Ve teb falter : “by Barry, Dela Beche and * See also Delese. Bull. Soe. Geol 2] ois 64 
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more soluble and uncrystallizable compounds, may also be sup: 
od to impregnate, in some cases, the sediments of these salif: 

erous formations. ‘The conditions under which these various 
ts are deposited from sea-water, and their relations to the com- 

periments on the mutual action of the waters of these two 
classes.° When a dilute solution of bicarbonate of soda is grad- 
ually added to a solution which, like sea-water, contains® besides 
chlorid of sodium, the chlorids and sulphates of calcium and 
magnesium, the greater part of the lime separates as carbonate, 
carrying down with it only from one to th ree-hundredths of car-. 

hate of magnesia; a portion of lime however remaining in 
Solution as bicarbonate. When the chlorid of caleium is wholly 

posed, the magnesian salt is attacked in its turn, and there 
finally results a solution in whith the whole of the earthly 
chiorids are replaced by chlorid of sodium. A farther addition 
of the solution of carbonate of soda gives them the character of 
alkaline-saline waters; which moreover contain abundance o 
earthy carbonates, 

€ substitution of neutral carbonate for bicarbonate of soda 
In the above experiment does not affect the result, except in 
*ausing a somewhat larger proportion of magnesia to be thrown 
down with the carbonate of lime. The resulting liquid still re- 
tains large quantities of earthy carbonates in solution.” 

In i i 

* This Journal, [2], xxviii, 170. 
* Geol. Survey be hana Report, 1853-56, p. 468. 
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nesia predominates. This salt also effloresces abundantly ina 
nearly pure form upon certain Jimestones, and is in some cases — 
due to the action of sulphates from decomposing pyrites po — 
magnesian carbonate or silicate. In by far the greater number — 
of cases, however, its appearance is unconnected with any such — 
process; and is, according to Mitscherlich, due to a reaction be — 
tween dolomite and dissolved gypsum. + 
§ 20. In support of this view, it was found by the chemist — 

just named that when a solution of sulphate of lime was male — 
to filter for some time through pulverized magnesian limestone 
it was decomposed with the formation of carbonate of lime and 2 
sulphate of magnesia. This reaction I have been unable tover | 
ify. A solution of gypsum in distilled water was made toper | 
colate slowly through a column of several inches of finely 
powered dolomite; and after ten filtrations, occupying as many 
ays, no perceptible amount of sulphate of magnesia had bet | 

formed. Solutions of gypsum were then digested for maly — 
months with pulverized dolomite, and also with crystalline — 
bonate of magnesia, but with similar negative results; nor 
the substitution of a solution of chlorid of calcium lead tole | 
formation of any soluble magnesian salt. Solutions of gypsi 
were then impregnated with carbonic acid, and allowed api 
in contact with pulverized dolomite and with magnesite 8™ — 
fore, during six months of the warm season, when only If — 
preciable traces of magnesia were taken into solution. 
experiments show that no decomposition of dissolved gyps™™ 
effected by native carbonate of magnesia or by the double ak 
bonate of lime and magnesia at ordinary temperatures. a 

21. I find however that hydrated carbonate of magne! 

readily completely decomposes a solution of gypsum when age 
tated with it, with formation of carbonate of Jime and sulphi® 

of magnesia, and the same result is produced with the native 

hydrate of magnesia when mingled with a solution + ie 

rbonic acid), ad ae 
Suffice to explain the results obtained by Mitscherlich, @ fie 

phate of magnesia eee” 
In the experiments above beso Nig 

y pure crystalline dolomites from the Guelph an 
formations were made use of. poratio?s _ 3 44. When sea-water is exposed to spontaneous hi te, ey? the lime which it contains separates in the form of sulphat and sum being but sparingly soluble in a concentrated. DHBA T” 
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the greater portion of the chlorid of sodium crystallizes out in 
anearly pure state. ‘The mother-liquor of specific gravity 1-24, 
having lost about four-fifths of its chlorid of sodium, still con- 

y 
phate of magnesia and chlorid of sodium of the or een to 

phates may be separated in this form from the mother-liquor of 
124, previously diluted with one-tenth of water; without which 
addition a mixture of hydrated chlorid of sodium would sepa- 
Tate at the same time. If, on the other hand, the temperature of 
the mixed solution be raised above 50° C., the sulphate of soda 
crystallizes out in the anhydrous form, as thenardite. By the 
Spontaneous evaporation during the heats of summer of the 

mother-liquors of density 1:35, a double sulphate of potassium 
and magnesium separates. These reactions are taken advantage 
of on a great scale in Balard’s process, as modified by Merle,” 
for extracting salts from sea-water. 

23. The results of the evaporation of sea-water would how- 

ever be widely different if an excess of lime-salts were present. 
Tn this case the whole of the sulphates present would be depos- 

ited in the form of gypsum at an early stage of the evaporation, 
and the mother-liquor after the separation of the greater part of 

the common salt, would contain little else than the chlorids of 

Sodium, potassium, calcium, and magnesium. : ; 

~ $24. A consideration of the conditions of the ocean in earlier 

arte age double chlorid of potassium and magnesium (erpad of rock ealt 100 

feet thick, at Stassfurth in Prussia. It is associated with considerable quantities of 
te of magnesia, According to Clemm this sulphate of magnesia, to whi 

Es r oe = z. 2 = te Ss = o co e 2 - = ae & & 5 ce 
a 3 > 7 = in a current of steam, the acid assing off undecompose it is 

beac} took quantities as to be of economic importance. (Bull. Soc. Chim. de 
aris, + Pp. 297, : 

bites’? MY Paper in this Journal, [2], xxv, 361 ; also Report of Juries of the Ex- 
of 1862, class I, p. 48. 
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geological periods will show that it must have contained a much 
larger quantity of lime-salts than at present. The alkaline car — 
bonates, whose origin has been described in § 18, and which — 
from the earliest times have been flowing into the sea, have 
gradually modified the composition of its waters, separating the 
lime as carbonate, and thus replacing the chlorid of calcium by — 
chlorid of sodium, as I have long since pointed out.” This re 

action has doubtless been the source of all the carbonate of lime 
in the earth’s crust, if we except that derived from the decom 

sition of calcareous silicates. ($12). In this decomposition 
y carbonate of soda, as already described in § 18, it results 

S SB } © B Se 99 er @ fom 2 _ Qu ia] <q Pe i ° s = = OQ 4 eS) et o a > 
i Ser alte 

elsewhere described, may intervene.* The addition of 98% 
tion of beeoeasyen of lime to such a solution gives rise, a 

magnesia. The former being much the less soluble salt, es 
ina sronaly saline liquid, is deposited as gypsum 

water both the Sulphuric acid and the magnesia, 
permanent addition to it of any foreign element. 
_* Canadian Journal for 185 9; thi 102, 
Rendus, June 9, 1864, p. ine The Jouens xxviil 
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_ , $27, Gypsum may thus be separated from sea-water by two 
distinct processes,—the one a reaction between sulphate of mag- 

negia and chlorid of calcium, and the other between the same 
sulphate and carbonate of lime. The latter, involving a separa- 
tion of bicarbonate of magnesia, can as we have seen, only take 
place when the whole of the chlorid of calcium has been elim- 
inated ; and if we suppose the ancient ocean, unlike the present, 
to have contained more than an equivalent of lime for each 
equivalent of sulphuric acid, it is evident that a lake or basin of 
sea-water free from lime salts could only have been produced by 
the intervention of carbonate of soda. The action of this must 
have eliminated the whole of the lime as carbonate, or at least 
have so far reduced the amount of this base that the sulphates 
present would be sufficient to separate the remainder by evapo- 
ration, in the form of gypsum, and still leave in the mother- 
liquor a quantity of sulphate of magnesia for reaction gvith bi- 
carbonate of lime 

sa : pene 3 
Mineral waters already enumerated, viz., decaying organic mat- 

of alumina, lime, magnesia, and alkalies. This process of oxy 
ation is cet superficial and local, but the soluble sul- 

- ee formed have probably played a not unimportant 
5 Tt, ($ 9. 

 . $29. Besides these last, which contain chiefly neutral and 

_ Mid salts, there is another class of waters characterized by the 

—— of free sulphuric or chlorhydric acid, or both together. 

| hese acid waters someti r as products . 

eehon, during which both chlorhydric acid and sulphur _ 

often evolved in large quantities. This latter element generally 
€s to the surface as sulphuretted hydrogen, which by the 

ae boteon ee Ob xxviii, 180-186, and further, Geol. Survey of Canada, Report 

Jour. Sct.—Srcoxp Sentes, Vol. XXXIX, No. 116.—Marcu, 1865. 

25 
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oxydation of the hydrogen may deposit its sulphur in erates 
d fissures. In other cases, as shown by Dumas, the sulphur an ssure; 

ous acid, which afterward absorbing oxygen from the air is com 
id 

the Tuscan suffiozz. 

: 

‘limed in some voleanos, or volatilized with the watery vapor of ; 

§ 31. The action of subterranean heat upon buried strata coh 
taining sulphates and chlorids is then sufficient to explain appearance of hydrochloric and sulphurous acids and sulphur, 
even without the intervention of organic matters, which ei 
however, seldom or never wanting ; whether as coal, lignite, 

tion of marsh-gas, is, however, in most cases clearly uncon® volcanic action or subterranean heat.  }iceots To the decomposition of carbonates in buried strata by sili 

OF €arbonic acid gas which are in many places evolved os ids’ and impregnating the infiltrating waters, give TISe nag”  ulous Springs. The principal sources of this gas in Earope ay : eee en Pee 
tons adjoining voleanos, either active or recently ex 

* See the note to § 22, on kieserite. 
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but their occurrence in the Paleozoic strata of the United States, 
far remote from any evidence of volcanic phenomena other than 
slightly thermal springs, shows that an action too gentle or too 
deeply-seated to manifest itself in igneous eruptions, may evolve 
carbonic acid abundantly. The sulphuric-acid springs of Western 
New York and Canada, to be described further on, are not less 
remarkable illustrations of the same fact. 

comparatively large amounts, The explanation of this is evi- 
dent: for although nitrates themselves are not directly removed 

rom the water, they are by the reducing action of organic mat- 
ters converted into ammonia, which is retained by the soil. In 
consequence of this affinity, the argillaceous strata, whether of 
the present period or of older formations, hold ina very fixed 
form a considerable quantity of nitrogen. ‘This, from the slow- 
hess with which it is eliminated in the form of ammonia under 
the influence of alkaline solutions, probably exists as an am 
moniacal silicate, (§ 6). The action of acids, however, as well 
as alkalies may be supposed to liberate it from its combination, 
and thus generate the ammoniacal salts which are such frequent 

stones of former geological periods, in quantities scarcely inferior 

i n times, amounting for 

v 
S > B oD ee i=) a, B. ‘o “" jor) oO se, 9 ce) 5 

amount of this element thus retained in the rocky strata of the 
earth’s crust is very great.” 
: If we attempt a chemical classification of natural waters 

M accordance with the principles laid down in the preceding 

Sections they may be considered under the following heads: 
: Atmospheric waters. 

yy ters impregnated with the soluble products of vegetable decay. 
C. Waters impregnated with the salts from decomposing feldspathic 

rocks, and holding a portion of carbonate of soda as a characteristic 
Ingredient, : 

D. Waters holding neutral salts of sodium, calcium or magnesium from 
Strata where they existed as solid salts, or as impregnating brines. 

tars ihe mea cat 3 ee aL 

Ww 

~ Ann. des Mines 5 iii, 151-523. a: For an ex ona a Mer A put forward in the four preceding sections, see 
Paper in the Canadian Journal for 1858, p. 206. 
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E. Waters holding chiefly sulphates from decomposing pyrites ; copperas | 
Jum water: and alum 8. 

F, Waters holding free sulphuric or chlorhydric acid. 

proportions of earthy chlorids than the first class, and are henceless 
bitter to the taste, 

IIL. Saline waters which contain, besides chlorid of sodium and the ca 
onates of lime and magnesia, a portion of carbonate of soda 

3; Waters which differ from the last in containing but a small propor 
tion of chlorid of sodium, and in which the carbonate of soda pre 
dominates. The waters of this class enerally contain much less 
solid matter than the three previous classes, and have not a very 
marked taste until evaporated to a small volume, when they will be 
found, like the last, to be strongly alkaline. 

Of these four classes, I corresponds to the division D, and IV 
to C, while IT and III are regarded as resulting from the admix — 
ture of these in varying proportions. Sulphates are somite 
present in these waters, but never predominate; in their absent iH 
salts of barium and strontium are often met with. The cblom 
ue generally, if not always, associated with bromids and pee 
Small quantities of potassium salts are also present, while bora ff 
phosphates, silicates, and small portions of iron, manganes¢ alumina are generally present. These various waters are 0c sionally sulphurous, and those of the last three classes may 
impregnated with carbonic acid 
V. The fifth class includes acid waters remarkable for containing * larg a 

magnestty ii Proportion of free sulphuric acid, with sulphates of lime, 
portions of iron, and alumina. These waters, which are charac 
ized by their sour and styptic taste, generally contain some 
etted hydrogen, 

P E 

slp 

| 

; 

Ey, Ry eee ae Oe A= AE 
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VI. The sixth class includes some neutral saline waters, in which the 
sulphates of lime, mhgnesia, and the alkalies predominate, chlorids 
being present only in smail quantities. These waters, like the last, 
are often impregnated with sulphuretted hydrogen, 

The above classification, although adopted originally for the 
convenient description of the mineral waters of Canada, will, it 
is thought, be found to embrace all known classes of natural 
waters, with the exception of those included under E, and some 
waters from volcanic sources holding muriatic acid. These may 
constitute two additional classes. In the first three of the classes 
above described, chlorids predominate; in the fourth, carbon- 
ates; and in the fifth and sixth, sulphates. The waters of the 
first, second, and sixth classes are neutral; those of the third 
and fourth, alkaline; and those of the fifth acid. 

he results of the chemical analysis of various waters of these 
Classes it is proposed to give in the second part of this paper. 

Arr. XXIII.— Abstract of a Memoir on Shooting Stars; by 
H. A. NEwTon, 

(Read before the National Academy of Sciences, August, 6th, 1864.)" 

. The table of altitudes of the paths of shooting stars published 
tn the last volume of this Journal, p. 185, is the basis of the com- 

: Putations, Singly, these sheirusao ate liable to large probable 
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errors; yet, taken together and used with caution, it is believed 
that they may be safely employed in a first approximation, 

. Distribution vertically of the middle points of the luminous pore 
tions of the meteor-paths—From the table named, by rejecting 
the manifestly unreliable cascs, and giving weight to the other, 
the following numbers are obtained to express the relative num a 
bers of the shooting stars at different altitudes above the earth's _ 
surface. By altitude is meant the altitude of the middle point 
ef the visible part of the path expressed in kilometers. - 
Between @and 30 kil. 89 sh.stars, | Between 150 and 180 kil. 57 sh, stars, 

Ai 30 « 60 114 “ | “6 ] + 910 920 j 
eS, a er aa “; 210. 340 ee es ee cy ae Set 3 . Ww SRG. © 60S 0G C8 | Above 270 kil. 1 

There is evidently a definite upper limit to the region of me 
teor-paths. Again, the best observations give few if any very 
low altitudes. The altitudes less than 30 kilometers, and those 
greater than 180, are therefore disregarded. fee assume that these observed paths are fair examples as to al 
titude of all visible paths, and hence that the frequency of the 
middle points of all visible paths at different altitudes above the 
earth's surface is proportional to, and may be expressed by, the 
nuinbers, viz 

From 30 kilometers to 60 by 114 “cc 60 - “ “ 90 “ 243 
“ 90 “ “ 490 “ Q1T 

ta 120 ms “« 150 ¢: 106 “ 150 “ “ 180° “ 57 

Representing these numbers by ¢, and the mean altitude of : 
the paths by d, we have approximately, . 

__ = 9e 
+ sae Fg 

where in the finite summation indicated by = the ccessiv@ 
values of 9 are to be taken, and x is to be successively }( 
60), $(60+90), 4(90+120 , &c. The value of d, that aa mean altitude of meteor paths above the earth’s surface, 18 ™ 
found to be 95:55 i 
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middle points of paths is about 48°-3, the above numbers give as 
a center of gravity, or center of distribution, a point about 2° 
from the zenith in the direction of §.28°E. We therefore con- 
clude that the relative frequency of occurrence of meteor-paths 
in different parts of the visible heavens is in the main a /une- 
tion of zenith distance only. 

4, Distribution of meteor-paths over the sky in altitude—The law 
distribution of the paths in apparent altitude may be obtained 
directly by observations properly devised for that object. But 
such observations would have to be continued for a considerable 
time, and would involve great labor. I have therefore sought 
fora method of obtaining the approximate law of distribution 
from observations already made for other purposes. 

If the zenith distances of a large number of paths seen by 
one observer were measured or computed, we should find them 

is habits of watching. Thus, one who looked 

8 
puted. For the remainder the place of the zenith was in 

each case computed, and the zenith distance carefully measured 
n'a very good sixteen-inch globe. The number of paths thus 
Computed or measured was 1,393. Of these, 30 were within 10° 
of the zenith, 60 were between 10° and 20° from the zenith, 142 

between 20° and 30°, &c., as in the second column of the follow- 
Ang table 

: Table illustrating the distribution of meteor-paths over the sky. 

Pam 
No, __No. 

— __meteors. ete Area. Sec3§. Area sec3$. 
0.69 

Se | eet 

0 30 01519 1975 1-012 1951 

pogo 04512 1330 1-110 1198 
142 07366 1928 1-343 1456 

197 0999 1970 1°819 1083 

Si 274 12325 2293 2 re re 
52 60-70 304 14279 2129 a a 

tes 245 15798 1551 
‘ed 110 ‘16837 653 57°68 11 
hed 31 17365 178 {1510 0 

et the area of the visible hemisphere is unity, the numbers in 
Te, third column give the areas of the corresponding zones. 

umber of paths divided by the areas gives quotients pro- 
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portional to the numbers of stars at different altitudes to any 
unit of surface. These form the fourth column. They increase 
slowly to about 45°, and then rapidly diminish to the horizon, 

The number of paths along an oblique line is greater than 
that along a perpendicular line. They should be very nearly as 
the cubes of the lengths of the lines, or, disregarding the curva: — 
ture of the earth, as sec?6:1. The cubes of the secants of 5° — 
15°, 25°, &., are given in the fifth column, these angles being — 
taken as the mean zenith distances of the zones. In the six 
column are the quotients of the numbers in the fourth column — 
divided by those in the fifth. ’ 

Under any reasonable law the numbers in the last column 
should diminish from the zenith. . The deviations from this unt 

} 

of shooting stars out of 1,893 that should be seen within 10° of d 
py 
a 

Their frequency at different altitudes from the surface 0 

earth varies. If we suppose e, to be the number of 

t x represent the altitude, and R the earth’s radius. Supp 4 

now an inverted cone, whose vertex is at the eye of the 0D a 
_ Whose axis is a vertical line, and whose semi-vertical angle t 

10°. In general, shooting stars which have the middle Aer ne, : 

luminous parts of their trajectories in this cone will hav ne! 

middle of their apparent paths within 10° of the zenith, very 
ne in the given time will be expressed re -] 

nearly by the formula, pe, 
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b 
J mg , tan?10°x?dz, : 

a 

where a and 8 are the values of x for the lower and upper sur- 
faces of the region of meteors. 
On the other hand, the total number of shooting stars within 

the given period over the whole earth will be equal to 
b 

: i [sx0s(R+2)2de. 

__ The whole number visible at one place is 50°35 times the 
number seen within 10° of the zenith, and therefore 50°35 times 

_ the number within the above described cone. Hence if m isthe 
_ humber in a given period visible at one place, and N the num- 
ber that would be visible (except for daylight, clouds, moon, 
s 99 through the whole earth in the same period, we should 

have, 

> 

b 

z | ni [0B + 2)dz 

‘eo 5035 7% 
- [ae tan? 10retde 
9 a 

_ ‘Me earth’s surface, this constant may be removed from the in- 
“etal sign. Again, without great error finite summation may 

a the Bae of integration, in which ease the equation easily 

? 

(2 ex? ORS’ or + RS’ 0 
N= 2:555 mi —* —— f° 

a” ga? 
Taking x successively 45, 75, 105, 185, and 165 kilometers, 

| oP 114, 243, 277, 106, and 57, and R equal to 6370, 

number visible at one place. . 
obtain this result, it was assumed that the shooting stars 

* 

Sin, ee 
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degrees of the horizon than in the whole of the rest of 

The hourly number varies through the night. The value of m 
may be found from observations extending through the night, ot 
from those made near midnight. 

Mr. E. Bouvard, in the year between Oct., 1840, and Oct., 1 
observed at Paris on every clear moonless night. ( Comples 

ndus, xiii, 1029). He always watched between 11 and 
o'clock. During 74 hours and 22 minutes he saw 572 shooting 
stars. Allowing one-fourth of a minute for recording each meteor 
(which is the time estimated by him), and we have an ave 
of 8 meteors per hour. Ri 
By what factor we must multiply the number seen by ono 

to be visible 
ld permit, eq 

1. Number of meteoroids in the space which the earth traverses” Suppose many small bodies to be distributed through an inde 
nite space, so that there shall be n bodies in a cubic unit. il 

os fist ese bod fv 
er Spee “po beat 

nd as d as map 
Bi 
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_ If the sphere attracts the small bodies, it may be shown that 
2 

instead of *R2nv we should have xR2nv +e), when v, is 

_ thevelocity of a particle falling by the attraction of the sphere 
ftom rest at infinity, to the surface of the sphere. If the sphere 
has an uniform motion the same formula applies by making v 

y 2 2 y 2 

Aen ( 1 +55 )-baRen’o"( 7) ae (ey ete, 
Vv 

Call this N’ and we may write, 

N=ake(En'v'-+0225), 
: where the summation indicated by S extends to all the systems 
_ of bodies, 

i ? ? 
3s the sum of n'+n" +n’ +&c., then 
., DSn'v' nv. 
The remaining term is the sum of fractions whose denomina- 
lors vary. We may, however, write, 

‘ If v is the mean value of v’, v’, &c., for all the bodies and n 

, 2 
vgsi= (1 7 6), , 

_ Where # is a number and is evidently positive. If the values of ¥, 0,0", &., do not vary widely, 4 will be small, Making these substitutions, we have 
via (v2 +0 2+60,?). 

attrac: ght : h earth, On from infinity to a distance R from the centre of the 
N’ the avérage number of meteoroids coming into the 2 ae 
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earth's atmosphere in a second, and 7 the average number ina 
cubic unit of the space the earth is traversing in a given period, 

If m be the average number visible at one place ina unitof — 
time we have found above that N=10,460m. The volume ofa 4 
sphere whose radius is R is 4aR*. Let M be the number of “ 
meteoroids in a space equal to.such a sphere, then M=4anR',anl 

10460m =i (v?-++-7,?-++-6u 2), 

_4 _10460m Rv ee 

where m denotes the average number (or fraction of a number) — 
seen in one place per second. If the hourly numberis, as before 

assumed, equal to 30, then m=,1,, and M=116-2 5 0? 

Almost every hour that a person watches, he sees, 4 
sees, flights that are yet so faint as to leave him in doubt whether 
they are shooting stars, or only illusions. We may therefore 
reasonably conclude that large numbers of shooting-stars are 
tirely invisible to the naked eye, which yet might be seen by 
telescope. 

This conclusion is verified by observation. In 1854, Messt® 
Pape and Winnecke observed? together at Gottingen for 04 
hours, on nights between the 24th of J uly and the 3d of August a 
Pape saw with the naked eye 312 shooting stars, and Winnecs 
Saw 45 in the same time with a comet seeker. The diameter ® 
the field of view is not given, but in observations at the sim 
time diameters of 53’ and 36’, with powers of 30 and 60, were tse 

comman 
’ fraction Ib 

oe | 

te 
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and the ratio of those actually seen through one telescope to 
those which are bright enowgh to be visible in it is 58 x 12°-6: 
860 x 60 x 180+ 7, or, 1:1858. I have selected the larger 
diameter of the telescope that the ratio may not be too large. 
For the same reason I prefer to reject in the divisor that part of 
the surface of the heavens within 15° of the horizon. This 
makes the ratio 1 + 1371. 

e have seen that according to Bouvard’s observations one 
_ person should see an average of eight shooting stars per hour. 
| ence if ,®, is taken as the ratio of the number seen in acomet 

seeker to those seen by one person with the naked eye, there 
4 1 F should be in each hour pPeasise = Shi or 1582 shooting stars 

hourly that might be visible through a comet seeker if the whole 
eavens could be watched. The ratio between those visible at 

one place and those visible somewhere over the whole earth is 
1+10,460 for common meteors. If the same ratio applies to 

i¢ data in our possession are inadequate to furnish the mean 
distance .of the meteor-paths from an observer, yet limits to this 

Po tee rea} 

msible are always the most distant ones; __ an 
Sg that the paths which become invisible are distributed 
ine the oblique line in proportion to the numbers along the 

‘ine, 

It is evident that the first supposition affords a mean distance 
Tess than the truth, and that the second affords one that is too 

_. Breat. These two limits are found to be about 282 and 140 kilo- 
4 "8. It must, however, be admitted that in this computation 

. the unavoidable errors arising from using finite summation for 
_ ‘Mlegration, and from other sources, are considerable. 

taste ean Joreshortening of the meteor-paths by perspective.—To 

Sttermine the effect of perspective in shortening the apparent 
#08 We have need to use the following geometrical proposition: 

__ Hf asphere whose radius is a be supposed to have an indefinite 
: ®umber of diameters, and the extremities of these diameters are 



© 

be computed approximately their mean lengths. For 

___ The two limits for the mean distance given above indicate 
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distributed uniformly over the surface of the sphere, and if0 — 
be a point without the sphere whose distance from the center of 
the sphere is 6, then will the mean value of the angles at 0, — 

tw a 2 

O55: 

he mean effect of the foreshortening by perspective may — 
therefore be thus expressed. Let a diameter of the sphere be 
bent into the are of a circle whose radius is b; then the angleit — 

subtended by all these diameters, be equal t 

angles to the line of vision, for those would be down near thé — 
horizon, and would be copcealed by mists and smoke. It seems 
probable that in this ease the mean effect of foreshortening would 

12°-6x *, or about 1604. 
12. Mean length of the visible part of meteor-paths.— Ero pat 

mean distance and mean angular length of the meteors sa 

mean length, and b the mean distance, we have : 
as i =X16°-04 

=a I= 0'280. 

1¢ mean length is less than 65, and greater than 39, <V0 



: order to furnish meteors throughout the year. The bodi 
hot have a retrograde motion, else shooting stars would be seen 

- then be 
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These results should, however, be diminished a little, since the 
mean distance and mean angular length give too large a mean 
length. The smaller of the two limits given is doubtless much 
nearer the truth. 

13, Mean duration of flight, and the mean velocity of the shooting 
artmann of Geneva gives the duration of the flights 

six observers. The aggregate is 180533, which gives a mean of 
0*49 for each flight. ‘I'he mean of 499 estimates made in August 
and November last is 08418. The mean duration of the 867 
flights is 0-45. 

If the estimates of those observers who were accustomed to 
astronomical observation, and hence to judging of small inter- 
vals of time, had been alone taken, the result would have been 

tobable one or more of these three conclusions, viz :— 
st, That the length of track is too long; which seems to in- 

ve that the altitudes on which our computation is based are, 
_ 0 the whole, too large. All the altitudes greater than 150 kil- 
_ ‘Smeters, might, I think, have been safely rejected. 
_ , 4d, That the estimates of time are, in general, too small. This 
_‘Squite probable. The mind may not make proper allowance 
_ lor the time that elapses after the shooting star is seen, before 
_ me eye 18 directed to the place of the path. 

at very many of the meteors move in hyperbolic orbits 4 7 
. about the sun. Whatever may be said of the sporadic meteors, 

_ this cannot be true of the members of the August and Novem- 
oups. 

only in the morning hours, and would, moreover, have a very 
Inetly marked radiant. whip : 
‘hey cannot have a direct motion. For their velocity must 

nearly equal to, and yet a little less than, that of the 
In order that more be seen in the morning than in the 

ne Their relative velocity on entering the atmosphere 
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= 

would be not much greater than that of a body falling tothe 
earth from an infinite distance—that is, not much greater 
11 kilometers per second. So small a mean velocity is entirel 

tending much beyond these planets. i 
15. A large portion of the meteoroids must, when they meet the earth, 

have absolute velocities greater than the earth's velocity in tts orbit; 
or else, the sporadic meteors have a series of radiants at some dis — 
tance from the ecliptic, and hence come from a series of rings 
erably inclined to the earth’s orbit.—-For shooting stars cannot have 
relative motions upward from the earth’s surface when they enter” 
the atmosphere. If then the absolute velocities of the meteor 
oids were all less than those of the earth, their relative motions” 

a 

considered the disproportion between the morning and evening 

hours would be slightly diminished. But even with this allow | 
ance the increase through the night would be greater than | 
observed increase, unless one of the two suppositions abo 
given is true. se 16. Distribution of the orbits of the meteoroids in the solar system 
—There are at least three suppositions respecting the distros : 

7 of the orbits of the meteoroids in the solar system which re 
naturally suggested. Hither of them may be considered as plaus 
ible, and one does not exclude another. 

Ist. They may form a number of rings, like the August 27 ri ‘ 
cutting or passing near the earth’s orbit at many points along 
ireuit. The sporadic shooting stars may be outliers of such ring 
2d, They may form a disk in or near the plane of the : of the 

8d. 
nets, eee re 

ey may be distributed at random, like the orbits ket 

ccordi or ling to the first of these suppositions there should | 
cession of radiants mocmlnoadiag to the several rings a? 
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And as the apparent path produced backward cuts 
this point, it will, if produced forward, cut the ecliptic below 

_ the horizon 
We have thus a simple means of determining whether the 

sporadic meteors come exclusively, or even largely, from a disk 
_ ora lenticular shaped group about the sun, like that which the 
_ todiacal light is often supposed to indicate. 
_ If the third supposition is true, the mean velocity of the 
_ Ineteors is a function of the numbers of shooting stars in the 
- different hours of the night. For, if the velocity is very small, 
few would be scen in the evening, while if it is very large, there 
should be nearly as many in the evening as in the morning. 

Velocity being v, if N, represents the numbers of those whose 
_ S0solute motions in a given period are from the visible celestial 

_emisphere, n the whole number that should come from all parts 

ofthe celestial sphere, and 6 the distance from the zenith to that 
_ point of the heavens to which the earth is moving, then we find 
_ *lieen these quantities the equation, 

o— 
n v 

N =F(} +08 «), 

(tater we have cos «= cosZcosh. This will correspond to 

oe Mean of the year. Computing now the values of N,~n, on 

€n v'= v we have 
arth. When v'= v/2 we have parabolic orbits. 

After reading this memoir, I found that Mr. A. S. Herschel had obtained the 

Au Jour. Sci.—Szconp Serres, Vou. XXXIX, No. 116.—Marcu, 1865. 



Table showing the hypothetical distribution of the shooting stars through the kours 
* of the night. i 

| Hour of the New Haven. | . » Paris. 
| Right. v’==v,/2 | v’=v | v'= 80 | v'=0,/2 | v/=0 | vl 

6 765 875 | -970 82 829 | 911 
7 7 862 | -954 725 | ‘818 | 897 
8 730 825 907 701 856 
9 687 765 832 664 732 “791 

10 633 688 “735 616 665 106 
1l 569 597 622 "560 585 606 
12 500 500 “500 910) 500 500 
1 431 403 378 “440 415 394 
2 367 12 265 384 335 4 
3 313 235 168 "336 268 1209 
se 270 093 "299 215 | ‘144 
5 2 138 "046 "275 182 108 
6 235 "125 030 "268 gt 3 089 

The velocities have been considered as uniform. But it is 
evident that if the shooting stars have various velocities, . 

the other hand, the effect of the earth’s attraction is to Tel- 
der the numbers a little more uniform through the night. Again, 
there should be less difference between the morning and evenilg. 
during the half year from July to December, ‘than in the other 

If year, for the point to which the earth is then moving 
north of the equator. pe Mr. Herrick estimated that there were about three times 2 
many shooting stars in the morning as in the evening. ** 
Joulvier-Gravier gives the following‘ as the mean hourly nu 

_ bers of shooting stars at Paris :— ) ‘ 
5b—6h . 17-9 10h—116,..... 80 gh—4h......15% | | 4 

bene? is 18) 6 = sie 
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This estimate, and these numbers, taken strictly imply a mean 
velocity greater than that of a parabolic orbit. The character 
of the data does not allow the argument to be pressed. Yet we 
must regard as almost certain (on the hypothesis of an equable 
distribution of the directions of absolute motions), that the mean 
velocity of the meteoroids exceeds considerably that of the 
earth; that the orbits are not approximately circular, but 
resemble more the orbits of the comets. 

. Number of meteoroids in the space which the earth is travers- 
iny—We have found that, of the space through which the earth 
18 moving, a volume equal to that of the earth (atmosphere 

4 

_ included), contains a mean number of meteoroids expressed by 
equation 

v R M=116-2 tp0eie) 
55 

Ah this equation v is the mean relative velocity of the meteor- 
Olds. If their absolute velocities were equal, and the points 
_ om which they come uniformly distributed over the heavens, 
_ Weshould evidently have 

1 S } ; yi2 

a on . of (v2-L-v!2 — 2vv' cosw)? sin ada—o- 

For v we may use as an approximation the mean absolute 
“Nelocity. If v=o’, then v= 4y, If v'=v/2, then V = jv. 

_ *f grouped according to some law, is altogether probable. But 
8 Velocit 
rc ~ they are not grouped closely about the earth’s orbit. 
__ These bodies cannot be regarded as the fragments of former 
‘ Worlds. They are rather the materials from which the worlds 
a forming, If astronomy furnishes any measure of their total 
the nv’ ™9Y therefrom obtain some idea, rude though it be, of 

Thean mass of the individuals. | 
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Art. XXIV.—Action of Binoxyd of Lead and Sulphuric Acid on 
Hippuric Acid; by Dr. Jutius Mater, Chemical Assistant, 
School of Mines, Columbia College. Soin 

and the mass congeals to a thick paste. This is placed on 4 
filter, and washed with a dilute soda solution till the wash-water 
shows no further reaction of sulphuric acid. This massis treated 
with alcohol, which dissolves the hipparaffin, and evaporated in 
a water-bath to one-half its volume. On cooling, the entire 
liquid congeals to a crystalline mass. The separated hippara 
is collected on a filter, and washed with boiling water, until all 
acid reaction has disappeared, and is then redissolved in hot ale 

ammonia only after continued fusing with caustic see and 
’ L_Paee 

is not separated from this solution by water. Fuming nitrie 
j di . ‘ A 

heated in a stream of chlorhydric acid gas, a colorless oil De 
ever, which eongeals to a crystalline mass. Schwarz, 
described hipparaffin gave it the incorrect formula ©, ,Hs° 
I found its composition to be €,H,N®, the formation of 

Hippuricacid. Binoxyd Sulphuric —_Hipparaffin. Carbonic Sulphate of bisce 
- acid i lead. 

ead. 3 acid. - 

€ gH NO, + PbO, 182H20,=C,H,NOTEH,8 stSePb,0. +H? : 

Hipparin, ©,H,NO.. ie 

_ When an excess of sulphuric acid is used in the pee pes 

of hipparaffin, an oily liquid is separated which rises t0 t an 

‘ace of the alcoholic solution, and on cooling congeals pee j 
_ f@ailine mass, on the addition of water. This mass sued” a 

hot water, and crystallizes in long, white, glassy needles, eae 

dn the shape of fans. These needles melt at 49° C., and become 

8 Schwarz Aonal., Ixxv, 201. : 

ge 
oe g 

wed 

i 
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: solid at 20°C. They are soluble in hot — alcohol and ether. 
_ Their formation may be explained as follow 

Hippuric acid. Binoxyd Sulphuric Hipparin. ‘coud Sulphate of 
of lead. acid, acid lead 

€,H,NO,+-Pb,0,+S8,H,0,—€,H,NO,+€H,0,+8,Pb,0, 
“we and Benzoic acids are entirely decomposed by heat- 

1. GH,NO,-++Pd,0,+8,1,0,—6,1,NO, Sone ae 

2,€,H,NO gt PbeOotSoH2O , = €3H7N 0+ €H29 ,t+8oPhe8,+HeO 

8. GHNO;+Pb,Os+SH:0 y= CrHNO+ EalL, Ort SP dO ret he 
Wat ene ric acid. oo pp ces Benzamid, ps bere Ko ped 

cid. cid. lea 

Action of Bromine and Iodine on Hippuric Acid. 

ae Bromohippuric acid, €,H,BrN0,. 
| An alcoholic solution of “ree oad at a racing ~ is 
treated with bromine; the solution is allowed to boil a min- 
utes and water added, and then evaporated on a sata to 
one- half its volume. The pute brown color of the solution 

25 gtms. gave 04160 orms. carbonic ge a 0:083 grms. water. 
60 grms. burned with caustic lime, gave 0°1 ates ‘baad of silver. 

ee a burned wiih soda-lime, gave 0 OH05 grms, ammonia. 

: Calculated. Found. 

L IL. Ta 
® Carbon, : 108 41°86 Bie oie es 

3°40 

10000 

~ 



Citi m to those of oxalic acid and alcohol 

culated requiring 0°0692 grams, 

Todohippuric acid, €,H INO ,. 

This acid was obtained in the same manner as the bromine’ 
compound, employing iodine instead of bromine. Tor the ale 
ee solution water was added, and it was filtered from the 
rated iodine; the filtrate was allowed to stand over a . 

the exception of that of silver are soluble in water. 
The crystals, when burned with oxyd of cOnPe and int * 

@ stream of oxygen, gave the following results 
0°2430 grms. gave 0°3080 grms. carbonic acid and 0°0605 grms. water. 
02080 ~ “oe 0°1590 grms. seis of sin when burned with caue 

04760 aie iaiae with soda-lime gaye 0: 0240 grms. ammonia. 
Calculated. Found. 

L lie 
9. Carbon, 108 = 3541 S457. + 08< eae 
8. Hydrogen, 8 2°62 2°76 Co. 
1. Iodine, 27 41°64 41°30. ++: ae 
1, Nitrogen, 14 4°59 wore eee, 

"3. Oxygen, 48 15°74 cose oes re 

100°00 
New York, Dee. 1st, 1864. 

ART. XXV.—On the Preparation of Oxalate of Ethyl; by 
M. Cargy Lua, Philadelphia. 

2 “our distillate the decomposition- ee he of sulphuric iat acid yee 
t as also 

: recommended’ to heat oxalic acid in a retort until it begins ry 

 ? Gmelin Handbook, Cay. ed., ix, 179. 



_ the interior of the large one. The tube should be supported 

.» Process gives an abundant product, and requires no at- 
- ‘¥ntion after i toner iemperaniie is once adjusted. In fillin, 
‘the tube with the oxalic acid, it is not necessary to leave an air 

“ge; the material settles in fusing sufficiently without. The 
Oxalate of ethyl, which is a little brownish, and contains the 
i. Impurities of the crude product, may then be purified in 

ee ordinary manner, ! 
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- Arr. XXVI.—NMethod of applying the binocular principle to 
eye-piece of a Microscope or Telescope; by Ropert B, TOLLES. 

To apply the binocular principle to the eye-piece of a micro 
scope or telescope, it is only necessary to make use of the erect 

correctly placed. +  - : 
the theory of the erecting eye-piece of common form were 

generally understood, no demonstration that binocularity can be 
given to such an eye-piece would be necessary. aa 

here by the appropriate prism, must be a very near! 
division of every particular pencil, and give a simi 
factory image of the entire field in each eye-tube. 1 
ficient expression of the whole theory of the binocular 
piece. 

It is, however, important in order to avoid pse 
effects, to adopt the proper form of dividing prism; 

e imm 
order in W 
image view 
m that which 

th rectangulat 
dell, does 2? 
rsion of P 
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body of the microscope than the positive form, and for that reason 
is preferred. 

4°50 inches extension beyond the 
microscope body. The draw-tube 
can be as well withdrawn, and the 
eye-piece occupy its place, thus di- 
minishing somewhat the total ex- 
tent of the instrument. With 
proper modifications of the system 

~ division. 
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most favorable arrangement for use with high powers (and 
_ equally with low) would call for, and the standard length of 
microscope body admit of. But the aperture of the lenses might 

_ Temain about the same. 
aving obtained by this means a pencil (or beam rather) 

transmitted through the eye-piece of the greatest possible di- 
mension or area, at the point of binocular division, greater 
amplification in the eye-piece, as to its total power, might be ad- 

_ Vantageously effected by means of lenticular immergent and 
_ emergent surfaces of the upper prisms; the lower face of each 

prism to be convex, the upper emergent surfaces concave, giving 
achromatized refraction in each case. By this means, a larger 
field, together with a minimum length of tubes above the prisms, 

would be secured. 
By thus appropriating every surface of all the prisms not a 

_ Teflecting surface, for the purpose of lenticular refraction, the 

Se), ap pO a eae ee eS 

ens of the eye-piece can be dispensed with, Its utility, as thus 
plied to those telescopes too large to be conveniently in the 
ouble form, is too obvious and striking to need remark. The view thus obtained is truly stereoscopic. 
Canastota, N. Y., Dec. 1864. 

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY. 

perth spectra, the i. being themselves more numerous and distinet 

Sei in the spectrum produced by a flint glass prism. | The observations 

— calculated according to the well known formula 

esind= mA, 

‘ 

. 



ny: 
following results were obtained for the lines pre b 
the unit of measure being pagahso00 Of a Paris 

B 2539-78 b  1916:50 A 1467'18 
C 2426-29 F 179727 H, 1453-98 
D 2178-59 G 1592-34 — see ee 
E 1948-24 

we difference in wave lengths for the two D lines was 2°226; between 

e two E lines only 0°395. (The numbers given above doubtless refer 3 
1a "he least refrangible lines in the cases of — nd E.) The author gives 
a careful discussion of the results of the two series of measurements 
made by Fraunhofer, and arrives at the see ees that the. measure = 
ments made with Nobert’s ruled glass deserve the greater degree of conti- 
dence. The following table gives the results of Angstrém’s determi 

tions of ee wave lengths of other lines in the spectrum, the unit 
the sam 

FS OnwP 

ee 

s 

2012 1; 19984 Tron. 

2426°26 12. 858 “ strong. 
2312°2, a strong atmospheric S634 

ine. §45 2° faint. 
2287°3 ) 83°5 “ ? 

a A group of strong — 25 abe - souls 

69-4 produced = HOR 455. ga4.: 4 

67-7. |. 80d calcium 16. 653  “ 
62°1 17s 10632 <4 é 
nee E 1948:44 Tron and calcium. 

= 2177- 48 3 { sodium lines, 46°8 “ 46 double. 

‘1. 2076-1 Iron, 84°6 oe Sat 

os = 
3. ouble. 

ss he b 191030 Magnesve 

hoes b 2°39 
a b, jer stewal magnesium 
ee 10°49 { Iron. 

tee beg Gg4 2 
Gee He é 1832-10: * 
7% : “419-1 . 

Fe: 184 
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08:3. Iron, double. 71-2 Iron. 
es 5 Be. 9 62°4 Calcium, double. 
 F 1797-27 Hydrogen. _ 32°0 Iron, double. 
| ff 1632:2 Iron. h 15°9 No metallic line. 

28: 05°3 Iron, strong. 
90:4. “ * 02:0 “ 

04:3 Hydrogen. 14952“ 
1598-8 Iron. 80°4 Strong, no correspond- 

: @ 1592°34 Iron. ing metallic line. 
ig Bae A 67:2 Calcium 
ead H 54°0 + 

Pie, ge rn kt Fc Re a eS ere ye adh SA a ms ae 

ands, and consequently, in observing with the telescope, an aberration 
_ Must ensue proportional to the relation between the motion of the tele- 

Scope perpendicular to its axis and the velocity of the light in the direc- 
of the axis. The results obtained in testing this method appear to 

confirm the correctness of the theory, but are not sufficiently numerous 
to be decisive. The author proposes to resume the subject under more 
favorable circumstances of weather.—Po ig. Ann., cxxiii, 489. W. G. 

[Note—The annexed table of wave-lengths, taken in connection with 

g. =e 

i, the exact knowledge which we have at present of the subject. The 
Witis here the sy,5c5,g05 of a millimeter.  * 

Wave-lengths, ~ Wave-lengths, 

= 7680 Mascart. 18. «’ Hg 5759 Pliicker. 

6897 Fraunhofer.19. 7CO,) 5599 % 
6763 Miller. 20. ems 5584 

“ce 6610 . BHg £401. 
6559 Fraunhofer,22. «Cl 5451 . 

6533 i 23. I 5337 ts 

6493 . OSnCl, 5333 = 
6445 “ 25. O 28 = 

6329 “ 26. E 5265 Fraunhofer. 

6150 ng jet BO 5216 Plicker. 

6089 % a6. 900, bie -* 
6024 28b, yO 5185 
5978 “ oo abr, => 5168 ' 

5947 ts so, #1 5167 

5888 jai]. ySiCl, 5050 “ 
s eae 32. : . 4856 Fraunhofer. 

74 
33 

iic 

5762 “ 34. 6Br 4793 

ne) 

Angstrém, will present to the reader, it is believed, ail, or almost 
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35. 7Cl 4792 Plicker. [46. yHg 4359 Pliicker, 
36. 7Br 4766 5 47. yH 433 ‘os 
37. OBr 4691 - 48. G 4296 Fraunhofer. 
oa 47 4661 « 49, al 4215 Pliicker, 
38d. dS, 4631 Mille. 50. H 3963 Fraunhofer. 
39. 7I 4629 Plicker. (51 L 3791 el 
40. yPCl, 45 “ M 3657 
41. eSnCl, 4524 « 53 N 3498 * 
42. CO, 46501 «“ 54 9) 3360 & 
43. OI 4446 ae 55 - 8290 # 
44, CO, 4382 « 66. = Q $232” 
45. 30 4867 eae soot = 

W. G 
2. On the phenomenon of interference in the prismatic and diffraction 

specitra.—Steran has communicated to the Viennese Academy an inter- 

these portions. The plate of mica may be cemented to the farther su 
face of the prism, or placed at any point between the prism 4 
provided that the part of the bundle of rays which traverses the 

Pogg. Ann,, xeviii, 513, ® This Journal, Sept. 1864 
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attaching it to the objective on the side toward the refracting edge of the 
prism the lines are seen at once over the whole spectrum. It is import- 
aut, in the case of thick plates, that the surfaces should be parallel. A 

Be eee Se ae Ee ae ae ep a Mee ee ee 

Wiss., xlix. Ww. G 

about 60° C., while that of the other end was above that 

The battery gives a ten times more powerful action than 
antimony element of the same resistance heated to 

xles is easily fused at a high temperature and may be cast in a mould, 
8 place in the thermo-electric ois is then far below that of bismuth. 

worked, must be employed. Pyrolu- 
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which may be easily brought to +4 of that of Daniell’s battery without — 
decomposing the mineral. In one experiment Bunsen found the electro- _ 
motive force of pyrolusite and platinum not less than gs! of that of Daniell’s — 
battery, but the resistance to conduction was 18°4 times as great as that — 
of the Daniell’s cell used for comparison.— Pogg. Ann., exxii, 505. be 

Oe: ae 
4. On the thallie alcohols—Under this term Lamy has described the 

compounds which are formed by replacing an equivalent of hydrogen in. 
wood-spirit, common alcohol, &e., by an equivalent of thallium, and which 

are represented respectively by the formulas “s Ti Ue. Cs 1 bon 

Grol, f O,, &e. Methyl-thallic alcohol is solid and crystalline. The | 

All three compounds burn in the air with a green, more or less brilliant 

flame, and all are soluble in the corresponding alcohol or in ether. Chlo- 
roform also dissolves thallic alcohols, but the solution is soon decomposed . 

with deposition of protochlorid of thallium. Water decomposes these 

= Comptes Rendus, lix, 780. 

2 cone a popular, but at the same time precise and ween tar oo of 
_ Faraday justly calls the highest law i ical science—the primey ct 2 sie y justly calls the highest law in physical science + ght re ms 

Th Correlation and Conservation of Forces. A Series of Expositions, by Prof 

e, Prof. Helmholtz, Dr. Mayer, Dr. Faraday, Prof. Liebig, and Dr. Carpets 
es duction, rt ;: the Chief Promoters et 

y Edwar 43g, N. Y.: DAP 
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ery striking manner, and we earnestly hope that his excellent example 
_ may be followed in other branches of science. Meantime we will permit 
_ ourselves to beg that the faithful laborer in the cause of science and the 

liberal publisher to whom we owe this volume will still further add to the 

re water, twig oo weg alle ai ee A 
Neutral sulphate of potash, © - ‘ Ke eg e 
Proto-sulphate of iron, - é - - - gM 
Double sulphate of ammonia and iron, - casita 

To this solution add two drops of ammonia, two ounces of acetic acid, 
hol sufficient to make it flow evenly over the plate. 

II. GEOLOGY. 

‘4nd with the more recent ones of Professor Cook, according to all of 
ecrac Sheiss and crystalline limestone of Orange county and of New 
tric unconformably the Lower Silurian strata. 

2 ot cota area wt Oe ree nd ne On; at any time, but has always maintain : 

proved, thirty yoke ago, what he pibliebed on page 43, (Chap. 2,) of 

Jour. Sct.—Secoxn Senres, Vor. XXXIX, No. 116—Mancu, 1865, 
29 / 
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The Cumadizn okies ail find in these he a dias statement of . 
~precisely the view which er saniaebiie have learned to entertain y : 
their week’s excursion last su 

Whatever errors Rogers oe have made-and:s we all make err 
‘one can charge him justly with so tremendous a blunder as that of re 
garding the Highland ra nge as a metamorphic repetition of the Silurian 
sediments, He mistook indeed the crystalline limestones engaged among 

‘the Highlands for metamorphosed synclinal outliers of No. is aL 
Franklin (see page 62, New seeer Report); but this is an excepti 
case, | 
represented as sunk among the gneiss hills on Rogers’s long sections ing 

New Jersey Report; or by referring to the many sections (made very 

nearly at the same time) of the ee Silurian valleys among the : 
ham hills of Pennsylvania. Professor Cook has seen horizontal Pots — 

dam or Calciferous beds overlying ‘as — Franklin limestones; 

(see this Journal, [2], xxxii, 208) ; and there are exposures of sim 

ilar crystalline limestones, west of New Jersey, where the evidence is i 
rather in favor of, than against, aa subsilurian age. Prof. Roger's a 
synthesis of Appalachian ; geology was on too grand a scale to permit 
to overlook as a whole and in the main the mutual sslatiooaitl of the 

Silurian and Azoic Systems. The words which me uoted meer ‘ 

trating :— 
“ As the same strata [the Silurian], moreover, hold asimilar rai 

our ae rocks throughout eae ntire range, from Vermont to Al | 

tates... .with the synonyme of the Appalachi 
tem - Strata.” (p. 44. Gneist 

On page 12, Rogers designates the Highland rocks as ee Staten 
system, and, e 13, carefully distinguishes them from ie 
Island, Trenton, Philadelphia rocks, on the hes bsequently 

tinguishes t fr he Potsdam, Trenton, one Hudson river I 

,on the North. = page 11, he gives his column of Forney o 

places mary Rocks” of the High lewda, ainiuveliell No. 6, 

“ Lower ace Rocks ;” “a white quartzose sandstone, 
coarse and friable: occurs only in a few localities” ; and page 
“are devoted to a Chapter on these rocks, under the heading “Prima 
Rocks of the State: Geology of the Highlands.” Jer 
a ces no geologist, even of small capacity, could study the ang 

Hei ec ae the Durham Hills of Eastern Pen nagteania in an 
the South Mountain and Blue Ridge, and ie 

ipso ; ae less = it as a conviction, that their strate 
representatives of the Silurians. We know vey 
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that to say that Rogers thought or said such a bétisme is to do him gross 
so ‘ 1¢ i 

East of the Hudson, there seems to have been made by Rogers, Hall, 
of _ Logan and many others, all, in fact, except Emmons, a gross mistake 

this kind, owing to peculiar circumstances, principally the presence of a 

ize and 

no such mistake was possible, aud at least was never made 

Rogers, In fact he had enjoyed such advantages for studying the phe- 
nomena of this very belt that he was just the last man in the world who 

£. . 
. 

eould have made i 

bey or id their power to do more than illustrate. I wish they would try 

bearing the veritable cruz criticorum of our geology, the 

ate and serpentine country on the south, is a great puzzle. If Sir Wil- 

tk Logan and Prof. Hall’ will take these in hand they will run small 

"8k of deing injustice to anybody. : 

~ the same time, it is very satisfactory to have a well trained Cana- 

Ye, familiar with Laurentian lithology, after taking a good loo 
Shelssic mountains, pronounce them certainly Laurentian and not 

or rer sentatives 
Teoma, Ivania, in vain ; although Emmons is uo erstood. as identifying his 

system with the rocks of the southeast side of the Great Valley. 

Tndelphia, Jan. 18, 1865, ng 
1 2 Skulls of the Reindeer Period from a Belgian bone-cave, indicating 

“§ "48 well as an inferior, race of primitive men in Europe.— Prof. 

ENEDEN, the distinguished zoologist of Belgium, in recent explora- 

caverns, has found, as he writes to John Lubbock, Esq., of Chisel- 

f, crania of two distinct pre-historic races, of the Reindeer period, 

a ‘pola them, that least well preserved, “est franchement brachy- 
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cephale et prognathe, mais avec une belle boite cranienne.” 
is in the Carboniferous limestone, 30 or 40 meters above the lord of ‘Liat 

Lesse. A large number of human remains were found.— Reader, Jan, 

contributing greatly to the diffusion of a knowledge of geological science 

through the country, by furnishing casts, made under his direction, of 
fossils of various kinds, from those of the Megatherium, Dinotherium, 

Glyptodon, and: others of gigantic " dnangeee to those mmonite, _ 
Trilobites, eggs of A®piornis, Gold nuggets, ete. The casts are remark — 

ably well made, firmly secured against breaking, and of high finis a “4 

institutions in which geology is taught, would find it greatly to their ad- 4 
vautage to supply themselves with some of the Rochester casts. 

4. Geolo gical Survey of Canada, Sir W. E. Locan, Director. Figura 
and Descriptions of Canadian Organic Remains, Decade I: Graplolites — 
of the i Group, by James Hatt. 152 pages, 8vo, with 21 plates 
and many wood-cuts. Montreal, 1865: Dawson Brotheres London, ew 

York, and Paris: Bailliere.—The first, third and fourth Decades of the .. 

by James Hall. The wonderful variety of these fossils afforded by | 
Quebee group has enabled Prof. Hall to throw great light on the growth, 

developacit and structure of Graptolites. The numerous plates coh 
tain full and excellent illustrations of the species. The nanny of species 

recognized in the Quebec group is over fifty, and none of th 
higher in the series. In the Trenton and Hudson River groups dail bat number known is about thirty, and in the Upper Silurian ve are 
two (and these occur in the Clinton group), excepting the spec 
genus Dictyonema, here referred by Hall, of which there are pier ae 

in the Quebee group. one in the Trenton, ¢ ate in the Niagara, one? 
upper Pavia and two in the Hami nea 
5. Alyer's Cabinet of Minerals. othe. savdilleat Cabinet ee 

made by the late Francis Alger, of Boston, has been purchased for 
ghany College, Meadville, Pennsylvania. 

II. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY. 

1. Harvard University Herbarium.—This establishment is nse : 
the Annual Report of the President of the University to the 
‘sited made in sane last, as follows :— 

ple Herba 
tered to. 

pm. The gif of Dr. Gray cannot be estimated in ie : 
embraces the results of many Soa labor faithfully end by e 

h ed botanist, aided by the generosity of his co: oblaberators a 
= ™-various parts of the w orld.” 
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_ The collections were formally presented by the following letter :— 
‘ “ Botanic Garden, Cambridge, November 30, 1864. 
“To the Rev. Dr. Hirt, President of Harvard University, 

“My Dear Sir :—I have the pleasure to inform you that the Herbarium 

vard University Herbarium. 
: “The Herbarium is estimated to contain at least 200,000 specimens, 
i and is constantly increasing. From the very large number of typical 
Specimens it comprises, its safe preservation is very important. 

“The Library, from the rough catalogue which has been made out, 
contains about 2200 botanical works—perhaps 1600 volumes, and nearly 
4a many separate memoirs, tracts, &c. 
_ “The current expenses of the establishment for the first half of the 
tar now drawing to a close have been defrayed by Dr. Jacob Bigelow, 
td placed in my hands a special donation of two hundred dollars for 

8 pu 
_ “Thad stated that the income of a capital sum of $10,000 would be 
tequired to defray the current expenses of the Herbarium, i.e. for the 

_ Prepared, and to which I am ledged. 

_ “Thave the honor to be, with great respect, very truly yours, 
Asa Gray.” 

Se We understand that extensive collections of botanical p oolaat to be 
0 ng them ‘added t 

Very interesting set of plants recently collected, chiefly by Professor 
» In the Geological Survey of California under Professor Whitney. 

evs al Kew, 
A large collection of pl 1s Mad ar, ‘and a con- : ants of Mauritius and Madagascar, a “01 

_tinuation of the distribution of the British East Indian herbaria of Grif- 

Ifer, &e., presented by the directors of the Royal Botanical Gar- 

Song rba : , 
A similar slSbuiion ‘Gn continuation) of plants of the Dutch East 

Sand Japan, from the Royal Netherlands Herbarium, Leyden, now 

the charge of Professor Miquel. | 
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A selection from the Mexican collections of the late Professor Lich 
mann (Oaks, Ferns, Cyperacee, &ec.); from the Royal Danish Botanie 
Garden, Copenhagen. 

. 
An extensive set of authentically determined plants of Persia, Siberia, 

and Northern China, from Professor Bunge of Dorpat; and of Algerian plants, &e., from Dr, Cosson. : A set of Mandon’s plants of the Andes of Bolivia; acquired by 
purchase. 

be 
A fine general collection of Algae, from Professor Agardh of Lund, 

Species Al 2 garum. 

8 © Qu e ers << — S) - y 3 = a 3 ° <§ fee eB. @ = = = =f $ a ae n 2, a EA = 3 

skylight, and by a large double window in the north-western end. At the 

: 
deep, surrounds the apart- 

h ce between the 

ruction, a detailed account 

des Plantes, which, the 

more of amusement than inst 
of on, in the Jardin 



» 

als at length prevailed, and he was allowed to carr 

Oat 
he ie P 

oe Cedar from England to Paris in his hat. The story of the voy- 
um 

: 

the 

i} + devotion, we presume, his name is commemorated in the genus De- 
Whee sao wed Family. . 

toni... © the other ingredients of this pol-pourri we are unable to 
cour. But the naturalists of the Jardin des Plantes may be some- 

“stonished to learn that a railway traverses their peaceful groun:'s, 
that a hissing steam-engine runs over the steep little hill upon which 
fe teh as they fondly imagine still flourishes, Bernard de Jussieu’s 
| non, 

3 learn from this same article, farther on, that ‘‘ poor Douglas,” the 
explorer of Oregon and California, “ perished at last in a pit- 
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fall set for bears or buffalos in a North American forest; and that the — 
oe height of full-grown trees of the Mountain Redwood, Sequois 

igantea, whee they still call Wellingtonia in Scotland) is full three ; 
hind d fee : 

Callen vulguris in Newfoundland.—Mr. Murray, late of the Geo- 
ia Survey of Canada, and now engaged in a survey 0 f Newfound: 
Jand, has brought to Montreal specie ns es this plant, vi were col 

lected ih udge abins ay, on the ast coast of Newfoundland: near Fer 

minute, or just long enough to destroy the Tif aa roduce con ntraction ‘ 
of the tissues, and afterward dr ying them rapidly by artificial heat — 
The drying is best effected by placing them upon an _ n cloth ue 
tightly upon a frame and supported a few feet above.a stove. Care shoul — 

be taken not to raise the heat too high, as the green hae change 
at a temperature near that of boiling water. By this process 1 have sue- 

ceeded in preserving the delicate shades of red, ‘purple and orange of the 
species found on the coast of New pil a ineluding Solaster pappom’ 
S. endeca, Cribella, Asteracanthion palfida, A -Littoralis, and various otbet 
aenies, specie of which are in the Museum of Yale College. 

a Present: is equally applicable to Echini and Crust. 
American Silkworm.—After numerous experiments, 

Trouvelot, +6 Mediord, Mass., has succeeded in rearin ng successfully, 

great nu rs, Altacus Polyphem us Linn., and in preparing from from 

nan keeles quality of silk, possessing great 1u lustre and streng 
sed pronounced superior to Japanese and all other silks, except the: 
Chinese, iy competent dada. 

The silk is unwound by a simple process perfected by Mr. 
each cocoon yielding about 1500 yards, This insect is very 
sipiid throughout the Northern States and Canada ; sae as it feeds 

si 

ry. 
Mr. Tees oe fy Bors increased his stock from year to we 

tele young from the eggs of the few individuals first captu " 
{ fey D ; 

possible. 
The first public notice of his experiments with this insect was 

Mr. Trouy eet ~ a meeting of the Institute of Technology, a 

pinkie. when he exhibited specimens of silk mam 
mn it, both ssartkesioecd and dyed. 
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IV. ASTRONOMY AND METEOROLOGY. 

_ 1. Shooting Stars of Nov. 11-14, 1864.—Since the last No. of the 
Journal of Science was issued the Committee on Meteors of the Gon- 

_ ‘Meéctiout Academy of Arts and Sciences have received, by letter from Prof. 
_ BSilliman, dated in California, the following observations obtained by 
him, while in that part of the country :— 
: } Observations at Virginia, in Nevada, made by Mr. Ricuarn H. 
q Staeron:—Vov. 12th, One observer. Three hours watch, from 1 15m 
AM to 40 15m 4.u. Eighteen shooting stars were observed. Twelve 
_ Were conformable to the well-known radiant in Leo, although four of the 
_ -tumber exhibit Jarge deviations. But the deviations are about equal, 
_ Meither side of the radiant. Of the number that were not conformable, 
: fire had their courses directed from an area, 34° in diameter, in the same 
 ‘Belletal quarter of the heavens, but far to the north,—in fact, centered : 

sbout 1° N.W. of Gin U. Major. Only one—and that of small magni- 
tude—exhibited no tendency from the common radiant. All were yellow, 
‘cept one that exploded with a beautiful green light. Nearly all ap- 
Peared as brilliant points of light,—and six of the number were as con- 

. 

observations of Mr. Stretch, and which have every meteor’s 
bet clearly and numbered upon them. 
; rvations at Shasta, Nevada, made by Mr. G. K. Gop- 



oS. 

» 8. Chemical and mineralogical characters of the meteorite of | 
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tion of a violet color,” another group “ were of a deep crimmon 
much larger, apparently, than the fixed stars, and described a small ate 
in the sky, and w were confined to a small space in the heavens.” These 

last expressions agree ietlet re el with the striking appeaeneas 
1833, of a limited space around the radiant; but Mr. : 
stated, even in general terms, the tito of the “small space’ which be 
has described. All that can be certainly inferred from his account is {he 
simple fact — shooting stars appeared, at Shasta, on the morning of 
Nov. 14th Jast, in such numbers, and of such pelle as to fix | 

Godfrey’ s attention upon them for, at least, two hours without 7 

vious notice or expectation of such an occurrence. 
New Haven, Jan. 5 

2. Meteor and ‘Mitioniive of Orgueil terre the evening of the 14th e 

May, 1864, a very bright fireball was seen in France throughout the 
_ whole region from Paris to the Pyrenees. Loud detonations were 
in the neighborhood of Montauban, and a large number of stones came : 

down near the villages of Orgueil and Nohic. The passage of the meteor 4 
was witnessed by a large number of intelligent observers since it occurred” 
early in the evening. “Numerous accounts of its appearance have -_ 

ee in the Comptes Rendus 

es per se cond. This cae affords the strongest pro 
s one prodcing meteors and the detonating meteors are pheno 
essentially unlike. 7 

Davsrée, Croiz, Pisani and Des CLoizeavx have communic 

nite. The dark mass contains minute grains of a bro 
ce having a metallic lustre and a high density, which permit 

Separation from the main portion of the meteorite by eae ; 

under the microscope, these particles are*seen to b distinct, 

AV 
teristic of the meteorite is, that when Neca in water it falls nt re 
and a portion of it is in such an extreme state of mechanica 
that it remains a 4 long tim e in suspension in the water, and passes 

aulphed of i iron, orang of wickel and chromium, 5°92 per cent . 



{probably of the graphitic form), 9:06 p.c. of water and 5°30 p.c. of 
matter soluble in water, consisting of chlorids of ammonium, sodium and 

ith yellow solution and leaving a black residue amounting to 7°6 p.c.; 

4 Gs 
_ ‘Fisani confirms the observations of Cloéz as to the peculiar comport- 
ment of this stone when treated with water, and calls attention to its 

Mg Fe In a Na K x 

1700 «69608685 )—si2G—Ssi19 =: 90, 

€ per cent of carbonic acid from a portion of the meteorite 
“ "pon.— Comptes Rendus, May 30, July 18, and Nov. 14, 1864. 

ud, Bs 

“oling Stars of Jan. 2d—On the morning of Jan. 2d, 1865, 
Stars were sufficiently numerous to attract the attention, at New 

n, of those who were not aware that unusual numbers were looked 

orning, 

of another Asteroid, Alemene, @.—Another small planet 
Luther, at Bilk, on the 27th of November, 1864. It 

em yen ene. Oppolzer of Vienna gives the following ele- 

‘ a orbit, computed from observations of Nov. 27th, Dec. 3d, 

Astronomy and Meteorology. a0) Cg 
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Epoch Dee. 0:0, Berlin m. t. i= 8° 8/144 
M = 308° 40’ 1” g=ll 2% 41 
a= 1386 47 50 “= 781""152 
Q= 28 49 28 log a=0'438181. 

6. Comet IV, 1864.—On the 11th of December, 1864, Mr. Baker 
Nauen, near Berlin, discovered a telescopic comet. 

pectrum of a shooting star—Herschel has recently obse 
spectrum of a shooting star. It appeared near Capella, and was 
as brilliant as that star. He followed it for more than a second in 

1. Patent regenerative Gas-furnaces, of C. W. & F. Sremens.—? 
fessor Farapay, in his lecture at the Royal Institution, on the 20th June, 

grate, 2. e,, about half way down it is a solid plate, and for the rest of 
distance consists of strong horizontal plate bars where alr enters, 

. : . 

ie) ~ ad ° * 4 So Qu 5 i=J a B 5 ane. i oO = rot i) ad bas oo 

& at oo 2 — © icy Lm ae oc) = 

and then descends to the heat-regenerator, through which It 
fore it enters the furnaces. A regenerator is a chamber pack 

ri 
them. There are four placed under a furnace. e dig 
ne of these chambers, whilst air ascends throug eendlie 



 thamber, and both are conducted through passage outlets at one end of - 
_ the furnace, where mingling, they burn, producing the heat due to their 
_ chemical action. Passing onward to the other end of the furnace, they 

{i.¢, the combined gases) find precisely similar outlets down which they 
_ piss; and traversing the two remaining regenerators from above down- 

ward, heat them intensely, especially the upper part, and so travel on in 
- their cooled state to the shaft or chimney. Now the passages between the 
_ Surregenerators and the gas and air are supplied with valves and deflect- 
ing plates, which are like four way-cocks in their action; so that by the 

® which enter the stack to be cast into the air are not usually above 

When the furnace is in full order, the heat carried forward to be 
ved by the chemical action of combustion is about 4000°, whilst that 

back by the regenerator is about 3000°, making an intensity of 
Powel which, unless moderated on purpose, would fuse furnace and all 

its action 

< us the regenerators are alternately heated and cooled by the out- 
g and entering gas and air, and the time for alternation is from half 

oir to an hour, as observation may indicate. The motive power on 
ki i 

iddlig, ; and if a rapid evolution of heat is required, as in a short 

, rile” furnace, the mouth of the gas inlet is placed below that of the ‘the 1) If the reverse js required, as in the long tube-welding furnace, 
fumace > .*'Tangement is used. Sometimes, as in the enameller’s 

bac’: Which is a long muffle, it is requisite that the heat be greater at 
kee” the muffle and furnace, because the goods, being put in 

Out at the same end, those which enter last, and are withdrawn 

pee 



- 

‘ean be diminished or even stopped, by cutting off the supply of air to 
‘the grate of the gas- Jae dy and this is important, inasmuch as 

closed, as in the muffle furnaces and flint- -glass furnz 

the same kind of coal is used either directly for the furnace or for 

Leconte 

e abet can ‘hie sapalt of gas mee air is the furnace be cron ee 
by valves in the passages, but the very manufacture of the gas-fuel i 

is no-gasometer to recei e and preserve the aeriform fuel, for it aa 
at once phe: the furnaces. 

S the furnaces have their contents open to the fuel and eombus- 
tion, as in athe puddling and metal-melting arrangements ; other are el 

aces. 
The econo my in the fuel is esteemed practically as one-half, even when : d 

gas-producer ; but, as in the latter case, the most worthless kind can be 
employed—such as slack, &., which can be converted into a clean gat 
-eous fuel at a distance from the place of the furnace, so, met eral 
‘seem to present themselves in this part of the arr 

“i 71: On ‘On a i Si for measuring the velocities of ee 
IL 

2. dong iis and classification of the Cephlopia Me 
3. Geographical ei of North pee Birds; 8. .s 
4. On the tables of the Moon; Bens, Per 
: Menor inradg of some Malacopterygians . L, Acasst. 

- On chemical classification; W. Gis 
. a of the Geological survey of "California; J.D. ube 
8. On a method of exhibiting certain statistics of of hosp ’ 

9. eis on the changes which have taken place in ye bar of ‘i 
ton harbor since the sinking of obstructions in the m channel, # 
veloped by the e U.S, Coast Survey; J. E. Hirearp. of 

10. Glacial epee: and present configuration of the Stale 
L. Agassiz, : 



1. Dimensions and proportions of American soldiers; B. A. Goutp. 
__ 12, On a regulator for maintaining uniform motion, and an apparatus 
- lor recording time-observations in type; J. E. Hiearp. 
18. Mineral lands of the United States, and the relation of the govern- 
ment to their management; J. D. War 

at once for the equipment of the laboratory, and the balance to endow 
‘quatly the Chemical and Engineering departments. 

Mhomical Observations—Mr. Gillis expresses in his Preface, his pleas- 
pit “the prosecution of these observations should have resulted in ye uttion of a permanent Naval Observatory.” ening the three years, 1849 to 1861, Capt. Gilliss was in Chili, in 2of the U. S. Expedition for determining the Solar Zastewrop bet 

ront 

in—reached home from the Libby prison, after four 
i Prisonment, only the day before his father died. 
Rez P, Borp.—It is seldom that astronomical science has re- 



neces sary 
vate li 

and deep sense of religious obligation, secured for him, not the mere 
respect, but the kindest regard of all that had the happiness of bis 

W. My 

. Dr. Huan Farconer—Dr. Falconer, Vice-President of the 

Society, died at London, on the 31st of January. 

8. History of Delaware County, Pennsylvania, from the Discov 
the Territory included within its limits to the present time, with a 
of the Geology of the County, and Catalogues of tts Minerals, 

uadrupeds and Birds; written under the direction and appointment 

the Delaware Co. Institute of Science, by Gzorce Surra, M D. 

and ma ee ; 

* We are informed that, a month sin i from eres | ce, Mr. Bond received word from * ” 
De La Rue, of the Royal Astronomical Society, that he Society, at it J th 
meeting, in January, had yoted him a gold medal for his work ov 

; 
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-XXVII.—On Molecular Physics ; by Prof. W. A. Norton. | 

[Continued from vol. xxxviii, page 223.] 

4 former part of this paper a succinct exposition has been 
1 Of @ consistent general theory of Molecular Forces, and 

ecular Constitution of bodies, and special theories of the 
ent States of aggregation of matter, and the processes of 

“eed from two fundamental principles, viz: 
To paper on heat-vibrations, by Mr. James Sa published in the ovggees 28 > tay, 1864, it is maintained that the heat-vibration does not co Motion of an aggregate mass of molecules, but in a motion of the individual 

. ions of th 1 

i theory of heat-vibrations, or heat-pulses, ‘s remarks that his conclusion that “ hie aieinints atom itself is essentially 

m 
" a. Put in the present communication the ground is 

ic ethereal ; the at that invests it with ere atom th oply of power. * tmosphere condensed upon the atom 1 n with 

expan ~ © molecule an e itome, in fact, of the universe. In the contractions 
be disc that result fans the action of t atom upon its atmosphere 

foreeg d etned the origin not only of heat-vibrations, but of all the molecular 
res, depett, the varied ible movem nd changes of molecular atmos- 

ba causes of Upon their elasticity and mutual action, are to be fou 
Sone: Physical phenomena, 

"™ Scl.—Szconp Szaies, Vou. XXXIX, No. 117.—Mar, 1865. 
31 
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(1.) That matter exists in the three different forms of ordinary — 
or gross matler, an electric ether, and a more subtile uziversal ether; — 
and that each of these is made up of spherical atoms. 

(2.) That there are two primary forces: attraction, and re — 
pulsion. 4 

The primary force of attraction is exerted between the atoms 
of ordinary matter and the two ethers, and between the atoms — 
of the electric ether and those of the universal ether; while a 
mutual repulsion subsists between the constituent atoms of the © 
two ethers, = 
From these two postulates the conclusion was derived that 

each atom of ordinary matter must be surrounded by two atmos — 
pheres, one consisting of electric ether, and another of the unk 
versal ether, pervading the former; and that the atoms of the 
electric ether must also be surrounded by atmospheres of the 
more subtile universal ether which pervades the space between — 
them. Such being the condition of things, it was assum 
the attraction of the central atom of matter for the atoms of 
electric ether exterior to it was propagated by the intervening 
universal ether, and that the same was true of the mutual 
pulsion exerted between the individual atoms of the el 
e 

I'he primary force of heat, as one of the molecular forces, was 
deduced from these principles, and found to have its origi 
the force of molecular attraction. pil 
We propose now to show that the characteristic phenoment 

of electricity, comprised under the several heads of frictond’ 
electricity, vollaic-electricity, thermo-electricity, magnetism, electromag 
nelism, magnelo-electricity, induced currents, and dia-magnelism, may 
be derived as mechanical deductions from the same fun amental 
conceptions. 

We have thus far had no occasion to introduce arbitrary by 

two forces, attraction and repulsion, operating on the sa piace 
forms of matter, are alone concerned in evolving the phen a 

results, achieved by the same agencies, working by ™ 
essential processes. As transcendently wonderful as 18 
mite variety of Nature, no less so is the all-comprehensive — of its origin, and the grand simplicity of its evolution. 
the point of view now taken, this truth, which has jot 
discerned with more or less distinctness, stands forth raifert Proportions. In the discussion of specific properties 
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_ substances, we have admitted, and shall continue to admit, only 
differences in degree, not in kind; and differences too, that fall 

within the scope of the general theory. No higher requirement 
than this can reasonably be exacted of any fundamental con- 
_ ception. 

i) age has cco 

Electricity. 

Preparatory to the discussion of this topic it is important to 
_ inquire more minutely than has hitherto been done into the 
electric condition of molecules, both simple and compound. 

atmosphere ; but has this atmosphere a definite limit? and if so 
what is the condition of the electric ether exterior to it, and in 
Me interstices between molecules? The equilibrium of such an 
tlmosphere is determined by the operation of two antagonistic 
lores, the attraction of the central atom for each atomette of the 
Atmosphere, and the repulsion experienced by such atomettes 

tom all the others of which the atmosphere is composed. If 
vegard these forces as in no degree intercepted in their prop- 

repulsion of the whole atmosphere cannot be coinci- 
with the center of attraction, or center of the atom of mat- 

Author May seem to have adopted, in the scheme of molecular forces pre- 
PP: 63, 64, an arbitrary hypothesis, in assuming the existence of a force 

ne Fepulsion between the surfaces of contiguous electric atmospheres ; as 
Upon which the theoretical inference was drawn were not stated in the 
discussi There will soon be occasion to offer these in another cop- 
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ter. It would seem also that the repulsive pulses propagated 
from the atomettes should be more or less intercepted by the 
central atom of the molecule, which should tend to displace the 
center of repulsion still more. For each side of the molecule 
this center must lie somewhere between the center of the atom 
and the surface of the atmosphere, as at r, fig. 4. In this state 
of things the atmosphere will have a definite limit, ‘ 
as before; but beyond its limits, since its repulsion 4. 
must decrease more rapidly than the attraction, an 
effective force of attraction will be exerted by the 
entire molecule. As a consequence, the external 
electric ether will be retained in contact with the 

as the diameter of this envelope; and we shall use these terms 
in the same sense hereafter, unless the exception is di 

The outer electric envelopes of molecules serve to establish 

ration an effective repulsion at this surface, where ote we 
effective force would be zero. It is to be borne in min pee 
the attraction of the central atom is dynamical in its ne ae 

ments will, when propagated outward, neutralize each OFT 
effects, unless a secondary force is developed in the proces : 
Now it is precisely such a force that is developed in the -- @ibet 
Just explained, and this must be propagated by the electri ee 

* Ttis possible that in some cases the outer atmospheric envelope MAY lag 
ides several spherical layers, separated by surfaces of no 
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of the outer envelope, or the interstitial electric ether of bodies, 
asa wave-force.* 
We have seen that the attraction exerted by the atom upon 

its atmosphere, proper, by forcing outward a portion of the uni- 
versal ether near the surface of the atom, develops at the same 
time an effective molecular attractive force and what we have 
called the force of heat-repulsion, From the difference that ob- 
tains in the circumstances under which these forces and the above 

_ Gleetric ether 
_ At other points, as ¢ 

etd the attraction of either molecule alone. 
hore, that the two united molecules will be surrounded by an 
age ¢ atmosphere of their own, spherical or spheroidal in form, 
24 at the same time that 

M€ Mate 

Dor » $1Ze, and perh culiarities of the central atom, but also 
: Pom the amount of sll puede cag nl extraneous sources. External forces, of 

: ‘the value of i extension, applied to a body, also tend to augment or dimin 

ibs Tn treat _ sth gy 

thi ting briefly of solidification (p! 209, &e.), our attention was confined 
"send ‘a the union of dimple molecules i wad homogeneous mass, but there is good 

that of believe that in cases of solidification, with the exception, perhaps, of 

- ubine eect crystallization, compound molecules are first formed, and that these 
»10 various modes, to form the solid. In every such instance the formation 

i. 
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Let us next inquire into the true nature of the electric polari- 
zation of molecules. se 
A molecule becomes polarized whenever, from any cause, & 

portion of its electric atmosphere is urged around from one side 
to the opposite side; where there is an excess, the polarity — 

the other of the atom ; in addition to this, a certain quantity of 
the ether is detached, or expelled from the atmosphere on the 
positive side, anda corresponding amount absorbed into it on the , 
negative side. Accordingly, when a molecule is being polarized, Lath 
when tls polarization is increasing, there is a flow of electrit ether 
toward tts negative side, and away from its positive side. the 
other hand, when a polarization once acquired is falling off, there % 
a flow, or an electric current, in the opposite direction. ‘To make this — 
more evident, let S (fig. 6) be a ; 
surface receiving a charge of pos- 
itive electricity, and a, b 

’ rs 
and the farther side positively ; but the same force will urge 
interstitial ether toward a, and the augmented attraction of t 

tween a and 3, and polarize 4, just as (Polaris a. sd 
chain of particles will therefore become polarized in success ae 
and at the same time there will be an electric movement, 4 

ferent instances 
e different effects 0 ae 

it i | of combination, will be briefly considered under the hea 

cal union. 
| 

The va ried forms of crystallization assumed by different substances, by 

dome. a poet! gee degree, the diversity the 

the indivi ecules of whic 
pound Weelidiilie connat | | 
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_ charge from one to another. To take a more complete view of 
the matter, the molecular polarization resulting from the elec- 
tricity received by any single point, S, will not be confined to 

_ the normal line a, 4, c, but will extend, though with diminished 
Intensity, along lines radiating outward from S. A similar re- 
mark may be made of the flow of electricity that accompanies 
the polarization. 

accompanied by a spherical electric ‘ wave of translation” that will spread indefinitely through the same medium. This latter 

quantity of electricity that moves forward from one layer of par- 
ticles to th 
the surfac 
translatio 
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polarization received will be the same as before. In this respect 
substances may differ, or they may have different “ specific in- 
ductive capacities,” as maintained by Faraday. _ It is, in fact, just 
this difference of property that constitutes the difference between 
conduction and non-conduction, or between the different degrees 
of conduction or of non-conduction. 

So long as the charge of electricity on the surface 8, fig. 6, 

the outward flow of the electricity is partly the result of the mu 
tual repulsion between contiguous atoms of the electric ~— 

Let us suppose two extreme cases, compatible with our g é 

ral theory. (1.) Let there be an indefinite line of st es; 

a 
at the surface of the molecular atmospheres, and see a 
quantity of free electricity to arrive at one end of this pene | 

before it a certain quantity of electricity throughout the whole 
ength of the line, and that if the flow be unchecked it can 

little or no disturbing action upon the molecular atm do 
except very near their surface, and cannot polarize apne this the moving electricity must have a certain deci ed OTT 

- 

that is, be present in a certain sufficient quantity at mae arfect 
of the line. This would be the case of perfect, or near 

Sait 

BAA ahh: be Phekae. Aaa 
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conduction, and there would be little or no polarization of the 
_ molecules. (2.) Let us suppose that the density of the electric 
ether is very feeble between the molecules, there being now no 
_ continuous mass of ether to give way before the electricity re- 

er. 
10 obtain a more distinct idea of the entire process of imper- 

. sal to the positive side.’ Let a, fig. 7, 

7 hl of its electric atmosphere will fall at 
= aa 0, on the plus side of the center. 

1° Squire into the effective action of the 
id © upon a mass of electric ether pos- 

| timospi midway between p and n, if the 
ere were not disturbed the center of 

2 

tre, 

, prepaga ropagat Mparison made on p. 216, between the propagation of heat and the 
' se of electricity, it is intimated that each is promoted by a polarization of 

able j s in a limited sense. ‘The circumstances most favor- 

le p- 246). When, how : 
ae by the intervention of the interstitial electric ether, is feeble, a 

dise?, of polarization on the part of the individual molecules would pro- 
harge from mol 

be an cess of electric ether, or a positive state, on the side of the mo 
Jo etvely polarized, and a ee g a: ont: +h pp 

ty 80. —Seconn Serizs, Vou. XXXIX, No. 117.—Mar, 1865. 
32 
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effective repulsion would fall at r; in its supposed polarized con. 
dition, therefore, it will lie at some point m intermediate between 
rando. The two forces exerted upon s would therefore act in 
the direction shown in the figure, and their resultant would act 
from s toward-t. It will be readily seen that at all points be a 

the positive side, and inward on the negative side of the mole 
cule. The density of the electric ether at n should therefore be 
greater than at; and while by its elastic tension it is uy 

there will be a resultant force, as shown in the figure, tending 0 
check the flow of free electricity around or past the molecule, i 

whatever may be the intensity of this resultant, it must bai 
corresponding order of magnitude with the tension of free pris 
tricity, since it is precisely the resistance exerted by the polar 

versal ether. This determines the escaping electricity en 
oo tance con 

sidered above then comes into play, and if the elastic cone atk 
the electricity is sufficient to overcome this resistance, eee ik ea i : : veme | ing discharge takes place; otherwise the electric mo asin the 
only be after the manner explained on p. 243, that 18, 
process of induction, According to these views, the gre 
resistance offered by dense than rarefied air, is to be ¢*P 
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id, or liquid bodies, should conduct electricity better 

larization induced, and therefore of the resistance resulting 
; fom it, must depend upon the condition of the interstitial elec- 

ine ether (p, 243), and the distance between the molecules ; since 
ve Interval of time in which the repulsive impulses propagated 

4 ton of the particles; more especially as different groups of par- 
*) OF compound molecules (p. 241), may offer different de- 

~, Munication with the ground and afterward with the charged 
— conductor of an electrical machine, the electricity will flow 
ely along the route thus opened, and the tension of the ether 
“Ing over a being very feeble there will be no perceptible 

a, 

Connected with the prime conductor, to be placed near an- 

ad ’ 

® same time polarize the particles of the surrounding 3 i ica, of non-conductors resist the flow of free electricity after the same 
ee ‘Internal mass, that i is, by their molecules becoming polarized, 
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air. As a consequence, a certain portion of the electric fluid on 
the nearerside of b, will be urged away and pass into the grou 
This side will thus. be electrised negatively by induction, and 
react upon the air particles between the two balls, increasing 
their polarization, and upon the nearer parts of a, drawing more 
electricity to them. All these changes will be attended within. 
creasing wave movements, and increasing discharges from one 
particle of air to another along the line between the nearest 
points of the balls. The electric ether in transitu between the air 
particles on this line, may thus come to have sufficient density to 

the two bodies, and so to convey a sudden conductive discharge 
along this line. This result will be partially due to the lateralex: 
pansion, which the free electricity received by the air particleson 
the line will occasion in their electric atmospheres. ere 
be two causes in operation to produce this effect, the pressure of 
the stream of ether passing from one particle to the next, agaist 
the atmosphere upon which it falls, and the mutual repulsion of 
the particles that will thus become momentarily overcharged. 

* We have seen (p. 247) that such lateral expansion would give 

rise to a diminution in the resisting force of the polarized ag 

spark. There is also a sudden diminution in the tension of the 
electricity received by a from the prime conductor, which 1s an 
other cause of this interruption. Apparently another cause esi 
spiring with these two is a reaction to the sudden lateral expal® 
sion above mentioned. If a were previously charged pee 
lated, and 6 brought continually nearer to it, the mutual u rl 

tive action of the two balls upon each other would initiate ¥ 
electric movement above alluded to through the intervening af 

park. | : 
the van 

movements in the atmospheres of the air molecules, meg 
apon the discharge. (See p. 219.) Experiments by wee 
son, and other physicists, have conclusively esta bias 

action of the electrical shell that surrounds it, and the 1 7 

conveyed by the electric current should tend to detach the p#* 
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tices at the end of the metallic line through the ball. The 
luminosity of the detached particles is to be ascribed to the 

_ vibratory movements imparted by the discharge to the electric 
_ atmospheres of the particles. 

 Becitation of Electricity.—There are various special modes of 
_ exciting electricity, but they are all only so many different modes 
_ of polarizing contiguous molecules; or, more comprehensively, 

: Surfaces are pressed together, especially if they ‘are brought 
Within the limits at which a force of adhesion would come into 

og pea eR ae E or me o) fh ° 4 fe) Q re) Ss Ky 5 ra) por rS) < Oo $9 Ss o ‘al io) o n wn (o) Fh > o (>) oO ae o re) + a a yy _e re) = “< 
: vhile it would be meastively eolaraed (p. 246); that is, the outer 
 tavelopes would, on the outer side of the molecules, have an 
_ ‘Sees of electricity, and on the inner a deficiency. The reverse 
Would be true of the other surface. This is the probable explana- 

ae Pressure should tend to compress the electric atmospheres of 

ie Sa a oO =) or a oO “3 n cS 4 oy fe) ra) ct So o mn 
3 
it 6 oO Q o © Qu ee 7) = 5. pom" p9 a} wry i=) i=] ? 

* 
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The particles of each body, if non-conductors, should also be 
come polarized, after the same manner essentially as already ex- 
plained (p. 242), and in this condition would serve to retain the 
surfaces in their disturbed state (p. 245-6). The explanation 
here given is sustained by the effect of heat when applied to 
one of the surfaces, which is to dispose that surface to take the 
negative state, and in fact the heat-pulses should expand the 
molecular atmospheres (p. 73) and’tend to produce a discharge 7 
of electric ether from their outer sides. The like tendency of 

_ roughness of surface may be explained in a similar manner. 

Pe ae ee OPEN 

ae Ae Re a, at he 

be 3 ec ° ot ad oO fe <) : eal co Leer | fas) ° ter) io = om 3 >, is) Q 
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mospheres, and, as a consequence, the polarization materia 
erease if not ultimately disappear. In this event the fin be 
would be due chiefly, or entirely, to the molecular attr a 
proper, as in the case’ of similar molecules. It is in ths 

thes A disturbing action from the molecular attraction, may even pec ie Fond : 
tion when the molecules are beyond the range of effective attraction, t op the 
Oe, Fig. 1. For it is to be observed that in the action of each — im od atmosphere of the next, the attractive impulses prevail over the separ 
Oc as well as between Oa and Oc. : a 

jee ree 
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2 condition, essentially, that we suppose a particle of water to 
exist, wo constituent molecules, oxygen and hydrogen, 
are not polarized, or but feebly so, and they are, to a certain de- 

Bree, in conducting communication with each other.” 
_Indeveloping the theory of the voltaic current, let us confine 

_ our attention to the case of a single cell, consisting of water, or 

3 polarized molecules extends to the copper plate. 
Th this chain, as first established, we regard each particle of 

oe 
: idk hot absolutely essential to the explanation of the voltaic current that the 
28 a When combined, should be reganded as devoid of polarization. 

0 
ation to be given, fur the compound molecule, as it is not ¢ 

- Gregg Ports itself throughout essentially as a simple molecule would under like 
i en. It is to be observed that the process 0: polarization above considered 
: tance, ‘sion an excess of electric. ether upon the entire molecule of the one sub- 
Re . deficieney on the entire molecule of the other; since when a molecule 

hit ip, ol@rized it absorbs upon the one side the same amount of electric ether 
all these he other side (p. 242 : 

u If the remarks the term molecule is used in the same sense as heretofore. 
tage estituent molecules of each water particle were not in conducti 

mol 'on, then the ac 
This ob jecti les and thus to bind them more closely rather than to sep 

ms i hOnbein’s theory. Seems to hold against Schonbein 
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plate again. The arrival of this electricity intensifies the ee 
izing action going on at the zine plate, and hastens the umon 0% 

currents. At the same time, the electricity discharged from the e 

in the same manner that the zine acted upon the first, 
throughout the chain. As the detached hydrogen p 
made, by the same force which detached it, to attract ie’ “al 

oxygen particle more energetically, there may be n0 fe 

movement of the common center of gravity of any of the pails 

consist it 

n,m exerted 

in 
e same 

Fa particles occupy in combining should be dar on same ‘ 
the length of the entire circuit, supposing it to be 0 " a 

# ‘This chemical action is intensified by the codperative polarizing 9°00 © 
uric acid. a sulph 
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material and cross section throughout; actually should be pro- 
portional to the ‘“‘reduced” length of the circuit. During this 
period all the electricity set in motion by the union of the two 
particles should pass through the circuit; or more strictly, be 

urged forward past each point of the circuit, in electric “ waves 
_ Oftranslation.” The quantity of electricity that moves forward 
ita given time should then be inversely proportional to the 
_lngth of the circuit, other things being the same. The reason 
thatthe quantity of electricity, or the intensity of the current, 
‘3 evr eenal to the area of the cross section of the wire is, prob- 

‘Rous molecules in the line being such that they become more or 
#8 polarized, and so offer a resistance to the free flow of the 
Mecinicity (p. 245); besides that the process of polarization is 
tlended with a retardation. The degree of polarization that 
le at any point of the current serves as a measure of the 
‘"sisiance” experienced by the current there. 

oree to polarize and decompose an electrolyte interposed 

aly 4) 00d Conducting wires are employed to com lete the circuit 

the ne asity of the current will be augmented by increasing 

— heat developed in the voltaic current is to be ascribed to 
Siva Pulsive action of the electric ether moving in it upon the 
Wloped (tne Currents, or waves of translation, are thus de- 
Matera] M this ether, which fall upon the central atoms of the 
‘ten Molecules in the circuit, or the dense ether surrounding 

Js: The impulses thus received are given off, or pass 
‘Sct—Snconp Sertes, Vou. XXXIX, No. 117.—Mayr, 1865. 

33 
x 
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into the molecular atmospheres, one after another, and are finally 
radiated off as heat-pulses. The explanation is the same as that 
of the molecular absorption, and subsequent radiation of the 
ethereal pulses of radiant heat, already given (p. 215). When 
the condition of things is such that the particles in the circuit 
become polarized, a greater amount of heat should be developed, — 
because a part of the electric movement within the molecular 
atmospheres, which was before confined to their upper portions, 
now occurs at greater depths, where the universal ether is more 
dense. Thus, when the resistance to the passage of the current 
becomes greater, more heat is developed. Heat. may also be 

adjacent masses,—and inducing currents in wires, or mevlig 
bodies, in the vicinity. 

[To be continued. ] 

Art. XX VITI.—On the combination which takes place w hen Light 
of different tints is presented to the right and left eye; by Prof : 
OapENn N. Roop, of Columbia College. 

In 1806, de Haldat stated that when differently colored glasses 
were held before the two eyes, a combination of the two per 
took place in the brain, and that the resultant impression 1" 
the same that would have been produced by mixing a we 

observers 

; ¢ de Haldats lariscope, Dove confirmed the general correctness 0 
conclusion. In 1846, Seebeck, and, in 1849, Foucault and Reg 
nault arrived at the same result. 

The testimony of these observers has then proved peste , 
bination of the two sensations does take place in the bral 

erally similar to that which would be produced by the geo . 
bh what exac® tion of the two tints to a single retina: but wit 

tude the resultant tint obtained by the binocular meth or bY : 
with that produced in the ordinary way by rapid rotation, 

mete tthe et 
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Helmholtz’s method, or how far it is in point of fact possible to 
_ predict, by the binocular method, what the result of the true 

_ mixture of different tints willl be, is a question which, so far as 
_ Iknow, has never been studied. 
__ The following set of experiments was undertaken for the ex- 
_ amination of this matter. 

q The first method pursued was as follows: Light of different 
tints, complementary or not, was presented to the right and left 
eye, and the resultant tint gained by binocular vision was noted : 

mixed and presented to a single retina. In many cases the re- 

exact resultant by rotation would be; it sometimes being of 
was not at all present to the eye or mind during the 
ion. 

. 4pparatus to which was attached a circular card-board 
With its two halves painted in different colors. The dise 

‘Temaining at rest, the dividing line of the colors being vertical, 
ght of different colors entered the two apertures in the card- 
OR, and after their binocular union had been effected, the re- 
stant Was noted: the disc was then set in rotation, the stereo- 
vie Temaining in its position, and a true mixture of the two 
_» Was obtained and compared with the first result. 

. Heliaholtz has shown that vermilion represents the red of the pectrum up to the line C, that red lead answers to a por- 
tween C and D, but not reaching up to D; also, that the 

"8s that of 113-2. more of the latter color, with gamboge, Steenish-blue disc. Red dises, slightly purplish, 80 discs colored with emerald green, 170° in the 
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chart. In addition discs of a golden yellow, being some of the 
same paper I had previously used in the stereoscopic imitation 
of the luster of gold—its tint was 102-7; and finally purple discs 
were made by the mixture of ultramarine and crimson lake, 

Comparison of the results obtained by the binocular and actual combina- # 
tion of different tints. 

1. When one-half of the disc was covered with vermilion, the - ; 

the green was such that after a portion of it had been neutral- 
ized by the red, enough remained to give a strong green color — 

will be p 

thus avoided, as it was impossible to know beforehand ae the : 
result would be, when the rotation experiment was trl 
equal surfaces of the colored papers. In several cases the tints — 
en equal portions of some of the discs nearly exactly bala 
each other, so that the resultant tint by rotation appro 
to a white or neutral gray. 

2. Vermilion and ultramarine gave with some ease the same — 
tint by the two methods of combination; viz., a red purple: the 
tint was however rather more red by rotation than would have — 

tint com 
been expected from the binocular combination. 

3. Vermilion and yellow (107-7) gave by rotation @ 
taining much more yellow than would have been ex 
the binocular examination. : yidy 

4. Vermilion and purple gave the same tint in both cases 
a red purple. 

5. Vermilion and black gave approximately the same 
in the two cases; the disc was however less red by binocular a 

in both case 
vision than by rotation. 

6. Vermilion and white gave the same result 

2 . | : roximation 7. Orange, (red lead,) and purple hp cegadage red bY to the same result in the two cases; the 
rotation than was expected. 
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8. Orange and black gave a more neutral tint by binocular 
vision than by rotation. 
9, Orange and white gave the same tint. 

__ 10. Chrome yellow and emerald green (170°) gave the same 
‘Result, viz., a yellowish green. 
il. Chrome yellow when combined with black by rotation 
_ givea more decided yellow than would have been expected from 
_ the stereoscopic union of the two components. 
_ 12. With white the tint was the same in each case. 
43. Emerald green with white gave the same tint in both 
_ Mises; with black the tint was not nearly green enough in the 

binocular union. 
__ if. Ultramarine with white or black gave about the same re- 
- Sultin each case. 
_ _ 1. Purple and yellow (107-7) by rotation gave a decided yel- 

low: the va impression from binocular vision was much 
heutral. 

. Golden yellow and Prussian blue gave about the same tint 
two cases, viz., a nearly pure gray. 

2. Vermilion and greenish blue gave approximately the same 
hat in oth cases, viz., a gray slightly purplish: the tint by bi- 
* Vislon was a little more neutral. ; j nbn ensh yellow and purple gave sometimes the same tint - Mboth cases, viz., a gray with atinge of green. = 

:. 4 Emerald green and purplish red gave by rotation a good Mutral gray, but I could not, by binocular vision, get exactly 
ult, the tint of the resultant being either too red 

Both of the original colors used were very pure 

I give two combinations on which many experiments 

©, viz., first, chrome yellow and ultramarine. By the 

.2*Y, While the true union of the colors gave a flesh tint. 

eae °8 in reali sultants in the two ‘seg thay Teality take place, yet that the re 

“dency 
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pression a neutral one, when the method by rotation shows that — 
this is not truly the case. This is illustrated in a striking man- 

an experiment previously published by me, which] haye 
lately repeated a number of times with the same result. A yel- 
low glass is held before one of the eyes, a blue glass before the 
other, when, as Briicke rightly states, a landscape thus viewed, — 
seems of a neutral gray if the attention be equally directed to 
the two impressions. When, however, the two glasses are 
tached to opposite openings in a blackened card dise, and set in 
rapid rotation so that the tints are truly mixed and a true result 
ant obtained, this is found (with the glasses I employed), to bea 

_ strong purple, though nothing of this kind is seen or sugg 
in the binocular use of the glasses. It is probably this tendency 
to consider the resultant neutral, that makes it so easy to com 
bine, in binocular vision, tints produced by polarized light, and 
to perceive that the resultant is white. : 

t may be remarked in passing, that when the stereoscope 8 
held as  poaca before the two halves of the colored dise, and ee 

the latter is caused to revolve slowly, that the aperture in the 
card board appears extraordinarily lustrous, so much so that 1b 
would be possible by a little artistic arrangement of the access 
ries to deceive persons with the belief that they were looking # 
the surface of a polished metallic mirror. 

Binocular union of complementary tints produced by polarized light. : | 

For the purpose of experimenting on this point, I arranged + : 

m 
late of polish 

. 

in blac 

employed on account of the rapid change of the tint b 
inclination. As the colors were exactly complementary, 
sultant by binocular vision should always be pure W ite. 

card board. Films of common mica cannot We 

Results with polarized light. 

readiness to make a white. The same was true of i 

the 8rd order; here the resultant white was very easily © 

order, gave a good result. The same tints o 
readily neutralized each other. 

* 

Senay ieee Sp Resi aes 
nero’ Sus 

objects, plates of selenite were used, fastened behind apertures 
black eo 

y the least a 

Ast, Red with greenish blue of 2nd order combined wae SS 
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3rd, Yellow and indigo blue of Ist order gave easily a very 
white. The same tints in the 2nd order united with more 

Union was about the same in 8rd order. 
4th, Greenish yellow and violet of 2nd order combine to a 

white with some difficulty. The same is true of these tints be- 
longing to the 3rd order. 

oth, Green and purplish red of the 2nd order, united with 
moderate ease. The same tints in the 3d order united with 
great ease, and the resultant white could be retained very steadily. 

tom the above it will be seen that the union most easily 
takes place when the complementary tints have a low intensity. 

esame result can also be produced with the colored discs b 
shading them, when the two impressions much more readily fuse 
mio a neutral single one. 

Art, XXIX.—On an experiment with the Gyroscope; by Prof. 
O. N. Roop, of Columbia College. 

Ir a gyroscope be suspended in equilibrium by pivots at p 
amd p', and the disc be set in rotation in the direction indicated, 
and an attempt be made to cause it to rotate about a new axis 
PP, in the direction shown at A, the 
dise will tend to turn in the direction 
‘sand if the pivots p p’ are immov- 
able, pressure against them will be 

Generated in the direction s s, which 
EB ragtinee till the disc has been ro- 

has 
oo Over an arc of 180°, when this tendenc 

_.Way, to rotate rapidly about a new axis as p p’, 1 
: Notion migh Heese: 

: fri and allowed to remain undisturbed, continued in motion 
. 6 minutes, It was connected with a set of multiplying 

it was forcibly caused to revolve about the new axis pp’, 
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arrested in about twenty seconds, or in the ;',th portion of the 
time it otherwise would have occupied. 

Art. XXX.—Description of a simple apparatus for producing 
lustre without the use of Lustrous surfaces or of the Stereoscope; 
by Prof. OepEN N. Roop, of Columbia College. 

In attentively looking at plane polished surfaces of aventurine 
glass, I have often been for a moment unable to dee 
binocular vision exactly where some of the imbedded cryst 

minute © : the 
triangular apertures, were punched. Directly below this on 
blackened surface of the floor of the box, were sprinkled about® 
hundred small pieces of white, red, and green paper, each being 

h 

construction, light of different intensity or color was pres? 
to the two eyes pe rforated 

If now a second blackened diaphragm of brass foil, pyr 
with many minute triangular apertures, carefully prepare 
not to have an indented surface, be placed above the first 
apertures, at a distance of 1 or 1 of an inch, brilliant po! 
light are seen either by one eye or the other, light from the ible 
opeting rarely reaching both eyes. It now becomes 1Mp" geet 
to decide on the location of these points, and they often bat 
suspended in space, somewhere in the interior of the box, 
exactly where the observer cannot determine. — 

Some Fa Sel 

r z 

eee = 
e 
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_ Arr, XXXT.—Remarks on the Beatricee, a new Division of 
Mollusca; by AtpHEus Hyatt, Jr. 

chain of small hollow chambers ; (2) a succession of concentric 
‘oniform layers ; (3) an external or sub-epidermal layer. 
(L) The central chambers are imperforate, generally deeply 

“Oheave, and set one upon another like a pile of Chinese tea- 
he t 

d toward the larger end of the fossil, and completely closed 
ty the bottoms of the succeeding cavities. They invariably 
_ Mtupy the axis of the encircling coniform layers, and have thin 

apy ning reversed, convex instead of concave, or broken 
a several minor chambers. Such irregularities, however, 

merely local, arising from mutilation or other disturbing 
i 1 
& ie any adequate acknowledgment of the kindness shown to the mem- 
p the expedition by Prof. 
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causes, not affecting any individual asa whole. In B, nodulosa 
they remain, with but few exceptions, constantly concave, and 
have regular fornis. ; 

2. e coniform layers are separated in fully grown spec 
mens by intervening spaces near the ike 

laminee. 
(8.) The sub-epidermal or outer layer is of a dark brown 

and in well preserved specimens is ornamented and conti 
without annular marks or furrows. 

) . 

they are composed; and the annular appearance is conseqi 
to the overlapping of the cone-like concentric pari a 
were deposited from within, and cannot, therefore, be consider 
plant-like exogenous layers. : B 

e were fortunate enough to obtain a specimen of ‘ie pa 
lata at English Head which demonstrates that the cone-} go : 

. 

titions are the walls of chambers that were successlvey ' 
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ponding to angular external ridges projecting from the outer 
surface, The spaces between the folds are acutely angular, and 
‘answer to an equal number of broad shallow channels between 
the external ridges. The correspondence of this core with the 

te 

tween the vacant, deeply cut, angulated interspaces, and the 
‘shallow, external channels, show that the inclosed body was sur- 
Tounded by amantle. If the shell had not been secreted by an 
‘tiveloping mantle, the outline of the exterior would have cor- 
Tsponded more closely to the internal irregularities of the sur- 

fice of the body, and there would have resulted a shell with 
‘prominent lobe-like folds, instead of depressed, angular ridges, 

ery cut angulated interspaces, instead of broad, shallow 
innels, re 

“Meroal, subepidermal, ornamented layer; features which he 
€rs as irreconcilable with the structure of that branch. Anad 

“rved within the chamber, the last of a series of other cone- 

it “ambers, when considered in connection with the contin- 
c the sub-epidermal layer, and the absence of all annular 
Nollast shows conclusively that the shell was secreted by a 

ok sn micee are very like the Hippuritidee, both in general 
nt hen 
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rite as to the Cephalopod. The shell of the Hippurite is com 
posed of three parts: first, the inner septa, second, the outer lay- 
ers, which frequently form a porous mass,’ and third, an external 
sub-epidermal layer.® a 

he inner septa, which supported the principal part of the 
body of the Mollusk, form large cavities, while the second = 
is made up of laminz laid on by the mantle margin, or at least 
that part corresponding to the mantle margin of the Lamelli 
branchiates. : 

In Beatriceze, on the contrary, the inner septa did not contain 
the body of the animal, and there are no marks whatever of @ 
mantle margin. This objection could not be urged against their 
affinity with Caprinella and the like, in which the central cavi- 
ties are small; but from these they may be separated by the abe 
sence of all ligamental or muscular impressions and the mode of 2 

forming annular, cellular partitions, composed of numerous lam- ' 
inge, instead of a continuous series of porous or tubular lamine. ; 

The Hippurites, Caprina, and the like, were, with few a ae 
tions, attached to the surfaces upon which they lived or to 

considered myself warranted in considering them as Cepha other 

They differ greatly from all the Tetrabranchiates, 1n the ri os 
structure of the partitions or septa between the aren re 

cone-like form of the septa, demands that they should cong . 

Ss icean to be We may imagine the cone-like septa of a SS ee 
spread apart, until their surfaces should be parallel by hollow 
the shell; they would then be entirely separated OY es 

, iy! rato Hippuritide. Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc.; London. v- 15, Pat 4 

page 41. : * Woodward. Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc., p. 46. 
* xnpvov, a honeycomb, 190s, a stone. 
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chambers, as the septa are in Endoceras, and if, at the same time, 
the central cup-like cavities were supposed to be prolonged into 
cones, we should, without violence to the typical idea of the or- 

nization, have transformed the Beatricea into a shell separable 
tom the Endoceras by only one character, the vesicularity of the 

he analogies which the Beatricese have with plants in their 
general aspect, with Radiates in their internal vesicular struc- 
ture, and with Hippurites in the arrangement of the parts, are 

Close as to entirely bury, as it were, their true affinity wit 80 
Cephalopoda, which ‘only becomes obvious after diligent com- 

s 

There still remains a question which I have not been able to 
Solve in a : 

A 

ot the 
fom Enelis 

internal, which I consider doubtful, the cycle of their ana- 

| ot only to lower types, but have certain features in common 

oem 

-, Allman’s fresh-wat, 

the more highly organized dibranchiate Cephal 
two 

. p lOpo Ss, 

“en are but two known species of the order Ceriolites, both 
t 6 

: os Billings, in describing the species, states that they differ 
ts 

ki bf 'n the external ornaments or mar ings. 

er Polyzoa. Ray Soc., 1856, p.55 , 18 . 55. 

a indebted to Prof. J. D. Dana for the loan of tome fragment above i have been inde a 

eport, Canada Geol. Survey. 1853-56. p. 343, 
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He, however, probably did not possess so fine a series of 
natural sections as it was our good fortune to collect, or he oe 
have discovered the very considerable differences which exist in 
their internal structure, by which they may be as readily distin- 
guished as by the external characters. I think, therefore, it may 
not be amiss to redescribe the = Sa giving such peculiarities 
as have not already been mentione 

ORDER CERIOLITES, Hyatt. 

Famury CERIOLIDA, Hyatt. 

Genus Bearricea, Billings. 

the breadth we the who le ‘ghel The coniform layers are ml : 
parallel; the inclination at the lower part, as they trend outw 
to the circumference, being decreased very slowly. The external 2 

points, The size, as pee as could be inferred from fraguet : 

B. adda isa much larger species, one fragment found by 
the npneeees being thirteen and a half feet long, by eight 
a half inches in diameter at the larger end, and judging by the : 
eration of the sides, the length of the entire shell, when 

iving, was certainly not less than twenty feet. The cham 
are very small, frequently in adults not occupying 

same parts in Beatricea nodulo 
The exterior is granulated aod ornamented by 

prominent longitudinal ridges and intervening bro 
channels. 

Cambridge, Mass., Dec. 6, 1864. (Residence, Baltimore, Md.) 

ad, shallow 

aie bes 

more than ' 

one-tenth of the transverse diameter. The coniform ang : 

ten or more ‘2 

Bee Sears bee es Bie Satay’ eA ao 

Yelg Wee 
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; Agr. XXXIL—The Albert Coal, or Albertite, of New Brunswick ; 
Ee ; by CHARLES H. HircHcocx. 

__, Tue nature of the Albert coal and the mode of its occurrence 
_ inthe strata have been vexed questions in geology. beau- 
- tifal appearance attracts the eye, while its pecuniary value gave 
tse to the litigation which occasioned the delivery of the diverse 

opinions. In this as in so many other difficult subjects time has 
developed much truth, and shown us that we must not insist too 
sitongly upon seemingly well-established theories. 
Tnthis communication I propose to describe briefly the geo- 

lionsmade in 1861 and 1864, as well as upon hints derived from 
brsons of intelligence living in the vicinity. For a knowledge 

“hecessary to be dependent upon others for some knowledge of 
the internal structure of the Albert Mine, because the Company 
Mill not allow any scientists to examine their property below the 

_ sMiace, I use the word coal asa matter of convenience, not 
Meessarily in strict propriety. 
There are four different mining properties in Hillsborough, 
= upon veins of Albertite :—the Albert, (the only one 

» Lepidostrobus, Spheredra, and Stigmaria occur in the shales 
Rastones, T 

ur near and below the numerous deposits of gyp- 

7 Tm provinces. 
mu. Shale contains a large amount of hydro-carbonaceous 

- Certain layers of it at the ‘ Caledonia Oil Works,” by 

Process, have yielded: thirty gallons of refined illuminat- 
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ing oil to the ton. The greater portion of the shale will sus- 
tain a fire without the aid of other fuel. Other layers are more 
bony, and others still highly ferruginous. It contains immense 
numbers of fossil fish, almost enough to make one imagine they 
gave the shale its inflammable character. The surfaces of many 
layers are glazed. e rock is very weak and abounds in sm 
contortions of the strata. It appears in three localities. The 
largest has the Albert shaft in its centre; being exposed a mile 
or so in length, and showing best in the low ground. Small 

=) 

patches of shale may be seen on Peck’s and Stinking Oreeks, be 
sides an unknown amount farther west at the oil-works. This 
series cannot be less than one thousand feet thick, as it has not 
yet been cut through by the shaft, and the general inclination of 
the bedding is very small. 

The second group of strata is a conglomerate, separated from 
the first by a narrow bed of sandstone. Bits of Albert coal and 
shale constitute component parts of certain coarse sedimentaty 
strata of this group, and render them oleaginous. The thickness 
is unknown, probably from 100 to 200 feet. Between the Albert 
shaft and the Petitcodiac, from three to four miles, this group 
prevails at the surface, except it be a small area of shale ina 
deep valley. 

Th 

ere appears to be an anticlinal axis passing through this Te 

ticlinal structure is shown in three ways. First, the testimony 
is unanimous that there is an anticlinal in the Alber 

tions in seven 
equi-distant localities examined over this area, but thes at : 

small. Third, the rocks succeed one another on both poe a : 
the supposed anticlinal line in the ascending order men 
above. On the north, we find above the shale, eonglomera 4 oe 

westerly from the Bay of Fundy, crushing them up nis 
The shale was not strong enough to sustain - bending: te - 

its layers were much twisted and fissured along a ce? 

; 

te ae) eg ey mS Face Rg ee 

Pee Sr iiee Pe 
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 Itisnot likely that any of the shale rose above the surface at 
_ the time of flexure ; and now that a portion of it has been laid 
_ bare by the removal of the upper rocks, the fissure and contor- 
_ tions show more plainly than in the overlying tough conglome- 
_ hiteto the east, which being narrower will naturally contain less of 
B > aba matter that has subsequently been injected into it.’ 
some relics of this great force are now perceptible at the 

Albert mine, showing that the pressure is still exerted, perhaps as 
strongly as at any time of its manifestation. This phenomenon is 
‘much more‘noticeable than the “swellings of the walls,” so com- 
mon in deep mines. As soon as the coal is removed, strong tim- 
bers are put in to keep open the drifts, but in a short time these 

_ ‘Msspleces are split and crushed by the powerful force pushing 
the walls together. And when the timber is destroyed, the walls 
 shutin, closing with a great noise as loud as thunder for hours, 
C but not so near the workmen as to interfere with their progress. 
_ Aotmerely do the walls close, but frequently large fissures are 
: Pioduced behind the vein, so that the miners can clamber up 
td Own new crevices. Large masses of rock are sometimes 
een from either wall, in 
- Wemight explain the falling of fragments by gravity, but not 

b 

_ lstemoval from the vein. It will flow as easily as heaps of 
_ rm, and therefore pains are taken to tap the vein in the right 

ple, and at the proper time. If by oversight the main shaft is 
wot walled up very tight, the coal will stream through the crevices 
tetween the beams, to the great inconvenience of the workmen. 

: teen first outcrop of Albert coal was discovered by John Duffy, 
Thee uxteen years ago, in a deep ravine on Frederick’s brook. 

tbove the water-level, and sunk a shaft sixty feet, where the 
ven suid to have attained a width of ten feet. He then dis- 
ah the property to Cairns, Allison & Co., who held it at the 

| shifts in the Albert workings, so far as known, would be 
a” ly tedious. Percival describes them for the first 200 
| \ e . ° . 

7 fi ft od the existence of the coal in a vein occupying an anticlinal disloca- 
| the Albert geetined by Messrs. Robb and R. C. Taylor in their Joint Report Ho 
a) 851. See Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., vol. v, p- 242. 1eir repo’ 
: tal gm Panied by chemical analyses by Dr. C. M. Wetherill, who made the ma- 
Ae Jon, 2» Of #8phaltum and named it melan-asphalt. 
me ore. 8cl.—Secoxp Series, Vou. XXXIX, No. 117.—May, 1865. 
: 35 
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or 300 feet of the descent, occupying more than three pages of 
the size of this Journal in a little more than catalogue style of 
enumeration. I am assured by the manager, Capt. Byers, that, 

feet lower, or the reverse; but in general the width increases i 

met with the vein is not lost, because a film of the coal remains 
The 

The narrow portions of the coal are invariably contained fiers 

harder rock; where the rock is softer the vein is larger. ~ 00F ‘ie 
are common. In such cases the cavity above, out of which Z 

horse fell, is found to be filled with coal; so that the width 

the coal at that level is equal to the usual width plus the w o 
of the horse. Numerous small branches run off into the shales 
from the main vein. These are short and might be deseribed ® 
irregular and branching spines from a main stem. Many®, 
fragments of rock taken from the mine show these small 1nje 

few inches long. A explorer, ! 

occupies With the facts now presenting themselves to th 
think no one would call the Albertite mass a bed. I 

d the deep ¥ ne 
branching of 

ry. The nw 

dQ with 



the congiomer- 
ae over the shale. These reveal, at the depth of thirty feet, 
Nearly six inches width of a richer and more beautiful coal than 

the Albert, gradually thinning out to the width of coarse paper 
atthe surface, and most unequivocally cutting vertically across 
nearly horizontal layers of sandstone. As before, we have here 
we phenomena of shifts constantly working the vein southward, 
and a slight leaning in the same direction. Following the line 
to the Petiteodiac, there are seen other openings upon the vein of 

extent, 

0 veins crossing the anticlinal are very ss ae gs tiv 

Upon parallel lines about a mile apart, their course is N.E. an 

the 
branch 

ha them are branching threads of the same material, joining 
sea are ateral seams at various angles. I think there 

area of tin veins. Like the others, this vein-field leans 
: slightly southward. It will be interesting to watch the develop- 
Ale of these veins to see whether they will develop like the 

ie rt shaft where the coal is nearly six inches wid 

foregoing and kindred facts. 

e. 

from voy the following conclusions may be drawn legitimately 
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elsewhere. The mineral is never, however, in true beds like 
coxl, but is always confined to veins and fissures which cut the 
strata.” “The matter is of a shining black color, very brittle, 
breaking into irregular fragments with a conchoidal fracture, 
(Geol. Canada.) The Quebec coal is like the Albert in the small 
amount of the ashes, but contains more carbon. , 

4. These carbonaceous veins are analogous to veins of petr leat, 
The borings for petroleum in Ohio and Western Virginia are m'™ 
successful along lines of fracture, particularly an anticlinal axis. 

of Prof. Andrews in this Journal, ([2] xxxii, 85,) respect 
location of petroleum, are very just, and show that it often 0c)” 
along auticlinal faults. The immense yield of many ties” 
certainly suggests the presence of more than the ‘‘ horse-cavl 
filled with the liquid.’ adian 

. The carbonaceous veins, such as the Albert coal, epee 
asphalt and liquid petroleum, while possessing many chart 
istics of metallic ke will be found to differ from them 1n S°°™ 

* A-valuable paper, by T. S. Hunt, in this phoraerige [2] Sis. 180, 106 oral 

s gan mentions the occurrence troleu 
tailes along a fold in the stratification in Gaspé in 1844. J. P. Lesley w. Va 
2 vertical vein of asphaltic coal, precisely like the Albert, in Ritchie 
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respects. ‘These particulars will be ascertained fully by the im- 
_ tense enterprise now manifested in sinking for petroleum. 
 cananticipate differences in respect to the limited depth, little 
_ variations of thickness at intersections, irregular yield, and ori- 

gin of the carbonaceous veins. A proper knowledge of them 
_ may lead to some modification of terms in our definitions. 
87 Park Row, New York, Jan. 23, 1865. 

& 

4 Arr. XXXIII.—Detection of the adulteration of Essential Oils 
with Oil of Turpentine by the Saccharimeter ; by Dr. Juius 

Mater, Assistant in the School of Mines, Columbia Coll x. 2; 

‘Tar essential oils, especially the expensive ones, are mostl 
- tdulterated with oil of turpentine. It is often difficult to detect 

adulteration, especially when the adulterated oil gives simi- 

action on 

‘Nght or the left hand side. These optical researches have been _ made by Biot, Soubeiran, Capitaine, Gladstone and Berthelot, in 

: order to establish the constitution of the camphenes. I made _ ‘Se researches to detect the adulteration of the essential oil With the oil of turpentine. For that purpose, a chemically pure oil of lemon which I had 
Prepared myself, was tested in a saccharimeter, the tube of which Was 200mm long. 
. deviation was +137°-296 for the middle yellowray. The 

‘ a a turpentine, used for the research, prepared by myself, had ‘ A reeitic gravity of 0°865 and gave a deviation of —78°-135. 
a ys ixture of equal volumes of both these oils showed a devia- : : tof MOU" OS. The Galcalation gives a deviation of +32°-081 
| following manner: 

$ vol. oil of lemon = + 68°648 
$ vol. oil of turpentine = — 36°567 

1 vol. mixture = +32°-081 

‘ . A mixture of 2 vol. oil of lemon with one vol. oil of turpen- 
ies a deviation of +65°-84; from the calculation results a 
“Yiation of +67°152, as follows: ; 

$ vol. oil of lemon =-+91%531 
$ Vol. oil of turpentine = — 24°:379 

1 vol. mixture = +67°152 
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I made the same researches with pure oil of juniper, which I 
had prepared myself, arrived at the following results: 

experiment had a specific gravi 
0-858 and showed a deviation of —5°-970. The oil of turpen- 
tine employed was the same as in the above mentioned experi- 
men mixture of equal volumes of oil of juniper and oil of 
turpentine showed a deviation of —40°-84; the calculation gives 
a deviation of —39°'553 as follows: 

4 vol. oil of juniper m— 2°985 
4 vol. oil of turpentine = — 36°-568 

1 vol. mixture = —39°553 

From this it is proved that the quantity of the adulterating 
oil of turpentine can be detected through the medium of the 
saccharimeter. But if the essential oil is adulterated not a 
with oil of turpentine but also with another optically active 0 
the saccharimeter test is of no value. In order to fin it the 

Oil of —— [ oc] =—42°:275. 

Oil of le | oc] =-+80°5738. 

Oil of } fakin: [ c|=— 3°-479. 

The quantity of oil of cin coy employed for the adulters- 

tion, is calculated as follow 

a the power of rotation of the pure oil. 
Be oil of one 

“ “ “ “ “ 66 mix xtur 

oe eS quantity “6 

dee spite adciener oil of turpentine. 

The quantity of the pure oil as contained in the bao 

=m—a, and the power of rotation of this quantity 18 is er ae : 

the power of rotation of the oil of turpentine = aye 
stl of rotation of the whole quantity of miei 
ence results the following equation: 

(m—a)a—bx-=me 
ma—ax—bx=me 
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To show this calculation by an example, the power of rotation 
issupposed to be— 

of the pure oil of lemon =-+ 80°-573 
““* “« “  turpentine== — 40°-276 
PM mixture = + 18°70 

the quantity of the mixture = 20 c. cm. 
(20—2) 80°573—40-275¢ =20X18°70 
7611°46—80°5732—70°275¢ = 374 

1237°46 = 1228482 
‘ — a, 

The mixture contains equal parts of the pure oil and the adal- 
erating oil of turpentine. 

Optical behavior of several essential oils. 

Tested oil, Specific Power of Caan: 
ao tavity. rotation. 

il of absiuth, 0973 | 20°67 |) 
Oil of orange blossoms, | Soubeiran 

first product, +127°.43 & 
Oilof orange blossoms, Capitaine. 

second product, | 0°837 +-125°'59 
of bergamot, | 9°850() + 29°28 Biot. 

Oil of bergamot, fi t 
uct, | 0°850 + 49°:396| ) Soubeiran 

Oil of bergamot, last & 
ct, 877 — 6°573/ ) Capitaine. 

Oil of Caraway seed, | 0°897 rs hike | Maier. 
of lemon, 48 |+ 80°484| Biot. 
" Oi of lemon, 52 + 80°573; Maier 
4 Oil of lemon, (Grasse,) | 
ey produc 0°84 79°°749 
| Oil of lemon, (Grasse) | es » 
4 . off oduc 853 | 78°-156 

, . €mon, rectified, | 0°854 80°°916 : 
Oil of copaiva balsam, 0881 s gag | | Soubeiran 
Oil of copaiva balsam, C ry 
4 of? 98 | — 28%558| | “@Pilaine. 
gy, cubes 929 | — 40°159 
__ “Hof cubebs, free from 
One : 0°914 — 39°40 

een 0852 |— 90°30 |° Deville. ae 
4 oy op eniper, 0°855 waa-2: B51 Soubeiran & Capitaine. 

Oi ot 0°858 — 3%479) Maier. 
OF of wa Pentine, 08722(2)| — 397950) Biot. 
Ee Oi of cuPenti , 60 43°38 | Soubeiran & Capitaine. 
. ‘turpentine 0'865 at?" 25 Maier. 
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Art. XXXIV.—Introduction to the Mathematical Principles of the 
Nebular Theory, or Planetology ; by Gustavus Hinricus, Pro- 
fessor of Physics and Chemistry, Iowa State University. 

(Concluded from p. 150.) 

§ 14.-The Lunar Distances. 
As Kepler’s third law was deduced from the planetary orbits 

alone, so was the law of Titius. But it was shown to be a con- 
sequence of the law of universal gravitation, and therefore itself 
universal and applicable to any system—hence, also to the lunar 
systems. Now the law of Titius, as modified above, has been 
found to be identical with the equality of the intervals of time im 
the history of any system. Therefore, also, this law (88) must 
apply to the lunar systems. This we now will show. 

A. The Lunar System of Jupiter. 

The Jovial World is the youngest of those great lunar systems 
that adorn the exterior planets. (This Journal, xxxvij, p. 45.) 

Therefore, it is the most regular yet of any, and our law (38) 
must very closely harmonize with the actual distances of Jupi- 
ter’s moons. It is easily found that y=2, again, as 10r 
planetary distances; and that «=4 and @=8 radii of Jupiter. 
Thus (88) is for the Jovial World, 

O28 $300 Se 
Distance, 

t. Calculated. Observed. Fall. 
Moon I. 0 3 6049 951 

reps 8s HY | 10 9°623 377 
* JIE -¢ 16 15350 650 

Sas, See 28 26°998 1°002 
The “fall” of a moon is the distance it has fallen toward the 

planet in virtue of the resisting ether. That this fall correspo 
to the age, mass and density of the different moons as 

shown in our previous article. (This Journal, xxxvil, 45.) 
he calculation of ¢ from the observed distances gives ne 

‘2d, 8d and 4th, respectively, -907, 1°92, and 2°94, which, only | 

are 
deviate by 09, 08 and -06 from the theoretical values 1, 

; and all values being too small shows that these nee 
correspondingly nearer the primary, having approached so 
on account of the etherial resistance. 

B. The lunar world of Saturn 
is next in age, hence not quite so regular as th t of Jupiter: a fe. if 
Rs: find that (38) represents the distances of the eight moons 

are 
ax 4-4+-0°3 5x g' giiee et ere eres . 

as will be seen from the following table: i 
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Distance. 
Moon, Calculated. | Observed. Difference. 

I. Mimas, rl 3:4 +°95 
Il. Enceladus, . it, 4°3 +°40 
IIL Tethys, ; pee SS 54 0 
IV. Dione, : 6°8 6°8 0 
7 inea, . 96 9°6 0 

VI. Titan Aa be 22.2 —7°0 

VII. Hyperion, . . 26°4 28:0? —16? 
VII. Japetus, . . 488 64-0 —15°2 

Excepting for a moment the 6th and 8th moon, we see but 
small differences; Mimas and Enceladus being too near Saturn, 

3 _. ed of all, (by Huyghens, 1655), and Japetus the second, (by 

a a 1671). These estimates of the masses are further cor- 

. my of which we have definite knowledge. The original dis- 

Fie, 4 the original harmony of these distances 1s therefore 

a hapa deranged. We cannot even with any degree of cer- 

4 0nsider the moons to be now in the same order of suc- 

; Ay, 2 Cosmos, i, Harper’s edit., p. 95. 

es. Scl.—Szconp Szrizs, Vou. X¥XIX, No. 117.—Max, 1985. 

36 
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cession as at first. At the same time, observation has as yet 
hardly determined the number, much less the exact distance of 
the different moons. Therefore, we give the following more for 
the sake of completeness than with the view of adding any im- 
portant confirmations of our law, 

e have seen that the nearest luminaries may be equi-dis- 

Gp 1'5-3l, ae ee A | 
corresponding to (62), and the distance of the sixth, seventh and 
eighth by 

a=. | ee eS ee ee (67) 

corresponding to (61). 
Distance. } 

Calculated. Observed. Difference. 
Moon T=75+0K 8 = 75 75 0 

MI=75+1X% 3 =105 10°5 0 
IW=7'54+2xK 3 135 13°1 + ‘4 
IV=75+3xX 3 =16°5 17:0 - ‘9 
V=75+4X 3 195 19°8 - ‘3 
VI=75--+-5X 3 =225 227 = 2 
= 2 22°5==45°0 45°5 - 5 

VIUH= 4X 22-5=90°0 91:0 —10 

If these observed distances really are correct, then this re- 
markable discontinuity will enable us to determine the lunar 
masses long before observation can ascertain them. 

D. Conelusion. 

d vii 
density and radius—-of the several moons. Even the system 

Junat 
Systems goes it is embodied in our law (38), or a oa tne system the consecutive moons were formed at equal interva ‘ 

* See Schweigger in Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 832, Beilage. 
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§ 15. The incommensurability of the periodic times. 

_ By the third law of Kepler we have, if T,; and Ty are the 
periodic times of two planets, 

Ty a} 
— = {| — i eo a eee m=) at ay 

ot by (88), Ty reeey!g | e_ Sobers 
ae Te Gey a ee ere ) 
_ which expression will not generally make Ty and T; commensur- 
_ ible, Thus we see that our law accounts for another important 
_ wndition of stability of the system, (see § 3, 1). 
but as the distances are continually decreasing, and at differ- 

tht rates, (this Journal, xxxvii, 41, gives the numerical values 
rates), we perceive that in time such commensurability 

_ ‘may take place between any two planets.’ Such is actually the 
_ ase between Jupiter and Saturn, as discovered by Laplace. 
The distances were (see § 18) for Jupiter a, = 520, for Saturn 
= 1000, giving for (68) the continued fraction 2(1,1,2.. ) having the approximations, 

13 

oo. Tres ° 
oar: T, approached originally to 5:2; now it is very nearly so. 
___for Venus and the Earth the original distances 70 and 100 
er the approximations, 
< 2 5 12 29 
a 2) et 
Whilst Airy has found the commensurability 13:8 or nearly our 
S17 [18 g=99 - 17°8]. 
= In the dunar systems such commensurability is common; and 

itis for the satellites of J upiter that Laplace demonstrated : the 
te Proposition, 7f such commensurability exists but approxima- 
. ie will become exact in time. : 
 ,.YINg seen that the change in distance produced by resist- Mee Will make the ratio approach commensurability, it therefore, , 
4 'S We stated before, will become rigorousl 

; : fom (68) we find easily that the ratio will be 2 if the dis- 

: the are in the ratio of 92: 1, or (by continued fractions) as 

__-**Pproximative fractions, 

: 12.3.8 19.39 

aa vy 3 iv iv 
< = tates that the 
bration ne ry x ft hysical Astronomy, London, 1852, p. 98,) states tha 

that it 
: jovial moons is “independent of the effects of a resisting medium,” 

for sf will be preserved pps a such medion. ye ie probelly 
. it would de 2 relative magnitude of the resistince an the urbation pend upon the re aga ‘ 

CéL, vol. vit, Ch.vi, § 15, We express the prop i general terms, 

aN. 
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For Jupiter’s satellites we have a, =16, a, =10, or a, : a,=8:5; 
and a, : a,=10:7=8: 5°6, therefore we find the periodic time 
of the second moon twice that of the first, T= 27, an 
periodic time of the third twice that of the second, T',=2T,; 
hence Laplace’s famous relation between the mean motions, 

n,+2n,=38n,. 
In the system of Saturn similar relations obtain. At first we 

had (see § 14, B) for the distance of Tethys (IIL) and Mimas (1) 
the ratio 04 : 44=8: 6:6, while the duplication of the periodic 
times requires the ratio 8 : 5. But Mimas has approached Satur 
the most, and thus this proportion (now 5:4: 8°4=8 : 5-04) bas 
been brought about. 

For the fourth and second we had originally, Dione : Eneela- 

dus=6'8 : 4°7=8 : 5°5, or likewise sufficiently near 8 : 5 that the 
duplication of the periodic time should become almost rigorous.” 

The lanar world of Uranus is particularly noted for such 
duplications, from the fact that Schweigger, as early as 1814, on 
such grounds predicted the existence and gave the orbits of the 

two innermost moons of Uranus, which were discovered by 

sell in 1851. The coincidence is very remarkable, as will be 

scen from the following:* 
Schweigger,1814,  Lassell, 1851. 

Uranus, I moon, - - - 21767 days, 2°5117 days. 

Il - - 4°3534 4:1445 “ 

and the IV (or II of Herschel) having a period of 8°7068 days 

approximates to the further duplication of the periodic times. 

Also the period of III is about half the IV period, the forme 

being 5°8926 days, the latter 10:9611. 
Taking only the first two decimals we find by means of con 

tinued fractions the following approximations: 

441] 13.8 6°25 os 
Itolor —>-~>+ 3 3 = etc. 

Iv « Cl SL ae 
i 441 1? «9-10 -29" 29 

Vv “yr Eo = TT 7” 50’ 107 ete. 

* Herschel, Outlines of Astronomy, § 550. Lassell 
. * Schweigger; Ueber die ree h. der ersten Uranustrabanten durch 4 
Astronomische Nachrichten, 1852, No. 832. 
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from is greater than the effect of resistance, these ratios and the 
corresponding configuration would become permanent. It is 
not improbable that an analysis of the lunar system of Herschel’s 
planet will throw much light on the future configuration of the 

lar world by ascertaining the exact relation between perturba- 
_ tion incommensurable revolutions brought about by resistance 
and the continued influence of the latter force on such commen- 

surable motions. 
Though this latter question cannot at present be fully answered, 

we have proved in this paragraph that not only the general in- 
_ commensurability of the periodic times ensuring the stability of 

the system, but also the deviations therefrom are accounted for 
by our law (88). : 

we § 16. History of the Solar System. 
Believing that we have, in the preceding pages, brought forth 
_ Some further arguments in favor of the nebular hypothesis, we 
_ may be permitted in a very few words to sketch the grand his- 
_ tory of the material universe as it is seen in the light of this 
a theory. The philosophers of old called Man a Microcosmos— 
_ Wecompare the Universe, the Macrocosmos, to man, thereby in- 
_ {mating that as Man has a parentage, growth and decay, i. e., a 

slory, so has the Macrocosmos. 
‘ ‘The history of the material world may be divided into four 
_ Petiods or ages, corresponding to those given in a note to §6. 
4“ WWompare Guyot’s views in Dana’s Geology—chapter on “Cos- 
e ; sony r 

Tn the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. And 
the earth was without jorm and void, and darkness was upon the 
: m Of the deep. And the spirit of God moved upon the face 
2 me Waters, (Genesis, i ip3 aad 

the material universe was created not in its present form, but 
| et form; it was void and dark ; but the spirit of G r- 
LS dacs it, and planned it such that his All-Foresight, or Provi- 
a really might also be manifest in the material world. Z'his is 

: meonceivable to mortal understanding. It is too awful, our 

: JY Mentions it at the beginning, and, to give fullness to his 

bs gh and adapt himself to our understanding, describes the 

— Wi 
det before been fully understood in their deepest sense. We 
“tee, the sequel keep constantly before our eyes both this, the 
dane History of the Cosmos, and science, deduced from the rev- 
"We have in the present form of nature. Od 
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Since Genesis merely states that the universe (i.e. heaven and 
earth) was jurmless, void of any organized being and dark, it is 
science alone that can give us any idea of the constitution of the 
universe as it came froin the hands of the Creator. But as 
science is progressive, our ideas of the primeval condition of the 
Cosmos must progress correspondingly, or rather with advancing 
science our eye pierces farther and farther back into the dark 

ments of nature for records of her past, we behold infinity also 

here, the infinity of time, elernity, teeming with wonders no less 

astounding. ‘he beautiful poem of Schiller, “die Grosse der 

Welt,” is true both as to the extension and the duration of the 

orld. 
The ancients most frequently thought that the world left the 

hands of the Creator in the shape it now is, Even Newton nim : 

self was unable to see farther back. ‘To him the Creator was but : 

a tinker, forming his wheeling globes and wheeling them around 

their axis, putting them one by one and one by one to theit 

very place in his clockwork—to him an unorganized machine to 

run on and on forever in the same shape. But uyghens, 
Newton himself, by discovering the generic cause of the figure 

of the earth aimed the first blow at this base idea, which we 

theless has found its advocates even to the present hour, especl y 

among theologians. The corner-stone being broken ou 

system it has been crumbling down. Geology has restored is 

lost history of the earth, and the nebular theory has traces” 

earth to the sun as her mother. Thus creation was NOW © 

cal with the productions of the rotating mass of matter, }% 
the chemical elements. : he ele 
We have attempted to show that both rotation and t “ ioff) 

ments come from the forces wherewith the ONE matter (Urstony, 

was endowed (see § 6). It is highly interesting to S¢ 
first v 
will at the same time more clearly set forth what we pa 

above when saying that science is approaching to the true Ong” 

inal condition of Cosmos by making steps representing °™ 
and longer periods of time. : 
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“In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth” 
means according to 
~ Newton, 1686: a direct, immediate creation of every globe as it 
 isnow 
: gehen Hutton, and modern Geologists: a direct creation of 
the heavenly globes as fiery masses, circulating in the system 
P as they do now 
_ Kant, 1755, Laplace (later): a direct creation of a rotating mass 
 _of chemical elements; giving rise to the planetary system. 
_ We, in 1854, conceived this rotating mass of elements to be the 
__ product of a created nebula consisting of but one single element. 

We will now contemplate the different ages manifest in the 
development of this Urstoff, 

First Day or Age.—The atoms of “Urstoff” combine—light 
(and heat) and the chemical elements result. 'I'he mere production 

_ of light would not entitle it to be considered one of the days of 
_ Meation; but light is by the divine writer taken as a type to 
_ ‘Represent itself, and the loss obvious, though much more import- 
_ att, chemical elements, It was not so much the light as the for- 
; mation of the elements, the basis of modern physical science, 
_ Which characterized the first day. We think that a rotation was 

Produced hereby. (‘This Journal, 1864, vol. xxxvii, p. 52.) 
— cona Lay or Age.—Formation of the planetary orbs with their 
_ ‘Wlellites—The nebula developed itself into a great number o 
— “Sinilar planetary nebule, which again gave birth to similar lu- 
- ‘Tatnebule. Thus we see here the simplest kind of “ life,” re- 

Production by division, as exhibited by many plants, and even 
 iimals, which to distinguish them as such from inanimate mat- 
¢ ter, have another mode of reproduction besides. The planets 

_ Represent the children, the moons the grandchildren of the sun. 
; Third Day or Age —The fiery balls resulting from this subdi- 
y a cool down and are shaped, as Geology has ascertained in 
_ ation to our own earth. ‘ 
ha Fourth Age of the inorganic era is the present. We have 
ety that the further characteristic of life, namely, death, is 

Testricted to the organic but is participated in by inorganic 
: i. - (this Journal, [2], xxxvii, 56). As every breath of our 
: et, 8 a differential of decay—so every rotation of the earth 
aan 38 the enjoyments of another day, and every revolution 

‘Mother § US with the succession of the’ seasons, brings our own 
 ;_. arth nearer to her grave.’ 
don oie the scientific reader's pardon for these aphs, which do not be- 
we! Place, But we felt it urgent to say at least this much, as some, even 
‘om the best base the cry of “heretic,” “infidel,” etc, on any such deviation 

the i The nebal: 
‘Quarters ot 820k ven yesterday ; te . : be. 
‘fitelies, Laplace called ple atheistic dreamer”! We wrote this paragraph as a 
eS *8Ainst such imputations. 
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$17. Conclusion. 

The principal results arrived at in this paper are 
1st, A simple mechanical theory of spiral nebule, 
2d, A more accurate determination of the orbits; and above all, 
8d, The discovery of the true law of the planetary and lunar 

than Titius’s law. é 
Newton discovered the true form of Kepler’s law by dein 

it from a higher law, that of universal gravitation. Instead 
Kepler's form, C being the same constant for all planets, 

T2_¢ 4 ig? St 3G. ° 

Newton found that the true law is 

a 1 
=3 aaa (M-+ m), ‘ ; . (7 ) , 

w being the constant of gravitation, hence the same for all plan- 
ets; hence, 

Co(M-pm). «ects Bae 
That is, Kepler’s constant C is proportional to the sum Pastors 

mass M of the sun and the mass m of the planet. By masses 
analysis it is found that C even is dependent on all the 
and distances in the system. ion of 

So also in our case. We have given the true pliner for 
Titius’s law by extending it to Mercury and have wey at it 
the deviations of nature from the law, by demonstrating, por 

is a necessary consequence of the higher law, viz: the a 

between the abandonment of the different orbs of the same yr ertod 

rer 8 18).. Now this is what we claim as our law. opus 
leduced an d corrected Kepler’s law by his law of oe by our 

tion, so we have deduced and corrected the law of Tit 
law of equal intervals. 

ie ee 

aS oth oh a Dabs eles 

fie ae oN, 
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We referred to (38) as our “law” because it is a consequence of 
our law, and certainly our formula; we did not intend to oblit- 
erate the merit of Titius, as will be seen wherever we have men- 

tioned his name. 
There is yet another circumstance which makes our demon- 
_ stration of the law of planetary distances so important. It is 
_ the touchstone of the nebular theory ; for as this ascribes the 
a 

fom thence toward the sun, their falling motion being turned 
- ttide into a transverse one whenever they arrived at their sev- 
 ttalorbits.” Galileo was the first who subjected this “concetto 
_ Platonico” as he calls it toa numerical calculation based upon the 
ie ‘4 falling bodies as discovered by him. He finds an admir- 

- ind distances as they were known at his time.’ Next after him, 
Newton took the matter in hand, and in his third letter to Dr. 
_ Ptley he gives as his result, that it is impossible to account for 
“Me configuration of the system in the manner of Plato and Gal- 
leo This result is based upon his assumption of a vacuum. 
by taking the influence of a resisting medium into account, we 
;_.- Proved that the Platonic idea as embodied in the nebular 
“Wypothesis does lead to the present configuration of the solar 
vorld. We make these remarks to show that the idea we advo- 
. is old and venerable; we hope, at some other time, to give 

Me highly interesting history of the law of planetary distances, 
: rapa the application of the Phyllotaxis, (Pierce, Agassiz,) 
a ke tadius of gyration, (Kirkwood,) the regular polyhedra, 
— Mepler, Plato,) ete. 
. vorld! grand and beautiful is the harmony of the planetary 

; ; at : . . E 

gp oS System of the solar world with all its multiform as- 
a and dependencies fit to support life throughout almost end- 
eh *8—nothing but a collection of matter endowed with its 

bag heey Life of Newton, Ch. 16. : , Giomata 7 t!°rno ai due massimi Sistemi del Mondo, Tolemeico e Copernicano. 
ieee? (0 Opere, Firenze, 1842. Vol. i, p. 84-35.) He finds: le grandezze 
comp a »! le velocitd dei moti s’accostano tanto prossimamente a quel che ne dan- Ae " > che Cosa maravigliosa. wt Jour, Sc1r—gecoxp Sgrres, Vou. XXXIX, No. 117.—May, 1865. 

37 
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molecular forces was placed in a little spot of the house that con- 
tains many mansions besides. This matter slowly collected to- 
gether. In thus following the force of attraction planted in it 
by eternal love, the whole great life of the solar world was 
awaked ; and as the pulsation of the heart in man indicates the 
fleeting moments of his life, so the pulsations of that great whole, 
succeeding each other at equal intervals, gave each one birth to 
a new world to mark the historic epochs of the Universe by its 
position and to roll on for ages, a revelation of the Great Au 
thor, until, always following the same attractive force, it in death 

. finds rest at the bosom of the planet-mother, the sun, And 
then—this grand system remains as a mere lump, a Cosmic Fossil, 
suspended in space, where perchance some higher being may 
meet with it, touch it, investigate it, and construct its whole past 
history, as the geologist in our days studies the history of a 
fossil shell ! 

Iowa City, Iowa, July—November, 1864. 

Art, XXXV.—The determination of the height of Auroral Arches 
Jrom observations at one place; by H. A. NEWTON. 

Tne arch in each of these three cases may be incomplete, 
broken, or otherwise irregular. But there is a manifest tendency 

é€ 

if ever, a2 

otably less 

fore probably due to a single cause. differ: 
here is no reason to believe that each observer sees Se 

ent arch, just as each sees his own rainbow. There 18 nO 1™ i: 
of light beneath the arch, and moreover a decided Pp has thet 
very frequently found. ‘The curve of the auroral arch : 
a definite locus in the atmosphere. fine 

a 
there- 
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This curve is not caused by mists in the atmosphere obscuring 
_ and revealing parts of an indefinite cloud. For the arch has 
little or no relation to the horizon, and cutsit at all angles. 
_ Itis not a straight line, for the arch does not cut the horizon 

at points 180° from each other. 
_ The arch resembles the projection of a portion of a circle, or 
_ asphero-conic. The venerable Hansteen has in two instances 
‘en at Christiana nearly the whole ellipse. Prof. Twining has 
observed, at Middlebury, Vt., in one instance at least, an arch in 
which the extremities of the major axis of the ellipse were vis- 

above the horizon. 

jing into space beyond. The bank of auroral light is a similar 
broader or more distant ring. 
The results of Prof. Loomis’s investigations respecting the 
ee cal distribution of the aurora” confirm and modify this 

i 
‘form surrounding the magnetic and astronomical poles of the 

ein, an should be regarded as part of a circle whose cen- 

Académie Royale de Bruxelles, tome xx, p.118. See also 
Marsh, this Journal [2], ah 811. es 

al [2], xxx, 89, 
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from the earth, R the earth’s radius, } the distance from the ob- 
server to the point on the earth directly under that part of the 
cloud which forms the vertex of the arch, and c the distance in 
like manner from the observer to the point underneath that part 
of the arch seen in the horizon. We have then these equations, 

R-+2=Rsece=Reoshsec(b+h); . . .. (I) 
and since d, d—b, and c, are the three sides of a spherical tri- 
angle, and a the angle, 

cos(d—b)=cosd cose-+sindsinecosa. . . « « (2) 
From these equations b and ¢ may be eliminated, and x found 
in terms of a, d, h, and R. 

From (1) cos(b-+-h)=cosk cose, and hence 

cos (d —b)=cos }d-h—(b+h)? : 
008 (1-1) cos (+h) + sin (dA) sin (bh) 
=cos (d-+-h) cosh cose-+ sin (d-+-h)(1 —cos?h cose)”, (8) 

Equating (2) and (3) and dividing by cose, ; 

cos d-L-sin d tan c cos a=cos(d--h) cos h-sin(d-+-h)(sec2e—cos?h)*. (4) 

But cos d=cos(d+h)cos h+sin(d+A)sin h. Substituting, divid- — 
ing by sin(d+A) and placing sing for sind cosa cosec (d+h) we 
have 

sin h--tan ¢ sin p=(sec?¢ — cos? y3, 

Reducing, tanc=2sin h sin sec?9. 
Hence, to compute the altitude of the auroral arch above the 

earth’s surface, we have the three equations, 
sin p=sin d cosa cosec (d-+-h), 
tanc = 2sinh sin sec”, 

and r= R(sece—1). 

To apply these observations to particular cases I have wee 
25 or 30 auroral arches, observed by Pres. Stiles, Prof. pre 
Mr. Herrick, and Mr. Bradley. They were all observed at 4 
Haven, except those in the year 1860, which were seen by ma 
Bradley at Chicago. Most of these observations are pee 
Auroral Registers of Mr. Herrick and Mr. Bradley. These }?3" 
isters will form part of a velume of memoirs about to . at 
lished by the Conn. Acad. of Arts and Sciences. The va en 
d is assumed to be 82°, which is also very nearly the eee 
from New Haven to the magnetic pole of the earth. In the 
lowing table are given the dates of the auroras, the : oak 
apparent altitudes and amplitudes of the arches, and the 
puted values of 2 in miles, and in kilometers. __ [have 

In selecting from the Registers the arches for this yarns ro 
omitted those which were low in the north, as the horizo 
tent is then concealed by the mists. I have also om! ; 
of which the observations were indefinite, or seemed imperfect. ; 

pub: 
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Mable of the observed altitudes and amplitudes of auroral arches, with the computed 
ae heights above the earth's surface. 

a Date, | Altitude, { Amptitade. | Meigitin | Height in | Obsorver. 
‘ ° 

| March 27, 1781 | 664 165 38 53 Stiles. 
Sept, 21,1840 | 10-12 120 52-68 84-109 | Herrick. 

| March 6, 1843 5-8 100 42-83 67-138 “ /| April 18, 1845, 8 100 83 133 “ pril 27, « 10 90+ 155 250 “ 
ae 8 100 83 133 Bradley. Oct, 19,1846) 8-10 80+ | 165-214 | 266-345 “ 

Dec. 9, “ 5 50 281 452 Herrick. 
{May 15,1847| 7-8 80 142-165 228-266 " 

‘| June . 50 2 “ 
Aug. 4, « 4 60 154 248 Bradley. 
ee q 90 98 158 as 
Sept, 29, « 10 70-80 290-214 | 467-345 | Herrick. 
Nov. 95, « 10-15 100 111-183 179-295 “ 
May 18,1848) 7 "5+ | 168-222 | 270-358 « 
ve 23, “ 5-6 70 134-165 215-266 | Bradley. 
March 18,1849} 10-15 100 111-183 | 179-295 | Herrick. 
April 6,1850| 10-12 90 155-193 | 250-310 | Bradley. 
vont 18,1851} 93 120-130 | 154-104 | 248-168 “ 

{March 18, «< — 12 120 68 109 Olmsted. _ | Sept, 29, « 8 “ 

Sept. 29,1859 | 10-15 100 111-183 | 179-295 | Herrick. 
March 26, 1860 6+ 90+ 80 129 Bradley. 
March 27, « 90-100 | 155-111 | 250-179 “ 
daly 4 | jo4g 100+ | 111-140 | 179-226 “ 

i t3 5 90+ 2 1 “ 

. q 90+ 98 158 * 
Aug. 14, « 8 100+ 83 133 “ 

Th average height as indicated by the table is 184 miles, or 
lometers he observations were not taken with refer- 

gite to the use here made of them, and the results can there- 
: regarded as only approximately correct. Mr. Bradley 

; nents. It furnishes moreover the means of determining 
Y the magnitude of the auroral cloud, but also the 
‘and height of the streamers which often rise from the 

bed mass of light. 
College, March 18th, 1865. 
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ArT. XXXVI.—On the Iron Ores of Marquette, Michigan; by 
J. P. KimBatu, Ph.D. 

Ir is proposed in the present article to record a few observa- 
tions made, in the month of May last, in the Iron region of 
Marquette county, Michigan, with the view of elucidating cer- 
tain obscure points in the geology of the immense beds of earthy 
red hematite, specular and magnetic iron ores, with which this 
district abounds to an unparalleled extent, constituting it beyond 
any doubt the most opulent source of iron in the world yet dis 
covered. It was not my privilege carefully to explore this re 
gion beyond a limited district near the middle. I am therefore 
unable to add any information as to the geographical extent of 
the iron deposits to the published results of Foster & Whitney's 
survey. Indeed, the following contribution to the knowledge of 
this region is chiefly by way of observation of the instructive 
rock-cuttings in the iron mines, or rather quarries, and in one 

to publish the special report upon the Marquette Iron Region by 
Mr. J. D. Whitney, the results of a second geological ex ge 

In their survey of that portion of the large area of t e Nort 

west exclusively occupied by schistose, metamorphic and bla 

line rocks, which is included in the northern peninsula of Mi ae 

gan, Messrs, Foster & Whitney in 1851 marked out the k 4 

. lines of two distinct systems of crystalline rocks, one of whit 

was defined as metamorphic, their Azoic proper; W! i 

other, distinguished as a great development of gra 

outstretching in separated expanses, was described ; 

name of granite belts or ranges. The relation to each other 
* “ 0 

these two systems was hardly traced to conclusiveness ue Ae 

the concealment of their conditions of contact; but the my 
was assigned to an origin later than the Azoic series UpOl | 

testimony of disturbances of the upper metamorphic strata BY 

intrusive masses of the granite, and earlier than the Silurian, e dis. 

lower beds of the Potsdam sandstone are seen to res 4; ; 
turbed around them.’ The distribution of the Azole 40 gran 

44-48. 
” Report on the Geol. of the Lake Superior Land District, Part Il, 1851, 

- non 

bab. oll ae ie male ee eh ie 

ne ESE er ee 

ee ane et She eM are BER ea Te ee eae Ne aaa 
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ite rocks, as laid down by the federal geologists, is presented in 
_ their map of the district between Keweenaw Bay and Chocolate 

_ fiver, to which reference can readily be had without encum- 
_ bering these pages with a verbal recital. 
The metamorphic or Azoic rocks, consisting of gneiss, horn- 

Ulendic, talcose and chloritic slates, and beds of argillite, no- 
vaculite, quartzite, conglomerate, saccharoidal marble and ecrys- 
talline limestone, were described as existing under conditions of 

great displacement, and displaying evidences of metamorphism, 
particularly in vicinity to the line of contact with the granite 
origneous outburst. ‘The occurrence of granite within the area 
of their distribution was recognized in the form of intrusive 
masses, while the greenstones and some of the schists, both fol- 
owing the general stratification, were regarded as trappean 
overflows, the former as an igneous product, the latter as pul- 

hot meant to be extended to beds of specular and magnetic 
as of iron included within metamorphic strata, with a con- 

ge and dip, which indeed the federal geologists ex- 
tly state their disposition to regard as the result of aqueous 

Position, 

vy: chigan, to. be developed in two distinct ranges or spurs, 0 
h the northern, including the Huron Mountains, forms the 
between Presqu’isle and Granite Point, and expands west- ‘le ‘ 

en belt, the present iron industry of the region, from the southern 
«9 Which is of very irregular outline, though nearly parallel 
Pe distance of 36 miles along its northern intersection with 
oe tamorphic belt. The large expanse of crystalline rocks 

ing the undeveloped tract of the northern part of Wis- 
Stretching across the head waters of the Mississippi to 

* Foster & Whitney, ibid, 68. 
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the north and south with intercalated beds of quartzite, potash, 
feldspar and hornblendic schists, the whole dipping uniformly 
from the axes of elevation. Hornblende sometimes was seen to 
replace mica, forming a light grey syenite. The granite south 
of the metamorphic belt is generally made up of feldspar and 
quartz, mica being almost always wanting, or very sparingly 
resent. Feldspar is the most predominating mineral, large 
odies of flesh-red orthoclase being of common occurrence. Two 

systems of dykes, and extensive intrusive masses of greenstone 
—the larger of a bearing uniform with the axes of elevation, 
the smaller being N.E. and S.W.—were indicated as oceurri 
throughout the distribution of both belts. These are intersected 

yee 
Foster & Whitney as Azoic, an equivalency with the Huronian 
series of Canada." Such a tendency appears to be due to the 
investigations upon the south shore of Lake Superior of “ 

The lines of demarcation between the Azoic strata and the 

granite, as laid down by the Land District Survey, appeat 
S 

. Foster & Whitney ; ibid, chap. iii. 
* Geol. of Canada, 66,596; Dana’s Manual of Geology, 148. * This Journal, [2], xxi, 394. 
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Must continue to remain an open question until it is decided by 

- however, that upon the evidence of explorers and collections, 
‘ obtained at Marquette, the metamorphie character of the North- 

thisie neiss—often granitoid, quartzite, massive feldspars, tal- 
8, hornblende and chlorite slates, seams of graphite and mag- 
-Uetie iron ore. My own observations in the Iron region im- 
_ Pressing me with the indigenous character of the larger masses 
of diorite and granite represented within the defined area of the 
jtmorphic strata, and their entire distinctness from intrusive 

or erupted masses, and concurring in the recognition of 

; ee of crystalline rocks are indigenous, and to be divisible 
Maes, two formations, Laurentian and Huron the fo: 

ie hended under the name of Azoic. 

place below the Huronian; while the only argument milita- 

YouR. Sct._Szcoxp Serres, Vou. XXXIX, No. 117.—Mar, 1865. 
. 38 
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general distribution, connected with the fact of its coéxtensive 
association with metamorphic sedimentary strata, tends in this 
instance to invest the intrusive granite with characters distinct 
from those of its greater development, and to impart to it the 
special phenomena of an independent dyke. Apart from the 
evidence of superposition, the lithological features of the Gran- 
ite Belts, so far as they have been indicated, bear a marked anal- 
ogy with the standard characters of the Laurentian series as de- 
termined in Canada and upon the north shore of Lake Superior, 

In a private letter from Mr. T’. Sterry Hunt, acquainting me 
with some of the unpublished leading results of Mr. Murray's 
examinations upon the south shore, 1 am informed that this geol- 
ogist, whose opportunities for comparison cannot be too highly 
appreciated, describes the islands and some points on the main 
land north and northwest of Presqu’isle as of Laurentian gneiss 
with hornblende, epidote, and pyroxene, arriving at this conela- 
sion through the observation to the south of these points of the 
greenish slates, greenstone, dolomitic limestones and conglome 
rates, associated with the beds of iron ore, and their relations to 
the gneiss. This latter series he judges to be the equivalent of 
the Lower slate conglomerate, or chloritic slates, at the base of 
the Huronian system, regarding them here as retaining a 
the same relative conditions as upon Lake Huron where the dol- 
omite marks the division between the Upper and Lower slate 
conglomerates. 

The gneiss which marks the boundary of the granite belts, 
and accordingly characterizes the top of the Laurentian series 
in this region, the same as it is elsewhere represented, is suc- 
ceeded by dark colored hornblendie schists, which consequently 
represent the base of the Azoic or Huronian series. These 
schists are followed by a series of augitic rocks and schists, m- 

shade, resembling in this particular the Lower slate = re 

which they seem to differ only in the absence of bles and 
boulders from the subjacent Laurentian rocks, which there oe 
a distinguishing feature. Messrs. Foster & Whitney, cng 
describe as occurring upon Little Presqu’isle a pure white 

Spar containing acicular crystals of hornblende, passing — 

arate beds of each of these component minerals, and enclosi 
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angular fragments of hornblende and chlorite slates, jasper and 
a green magnesian mineral.’ It seems not unlikely that this 
tock in its further distribution may possess more decidedly the 
characters of a conglomerate, and accordingly the more closely 
bear out the lithological analogy between the lower members*of 
the Huronian series near Marquette, and their well ascertained 
characters north of the great lakes, 
The hornblendic beds are succeeded by thick beds of pure 

quartzite displaying ripple marks, passing into quartziferous con- 
lomerate on the one h and siliceous slates on the other. 

_ Some points a dark colored quartzite resembling greisen except 
_ Inthe presence of hornblende instead of mica, and clearly of 

detrital origin, next underlies the ore beds. 
Possessing the same stratigraphical conditions as the schistose 

“8, while many varieties of them are represented in the 

variable degrees of local metamorphism.” Plentiful evidence 
othe of the blending of a rock of one character into that of the 
The or the continuity between crystallized and schistose beds. 
so diorites and hyperites of this region are never porphyritie, 

on the contrary are so fine-grained as rarely to admit of the 
meni separation, or even the identification of their in- 

en 

* Foster & Whitney’s Report, ii, p. 18. 
* Compare Foster & Whitney’s Report, ii, 16. 
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ronian series in the vicinity of Marquette, are in reality indigen- 
ous greenstone, and a portion of the development of the diorite 
upon which repose the upper members of the series, and which, 
as will hereafter be shown, is uncovered along most of the ridges 
of the region. No instances of trappean overflows in this region 
have been brought to notice. Quartz veins, sometimes carrying 
the sulphurets of copper, lead, and iron, are of frequent occur 
rence, occupying fissures evidently of an extensive vertical 
range. Workable veins of copper pyrites have recently been 
discovered. This is another point of agreement between the 
features of the Huronian series as developed in this district, and 

upon the north shore of Lake Huron, where eopper-bearin 
veins are frequent, of which those of the Bruce, Wellington 
Wallace mines are well known examples es. — It is urged by Prof. Rivot of Paris, that the crystalline and 
schistose rocks south of Keweenaw Bay entirely correspond ger 

int; for he asserts the syenite of 

tercalated greenstones, amygdaloids, sandstones and cong oe 

‘will be well to advert very briefly to certain remarkable a le 
ceptions upon which they are based. First: There seems 7 

* Foster & Whitney’s Re ort, ii, 44, : * Rivot, Notice he Aes Deciid oie. Maleate des Annales des Mines, % P: e 
} 
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_ thegreenstones of Keweenaw Point are intercalated conformably, 
and within the sectional development of which they are included, 
kstunconformably upon the crystalline schists of the Marquette 

- district, and hence the stratigraphical identity between the rocks 
_ tf these two districts, inferred by Mr. Rivot, is clearly out of the 

Bohemian Mts. and the superincumbent series is one merely 
__ Of special lithological characters, and not one of general struc- 
Jas assumed by Mr. Rivot. The syenite of Mt. Houghton 

M ‘ 

acter of th 
: Mr. Rivot was one of the first to assert the metamorphic char- ) 

- Stounds of structural analogy alone, opposed the generally re- 
nie °pinton that the bedded syenites, diorites, dolerites, chlo- 

Zeolitie and epidotic amygdaloids, and so-c 
- the copper-bearing series, are erupted masses, having originated 

_ eMSuecessive overflows during the accumulation of the Paleo- 
_ Miesediments in a horizontal position. Notwithstanding the strat- 
_ puphical arrangement of this series upon the South shore-en- 
“Ghee 2? Out the theory of their metamorphic origin, certain ot ot 
Shore v0US of the Geological Survey of Canada upon the North 

to strengthen the view advanced by Messrs. Foster 
If the explanation of trappean overflows on 

* Geol, Survey of Canada, p. 70. 
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this series on the North shore, and which have no counterparts 
in Michigan, it will remain for special lithological investigation 
to complete the evidence of the metamorphic origin of the Up- 
per copper-bearing rocks of Lake Superior on the grounds of 
analogy with the conditions of their development in Canada. 
That the question has been left open by the Canadian geologists, 
is apparent from the fact that the stratified greenstones of this 
series, in a chapter by Mr. T. Sterry Hunt, are described as the 
stratigraphical and lithological equivalents of the diorites of the 
uebec Group examined by him in Eastern Canada, which he 

asserts to be altered sediments, and to pass into chloritie, epidotie, 
and hornblendic slates.” 

Allusion has already been made to the regularity of the flex: 

st 
tonnées,” and the glacial furrows which these surfaces re 
the most frequent and instructive. It is almost impossl 
meet with an outcropping rock whose character is hibit 
sist weathering influences, the surface of which yee of 

* Geol. Survey of Canada, pp- 612, 614. 
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ridges, as well as upon their summits, and are invariably revealed 
rthe removal from the surface of a rock of the alluvium and 

glacial drift by which it has been effectually protected. It is only 
in the outcrop of fissile schists that these appearances are want- 
ing, The'dense vegetation and the undisturbed covering of 
drift, aided by the deep snows of winter, almost entirely prevent 
the weathering of the rocks, so that the phenomena of glacial 
ation are exhibited in this region in uncommon perfection, 

ts of rock occurring near by in situ, and boulders of 
specular iron are scattered throughout the drift, which here gen- 

tually in fact appears to be made up of material derived from 
the immediate region, as seen especially in the circumstance that 
tisexceedingly ferruginous, while the source of the iron as a 

ocal detritus is evidenced by its exclusive presence as anhydrous 
—&squioxyd. Foreign boulders of gneiss occur however, consid- 
table in size and number within limited areas of distribution. 
__ The position of the beds of specular iron ore has already been 

_ tmer lie below drainage, in the bottom of the valleys, and in 
‘lhe case of the latter are commonly obliterated through the ero- 
_fonof elevated outcrops. Hence their outliers have been chiefly 
_‘Weserved along the flanks of the ridges where they have been 
_lneleast exposed to the agencies of denudation, protected as they 
“ete against a drift current coursing not with the valleys but 
: ; iquely across them, by the elevated outcrops of their under- 
2 ay 8 from the summits of which however they have been 

he denudation has been most extensive upon the 
_- Mr specular schists and the earthy red hematites, while the 
: “y €Xceptions to these conditions of erosion and preservation 

: already given, occur with specular schists which acquire from 
sae a a refractory structure, or from their mode of 

. fas, € property of resisting the effects of a sweeping de- 
m 

“aulon, 

; a bosses of specular-iron—the iron-knobs or mountains, as 

/. ate called—are the most striking examples of exception to 
: ot effects of denudation already noticed. They are in- 

8 Of the preservation of the anticlinal crest, and owe their 
Gener” © the fact that they are made up, not of pure and 

tated wt schists, but of specular iron ore closely interlami- 

“Indi with quartz or jasper—a structure capable of resisting de- 

: in ee” to a far greater degree than the homogeneous 

_*S The laminze of jasper alternating with pure specular 
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iron ore, vary in thickness from a hair’s breadth to an inch, pro- 
ducing a banded appearance. The fact that the entire mass is 
highly contorted into minute as well as sizeable folds, furnishes 
an explanation of a power of resistance to vicissitudes of erosion, 
superadded to the same property which it derives from the mere 
presence of intermingled jaspery bands. he conglomeratic 
beds of specular iron ore and jasper, are generally preserved in 
elevated outliers, acquiring a refractory character from thei 
coarse and tenacious structure, but I have met with no instance 
of the preservation of the anticlinal crest in beds of this de- 
scription. 

In Section 26, T. 47 N., R. 27 W., an example of a preserved 
anticlinal crest occurs in a ridge of half a mile in length and 170 
feet in height. The specular iron-ore at the surface displays a 
laminated and contorted structure into which enter thin lamine 
of quartz, and although the mass in itself is not so substantial as 
the exterior of the Cleveland Knob, its attending conditions of 
deposit impart to it similar refractory properties. In this region, 
as elsewhere, denudation may be noticed to have had less eliect 
upon those stratified rocks which present to its agencies their 
planes of stratification, than upon those which are highly nelined. 
Hence it wiil be observed that the more extensive the sweep 
the undulations the more complete is the preservation of the 
specular iron-ore which in the form of schists enters into them. 

The most conclusive indications of the stratigraphical condi- 
tions which prevail among the hematite schists in Marquette 
county up to this time exhibited, are disclosed by the cutting a 4 

the Peninsula Railroad in the N.E. quarter of Section 8, T. 4 
N., R. 26 W., to which allusion was made in the first part of th 
article. The grade of the railroad has been laid in an excav® 

tion 600 feet long and sunk 25 feet below the highest point upon 

the surface of a hill which derives its configuration from @ boss 
of hematite schists intercalated with argillite. Thus the cutting 

presents an anticlinal section, as seen in the accompanying We 
cut. The lower strata penetrated are preserved in an unImpal’™ 

hee 

Ne ee ee, Se 

5 be & o. ~~ 

5 a ° =] fa 2g, [a] Sp Lo | ee [> ge 3 Qu a oO 5 =, o & Ga) 
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peculiar greenish slates, already described, both becoming ay 

lly reduced in an ascending order from comparatively The 
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_ power of resistance in the arch is strikingly illustrated ; for while 
the crest itself remains perfect, the same strata have 
disrupted and displaced as they pass out of the arch and change 
their curvature. e upper laminated portions are exceedingly 

_wrinkled, and the heavy beds broken and doubled. Under these 
areumstances of displacement but one or two of the heavier 
beds of argillite are exhibited above the grade of the railroad; 
ind while these, through scales or plates retain marks of strati- 
fication so as to expose their true character, they have been 
sharply folded and collapsed, and by their nearly vertical posi- 

tion have the appearance of intrusive masses. e central por- 
tion of the cutting—that is, the undisrupted strata—is traverse 
byasystem of parallel joints which the disrupted portions are 

Without. Several segregated veins of quartz with limonite oe- 
_tipy the divisional planes of stratification. 
Be Other sectional cuttings in the several mines or quarries dis- 
_ play more or less completely the stratification and undulations 
ofthe hematites in common with the Huronian scbists of this 
Tegion, and show conclusively, if further testimony were requisite, 

; the existence of the iron ore under the same conditions of de- 
- Post and secondary modification as the schists with which they 
M@associated. In the Jackson mine, for instance, occur two 
Wes or short anticlinal folds, while in the Lake Superior mine 

gaan they contain; but the pebbles of specular peroxyd, 
h sometimes obscure in a matrix of the same material, 

been tates, owing to their enduring composition, have re- 
= — Sunies, Vou. XXXIX, No. 11Z—Mar, 1865, 
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sisted erosion more effectually than the purer schists, and are 
eras in elevated outliers, as seen particularly at the New 
ngland mine, and in the N.W. quarter of Section 21, T. 47 N, 
. 27 W. A specular conglomerate uncontaminated with any 

considerable portion of jasper, forms the bulk of the schists at 
present wrought by the Lake Superior mine. These are jointed 
obliquely, and are cleavable at right angles, to the stratification. 

ecular schist often occurs charged with detrital quartz, or 
sand, thus differing from the conglomerates only in its external 
properties, while it is analogous to them in attitude and actual 
composition, Schists of this description are intercalated with 
the conglomerates in Section 21 above noticed, and in Section 
26 of the same township are found underlying the laminated 
beds which crown the anticlinal arch. 

An estimation of the thickness of the ferriferous series 1s ab 
tended with no little difficulty at present owing to the absence 
of any entire sectional cutting. The Jackson mine presents the 
best data for an opinion upon this point, although its pa 
expose neither the base, nor uppermost members of the series. 4 
is upon the northern dip of a steep anticlinal, and the groundof | 
the quarry is some 500 feet wide, the excavation having 
entirely within the series. At this mine the range of thickness 

exceeds one thousand feet. Individual thicknesses of specular 

schist without the intervention of other schists, are upwards of 
150 feet. Some idea of the massiveness of a homogeneous bed 
of specular schist may be had from the fact that in the month of 
September last 3500 tons of workable ore were thrown down at 
this mine in one blast, for which 11 kegs of powder were used. 

It will be observed that while the smaller plications furnish 
the most available and complete evidences of the stratigr 

ing allowance for superficial vicissitudes, and a large 
denudation. Even if space permitted, I conceive 1 edit 

necessary to multiply instances of this evidence. It has ait 
shown that the iron ores of the Huronian series in Michigan 4° 

which none of the 
precipitation from 

water on the one hand, or by detrital accumulation on the one = 
Fe stificati ticlinal They exhibit not only pes Pace of joints 

: hornblende 
f the fer 

riferous series, has already been indicated in general pean av . 
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it uent ecial instances it may have been derived y hag a version of greenstones into schalstones, or ry 

i ian be—as shown by Bischof™ in promonneing. te ti pd pide atacters of these rocks. Froma stratigraphical po 

and m 
‘Untenable, it is 
Y portion of th 

Bischo i d District, ii, 17, 93. : 
» Report the Lake Superior Lan eget" % po pene Persad and Physical enh 10 mig sane Ltn, 
85. Volger, Studien zur Entwicklungsgeschichte 
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Art. XXXVII.—Astronomical Photograyhy ; by Lewis M. 
UTHERFURD. . 

My present observatory is a circular brick building of twenty 
feet internal diameter, with a light revolving roof supported on 
twelve wheels which are fixed to the stone coping of the walls. 

e opening, two feet wide, extends from side to side with 
simple shutters, which, when elevated on the weather side, serve 
to prevent the wind from blowing into the observatory and 
shaking the telescope. Opening from the west side of the 
Equatorial dome is a small transit apartment with computing 
room attached. This observatory is in the garden of the house 
where I reside. The transit is 189 feet N.W. from the Second 
Avenue, and 763 feet N.E. from Eleventh street. It was 
erected in the summer and autumn of the year 1856, The equa- 
torial, by Fitz, is a very substantial instrument, having circles 
divided on silver 18 and 20 inches in diameter. 

The objective is of 114 inches aperture, and fourteen feet focal 
length, and was corrected for figure by myself after the methods 
and directions of Mr. Fitz. It is a fine glass, capable of show- 
ing any object which should be seen by a well corrected objec 
tive of those dimensions. 

The observatory is low and therefore cannot reach any object 
near the horizon, but I prefer losing such observations to the 
tremors and expense of a high structure. : © 

The transit room has been used on several occasions by the 
U. S. Coast Survey in their telegraphic operations for longitude. 
It is 04, 12, 15-475 E. of Washington, and in latitude 40’, 43, 
48538; the latitude being the result of observations with ¢ ee 
zenith telescope upon twenty-four pairs of stars by the observ: 

ers of the Coast Survey. a 
During the winter of 1857-58, Messrs. Alvan Clark +O 

constructed, and in the spring attached to the equatorial, a pi 
ing clock of the highest merit. It has a remontoir escapemens 
similar to that of Bond’s spring governor. : viet 

Having seen with great interest the photographic experi”! id 
conducted at the observatory of Harvard College, 
as soon as the clock should be in working order, 

a ee 

ret eee 
ER Re ate eee Rt nee 

ive was about ,7; of an inch outside the visual focus. per 

done b 
view ots 
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diffused the violet rays over a large space, so that in the case 

Paring the summer of 1858 I combined my first stereograph 
we moon, producing quite a satisfactory result with the low. 

vied the stereoscope. I do not know when this was first 
one in England by Mr. De La Rue, but with me the idea was 

ae me of the negatives verify the observation of M. 
tips that the facule are elevations. 

result was a failure and did not give the impression of a 
tte, but presented the appearance of a flat uniform disk 
ftom +...» 2 Spherical net-work which seemed entirely detached 

isk. This is attributable to a want of sufficient detail 
: n. 

binagj ng the year 1859 and for a long time I worked with com- 
“s US Of lenses to be inserted in the tube between the object- 

gee a Plate with the view of correcting the photographie 
* a 018 

mounted equatorially to send by the U. S. Coast Sur- 
edition to Labrador for the observation of the eclipse. 



combined focus about one-twentieth of its former value. a 
The pictures of the sun taken with this instrument were better 

than those made by my large telescope, in which no attempt had 
been made to correct the photographic rays. 

Being unable to accompany the expedition, I made a series of 
pictures of the eclipse at home, upon which are seen the nuclei 
and penumbre of the spots, the gradation of light of the sun's — 
disk, and the serrated edge of the moon projected upon the 
sun. They show, however, none of the fogging of the moon's 
surface, commented upon by other observers, nor a greater in- 

this 

In the autumn of 1861 I began to experiment with a eres 
ing telescope with silvered mirror, which recommended Itse 
both by the simplicity and ease of its construction and the er 

was 

ground and approximately figured by Mr. Fitz, and in its peye - 
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mat least every ten days, a labor not to be contemplated with 
uanimity. Dr. Draper has found the silver surface very much 

dumber of which might be kept at hand. : 
ving thus failed in astronomical photography with an or- 
y achromatic, with a correcting lens and with a reflector, I 
in the autumn of 1863, the construction of an objective, 

ussian government), is a mere compro- 
which both the visual and actinic quali- 
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Having obtained the achromatic correction, I had a most dele 
cate task to produce the correction for figure, since the judg. 
ment of the eye ‘was useless unless entirely protected from the 
influence of all but the actinic rays. A cell of glass inclosing a 
sufficient thickness of the cupro-sulphate of ammonia, held be- 
tween the eye and the eye-piece, enabled me to work for coarse 
corrections upon « Lyre and Sirius, but so darkened the ex- 
panded disk of a star in and out of focus that all the final cor- 
rections were made upon tests by photography, which gave per- 
manent record of all the irregularities of surface to be combated. 
Still, however the process was long and tedious, dependent u 
but three stars as tests, and they too often obscured by 
weather. My mode of correction was almost entirely of a local 
nature, such as practiced by the late Mr. Fitz and Mr. Clark for 
man ' 

oa ae 
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fom two to three seconds, and for the full moon about one- 
quarter of a second. 

; ple 
, one is to be substituted at will which shall bring 

Agr, XXXVIIL—Notes on Coal and Iron Ore in the State of 
_ iuerero, Mexico ; by the late N. S. MANRoss. (From an un- 
Published Report dated May, 1857). 

: lance to those of the Coal-measures. Other rumored de- 

bey 28% and in the other black tourmaline. The people 

x l—Szconp Serres, Vor. XXXIX, No. 117.—Mar, 1865. 
40 
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half a mile long, and fully one-third of its bulk is pure magnetic 
ore. It also contains a bed of limestone in its summit. It 38 

hat of blocks of the same, from one to five feet in diameter. . 

six or eight hundred feet above the river. Besides paving 

ameter. 
aken together or singly, these deposits are capable of ri 

an unlimited supply of the very best ore. They are apd ight 

” 
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_ The country around is well wooded and nearly level from this 
place to the Pacific. 
‘The fifth, and, all things considered, the finest deposit we have 

seen, is situated near Chutla, on the road from Zacatula to Aca- 
_ puleo, It is not more than three miles in a direct line from the 

sea, and not more than six from a bay which affords a good and 
safe anchorage and landing. This deposit extends along the side 
of a mountain for more than a quarter of a mile, is several hun- 
red feet wide and affords masses of ore of all sizes from ledges 
down to pebbles. The highest point of the bed is about 150 feet 
above the adjoining plain. On the upper side the deposit is 
bounded by a thick bed of soft limestone, affording an easy sup- 
ply of flux. The ore is pure magnetic, and is the finest we have 
seen. The country around for many leagues has a fertile soil 
and is covered with dense forests of hard woods, which would 
ole an unfailing supply of the best charcoal. ‘This location 
has special advantages in the quality and quantity of the ores, 

‘ the convenience of fluxing materials and fuel, and the nearness 

_ of a good landing, with the whole of the Pacific coast for a mar- 
_ ket. I'see no reason why the best qualities of charcoal iron 

could not be produced here as cheaply as elsewhere, with the ad- 
Vantage of freight and duties over any foreign competition in the 
Supply of the Pacific coast of Mexico, and toa considerable ex- 

_ tent also of the interior. 

Widely distributed over the country, is interesting, from the as- 
“trance it gives that, whenever coal shall be discovered, there 
will be no want of iron ore within accessible distance 

_ Next to iron, copper appears to be the most abundant metal 

pes portion of Mexico. I shall defer to ecg oat... a 
Sescripti iti his metal whi ave 
ee any leer been worked since the 

é 00d, said to b 1 e equally rich, are : 
Mens and 0 a aay ne have collected are sufficient to 

_ ‘“tvinee me that this portion of Mexico is one of the richest 
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copper districts in the world. Silver and lead ores occur in 
abundance, but I will not undertake to describe here the various 
localities of them which we have seen, or the specimens which 
we have collected. 

am fully convinced that this portion of Mexico, when prop- 
erly opened by the application of intelligent enterprise, will prove 
one of the richest mining regions of America. 

ArT. XXXIX.--Numerical Relations of Gravity and Magnetism; 
by Puiny Earue Cuass, M.A., S.P.A.S. 

The mutual convertibility of Light, Heat, Electricity, Mag: 
netism, Chemical Affinity, and Vital Energy, ma is 

earth, provided the magnetic axis corresponded with the axis 
rotati 

* Brom the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Dec. 16, 1864 
The Magellanic Gold Medal was awarded the author for this memoir. 5, 1864. 

| This t was first announced by me, at the Society’s meeting, April 15, 
See Proc. A. PS. ix, 367. 2 
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strated, the influence of the sun upon terrestrial magnetism ; 
Secchi ascertained that “the diurnal excursion of the needle is 

_thesum of two distinct excursions, of which the first depends 
 tolely on a horary angle, and the second depends, besides, on 
the sun’s declination,”* and that “all the phenomena hitherto 
known of the diurnal magnetic variations may be explained by 

‘Supposing that the sun acts upon the earth as a very powerful 
‘Magnet at a great distance.” 

This hypothesis has been objected to, on the ground that it is 

- dificult to understand how any conceivable intensity of solar 
agnetism, by its simple induction, could produce so great a 

disturbance as is daily observed. Therefore it will probabl 
7 follow the fate of the earlier ones, which attributed terrestrial 
_ttagnetism to one or more powerful magnets lying nearly in 

the less interesting 

Ean fom VM 

the line of the earth’s axis, while Barlow’s idea that the mag- 
-Ietism is superficial, and in some manner induced,” will still re- 
main in the ascendant. Secchi’s conclusions are, however, none 

and from the fact that magnetism is, like 
o>) 

: sala a central force, varying inversely as the square of the 
lance, they lend encouragement to those who are endeavoring 

Wofind new evidences of the-unity of force. 
, -y.OWn experiments and researches have led me to the belief 

that all magnetism is a simple reaction against a force which dis- 
-torbs molecular equilibrium, that the numerical equivalent of 
the Magnetic force is therefore equal and opposite to that of the 

urbing force, (+ M === D), and that all the phenomena of 
restrial magnetism result from tidal and thermal changes in 

“restrial gravitation. 

" Sullivan’ and Reinsch’ have pointed out the effect of musical 

Tibrations upon the magnetic needle, and I have shown the con- 
ug influence of a purely mechanical polarity.” A careful 

‘amination of the polarizing thermal and rotation currents, 
: will show that the spirals, which they have a tendency to pro- 

an? te quasi horizontal cyclones, one set flowing in a nearly 
“i direction along the magnetic meridian, and the other 

" ard the momentarily shifting solar meridian. From an in- 
‘estigation of these currents and a comparison of various obser- 

ons, Ihave deduced the following theses : 
: I. ‘he daily magnetic variations, though subject to great dis- 

ifferences of the gravitation-tidal currents. 

a ak eae 1h. 2h. sh. 
of Theoretical Ratios, =e 284 2? ge 

\ “ % Observed : be 2 . -563 "865 i 

the hs at different hours, show an average approximation to 

? 

(, Phil. Mag. £43, vit ', : © Ted te, 452 § Phil. Trans., 1831. cay, gases 1 RM Moe fo ison 
Froe. A. P: s., ix, 359, o> ™ f Ibid., p. 867 seq. 
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II. Marked indications of an accelerating force are discover- 
able in the magnetic fluctuations, especially during the hours 
when the sun is above the horizon. 

Th. 2h 3h. Hours from Mean, - = - - ; 

Mean Ratios of Hourly Tidal Differences, - 100 73 27 
- “« — Squares of Hourly Mag- 

netic Differences, - 100 74 26 

See also Thesis V. ‘ 
III. There are lunar-monthly barometric and magnetic tides, 

which may be explained by differences of weight or momentum,” 
occasioned by the combined influences of solar and lunar attrac: 
tion, and terrestrial rotation. 

IV. The solar diurnal variations of magnetism between noon 
and midnight are nearly identical in amount with the variations 
of weight produced by solar attraction at the same hours. 

The ratio of the solar to the terrestrial attraction for any pal 
ticle at the earth’s surface, being directly as the mass, and inverse 
ly as the square of the distance (M+R? =354,936+ 28,000*), 1s 

_ 00067. The weight of any particle is therefore increased by 
this proportionate amount at midnight, and diminished in the 

to my theory, in the terrestrial magnetism. 
Theoretical variation, 00134. Observed variation, ‘00138. 
V. The magnetic variations at intermediate hours, between 

noon and midnight, indicate the influences of an accelerating 
force, like that of gravity, modified by fluctuations of temper 
ture, and by atmospheric or etherial currents. : 

Every particle of air may be regarded as a planet revolving 

about the sun, in an orbit that is disturbed by terrestrial attrac- 

tion and other causes. In consequence of these distur ances, 
there is an alternate half-daily fall toward the sun, and rise from 
the sun. By the laws of uniformly accelerated and retarde 

; etic dis- 

Theoretical mean, 8 29’. Observed mean, 8" 31’. ted 
VI. Some of the magnetic influences appear to be transmis®” 

instantaneously, through the rapid pulsations of the ae 
ether; others gradually, through the comparatively slugg! 

vibrations of the air. a 
II. The comparative barometric disturbances of the sun 4? 

moon exhibit an approximate mean proportionali 
their comparative differential-tidal and magnetic disturbances. i 

the solar differential-tidal force be represented by A’, a0 

_™ I believe there can be no weight without some degree of momentum, See 

Proc. A. P. 8. ix, 357. 
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~ the lunar by A”, the respective barometric disturbances by B’ 
and B”, and the magnetic disturbances by M’ and M”. If M’ 
md BY are required, we have | 

i t A” ; cea - B’ BY M’ M” 

Theoretical values, ‘00012 00144 
Observed +“ 255 00057 °00013 00140 0000255 

VII. The theoretical gravitation-variation of magnetism 
(Prop. IV) is slightly less, while the theoretical barometric vari- 

ation (Prop. VII) is slightly greater, than the corresponding ob- 
_ferved variation. The excess in one case exactly counterbal- 

- anees the deficiency in the other, the sum of the theoretical be- 
op ely equal to the sum of the observed variations. : 

_ IX The total daily magnetic variations, like the barometric, 
tan be resolved into ‘a variety of special tides, which may be 
- feverally explained by well-known constant or variable current- 

Producing and weight-disturbing forces. 

i A B A+B 

| 4, Hous Theoretical Theoretical Theoretical Observed 

Bes a Gravitation Differentia Mean —— 

 (ebenight. Tide. Solar Tide. Tide. Tide. 

0 —00067 | + 00024 —-00043 — 00043 

6 00000 —-00024 — 00024 — "000234 
+-00067 | +-00024 | -+-00091 | 00095 

Ng the fluctuations as uniform between successive hourly obser- 

_ Sand 184, respectively. The mean retardation is 50’, or 4's 
-day. The theoretical daily gravity-variation 

» the average variation in 7; of a half-day is 0000933, the 

Still there are indications, 

Owing synopsis, of the influence of gravity, sufficiently 
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striking to encourage a hope that our knowledge of the moon’s 
perturbations may be improved by a thorough comparative study 
of the lunar astronomical, atmospheric, and magnetic tables. 

Lunar-daily disturbances of Magnetic Force at St. Helena, in millionths 

of the total force. 

| 3. pO; 1] p84 4-) 5.1.6.,7181-9.1 lg Heo 

Before Lunar M,|-+5|—1/+4 2 —6 2 14 |+15 |+16 
After “ “|4+5/-1/—5 |-6'—7/—6 [+1 /+1/—2/418 [+25 |422 [+16 
Mean, 45|—1|—0-5|—4/—6/—5-5 —25}-1/-9/+ 8-5|-+195/4185/+1 
Rotation-Tide. | 0| O+46 424145 F35|/F2| OF S/F FSF 35 

The above table shows, that 
. The moon’s attractive force (M+ R?=-016+60?=:000004) 

multiplied by the coéfficient of its differential attraction (2'50) 
gives ‘0000113, which is nearly the same as the mean meridional 
magnetic disturbance [(000005+-000016)+2=-0000105]. 

2. The increase of magnetism at 125 is nearly equivalent to 
the attractive force, multiplied by the square of the distance 
from the center of gravity of the system, and divided by the 
square of the earth’s radius (000004. 77072 +3963? = 0000168). 

3. There is a tendency to equality of disturbances on each 
side of the meridian at 14 and 84, as in the solar magnetic tide. 

4. The greatest disturbance occurs at the hours of 104 and 11 
P. M., both in the solar and in the lunar tide. 

5. There are some indications of an increase of gravity, and 
decrease of magnetic force, when the tidal flow is toward the 
center of gravity of the terrestrial system, and vice versa. 

e rotation-tide has the customary quarter-daily phases 
of alternate increase and diminution. : 

X. The phenomena of magnetic storms indicate the existence 
of controlling laws, analogous to those which regulate the nor 
mal fluctuations. See Proceedings Amer. Phil. Soc., Oct. 21, 
1864. 

The foregoing comparisons have been based on Gen. Sabine 

discussions of the St. Helena records. It would be desirable, ' 

port to my views. 
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Arr. XL.—On the Origin and Formation of Prairies; by LEo 
7 LESQUEREUX. 

THis paper is intended as a review of Prof. Winchell’s new 

theory on the origin of the prairies of the Mississippi Valley,’ 

—andas a defense of my own views on the same subject.’ I shall 

- therefore omit all details relative to the surface of prairies, their 

conformation and appearance, and their geological and geograph- 
ical distribution, since these details do not directly concern the 

dlucidation of the question.* | 
_ From the brief mention made of my opinion concerning the 
formation of prairies, it appears to have been misunderstood 

by those who have quoted it, or rather it was entirely unknown 

| tothem. For this reason it is advisable to first expose, as they 

Were originally given, the essential points of a simple explana- 

tion, which does not merit to be spoken of as a theory. 

48 they are raised above water. These dams are not always 

built upon the shores, and do not always even follow their out- 

: lines, but often enclose wide shallow basins, whose water 1s thus 

sheltered against any movement. ere the aquatic plants, 

sedges, Tushes, grasses, soon appear, and these basins pre 

| Thane: as may be seen near the borders of Lake Mic sane. 

hough the forests may surround them, the trees do not in a 

them, even when the swamps become drained by some natu 

eration. During a flood, the heaviest partic! 

deposited on both sides of the principal current, along = a 
- Of slack water, and by repeated deposits, dams are slowly orme 

t 
This Journal [i see 

2 2|, xxxviili, 332. 
Letter Sais tis“? + Nat. de Neuchatel, Dec. 1856. 

to Prof, Besse in Bull. de la Soc. des coe f et Geological Survey of the 

given a clear and very accurate descriptive account of 
the prairies 

AW Jour, Sct.—Szconp Sertms, Vou. XXXIX, No. 117.—Mar, 1865. 

41 
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and upraised above the general surface of the bottom land. 
Thus, after a time, the water thrown on the bottoms by a flood, 
is, at its subsidence, shut out from the river, and both sides of it 
are converted into swamps, sometimes of great extent. Seen 

e 

* The lowest part of these fluvial prairies is of course farthest from the He along the bluffs. Here, generally, the cuereiaiiee of water through the banks 
springs and deeper swamps, which are often transformed into peat bogs. 



‘outhwest, there are extensive plains covered with shallow water. 

The bottom, in the depression toward the lake and where the 

Miiatic vegetation is only at its origin, is sandy clay. But, in 

‘Memore shallow places, the clay is already muddy and blackened 

prince by the detritus of the herbaceous vegetation which 

Sgtown upon it. Farther toward the borders, and in propor- 

‘lotto the shallowness of the water, the detritus thickens, and 

‘‘Silfarther, we have wet prairies, with exactly the same vegeta- 
ton as that of the lake swamps, and a black soil with a substra- _ 

Peet clay , the same materials also as those of both the deeper 

Spy shallow swamps of the lakes. In receding from th 

_ Mets of the lake toward the high prairies, the transition from 

Netto dry prairies is by so insensible degrees that it would be 

ite appearances are the same. Vegetation is here and there 

: Nodified by the presence of some peculiar species of herbaceous 

: Hants, by 

dn my letter ¢ ag I have omit- my letter to P. : ‘on is discussed at length. a 

: Hhere the d : Teg Tao bap os for the elucidation of the subject. 
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me prairies, especially in Minnesota, the process of forma- 
tion of the prairies is repeated in the very same wa 

dominant winds. Or it is shaped as a low range of hills sur- 
rounding the lakes, and is due then to original irregularities of 
the surface. The materials are the same as those of the dams, 
or low islands, of the great Jakes; indeed, the same as those 0 
the under bottoms of the swamps, or those over which the prat 
ries have been formed. But they have been removed from the 
influence of stagnant water: this is the only difference.” 

“From all these remarks, what other conclusion can we de- 
duce but that all the prairies of the Mississippi valley have been 
formed by the slow recession of sheets of water of ease 
tent, first transformed into swamps, and, by and by, drained an 
dried. The high and rolling prairies, the prairies around - 

: a 

and as there is some unevenness of surface, have these un of 
tions not been formed like the low islands or high besa 
the lakes, and why then are they not timbered ?”—‘I _ ot 
that, although the surface of the prairies may be now undu a 
it was originally horizontal enough to form shallow lakes, f 

* Especially Planorbis trivolvis, P. lentus, Lymnea appressa, L. emarginata, * 
— sae y, etc. The lakes have the same species, ag many bivalves, — 

great.abundance of fishes, especially .catfishes (Pimelodes). 
: arent this Journal, nie, i819, and aes ibid., ii, 30, 1820, pes be 
mdered the prairies as originating from 

explanation of Die phenomencn. 
swamps, without, however, iving ® 
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_ then swamps, like those which at the present time cover some 
_ parts along the shores of Lake Erie, Lake Michigan, etc. Where 
_ this horizontality has disappeared, it is only by very slow de- 

_ grees, under the eroding action of water, which, in its slow 
- movements, tends to follow every change of level, seek an out- 
_ ket, and so establish channels of drainage. I have followed for 
_ whole days the sloughs of the prairies, and have seen them con- 
_ stantly passing to lower and well marked channels, or to the beds 

of the rivers, by the most tortuous circuits, in a manner com- 
- parable to the meanderings of some creeks in nearly horizontal 
valleys. Indeed, the only difference is, that, in the high prairies, 

there is not a definite bed, but a series of swamps, extending, 
_ harrowing, and bending in many ways. The explanation ap- 
_ pears to me so natural, that I cannot understand how high prai- 
_ Nes could ever be perfectly horizontal. Along the lakes and 
_‘Mtheir vicinity, the horizontality is a necessary consequence of 

the primitive evenness of the bottom and of the proximity to 
water. The level of the low prairies being scarcely above that 

Of the lakes, their surface, after an overflow, becomes dry, rather 
percolation and evaporation than by true drainage. But 

_ “erever the rivers have cut deeper channels,—as is the case in 
the north part of the Mississippi basin, where they run some- 

| from one to three hundred feet lower than the surface of 
: the high prairies—the drainage has constantly taken place to- 
_ Ward those deep channels, and the water, though its movements 
_ May be very slow, furrows the surface in its tortuous meander- 

rom this, results that irregular conformation of surface 
: generally and appropriately called rolling. In Indiana and Illi- 

‘TOs, in the vicinity of the Wabash river, for example, there 
 & some high prairies whose surface is apparently horizontal. 
| Bat hese prairies, as at Terre Haute, are surrounded by a mar- 
gin of low wooded hills, and have originally been shallow lakes 

_ ‘ Giicult and slow drainage. Moreover, their horizontality is 

“ther apparent than absolute; some parts of them are already 
2 ary enough to be cultivated and ploughed in the spring; oie 

~ are used as wet meadows, and still others are covere 
| With Water and inaccessible. This apparent horizontality results 

aM the great width of what we may call already channels of 

iinage. These will, by and by, contract and deepen, and thus 
. Prairie become undulating. This opinion is in 7. 

| r What you say in your excellent paper on the drift of m e 

Retior: that the irregularities of surface of the prairies have 
caused by currents at the time when they were under 
Water. If the ground of the high rolling prairies had been 

: Mea in advance, as you ri te the ap bad bbe re 
| tela would have been timbered like the low isla 
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r. 
is objection, I think, is groundless. As we have seen, in 

considering the surface of the low and of the flat prairies, wher- 
ever the drainage is insensible, water can scarcely have any action 
in digging trenches. In the spring, or after heavy rains, its slow 
movements extend over the whole breadth of the low grounds, 
scarcely displacing or carrying away the finest material. This 

gr g the s 
marked by swells and deep furrows. In fact, the kuolls of the 
prairies are of quite a different form from the long continuous 
parallel undulations of the bottom of the seas. Moreover; 
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are such traces of marine action in Iowa and Minnesota in the 
timbered Coteaux, as the Coteau des Bois, Les Bois-rouges, etc., 
which cut the nakedness of the prairies and resemble those nar- 
tow strips of land bordering the ocean and soon becoming Jong 

_ peninsulas covered with a luxuriant arborescent vegetation. The 
_ tist origin of these undulations may have been in deep water, 

orthey may have resulted merely from the action of the waves. 
— Inany case, they cannot be compared with the barren knolls of 

: slagnant water, whenever water is low enough to admit the trans- 

‘Mission of light and air in sufficient quantity to sustain vegetable 
( lite the bottom is first invaded by Confervas, especially by Cha- 

Mee and a peculiar kind of floating moss (Hypnum aduncum 
_-ttdw.). These plants contain in their tissue a great proportion 
; of silica, lime, and even oxyd of iron.” Moreover, they feed a 
_ ‘Modigious quantity of small mollusks, whose shells add to the 

i 
I 

3 : 40 attributes to the decomposition of Confervas, Characez, etc., 
ca over which peat bogs generally rest. I have seen it in 

¢ 

‘the lakes of the high prairies it has sometimes a peculiar 

ter. At tha, dept Pe gine one to three feet, the plants 

to atmos- ~Vandolle Physiologi 183 and 188. When exposed Se 

influence, the Case testes avail with an efflorescence of scarcely carbon 

te ime, 
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it is that fine impalpable clay, evidently a residue of the decom- 
position of its plants. At the depth of three and a half to four 
feet, this vegetation suddenly ceases and the bottom of the lakes 
is pure sand and pebbles with shells. Nearer to the borders, 
on the contrary, at the depth of one foot, the carpet of mosses, 
etc., begins to be intermixed with some plants of sedges, becom- 
ing more and more abundant in proportion as the depth de 

into woody matter, under atmospheric influence, and their detri- 
tus is at first clayey mould, and then pure black mould, the 
upper soil of the prairies. Of course, near the borders of the 
rivers, or under peculiar circumstances, the formation 1s some 
what modified by the addition of transported matter, or of for- 
eign elements. The clay may thus take a different color, and 
have a somewhat different composition; but the process of form 

where the ground is naturally naked or without trees. It gives 
the reason of the formation of the prairies from the base of the 
Rocky Mountains to the borders of the Mississippl poe: 

a 
toms of our southern rivers; of the Platas of the Madeyra 

the plains on the shores of the North and of the Baltic Sea, a é 
in Asia, the vast steppes of the Caspian, etc., etc., we find every 
where the same appearances, and the same results of a ge? pene 

The glades on the slopes of some mountains of Arkansas, 
| Alleghanies, etc., have been quoted as a phenomenon 

tradicting the theory of formation of prairies by water. I Jogi- 
fully examined those glades in connection with the geo 

"= R.W. Wells, this Journal, i, 334, 1819. 



face, and generally favor the growth of a thin stratum of peat, 

where only grasses and prairie flowers vegetate. Sometimes the 

peat of these glades is one to two feet thick. They are gene- 

tally dry in the fall, but always true swamps or wet prairies in 

pring. 
Prof. Winchell observes that a theory [for the absence of trees] 

often urged is the considerable humidity of the soul of certain pravries 

and especially the wetness of the subsoil, &c., and refutes it by this 

‘mere assertion: itis singular that such an opinion could be enter- 
tained when it is so well known that there is no situation so wet but 

certain trees will flourish on it. The willow, cottonwood, tupelo, 

| k, tamarac, American arbor vite, ete.". And, when con- 

ical condition of the soil for an explanation of the treeless character 

of the prairies, is discovered tn the fact that trees will grow on them 
: od 

As it is not proper to refute an assertion by a contrary one, 
let us examine under what circumstances trees may grow In 
Some swamps, and what the highest scientific authorities have 

fo say on the subject. 
It is a well known fact of botanical physiology that trees pa 

thrive well, ought not to be planted too deep ; that most species 

of trees perish when their roots are buried in a stratum of ig 
e 

able filaments. Hence, such trees grow, in eed, in those 

Inundated by the water of adjacent rivers, OF periodically in- 

* Th ii : i mplified o 
€ relation of glades to peat bogs 1s — ; Rae, 7 a. tate, in :the 

Mare iron t N 
middle a 9 other peaks of the Adirondac eh epiicnag oN, rairies, half 

of trees, appear like clearings an meadows produced b 

wip are of weary size, cover aio of various degrees, and ascend 

© 3000 feet above the sea. - 
,, & Winchell on the prairies. This Journal, [2], xxxviii, 343. 

A. Winchell, ibid., 344. 
AM. Youn. Scr—Sxconn Sunrm Vot- XXXIX, No. 117.—Mar, 1065. 
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passing to prairies." The only fact, to my knowledge, whic 
could be mentioned as sustaining the assertion of Prof. Winchell 

The clayey subsoil mixed with the black mould forms a com 
pound which combines density of certain parts with clr! 
of others, and contains a great proportion of nutritive sme CF 
If the clay of the subsoil is not too thick to be impermeab sae 
water, and thus retain it around the roots, this prepared or a vid 
ficial ground is indeed very appropriate to the growth o ad at 
ut has any one ever seen oak or hickory, or any other kin a ees, grow on the prairies from a handfull, say even from 
® Species of trees like the magnolia grow over the southern peat bogs for - 

Same reason that tamaracks grow in the peat bogs of the north. 
e Vegetale, pp. 1206-1212. eo 
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bushel, of acorns or nuts thrown upon their surface? , 
then, if trees will grow on prairies, do not isolated or widely 
separated clusters of trees insensibly cover a wider area? Some 

_ of these trees have lived there for ages; their trunks are strong 
and thick; their branches widely expanded, and their fruits are 

_ swept far away by the impetuosity of autumnal storms; never- 
theless, their domain is restricted, by the nature of the ground, 

_ totheir own narrow limits; these they never pass. 

[Zo be continued. ] 

—On a Process of Fractional Condensation: applicable 
to the Separation of Bodies having small differences between their 

, Boiling-points ; by C. M. WARREN.’ 

: Th is well known that the process in general use for the ee 
mate analysis of mixtures of volatile liquids,—viz: that 

| pe fractional distillation, either from a tubulated retort or 

oma flask with bulbs, as proposed by Wurtz,’—affords but 

: leak imperfect and unsatisfactory results, and not unfrequently 
8 to gross errors and misconceptions, except in those cases 

‘tn which the boiling-points of the constituents are widely differ- 

ent, M in which some auxiliary method can be advantageously 
employed. 
The want of a more efficient process for effecting such sepa- 

Tations has long been recognized. There are numerous natural 

and artificial products, of the highest scientific interest,—such 

‘petroleums, essential oils, tars, and other mixtures of oils ob- 
tained by the distillation, under varied circumstances, of bitu- 

minous, vegetable, and animal substances,—of which it may at 

least be said that we have but very imperfect knowledge,—l 

pent almost say no knowledge, except such as could be de-. 

In re fad ft rsevering and pro- 
peated instances, apparently after pe ‘ | 

tracted efforts, investigators have been forced to assert either the 

iipossibility, or their inability, to obtain, from such mixtures, 
Odies of constant boiling-point,—a property which is generally 

a4 tom the Journal of the Acad. Arts and Sciences, Boston, May 10th, 1864. 

Aunales de Chimie et de Physique, [3], sli, 182. 
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1, Warren de la Rue and Hugo Miller,’ in their paper entitled 
“Chemical Examination of Burmese Naphtha and Rangoon 
Tar,” after detailing the preliminary treatment by distillation in 
a current of steam, add that ‘A further separation of the va- 
rious products was effected by repeated fractional distillations; 
but no absolutely constant boiling-points could be obtained, not- 
withstanding the great number of distillations and the large 
quantity of material at command. It is true that considerable 
portions of distillates could be collected between certain ranges 
of temperature, tending to indicate a constant boiling-point; 
nevertheless, it soon became evident that distillation alone could 
not effect the separations of the various constituents, and that 

course must be had to other processes.” The other processes 
resorted to were, treatment with sulphuric and nitric acids, 
either separately or mixed; but still with very imperfect results. 
This acid treatment, which was first proposed by De la Rue, an 
subsequently employed by C. Greville Williams,‘ Schorlemmer, 
and others, will be further noticed below. 

” remarks 

duct of 
” and 

Quarterly Journal af the Chemical Society, 1851, 3, 43. 
® Journal of the Chemical Society, xv, 419. solichkeit, das 7 Annalen der ii “ Unmoghen i er e 

n. eo Mit den 5? 
Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie, -exiii, 169, says as follows : ie on 

zu 5° aufgesammelten Destillaten wurde die fractionirte Destillation wi 
Neuem vorgenommen, aber nachdem diese Operation sieben Wochen mit € ; 

ielt ich doeh kei rgend 2 z = z id ‘ es 3 4 & 5 > & ES & ar, er 
é 

riers eorid nore Nach diesen Versuchen halte ich es fiir ase i eindl durch fractionirte Destillationen allein in Producte mit cons punkt, zu scheiden.” 
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of separating from petroleum, by fractional distillation, products 
of constant boiling-point. 
Such is the general character of the results obtained in the 
attempts which have been made to separate the constituents of 
such mixtures by fractional distillation. 
The treatment with strong acids, ete., as an auxiliary to the 
common method of fractional distillation, which is claimed to 

M some instances. 
the New Process.—The chief distinctive feature of my pro- 

Cess, as compared with the common one, consists I this,—that 

the Operator has complete and easy control of the temperature 

of the vapors given off in distillation; and consequently can 

4, , Since this was prepared for the press I notice that late experiments by Ber- 

thelot go to show the correctness of my conception of the value of constancy 

boiling-point, as above stated. 
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orig cool these vapors to the lowest limit of temperature 
ich the most volatile portion, under the circumstances, is able 

. ae and retain its vaporons condition. It will be seen ata 

o 

being forced to receive the vapors at the temperature which 
they he ape acquire in passing m the retort, an nd laden 

only apparatus, of which I have any knowledge, which can be regarded 
as benting any analog my own, is that employed in the rebsisiengiom of aleobolie 

spirits, on a manu aay scale, Ino one of the older forms of this apparatus, at 
of Solimani, to which m ny attention was first called by a friend, after my process 

na twelvementh, - temperature of a le; 
i ; 

iy common methods, The mode on construction of this apparatus 1s 
however only adapted to manufacturing purposes, and uf could not be utilized in 

the act i eso RS ha a in scientific research. Either on account 

os complication in, — some other cause, the apparatus of ashen has, I belie 

_ observing 

that ww the boiling-point of benzole is ee same of ale ohol ‘of sp. “gt. 0'826, 
ar the sum ractis 

usual manner,—by simple distillation. ever 
ta the belief. that no_ process of fractioning at all soalgous to mine a ied 

employe h, and that { am not in any way directly sides 
to ov of eo se of my predecessors, I rh cs aken no specia | pains to con vd of 
these devices in much detail. I may say, however, that I have found no reco 

ng the essential feature on which the superiority of Pref 

i bane a adapting it at once to both high and low temperatures, and for the most 

The einployiment of bulbs, above ee to, as proposed by Wurtz, is mane 

er the old process ulb apparatus furnishes foot mony 2 
most, lightly ose results ny a simple retort; being no 

lent to inereasing the height of the keg the retort itself, wislioil toe 

pespatbagects control over th y necuracy of the results; the only advantage e gained beings ' 
hese result ; 1 an: hat peers 

. 
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_ In the new process, perfect control of the temperature of the 
vapors is secured by simply conducting these vapors upward 
through a worm contained in a bath, aa, figs. 1 and 2, the tem- 

ture of which is regulated by means of a separate lamp, 6, 
g.2, or by a safety-furnace, p, as shown in fig. 1. The bat 

» may be of oil or water, or of metal for very high temperatures, 
_ asthe case may require, and is furnished with a thermometer, ¢ 

be 

. ‘That this bath may be equally adapted for the separation of 
i low t , : 

ee auent receptacle for ice or iced water, 

_ OW temperature may be steadily main 

terior vessel are both made of sheet-copper, with joie 
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with vulcanized caoutchouc, ai 
or by means of a perforated cork, which 1 ( ig 
of both tubes as snugly as possible, and then tightly pret 
gether upon the joint by means of an iron clamp, aS SHOW™ © 
g, fig. 2. This clamp is figured ona larger scale at EK. en 
is highly important that all joints in the apparatus should 0 

required too frequent renewal. I have found the cloth cove! 

with vulcanized caoutchouc preferable to the common ©" 

choue tubing. In the smaller sizes of apparatus I have ee 
of the worm itself project far enough from the bath to connect porte 

directly with the retort by means of a perforated cork, witho ut 

the use of an additional connecting tube. 



el 

~~, 

7,—May, 1865 
~ 

re _ fo) Z 4 se ‘ p< asl a c > mn wp SERIE: Sor1.—Srco Am, Jour, 
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The upper end, A, of the elevated worm is brought out through 
the side of the bath at a point about three inches below the top; 
so that, when working with a low temperature of the bath, the 
worm may still be completely covered with oil, and also give 
sufficient space above the worm for the expansion of the oi 
when higher temperatures are employed. ‘T'o avoid contami- 
nating the atmosphere of the laboratory with the disagreeable 
fumes which are given off, in large quantity, from such a mass 
of heated oil, the top of the bath is tightly closed with a sheet- 
iron cover, from which a small funnel, A, fig. 1, conducts these 
fumes to a chimney. 

In the larger apparatus, the vapors which succeed in pasa 
through the heated worm. are conducted downward into a coole 

shown in fig. 1. 
For collecting liquids which boil below the common tempera: 

ture, when such are present, I attach a refrigerator, B, fig. 2, 
—one 

? 

2, which communicates with the first receiver, &, by meaus f 
the glass tube, m. f 

In order to successfully collect and condense the vapors 
such extremely volatile liquids as are now under consideration, 
it is of course indispensable that the apparatus should be con 
structed with very tight joints; and for greater convenienc®, 
but more especially to prevent breakage, such of the jon 
require to be frequently taken apart should be made flexible 
A very convenient and perfectly tight joint of this kind ~ 
be made as follows:—the short stationary tube, n, 1n the ae a 
of the receiver, 4, fig. 2, is made with the opening somes : 
vergent upward; the end, 0, of the worm is enough smé 

an the inside diameter of the upper end of the tube, %, ! 
leave room for a piece of caoutchouc tube to be drawn over ess 
and still admit of its being inserted in the end of the tube, "3 

. 
m coming in conti” 

with the caoutchouc; a perfectly tight and convenient flexible — 
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joint is now made by pressing the tube, n, over the caoutchouc 
covering of the end of the worm, 0. The joints of the receiv- 
ers, WJ, are made in the same manner. 
The vapors which escape condensation in @ pass through the 

receivers, ke and Jl, to the refrigerator, B, which contains ice, or 
mixture of ice and salt, are there condensed and fall back 
into the receivers, 7; which should stand in a wooden vessel 
also containing ice or a freezing mixture. The refrigerator, B, 
_ismade with double bottom and sides, with an inch space be- 

_ tween, which is filled with pulverized charcoal. Being tightly 
covered, a charge of ice and salt will serve for a long day's 

operations without renewal. In this manner I have been able 
to collect, in considerable quantity, bodies boiling nearly at 0° 
€., and this from mixtures in which such bodies had been quite 

_ beyond the fire-place, and the dropping of the sheet-iron apron 

_ Would cause an additional draft, and thus insure the passage of 

ee such as described for the safety-lamp.’ 

 Btze upon the bottom need not be permanently attached to the 

~ farnace, but may be simply laid over an opening cut in the stool 

i oe 

* 
; 

3 d 

__, for an apparatus to stand upon the table, the safety lamp an 

a fornace are mecsinlly deaabihe T have also use them for pe 

: larger apparatus, placed upon the floor of the jaboratory. 

ony ; 

aes ' This Journal, 1862, [2], xxxiii, 275. 13 Loc. cit. 
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safety-lamp. This process was still going on, the lamp being 
highly-heated from the excess of fuel thus added to it, but no 

ing-points. 
Notwithstanding the precautions taken to avoid loss from 

come over between <ertain temperatures; as, for example, 
o0" C.; between 50° and 100°, etc.; from these data one may judge pretty nearly of the quantity which it will be advisable to take. It is evident that, when very volatile bodies are pres nt, even in considerable proportion, a much Jarger quantity 

- 

iain a aaa a Ll 

ES SES OSS gE tt a ae ar ae a “Ss 
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would be required than if the material were but slightly vola- 
tile; as the waste in the former case, from evaporation, would 
be much greater. 

But in many cases it will be found that highly volatile bodies 
are present only in very small proportion,—e. g., in visci 
oleum like Rangoon tar, and in the products of distillation of 

some species of asphalt. In such cases, the requisite quantity 
to be operated upon, to obtain the most volatile constituents in 
sufficient quantity for anything like a complete study of their 
chemical relations, would be extremely large,—too large to be 

conducted in the laboratory,—and one would have to resort to 
the manufactory for the first distillation. I have dwelt at some 

length on this point, having experienced the disappointment 
which one feels, after months of labor, on finding the products 
insufficient for his requirements, when the expenditure of a little 

more time, comparatively, might have given double the quan- 
tities obtained. 

les, and each carefully labelled with the temperatures between 

which it was obtained. The fractions for each fresh portion of 

eend of the worm into the retort. 1 then carefully raise the 

temperature of the bath until the vapors from the retort pass 

through the heated worm so freely that the liquid, in tea 

ing from them, shall drop with tolerable rapidity into the colc 

teceiver. In order that this dropping may be continuous, Pll 

hecessary that the temperature of the bath should rise aes 

ually as the more volatile constituents of the mixture are ta 

a a is easily effected by carefully regulating 
the flame under 

€ Dath. 

sed is 
ebullition, so that a steady stream of liquid shall flow back from 

It is advisable to boil the retort as rapidly as possible without 

choking the ome i: of the heated worm with the returning 

quid. As this choking would give rise to additional pressure 

M the retort, and consequently occasion @ 
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choking of the worm is a partial or entire stoppage of the stream 
of liquid which normally flows steadily from the end of the 
worm into the retort. Any interruption or unsteadiness of this 
flow would indicate too rapid ebullition. 

As a rule, other things being equal, the greater the difference 
between the temperature of the bath and that of the retort, the 
slower the products will come off, and the more effectual will be 
the separation. I think it possible, however, that the earlier 
fractionings may be conducted so slowly that the loss of time 
would more than counterbalance what might be gained by more 
thorough separation, and that equally good results may be more 
economically obtained by more frequent operations, somewhat 
more rapidly conducted. if 
A striking illustration of the advantage to be gained by this 

process is presented by the fact that, during the first fractioning 
of a crude mixture, such as American petroleum or coal-tar 
naphtha, for example, the difference between the temperature of 
the bath and that of the retort may sometimes be as much as 
5° C., ven more. While, as the products become purer, 

this difference between the temperatures of the bath and retort 
proportionally decreases, till finally, in operating on a pure pro- 
uct, the temperature of the bath must be brought to within a 

few degrees of that of the retort, in order to bring the vapors 
through. But the amount of this difference is variable for dif 

. 

ferent bodies of equal purity. 

retort, and by the relative quantities of the products obtained, 
—there might be something gained by exercising discretion 1” 

lowest fraction 

of the preceding series, which is large enough to operate upon 

by itself, is transferred to the retort, and brought into yess 

oe of the bath is then adjusted as above descr! ee 
and the distillation continued, the fractions obtained being pla 
‘90 4h abies: aig . f the retort in eo ecoprints bottles until the temperature 0 hich the 
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difference referred to approximates to a common difference 
throughout the same series. Once ascertained, this difference 

* products which he had separated the — previous. 
n this way, certain larger fractions are obta 

int susceptible of further alteration in their boiling-points ; but 



ing absolutely constant for more than half an hour, a constancy 
of boiling-point not exceeded by that of distilled water. This 
state of purity, I think I may safely assert, has never before 
been attained from such mixtures, by any system of fractional 
distillation. 
As I shall soon be prepared to present to the Academy de- 

tailed results of the investigations above referred to, I may omit 
further allusion to them on this occasion. : 

I would remark, in conclusion, that it seems to me not cath 
probable that this process may ultimately prove to be of grew 
value in the arts. It is not too much to anticipate that, — 

ever the various constituents of the mixtures referred to pe 
have been separately and thoroughly studied in a pure eer 
some of them may be found to possess properties which W . 
give to them great commercial value, sufficient to justify the ex 
penditure necessary to separate them in large quantities. 
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Apr, XLIL—Evamination of Petroleum from California; by 
; B. SILLIMAN, 

_ Tue specimen of petroleum here described came from a natu- 

tal well or spring on the Simi estate in Santa Barbara county, 

California. 1t issues from rocks of the Tertiary Age. The dis- 

charge from this spring is sufficient to flow nearly two miles down 

the dry bed of the ravine in which it occurs. 
“Itis of a dark brown color, dichroic, thin and mobile as water, 

and of a faint naphtha odor, quite without offensive smell. 

athin tube it has a yellowish brown color by transmitted light, 

and obviously owes its dark color to its holding in solution a por- 

tion of the asphaltum with which it is associated. 
Its density is 0°861 at 15° C. or about 34°30° B. It burns, in 

its crude state, in a double current lamp, without smoke, with 

quite a bright flame and strong light for a few moments. fter 

eight or ten minutes the wick commences to coal, and after about 

teen minutes it smokes and finally dies out. 
1000 c.c. of the crude substance were subjected to fractional 

distillation in a tubulated retort to which was adapted a thermom- 

eter and condenser. A condensible vapor appeared at 60° C., the 

liquid simmered at 90° and boiled at 123°. 
Of the 1000 c.c. of crade oil there were distilled from glass 

up to the boiling point of 
Mercury, - - - - - - 500¢¢ 

Iniron, - - “ - - - 496 “ 

Loss and coke, Cee ee ye, ae 
1000, .“ 

_ This method of practical distillation gives, as is well known, 

Very unsatisfactory results, as compared with the method of 

Warren,’ As the experiment was, however, very carefully con- 

ted by Mr. Peter Collier, of the Sheffield Laboratory, under 

my directions, it furnishes a good illustration of the differences 

arising solely out of an imperfect method of analysis, when prac- 

ticed on the same raw material. I therefore append the results 

in detail, 
The temperatures were noted by a mercurial thermometer the 

bulb of which was continually in the boiling liquid. 

20 cc, had distilled at 158° C. | 260 cc. had distilled at 234° C. 

404 «& “ ‘170 “ $22 r 4260." 

mo“ « “ “977 eee nd 266.“ 

M40“ « “ «:100 .@ 1608.4:. & # wi 280:..% 

160 * «& “ & oot) © 4.450". ™ 4 kt” ¢ Pies 

200 “ = & a “ 913 * 485 * * re * 399 « 

240 * “ «w 993 “ | 500 “ “ “ “ 379 « 

this vol., p. 327. 

AX Jour. Sc1.—Szconp Suries, Vou. XXXIX, No. 117.—May, 1665, 
44 
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When about 485 ¢.c. had passed over, the temperature rose 
370°C. 

Sp. gr Beaumé. Expl. test 
Ist, 100 c.e, 755 55°77 
2nd,100 “ "75 51°80 70° * 
8rd, 100 “ 793 47-62 roo? 
4th, 100 * 815 42-70 156°“ 
5th, 1¢c0 838 87°83 196° “ 
6th, 100 * 867 82:08 sot 
Sth, 60 « 872 81°13 190° “ 
8th, 100 « 890 27°79 131° 
9th, 100 « 900 26-00 YE te. 

10th, 100 « 900 26°00 140° 

rectified products would arrange themselves thus by color— 
i 2nd, 3rd, fractions. 

II. 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, c 
Ill. 8th, 9th, 10th, zi 

But in the actual conduct of the manufacture of this oil, I 
presume the distiller would make three divisions: ; 
Ist, Light oil, including the Ist fractions, about 53°5° commercial. 
2d, Burning oil, “ 8. M0 7 5 ©. O65 320 
3d, Lubricating oil, “8.19 = * «ee, 
By mingling a portion of the light oil with the heavier, it is 

probable that a product of about 60 per cent would be obtained 
suitable for illumination. ‘ Sony 

he light oil and the burning oil are perfectly decolorized by 
the usual treatment with sulphuric acid and carbonate of soda. 
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difference being apparently due to the greater or less degree of 

_ evaporation and oxydation of the products consequent on ex- 
_ posure to the warm air of a very dry climate. The specimens 
~ thus far examined from California are all from surface springs. 
_ When the oil is drawn from artesian borings the same change 
_ of density will undoubtedly be observed as in Pennsylvania. I 
- found the surface oil of Oil Creek, in 1855, having a density of 
_ $80 to 885, thick in warm weather as thin molasses, and in cold 
_ Weather quite viscid. The flow of wells in the same region is 
_ Dow quite thin, and has a density of -800 to ‘850. 

_ Appended are the results of Mr. Warren’s examination of the 
Same California oil now under consideration. 

_ “To Prof. Sturman, New Haven. 

“Dear Sir—The results of my examination of the erude California 

Petroleum which you sent me through Messrs. Spear, Burke & Co., of this 

tity, and which bore the seal of Messrs. Wyeth & Bro., are as follows: 

“Specific gravity at 17¢. 0°864—=33° Beaumé. 
1280 c.c. of the crude substance subjected to 

_ Wy process of fractional condensation, gave— 

_ 4lee. of light oil between 93° and 100°C. 
Se gi 100° and 140°C. 

— $25 “ Burning oil “ 140° and 310°C. sp. grit B. 
ae From this point the distillation was conducted in the ordinary 

Dol manne a common retort, no thermometer being used. 

Paro. lubricating oil of sp. gr. 294° Beaumé. 
293 & “ & “« 9g? és 

Specific grav- 
ity not taken.’ 

N72 ¢.¢, = 93-8 per cent of total product. 

ai What I have called light oil is not very volatile, and would not, I 

— ink, rank in the market as naphtha, at least not that taken between 

1» and 140°C. and it-is my opinion that the burning oil would take 

the Whole of the light oil, and still bear the commercial fire test. In that 

A some of the lighter of the lubricating il probably might be run into 
_ tie burning oil, so that the yield of the latter would be over 50 per cent. 

‘Boston, March 31, 1865.” 
Fy 
The specific gravity of the mixture determined by me is 0°753=58° Beaumé.—S. 
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY. 

xciii, 335. ahd ae 
2. On the sulphur compounds of uranium.—Remeti has found that 

the brown precipitate which sulphid of ammonium produces in a solution 
of nitrate of uranium is neither sulphid of uranium nor a mixture of 
protoxyd of uranium and sulphur as was formerly supposed. The pre- 

ammonium the compound is easily decomposed into sulphur and phan 

8. Wotle on the regenerative gas-furnaces of the brothers Siemens.—The 
regenerative gas-furnaces of the Messrs. Siemens are so interesting & 

bee. ears, k 
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eee obtained in Gore’s gas-furnaces appears to be due to the 

; baa thus obtained ethyl-aluminum and methyl-aluminum without di i- 

term it, mercuric ethid, with an excess of clippings of aluminum, was 

Analysis gave nearl 
The vapor-density at 234° C. was found to be 4:5, th 
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fire spontaneously in the air. The formula of this body was found to be 
1,(C,H,),, with which the vapor-density 2°80 closely agrees, the theo- 

retical number being 2°56. But the vapor-density was found to increase 

—Chemical News, No. 271, p. 61. 
5. On the density of the vapor of salammoniac.—H. Sr. Crarre Dz- 

VILLE has repeated his important experiments on the density of the va- 

that proof is given the assertion amounts to a pure hypothesis. Among 
other difficulties, the following is suggested to the partisans of the so 
called anomalous densiti 

(1. 
volatile compounds, the formule of which are respectively NH,S, ane 
NH,S, HS. Sulphid of ammonium represents 4 volumes of vapor; 18 

Increased, because, as Deville and Troost have shewn, as the argon 
Increase the vapor-densities diminish toward a constant limit, so that 
oéflicients of expansion must also become constant and differ insens re) 
from 0°0367. To admit that the coéfficient of expansion of sire 
phosphorus vapors may be different from this number, in order to 

i 
: ty 

Ss 
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"gays are received upon a screen perpendicular to the axis o the cone and 

} uce a circular sector in which the maximum intensity of light cor- 

__ esponds to the rays, the plane of reflection of which is parallel to the 

: ~ of polarization. If we introduce a plate of quartz cut perpendicu- 

_ the branches of this cross will be replaced by a sort of fan exhibiting the 

different colors of the spectrum. j 
Measurements the details of which are not yet published have led 

Stefan to represent the rotations due to a plate of quartz 1™™, in thick- 
q a . 8 

hess by the formula p= 1007 

. in which the wave length 4 is expressed in thousandths of a millimeter. 

From this formula we should deduce the remarkable consequence that the 

@ Totation would be zero for rays of a wave length equal to 0:002186™™, 

pe consisted ing 

Sin’s rays by means of a concave mirror, then cutting off the light by 

invisible rays. Want of means appears to have prevented the execution 

r 

: ‘er. Tyndall employed an electric lamp of Duboseq and a linear thermo
- 

ne pile, the spectrum being ‘ormed by lenses and prisms of rock salt. 
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a cence to the phenomena of heat in question, a term which is certainly 
b 

Co. of New York), common geass’ 
rubber (as used in forming gas bags), gutta percha, and various crystal 
lized mineral substances. But these last, becoming always positive, 
not be further alluded to. The sulphur by friction with the guna 
always became positive, and also by friction with different sheets of i 
Paper, except in a single instance, when using the paper which was 

ee 
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‘slightly discolored, it appeared to be feebly negative. Rosin, pitch, 
‘gum lac, and amber, both with the paper and the cotton, became always 

‘Positive, as did also the native rubber, by which I mean the rubber as 
itis imported. Sealing-wax with the cotton became always positive, 

used in making gas bags) would sometimes become positive and some- 
‘times negative, and the e was true of gutta percha, two different 

* . : = Was even fearful that it might become ignited by the sparks pro- 
duced | 

they shall have returned to their natural condition at all points. Some- 
‘times a substance when first rubbed, after having remained undisturbed 

‘wenty-four hours or more, will take on one electricity, but, by continu- 

ing the friction a very little time, it will take on the other. Thus, a 

Stick of sealing-wax in its natural state, when gentl rubbed, one or two 

strokes, with a silk handkerchief, will often be found decidedly positive, 
it by a few strokes more it will become as decidedly negative; and it 

cannot be made positive again by friction with silk until allowed by re- 
Pose first to return to its natural state. 

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY. 

1. On Tin Ore at Durango in Mexico ; by Prof. C. F. CHANDLER.— 

‘ Thave Tecently examined a sample of 1450 grams of tin ore from Du- 

r, some of the crystals might easily be mistaken for cassiterite. 

_ AX Jour. Sct.—geconp Sunms, Vou. XXXIX, No. 117.—May, 1865. 
45 
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The sample examined gave— 
Tin (by crucible assay), - - - - 
Topaz crystals easily separated by the process, - : 3:10. er topaz crystals, too small to be easily separated, - 1:00(f) Oxygen and impurities (by difference),  - - - 45:00 

- 50°90 

100-0 
The material used for the assay was very carefully averaged, by pul- verizing about 500 grams of the ore, after the topaz crystals had been separated. A correction was subsequently made in the result of the assay corresponding to the quantity of topaz removed. 
School of Mines, Columbia College, N. Y., Dec. 23. 
2. Note by F. B. Meek and A. H. Worthen in relation to a genus of 

them on p, 174 of the lust number of this Journal—aAt the time we pro- posed the name Zrisocrinus for this genus, we were not aware that M. 
Koninck had described it under the name Philocrinus in 1863, among 

iques Recueillis dans €, p. 21. Liege, 1863). Owing to the fact that 
r. Koninck’s figure, (probably from’ the wearing of the stone from 

wever. 
exactly in its generic characters with his. This being the case, we 

and arrange our species, which differ specifically from that described by him, under his name. In doing this it also becomes necessary to change one of our specific names (Z. typus), 

It is worthy of note that Mr. Koninck’s figure of the arms and sec- 

— B co Q x fe gh Wg ° = oc = fae) S = 7 5 
oS 
= oe gz < B & im oO S 
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eneved to be derived from the vegetation of the period in which the shales were deposited. 
Similar black shales were brought to light by Dr. Houghton, beget years ago, in the lower peninsula of Michigan ; and the opinion was && pressed by him and by Mr. Hubbard, his assistant, that these shales were 
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the opportunity to establish, by direct comparisons, the identity between 

the Black Slate of Michigan and that of Ohio and Indiana, and, by 
proving that it lies stratigraphically above the limestones of the Hamil- 
ton group, have established its distinction from the Marcellus shale, and 

to-ordinated it with the Genesee shale of New York. It is locally known 

ar g 

ons of the series consist of bluish, argillaceous shales and plastic clays, 

ranging in color from bluish to whitish. Numerous bands of sandstone, 

i of arenaceous magnesian limestone, from four to eighteen inches in 

“black slate” proper, of the series, is freely combustible ; and in some 

cases, where fire has been communicated by accident to outcropping 

Masses, the combustion has survived for months. By distillation, this 

shale affords petroleum and all the related compounds. Its appearance 

at the surface is generally regarded as an indication of coal, and many 

nous disappointments have resulted from ignoran 

‘ates. It is the opinion of Dr. T. S. Hunt, of the Geological Commis- 
“on of Canada, that the product issues from a bituminous limestone— 

jhe Corniferous limestone—next underlying these shales; but thoug : 
Mestone may unite its exhalations with those of the Huron group, it 

“ems more probable that the latter supplies the principal amount of Ge 
bittminous flow. It is also asserted that, at least ina few cases, petrole- 

um is eliminated in quantities of commercial importance from the rocks 

ae in the coal measures. : eg 
_ Wherever the oil-producing shales are exposed to the air, or covered 
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by a porous medium, the product of the slow digs end distillation 
going on escapes into the atmosphere, and is lost. ere the shales are 

gas elaborated are retained in the rocks, filling cavities by driving the 
water out by elastic pressure, aoe hamshensing porous strata embraced in the 
formation, or intervening between it and the impervious cover above. 

region of Canada and Michigan, fe sandstone is manta ut 
destruction of the outeropping sha ological agencies has wats 
an immense deposit of pa Tab pig ‘ari material, which forms an Im- 

rvious shy for the petroleum be killen the lower portion 

upon the surface of the rock, is dark thi k, and impure, 
but a moderate price ~ cules of distillation, It is now oe wal 

festations is of a dark color. Black 1i river of SMhiges seems to be the 
counterpart of Black creek of Enniskillen. It would seem evident that 

the color of the water in both cases must ue to some constituent of 
the crude oil; and yet a chemical examination of the water of | 
river taken at Port Huron, did not sustain my expectations. It should be 
tested six or eight miles further nort 

hen we compare the more direct indications, rig ee is 
equally complete. The oil region of Michigan aboun “ gum beds,” 
or masses of inspissated oil, some of which have hago to the char- 
acter of asphalt. The oil is still issuing, and it shows itself on the sur- 
face of standing water everywhere throughout the Baker tract. More- 

to e wi th noise and violence gt the bottom we wells. In ee in- 
stance the jet, when lighted, illuminated the country over a radius of four 
mi iles, and the sound was like that of steam escaping from a high-pressure 
engine. Many similar cases have occurred. 
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inthe two regions are rather in degree than kind; and the advantages are 

_ gitat mass of it. And, in the abundance of gas emitted from the under- 
lying rocks, the Enniskillen region bears a very unequal comparison. 
tis quite possible that no porous stratum will be found in Michigan 
_ Mposing upon the surface of the rock, Its occurrence is accidental any- 
were, Should it be found wanting, and “surface oil” consequently 

_ Wanting, this fact would not have the slightest bearing on the probability 
_ of oil in the rocks below. 
Thave stated that the Huron group, or Oil formation, extends contin- 
wously from the peninsula of Michigan into the peninsula of Canada 

_ Mest. To embrace both regions under one designation, they might be 
ate of as the Peninsula Oil Region. It is not to be imagined that 

‘will certainly be obtained at all points within this region. It may be, 
t probably will not. Slight undulations are liable to exist in all strata 
% nearly horizontal as those of the two peninsulas, The volatile ema- 
hations from the strata would therefore accumulate under the highest 
arches, Possibly one of these arches runs nearly north and south through 

ther underlies the district. of petroleum manifestations on the Michigan 
Side of the river. For the present, it would be safest to confine large ex- 

aeeumulate along geological axes, and become restricted to belts of 
tountry of limited width. 

bites, and various Mollusks. The following important remarks on the 
4g@ of the Galt or Guelph limestone of Canada, aud Leclaire beds of 

we 
; . 

nthe same referen i i been made during the Geological 
ave ce of species had in fact been i 

Day and they were thue published in the Report on the Fourth Geological 
In 
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rock in place. The materials were thrown out of the excavation in con- 

°} mt i] oO a rey } 3 or SY] — o 3 q oO oly iv Re a S bis | ee ao © @Q oO = co = @ a) oe ic) Ss So bs) bes | fe) 2. = = oS 3 & 
structure ard characteristic color of the argillaceous limestone of that 
formation. Differing so especially from any known beds in the Niagara 

be proved, it will afford sufficient ground. for separating these beds from 
the Onondaga-salt group, and for establishing a distinct group. It seems 
quite probable that the limestones of this period have their eastern €x 
tremity i j re, fr 

ell as from similarity of lithological character, there seemed no sv 
cient ground for separating them from the non-fossiliferous beds of the 
Onondaga-salt group. Since, however, in Canada, these beds attain 

considerable importance, and (admitting the conclusions above give? 
acquire a still greater thickness and more distinctive character on the 

ississippi river, it seems necessary to elevate them to the same rank as 
the other groups of the series.” Geology of Iowa, vol. i, p. 75; 1857. 

* The t being considered objectionable, on account of a renee 
md u me rock occurring also at Guelph, it has been called t 

“Guelph formation,” in the nomenclature of the G ological Survey of Canada. 
y View: the presence of the Onondaga-sal up proper in bans 

sin e somewhere 2d in question, and I have only to rema' is’ 
that I have see ns on di yo 
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un 
other localities, resembling in all respects that of Leclaire, and holding 

many of the same fossils. It is likewise underlaid by the even-bedded 
darker-colored limestone, bearing Halysites catenulatus, Pentamerus ob- 

8,and many large Orthoceratites, which are everywhere regarded 
as evidence of the Niagara age. I could not hesitate, therefore, to par- 
allelize the succeeding beds with the limestone of Leclaire, though we had 
failed to trace it across the country in a continuous outcrop. At the 

same time, on critical examination of the collection of fossils made at 

Racine and at some other points, I detected many species known as char- 
acteristic of the Niagara formation in the State of New York, requiring 

its recognition as a member of that group (rather than of the Onondaga- 
salt group), and uniting with it, as identical in position, the Leclaire 

tone.” 
we At the same time, we have recognized, from Racine and adjacent local- 

hes, including Leclaire in Iowa and a single locality in Illinois, the fol- 

identical with or closely allied to M. mylitta (Billings), an undescribed 

Murchisonia from Racine identical with one from Galt, Subulites ven- 

tricosa, Pleurotomaria solaroides? Loxonema longispira, besides other 
forms which are closely allied to species of the Guelph limestone. 

each other, while their relations with the Onondaga-salt group, though 

sry intimate in the single locality in Central New York, become less and 

lese conspicuous in a westerly direction. 

a] isconsin, p- 67, 1861. 
ay BS eee dan Tiare" geen inated the thickness of the lime- 

stone at Leclaire from the presence of lines of false bedding, but I have had no op- 

~ Unity for a re-examination of the locality- ; 
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5. Observations on the Geology of act New Brunswick, made 
wor ay during the summer of 1864 by Prof. L. W. Barter, and 

. Marrnew and C, F. sca prepared and arranged, with 
geslogia map, by L. W. Battey, AM. Prof. Chem. in the Univ. of 

nswick, &e. Printed by order of the House of Assembly. 160 

formations is given, with many details as to structure, fossils, geological 

relations, and economical products. The formations included are the 

Paleozoic, with the Azoic below these, and the Triassic Red Sandstone 

above, together with Post- eestor beds. ee e Report contains a large 
colored geological ccm se showing the limits of the out-cropping rocks. 

The outcrops are nearly parallel with Heb vane or about N.E. by E. in 

direction. The ve oic js in the region of Portlan ds and at St. Johns, be- 

tween it and the Bay of Fundy, occur Primordial rocks, affording, accord- 
ing to determinations by Mr. Hartt, Paradovides and other characteristi¢ 
fossils, besides some Brachiopods. Mr. Hartt observes upon these fossils :-— 

“Representatives of four genera of Trilobites have been obtained thus 
far from the Saint John rocks, viz:—Paradowides, Conocephalites, 7 

nosius, and a new genus? allied to Conocephalites. 
The number of species in each genus has not yet been er 

made out; but of Paradoxides there are at pre ni of Conocephaliies 

seven, and ‘of Agnostus and the new 4 aps each o 
All the species igou’ to be new. One of thie " Paradoxides bears a 

close resemblance to P. rugulosus, Candas from the Etage C of Barrande, 

in Bohemia, and one of the Conocephalites i is allied to C. coronatus 
rande, from the same fauna and horizon, though neither is ‘dentical with 

the Eu ropean species. 
There are six species of Brachiopoda, belonging to the genera Or this- 

ina, Discina, Obolella, and Lingula. se have not been able to identify 

? 

assign to the Saint Jakes group, or at least to that lower part . ee 

has afforded Trilobites, a geological amen equivalent to B 
Etage C, or to the Potsdam proper of Americ 

The lower part of the Saint John panera at Coldbrook, has = 
divided by Mr. Matthew, on ie i 0 grounds, into three Bands, viz: 4 

. The lower or arenaceous band, with no determinable fossils, a0 
constituting passage beds from the Coldbrook Gro oup. 

fo. 2. Argillaceous shales, rich in fossils, Paradozides, Orthisina ?, 
Concept tes, Obolella, 

Comet 

pty ‘Orthitina, Discina, &e., all much dist _ 
Prof. Bailey, speaking of the Albertite, Matas bat in his opinion 

that of Mr. Matthew, “it is neither coal nor jet, but an oxy: ized oil, de- 
rived from the decomposition of fish remains, and subsequently 
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_ by chemical action,” giving as reasons the position and constitution of 
the material, the nature of the adjoining rocks, and the fact that “ sprirgs 
containing oil are not uncommon throughout the district in which the 

: ” Albertite is found, 
6. On Devonian Insects from New Brunswick ; by S. H. Scuppzr, 

: (From a communication addressed by Mr. Scudder to Dr. C. F. Hartt, 
of New Brunswick, dated, Boston Society of Natural History, Janua 

- 11, 1865.)—I,have made as careful an examination as my present cir- 

selves to attract and merit our closest attention. . 
One of them is a gigantic representative of the family of Ephemerina 

among Neuroptera, some three or four times the size of the largest spe- 

Neuroptera, exhibiting to our view a synthetic type which combines in 

she the Pseudoneuroptera and the Neuroptera, and represents a family 
distinct from any hitherto known. 
_ Other fossil insects, found in Carboniferous concretions in Illinois, and 

i i fessor Da as 

Kind! allowed me to evamine,’ also belong to hitherto unrecognized 

families, exhibiting similar relations to sections of Neuropterous insec 
Mour day disconnected; and your third species is a member of still 
aother family of Neuroptera, which finds its natural relations between 
mire described by Professor Dana. 

gests no iutimate relations 2 most irregular and unusual manner, suggests 
ged to a group of large and 

u 
with any known family, but must have belon 
Weak-winged insects. 

n tym- 
Pahum or stridulating apparatus of the male in the Orthopterous family 

Locustarice (though differing somewhat from that), it also most resemb es 

the Neuroptera in all, or nearly all, the other peculiarities of its struc- 

ture, and suggests the presence in the insect-fauna 0 those ancient times 

Am. Jour. Scl.—Seconp Srrims, Vou. XXXIX, No. 117.—May, 1865. 
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of a synthetic type, which united the characteristics of the Orthoptera 
and Neuroptera, in themselves closely allied; this point h es 
atient and severe investigation, and only my earliest impressions are 

here recorded, made, however, immediately after a close examination 
into the relations of other fossil insects. 

eon the Azoic age and metamorphic origin of the Iron Ore of 
Mexico, described by N. S. Manross, at page 309 of this volume; by 
J. D. Dana.—The great thickness and extent of the magwetic and spec- 
ular iron masses of Guerrero leave little doubt that the rocks belong, 
like those of Northern New York, Michigan and Canada, to Azoic or 
presilurian time, and thus they indicate the existence of an Azoic area 
in this part of the continent. The metamorphic nature of the iron ore 
is proved by the alternation of the beds with conformable layers or strata 
of granular or metamorphic limestone, and syenite or granite. Ina sec- 

on either side there are alternate beds of iron ore and syenite with < 

by F. B. Meex. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. 32 pp. 8v 
Washington, Nov. 1864.—This list of Invertebrate Miocene Fossils of 
North America is complete to the time of publication, both as regards 
paleontological discovery, and zoological science. Critical remarks are 
appended to the list. 

10. Ichthyosaurian Skin.—A specimen of the Ichthyosaurus t _ 

of the Royal Geographical Society, Sir R. I. Murchison, contains @ dis- 
cussion at length of the question of the European drift, in ja 

uthor sustains the Iceberg theory. Only the want of space preve? our citing his views in this Journal, 
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12, Annual Report of the Geological Survey of New Jersey, for the 

year 1864, by Prof. Gro. H. Cook, State Geologist. 24 pp. 8vo. Tren- 

of the progress of his survey, dwelling mostly on economical results. 

Acolored map of the formations is included. 

Ill, BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY. 
. 
b 

bestowed so much labor,—the leading genus, Quercus, extending to 281 

species, Castanopsis (to which belongs C. chrysophylla of Califurnia), 14 

species, Castanea, only two well determined species, and Fagus, 15; the 

Corylacee, admitted as an order, after Hartig and Doll; also the Juglan- 

 Myricacee by the same promising hand (38 species of Myrica, including 

Comptonia, and Chapman’s Leitneria of Florida); the Platanacee, and, in 

anote, Liquidambar, by Alphonse DeCandolle. The Betulacee and Sali- 

new member of the series of British Colonial Floras. The present part 

Healand, but of the outlying islands which may be regarded as of the 

of the Botany of the Antarctic Voyage under Capt. Ross,—volumes 

much too bulky and costly to subserve the main purpose of the Hand- 

mainly in the middle island, adding fully one-third to the number of 

flowering plants previously known. The genera are here brought up to 

, the species to 935,—still exemplifying the insular paucity. O 

these species 677 are peculiar to these islands; 222 are Australian, and 

ll American. There are, besides, 51 Australian representative species, 

and 
the American identical 

ania, Dr. Ho i 

have been collected in the Lord Auckland’s Group by C
ommodore Wilkes’s 

it ‘ d 

___pParently 
: dentally overlooked in the present wor 
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8.:Martius: Flora Brasiliensis ; fase. 86, 37, 38. fol. Dec. 1864.— 
The Gesneracee, by Dr. Hanstein, the curator (succeeding the late Dr. 

Klotszch) of the Berlin Herbarium; with eleven plates. The Salsolacee 

with much ability. A. G 
4. The Journal of the Linnean Society, No. 31 (Dee. 1864), is es- 

pecially rich in articles upon Dimorphism and even Trimorphism in 

on the Fecundation of Orchids, and their Morphology, by the 
late Dr. Cruger, Director of the Botanical Garden, Trinidad ; Catasetum 
and Stanhopea being the principal subjects, and the conclusions of Mr, 

Darwin being fully confirmed. 2. Dimorphism in the Flowers of Mono- 
choria vaginalis, by Dr. Kirk. The additional kind of flower would 
seem to be somewhat after the fashion of that of Utricularia clandestina, 

and arranged for self-fertilization. 8. On the Individual Sterility and 
Cross-Impregnation of certain species of Oncidium, by Mr. John Scott. 
He shows by experiment “that the male element of O. microchilum will 

fertilize the female element of the two distinct species, O. ornithor 
chum and O. divaricatum cupreum, and yet be completely impotent 

upon its own female element; nevertheless, the susceptibility of the latter 

"(female element) to fertilization is shown by its fertile unions with another 
individual of the same species, and likewise by a fertile union with an 

individual of a distinct species ;” and the same is true F microchilum. 

4. Notes on the Sterility and Hybridization of certain species of P ia 

flora, Disemma, and Tacsonia, by the same author. Species which, 18 

cultivation, are perfectly sterile upon the application of the pollen to the 
pistil of the same individual, are readily fertilizable by the pollen of go 

1K 

wise potent upon such individuals; although in hybridization the influ- 
; ; ; : 

fails to develop. And there are two species of Tacsonia, the pollen 
ene of which causes the ovary and even the seed-coats of 
develop, but never the embryo, while conversely the effect is sometimes 
the same, but generally nothing at all. Although general 
should be hesitatingly drawn from limited experiments upon cul 
plants, yet the known facts conspire to show that no sharp line is — 

mm nature between fertility and sterility in crosses. 5. the Seru 
Relations of the three forms of Lythrum Salicaria, by Charles Darwin. 
Here we have the results of au investigation which Mr. Darwin has before 
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other two forms; and each is furnished with two sets of stamens or 
males, differing from each other in appearance and function. Altogether, 
there are three females and three sets of males, all as distinct from each 
other as if they belonged to different species; and, if smaller functional 
differences are considered, there are five distinct sets of males. Two o 
the three hermaphrodites must co-exist, and the pollen be carried by 

maphrodites, and partially distinct in its male organs, and each furnished 
with two sets of males.” 

that this plant is also trimorphic. We commend it to the particular 

48 On a Peloria and Semi-double Flower of Ophrys arenifera, by Dr. 
Masters, to which a note is added, mentioning a nearly similar monstrosity 

°gonia ophioglossoides, (known to him from a description by Prof. 
Rev. J 

arity, viz: having three Jabella and the column resolved into small peta- 

loid organs ; the te accessory labella and a small petaloid body on the 
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other side of the flower answering to the three suppressed stamens of the 
oute¥ series, while two little filaments answer in position to the suppressed 
lateral stamens of the inner series. It is hoped that other specimens 
may be detected the ensuing summer, and preserved in spirit for more 
searching examination, In another paper, Dr. Hooker identifies Pinus 
Peuce, Griesb., of the mountains of Macedonia, with P. excelsa of the 

Himalayas. Mr. Mitten describes new Musci and Hepatice of Japan and 
the coast of China, and Prof. Oliver, new genera of plants of Western 
Tropical Africa. 

of Sequoia ( Wellingtonia) gigantea of California, correcting the popular 

impression that this magnificent tree is extremely local and in danger 0 
inction. A. G. extinct 

. Multiplication only in the: perfect sexual animal 4, In both 
males and females, but without sexual influence.—Daphnide. 6, In 

the summer eggs of Daphnia, and of the true Aphis eggs W! 
the winter eggs or ephippia of Daphnia, and extends the comparison to 
the larve buds and e : i 

Upon the distinction between Parthenogenesis and Alternate genesis 
l¢ urges, that the former is a germination of buds in special sexual ore 

gans, though without fructification; while the latter is a self-transforme 
tion, also unfructified, of tissue into germs or buds, without any special 
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organ for the transformation, and in a degree independent of the nurse, 
and hence spoken of as spontaneous. The first of the groups 
above comes under the head-of alternate genesis—Generationswecksel 
while the second, and in part the third, are instances of parthenogen- 
esis. From this point of view, also, is the present case intermediate 
between the first and second groups. 
- He calls attention to the compensation, by the budding of the larve, 
for the limited egg-bearing capacity of the mature fly, and regards this 
compensational balance as usual in these cases. Also, considering the 

into these larves—a view confirmed, it will be remembered, by Dr. 
Meinert—he points to the hypertrophied eggs as a store of material for 
its production. That this granular substance is of a nutritive nature, is 
made altogether probable by its transference into the stomach through 
the Malphigian vessel, in cases of prolonged abstinence, and also by the 
presence of sugar in it; and he observes that the imperfect tracheal 
system and sluggish movements, for a time at least, of the larve-nurse 

tend to leave this store intact for the sole use of the buds. 
_ Both in this, and the first paper of Dr. Wagner’s, which we have 

glia of the larve, the valves at the posterior end of the dorsal heart— 
alo figured by Dr. P 
ong its side, supposed from analogy—in leeches—to form the blood 

corpuscles, we have ourselves seen. ’ 
It is perhaps not premature to state here that the writer has found a 

Ano, Jr. Part IL 66 pp. 8vo. From the Proceedings of the Ento- 
Mological Society, Philadelphia. Nov. 1864. 

IV. ASTRONOMY AND METEOROLOGY. 

1 . 

and note 41 (this Jour., [2], xxxix, 81, 32), I have committed an error 
M my reference to Prof. Ferrel’s article on the retarding effect of the 
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misprint in his article. The retarding effect is given in his article in 
angular velocity, and not in absolute velocity as I conceived (though it 
was so given that one might easily make the mistake), e effect of 
the earth on the moon is 5625 times as great, and not 5624 times, as 
printed. My general reasoning, however, as applied to the nebular hy- 
pothesis, is not affected by the error which I made. My error was in 
numbers (I read Prof. F.’s article several years ago when it was pu 
lished) and not in principles. 

Hector, N. Y., March 23d, 1865. 

variable stars in the neighborhood of the Trapezium. 

3. Letra 

Astronomical Society of London, connected with the awarding of the 

Boyp.— 

the Society has taken such a large stride in its path of usefulness, je 
ing to custom, accompanied the announcement by an address, whiel 

‘he address is too long to be reproduced in ertenso, but we give sé An 
extracts from it, reserving our report of the other business done at the 

r. De ue commenced by observing, that ‘when father and te 
have worked zealously together in the same direction, and especially id those cases where the son has succeeded to the position created and held 
for a number of years by the father, it is extremely difficult to draw | 

independent career, or the cessation of the momentum imparted to his 
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course of activity by the father. This is especially the case with respect 
to the late Professor W. C. Bond and his son, Professor George Phillips 

nd, to whom the council have awarded the highest mark of distinction 
this society can confer. 

In the estimate formed of his scientific work, the professional astron- 
omer is generally placed somewhat at a disadvantage in comparison 
with the amateur. In the case of the latter, the whole of his work is 
weighed in the balance, while, in that of the former, large deductions are 
made from his labors as belonging properly to the duties of his official 
position, An official astronomer, in this age of zealous activity and 
speedy publication, inaugurated I believe by the example of the present 
irector of our own Royal Observatory, may, consequently, produce 

mach good and original work without his name coming with due promi- 
nence before his peers, so long as that work falls, or rather appears to 
fall, within the range of his official duties. . . 

_ Unquestionable evidence that Prof. G. P. Bond has done more for our 
science than even a scrupulous discharge of his duty demanded, was given 
by the appearance of the ‘Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of 
Harvard College,’ vol. iii, 1862. At first sight, indeed, that volume might 
appear to be nothing beyond a record of excellent but, nevertheless, official 

work; when, however, I shall presently come to speak of its details, it 
will, 1 doubt not, be conceded that it belongs in a great measure to the 

rivate labor independent of official duty.’ 

pendently eleven of those bodies. It is not surprising, therefore, that so 
zealous an observer of these strange visitors, about the nature of which 

of so splendid a comet as that of Donati. It was also a natural conse- 
quence that Professor Bond should have desired to compare his own 
Tesults with those of other observers, but it was by no means a necessary 
Sequence that he should have entailed upon himself the enormous labor 

he 
light, the short duration of twilight, and the remarkable continuance of 
Clear weather during the most important part of the comet’s apparition, 

largely contributing to this result. The darkness of the sky, whi 
Am. Jour. Sct.—Srcoxp Serres, Vou. XXXIX, No. 117.~—Mar, 1865. 
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served as a background to the comet, was peculiarly favorable to the de- 
lineation of the fainter outlines and peculiar features of this splendid vis- 
itor, which was visible to the naked eye from August 19 to December 9, 
one hundred and twelve days. The whole period of visibility in the tel- 
escope extended from June 2, 1858 to March 4, 1859, an interval of two 
hundred and seventy-five days. One of the most successful workers in 

recording the phenomena of this comet was Professor G. P. Bond, and 

the sketches and drawings made at the Observatory of Harvard College 
form the main contribution to the splendid graphic illustrations which are 
a remarkable feature of this altogether remarkable production. The pains 
taken to insure a truthful representation of this comet of 1858, both in 

its eye- and telescope-features, few are better able than myself to appre- 

ciate; and I am able, from my own practical experience, to state that the 
success which has attended these efforts has been deservedly won by 

battling with greater difficulties than would probably be imagined by 
the uninitiated,’ 

‘The comprehensiveness of Professor Bond’s work will be at once re- 
cognized by an enumeration of the various sections into which it is divi- 
ed. They are as follows :— 

1. Figure and Position of the Tail; 11. Observations upon the Second- 
ary Tails; 111. Reduction of Observations upon the Figure and Position 

nvelopes; x11. The outer faint Veil; x1v. On the Direction and Initial 

Axis of the Tail; xv. Summary of the Contents of the Volume.’ — 
‘The sections 1 to vit relate to the figure, dimensions, and positions of 

the tail, from its first appearance on August 14, 1858, seventy-three days 
after its first discovery, when it was seen at Copenhagen by D’Arrest and 

at Vienna by Homstein, until the last recorded ubservation at Santiago, 
in Chili, by Moesta, on February 7, 1859. Arranged alphabetically un- 
er the same date, are the names of the several observers, sixty-seven in 

number, whose statements are given verbatim in the language in which 

they were written; but the value of this record is greatly enhanced by 

the occasional remarks of the author, who draws the reader's attention to 

points of special interest, and thus brings under notice the changes which 

actually occurred, as well as those which did not take place although 
anticipated from previous hypotheses. The reader is informed, in th 
introductory chapter, that from June 2 to September 8, the earth was on 

e north side of the plane of the orbit, and on the latter day crossed the 
line of nodes, giving an opportunity for observations on the figure of 4a 
tail projected on a plane at right angles with the comet’s orbit. After the 

tmaiddle of September the tail was presented in nearly its full-length 4 

portions; within a day or two of the perihelion passage on September 4 

the axis of the tail was brought to a position at right angles to the line 

vision, and, ten or twelve days later, when the comet had reached its least 
distance from the earth, its profile was almost precisely that of a section 
in the plane of the orbit. Professor Bond remarks, that where s0 little 1s 
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known, & priori, respecting the actual figure, there is an obvious advan-" 

@ to be derived from these accidental cireumstances of its position, by 

which the influence of perspective foreshortening is, in a great measure, 

eliminated.’ 
‘In order to recognize and explain any errors or ambiguities in the ob- 

servations themselves, a provisional chart was constructed, showin the 
o 

path of the comet and the position of the tail among the neighboring 

‘Lastly, the normal outlines of the tails are given in a series of charts 

which represent the final results deduced from the whole series of observ- 

ations between September 16th and October 17th, referred to the com- 

mon epoch for each date of 74 mean solar time at the Observatory of 
one- 

was selected with that view. 

7 After having given an idea of the comprehensiveness of the first seven 

sections of Professor Bond’s work onthe comet of 1858, the speaker 

tangent cylinder, the position of which, in regard to the path of the comet,’ 

? 

_ teferred to those parts which treat of the telescopic observations of the 

nucleus and enveiopes—which are characterized by the same care, skill, 

and resource, though the difficulties of dealing with the discrepancies 
must have been enormously greater. : 
‘Professor Bond gives in his work a plate representing the drawings or 

engravings of the nucleus and envelopes in the form they reached him, 

A cursory inspection of this collection will suffice to show how great 18 

the diversity of portraiture of the same object, even when made at about 
the same period of absolute time.’ : 
‘The form of the head of the comet received considerable attention 4 

the result was such as to show that its outline did not accord with a par- 

abola, but that its contour was nearly that of a catenary curve. Moreover, 
vantage was taken by Professor Bond, of the apparition of Comet III, 

1860, and more recently, of the great Comet of 1861, to test some of 

the hypotheses discussed in reference to the Comet of 1858, notably the 
Phenomena of the successive throwing off of a series of envelopes from 

receded from it. A recent careful revision of these phenomena has, 
e ~ Being to the report of Professor Bond for 1864, completely confirmed 

te results previously announced 

ton, who defrayed the expenses of the letter-press of the volume, 

and of the twenty-four gentlemen of Boston, Waterton, Cambridge, and 

Salem, who subscribed the funds necessary to cover the cost of the un- 

Talled engravings with which it is Hlustrated. It is most creditable to 

these gentlemen that they so fully appreciated the importance of doing 

ample justice to the labors of the Director of the Observatory of Har- 
Vard College, and enabled him to day before the public such a written 
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and graphic record as could not fail to attract the attention and obtain 
the confidence of the astronomical world. It should be remembered that 
the Observatory in question is not an institution endowed with ample 
funds to meet all its requirements, but that, on the contrary, appeals for 
aid to patriotic citizens have frequently been necessary, and have always 
been generously responded to whenever any object of scientific import- 
ance could be thus advanced.’ ‘ 

Passing from this splendid addition to our knowledge of the physical 
phenomena of comets, Mr. De La Rue next referred to a very important 
step made by Professor Bond in connection with the theory of planetary 
perturbation, ‘It is well known that when the excentricity and inclina- 
tion of the orbit of the disturbed planet are considerable, the problem of 
three bodies represents difficulties which have baffled the efforts of the 
most consummate mathematicians since the time of Newton. Fortun- 

pendently of and simultaneously with Mr. Lassell; and, in the secon 

place, observations of a peculiar luminous appearance within the then 

bright rings on the ball, which shadow was seen at the same time 10 its 

proper place. I need scarcely say that it was the dusky ring of —_ 

that was then for the first time noticed, though it was only ons 
tecognized as such when, on Nov. 15, 1850, Mr. Tuttle, of the Harv 

acter would explain the phenomena. Mr. Daw 
on the 25th and 29th of the same month, discovered the natn The 
independently, with a refractor by Merz, of 64 inches aperture. © 
address concluded as follows:— ak 

‘I believe I am right in stating that the only orbit of Hyperion ye 
published was computed by Professor G. P. Bond, from his own obser- 
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He has also published an analytical investigation of the ques- 
_ tion of the stability of Saturn’s rings, in which he arrived at the unex- 

onginally contrived by the late W. C. Bond and his two sons, in which 
the movement of the recording barrel is regulated by their well-known 
Spning-governor. On the piece of transparent mica exhibiting the tran- 
sit lines, is also drawn a series of horizontal lines, 10’ of declination 

tinued ; and in his report for 1864 it is stated that the region between 
‘ had been nearly completed, and that great progress 

had been made in the zones between 1° 10’ and 1° 20/ 
t is only necessary to read the Reports of the “Committee of the 

Overseers” of Harvard College, and the accompanying Reports by the 
Director of the Observatory, to show that the same zeal animates Pro- 

tG. P. Bond that was so strongly evinced by his father. The vast 

amount of work accomplished in the way of observation, reduction of 

~ results, and. their publication, is truly surprising, for we 
ing an estimate always bear in mind that the Observatory of Har- 

vard College has very small means at its disposal, in comparison with 
the Magnitude of its undertakings. 

There is one claim to recognition which I. of al] persons, must not pass 

over without notice—namely, the first application of photography to astro- 
nomical observations; for it was my seeing in the exhibition of 1851 a 

lunar Photograph, which emanated from this Observatory, that stimu- 
.~ Me to undertake experiments in that direction. The first applica- 

* Presented to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, April 15, 1851. 
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Nebula of Orion, which object is also engaging the attention of Lord 

around the nebula with more minuteness than the Russian astronomers} 
and he has been so fortunate as to discover in the nebula a grand feature 

n eye-piece magnifying 90 times, with a field of 30’; by this arrange 
ment it was seen with great distinctness. It is well known how clearly 
the low powers of comet-seekers bring out the faint details of comets; 
and the conversion, so to speak, of the Harvard Refractor into a huge 
comet-seeker has led to this interesting discovery. 

In 1851, Prof. G. P. Bond visited Europe, and his reception at the 
principal astronomical establishments, and especially at the classical Ob- 
servatory of Pulkowa, as detailed in the Annals of Harvard College Ob- 
servatory, vol. i. part i.,’ may perhaps Le regarded as evincing something 
more than the ordinary courteous welcome due to a stranger. In 1863 
he again visited Europe, when I had the pleasure of making his acquaint- 
ance, and I am convinced that on this, as on the occasion of his previous 
visit, Professor G, P. Bond not only gained many personal friends, but 
also the high opinion and respect of those astronomers with whom he 
eame into contact.—From The Reader, Feb. 11, 1865; but somewhat 
altered and extended after comparison with the publication of the Address 
in the Monthly Notices of the Astr. Soc., vol. xxv, Feb. 10, 1865, p. 125, 
received after these pages were in type. ae 

4. Comet V, 1864.—A comet was discovered by- Bruhns, at Leipzic, 
on the 30th of Dec. 1864. The following elements were computed by 
Engelmann, from observations of Dee. 30th, Jan. 3d, and Jan 21st. 

T = 1864, Dec. 27-76616, 617° 7/ 13'"%, 
%. oz. 162° 21" 5601, log ¢ = 0047095, 
Q =..340° 63’ 52-6, :.. Motion retrograde. 

5. Duration of the flight of shooting stars—Dr. Junes Scumut, di- 

meteors, out of about 16,000 seen. The mean duration of those of dif 

ferent colors was, of 846 white shooting stars, 0°709; of 361 yellow, 
0947; of 101 red, 1°°787; and of 49 green ones, 2685. The mean 

of all was 0*:925. This is somewhat larger than the mean duration ob- 
tained on page 203 of this volume. Dr. Schmidt having been accts- 
tomed to estimate small ‘intervals of time in astronomical observations, 

his estimates deserve not a little confidence. We trust that he will 
classify them according to the hour of the night. His earlier observa- 
tions were made mostly in the evening. The times of the observations 
of this series are not specified. We believe that there is a decrease im 

* Appendix, pp. 158-60, inclusive. 
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|’ the mean duration in the later hours of the night. Such decrease,is dis- 

 tinctly shown by Wartmann’s observations in 1838. H. A. N. 

6. Heights of Auroral Arches.—Mr. B. V. Marss has obtained data 

for computing the altitudes of three auroral arches. A fine arch was 

seen early on the evening of the 16th of January, 1865, and from observ- 

ations at Germantown, Pa. and Brunswick, Me., the computed altitude 

js 97 miles. A second arch on the 20th of February was observed at 

is 794 miles. A third arch on the 21st of February, observed at Boston 

and Philadelphia, had the computed altitade of 57 miles The mean 

height of the three arches was therefore 78 miles. The data were not 

very exact in either case, but taken together they are believed to furnish 

reliable approximations. H. ALN 

VY. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

1. The Agassiz Expedition to South America.—On the 29th of March, 

Prof. Agassiz, with a large corps of assistants, sailed in the steamer 
Colorado for Rio Janeiro, on an exploring tour in South America, 
His corps consists of O. H. Sr.Jouw and C. F. Harrr to collect fossils 

and to aid in geological exploration, J. G. Aytnony to collect mollusks, 

. A. ALLEN to collect birds and mammals, G. Scrva to make skeletons 

of mammals, birds, the large reptiles and fishes, and Mr. Burxwarpt 

to make drawings. Prof. Agassiz will devote himself, with native and 

vertebrates, yet will have, for his main object, the study of the embry- 

Am 

The party is accompanied also by Dr. B. E. Cotting as surgeon, with 

the wives of Prof. Agassiz and Dr. Cotting, a son of Mr. N. Thayer of 

Boston, and a son of Mr. 8. G. Ward of that city. ! 
The expedition goes first to Rio Janeiro, whence the geological as- 

Professor Agassiz at first intended only a visit to Brazil for his health, 

and proposed to take along one or two assistants to aid him in making 

collections for the Museum of which he is Director at Cambridge. On 

Projected tour of exploration, immediately tendered to Professor Agas- 

siz and his wife free passage to R 

Mr, Thayer’s munificent proposition, Mr. McLane, in the name of the 

Director of the Company, offered to the whole party free passage in the 

new steamer Colorado, about sailing for Panama va Cape Horn. The 

arrangements were soon completed, and within three weeks after Mr. 

x 
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: Mr. J. § 
Lrepincort, of Haddonfield, N. J., in an article published in the Second 

8. Carinthian Lake-habitations.—Prof. Hocusterrer has found evi- 
dences of Jake-habitations on piles in four of the lakes of Carinthia; 
namely, those of Word, Keutschach, Rauschelen, and Osseach. From 
the lake of Keutschach, the only one yet particularly investigated, nu- 
merous black potsherds, pieces of half-burnt clay, half-carbonized frag 
ments, a whetstone, a por:ion of a stag’s horn, are among the relics 0 
tained.— Reader, Dec. 3. 

- AA new meteorite from Arkansas.—Prof. J. Lawrence Surro has 
received a portion of a new meteorite from Arkansas, consisting of mixed 
iron and stony matter, which he has under investigation.— Letter to G.d. 

4 

prepared, the material is said to be worth half as much as Peruvian 
of. G 

Jan. 16. 
_ 1. Earthquake at Buffalo, N. ¥—On the 29th of January last, at 
A.M. there was a shock of an earthquake at Buffalo. : 

_ 8. Louis Saemann.—The Comptoir Minéralogique et Paleoniooy ae — oF establishment for the Sale of Minerals, Rocks and Fossils—of Louis 
aemann, in Paris, has been removed to Rue de Méziéres, No. 6, where he stands ready to su ply on reasonable terms, all wishing to buy, °F 

complete, mineral, lithological, or paleontological cabinets, 

= 
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9. Dr. A. Krantz.—The ‘th edition of the Catalogue of minerals, 
rocks, fossils, casts and models for sale at the large and well known house 
of Dr, Krantz, at Bonn, in Prussia on the Rhine, has recently been issued, 

and exhibits great completeness in his stock in all departments, and favor- 
able prices for purchasers. Besides the various other collections, we 
observe one of 114 models of occurring crystalline forms of various min- 
erals, in wood, well labelled, with reference to standard works, for 16 

thalers; and another of 675 forms, for only 120 thalers (the thaler being 
2 equivalent to about 75 cents). 

rececne 

E 

Ozsrrvary.—Tuomas B. Wirsox.—The scientific world has sustained 
a severe loss in the death of Dr. Thos. B. Wilson, the late President of 
the Academy of Natural Sciences, in this city, which took place on the 
15th of March last, at his late residence in Newark, Delaware. 
Wilson, who was a native of Philadelphia, has for many years devoted 
himself to the encouragement and promotion of zoological science, 

_ especially in connection with the Academy of Natural Sciences, an in- 
stitution which, mainly by his energy, ability and princely liberality, has 

been raised from comparative mediocrity to an equality with the leading 
kindred institutions of the Old World, The superb collection of Birds, 

which ranks as the third in importance in the world, and the invaluable 

Library of the Academy, are but a partial evidence of Dr. ilson’s 
unostentatious munificence. Every department of the institution bears 

his mark and will feel his loss. He has also contributed largely of late 

lificult to estimate the value of such men to the cause of science, or 

the loss which a community sustains when their labors are cut short.— 

Georce H. Emurson.—Mr. George H. Emerson, a young chemist of 

much promise, originally from the city of Hartford, Ct., died at Green- 

field, Mass., after a long and painful illness, on the 28th of December 

at the age of twenty-seven. Mr. Emerson is the author of a memoir 

“On crystals and precipitates in Blowpipe Beads,” presented to the Bos- 

ton Society of Natural History, an abstract of which was published in 

. . Having so 
Cott his health by a journey to Florida without avail, he died at Green- 

Sid a few months after his return. . 

: : Au. Jour. S8cr1.—Szeconp Serres, VOL. XESIA; No. 117,.—May, 1865. 

48 
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good works, and after death remain useful to humanity. By his wi 
gave his whole estate to the endowment of four scholarships for the 

Mr. Emerson belonged to that rare class of nen, who perpetuate their 
ill by 

2nd of April last, at Newport, Rhode Island, in his 76th year. He had 

been eminently skilful in surgery and the treatment of disease, but quit- 

ted the practice of his profession about twenty years since. He was a lib- 

gifts than in his bequests. During his later years his gifts amount to 

four hundred thousand dollars, of which the Boston Natural History 
4 hi Society had a share 

ralists of North America and the West Indies, together with their 
special departments of science, and other useful information. e 
pusponrion of this work is to be continued quarterly until completed. 
The next number will contain the names of foreign naturalists, with 
their addresses and special branches of study, so far as they can be as 
certained. In the part already printed the names have been arrange 

alphabetically for greater convenience, but in future numbers it 18 pro 
posed to arrange those of each country according to their special de- 
partments. : 

The utility and convenience of a work of this kind must be obvious 

the task, be rapidly and successfully completed, and thus supply @ want 
that has long been felt. A. Be 

2. The Social Science Review: a Quarterly Journal of Pa: olitical 

Economy and Statistics; Auexanprr Detmar and Simon Srers, SC 

o. 1, January, 1865. 96 pp. 8vo. New York.—The sub- 

_ 3. The Preparation and Mounting of Microscopic Objects ; by 
Davizs. 144 pp., 12mo. New York: Wm. Wood & Co., 61 ¥ 
street—In accordance with the author’s aim, as expressed in his Pre- 

this little manual supplies a want long felt, and supplies it well, 
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Trithner’s American and Oriental Record.—The Record, published 
in London by Messrs. Triibner & Co. (60 Paternoster Row), of whic 
the first number made its appearance on the 16th of March last, is to 
be “a monthly register of the most important works published in North 
and South America, India and China and the British Colonies, with the 
occasional addition of notes on German, Dutch, Danish, French, Italian, 
Spanish, Portuguese, and Russian books.” Its object is stated to be 
two-fold: jirst, to form a medium of communication between American 
and Oriental authors and publishers and the English public; and, sec- 
ondly, to make American and Oriental works better known in Enrope. 
It has therefore a special interest to American authors and publishers, 
and to the American people generally. Codperation from America is 
asked-for, and especially early intimation of publications in contempla- 
Hon, with a mention of such particulars in each case as the trade and 
the reading public demand. The house of Tritbner & Co. has long 
dealt largely in American works, and done much toward extending their 
circulation through Great Britain and Europe. The first number of the 

Hecord runs to 24 pages small 4to. Price 6d. 
5. American Journal of Conchology; edited by G. W. Tryon, Jr— 

h 

ertiary fossils by T. A. Conrad; and on recent shells by S.S. Haldeman, 
T. Bland 

Archi E. ; ‘ 
87 Park Row, office of the Horticulturist—This neat little volume is 
illustrated by numerous cuts representing dwelling houses of various 

Some knowled . ways of exhibiting it. 
7. The War Yok Maton Journal. Vol I, No. 1, April, 1865. 88 pp. 

8vo. Miller & Mathews, New York and J. B. Lippincott & Co., Phila- 

delphia. $5 per year.—This new monthly is to be sustained by the 

highest medical and surgical talent of the country, and promises to be 
the leading Medical Journal. 
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